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Introduction and Executive Summary
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens were established in 1860, with initial development carried out
from 1863-1869. They presently occupy an area of 23.4 hectares, northwest of the intersection of
Walker Street and Downes Road, extending from Walker Street to the south, the northern extent
bordering Froomes Road. The Conservation Management Plan encompasses the complete area
gazetted as the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Reserve, which includes the Caravan Park and
Sunken Reserve.
The Gardens are managed by Mount Alexander Shire Council, the local government area in which
Castlemaine is included. Mount Alexander Shire Council maintains a complement of permanent staff
based at the Gardens, and is invested in both their regular maintenance and ongoing renewal. The
most recent large-scale capital works in the Gardens occurred in 2011, including restoration of the
Tea Rooms, relocation of internal carparks, construction of a children’s play space, public toilet
refurbishment, construction of a BBQ/picnic shelter and the installation of lighting to eastern paths.
An initial Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for the Gardens was prepared in 1991 (Gilfedder
and Walsh, 1991). A review of that document took place in 2000.
John Patrick Landscape Architects were commissioned in 2017 by Mount Alexander Shire Council to
prepare a new Conservation Management Plan for the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. Bryce
Raworth Pty. Ltd. have provided input to this document on the subject of the significance and
conservation of built elements within the Gardens.
This new CMP provides an updated assessment of the significance of the place (Section 2), including
elements not described in the original CMP or the VHR statement of significance (see below) and
addressing changes and losses of some significant elements which have occurred since 1993; it also
identifies and addresses non-significant elements. This updated assessment informs a review of
JOHN PATRICK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS P/L
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issues and challenges which have the potential to affect the conservation of the significant values of
the place in the future (Section 3). Based on this, an updated set of conservation policies is provided
(Section 4) which address current influences, challenges and patterns of use at the gardens, and
inform both a suggested works program (Section 5) and a proposed update to the permit
exemptions for the place (Section 6). The suggested works and the proposed permit exemptions
would require the approval of Heritage Victoria.

Figure 1: Castlemaine Botanic Gardens. Source: VicPlan (mapshare.maps.vic.gov.au/vicplan/)
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Figure 2: Diagram 600880 of the VHR Registration showing extent of registration.
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Significance
Pursuant to the Heritage Act 2017, the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are included in the Victorian
Heritage Register (VHR) (registration number H1679), a statutory listing recognising their heritage
significance to the state of Victoria. Pursuant to the Act, a statement of significance for the place as
well as its registered extent is included within the VHR, and works which have the potential to
impact upon the heritage values of the place require the approval of Heritage Victoria in the form of
a heritage permit or an approved permit exemption.
The gardens were first registered in 1998, and the present statement of significance addresses their
historical, scientific, social and aesthetic significance at the state level, as well as local significance
within Castlemaine and Mount Alexander Shire. A recommended update to this statement of
significance is included in Section 2.
As mentioned above, the VHR registration for the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens includes the
Caravan Park and Sunken Reserve. The registration maps the Significant Landscape of the Gardens
(L-1) as all the area located east and north of the outer drive within the Caravan Park, including the
domestic area around the Curator’s residence and an additional area west of Barker’s Creek, part of
which is within the Caravan Park. The banked areas around the sunken oval are also included within
L-1. The registration notes several elements of significance located within the Public Recreation and
Camping Reserve. Several additional elements of potential significance not specifically noted in the
existing registration were identified during the current study and are discussed in Section 2.

Figure 3: View of the Tea Rooms from the north west.
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Conservation Issues
Conservation of the Castlemaine Botanic Gardens state recognised heritage values must be balanced
with the necessary renewal of living landscape elements.
The 1991 masterplan and VHR registration have resulted in successful conservation of the built
heritage of the Gardens. This study identifies conservation of the Gardens significant tree specimens
as a major area requiring exploration, policy development and recommendations to ensure the
conservation of the living landscape for decades to come.
The composition of the Garden's current tree and shrub population is analysed, and the potential
impacts of climate change incorporated in management policy and succession planting
recommendations.
A further challenge is balancing the scientific or botanical function, which delineates botanic gardens
from civic parks, with the use of the Gardens for public recreation, an issue confronting many
regional botanic gardens. The value of the use of the Gardens for recreation and the involvement of
the community is recognised and considered in the formulation of policy regarding the conservation
of heritage values and the maintenance of botanical and horticultural collections.
Recurrent flooding, Lake Joanna water quality, drought planning and infrastructure maintenance and
renewal are also considered in policy and recommendations.

Key Policy Recommendations
The conservation and management policies provided in Section 4 build on earlier achievements and
further target investment in both existing heritage elements and the program of the Gardens as a
historical, scientific and aesthetic significant living landscape.
The following recommendations are detailed in Section 4;
Conservative arboricultural management of existing significant trees, recognising that these trees
are a significant component of State recognised heritage values.
Maintenance of a diverse collection of large trees in the historic core of the Gardens.
Management and propagation of existing rare and unusual trees and shrubs and the establishment
of new selections.
Introduction of a record keeping system for trees and other key plant collections.
Re-establishment of a modest botanical planting program and new horticultural displays of
contemporary interest.
Continuation of long-standing aspects of the Garden’s horticultural program, including bedding
annual displays and ornamental arbours.
Retention and restoration of the kiosk and of the Curators residence within the Caravan Park.
Retention of the reconstructed Rotunda and Summerhouse and the Entrance Gates and Fountain.
Retention and conservation of the Lower and Middle Bridges, the existing Stone Weir, the layout and
character of the historical path system including significant pathways within the Caravan Park and
Flora and Fauna Reserve, the 4Cs Club Tables,
JOHN PATRICK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS P/L
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Removal of the Fish Hatchery.
Development of a purpose-built gardens maintenance facility.
Acceptance and encouragement of a variety of passive and active uses of the Gardens, provided
these are consistent with the heritage character and values of the place.

Figure 4: Kiosk structure near south west entrance from Walker Street.

Key Works Recommendations
The following recommended works are based on the findings of Sections 2 to 4 of this report.
Establishment of a new botanical collection of large and unusual exotic shrubs with associated
interpretive signage.
Implementation of Botanical Collection management software and process.
Consolidation of the Rose Collection and development of new display beds.
Re-establishment of a botanical signage program and renewal of existing historical interpretive
signage.
Construction of a new Gardens Maintenance Facility.
Restoration of the Kiosk and south west entrance improvement, and restoration of the 4Cs Tables.
Conservation works to the Entrance Gate, Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl and Curator’s
Residence within the Caravan Park.
Documentation and removal of the Fish Hatchery.
Recognition and conservation of the Pine Grove within the Caravan Park.
Inclusion of the Sunken Reserve in the Botanical Gardens interpretation program.
JOHN PATRICK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS P/L
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Section 1 - Review of Existing Documentation
1.0

Documentation Sources

As a longstanding public site, the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens represents a comparatively welldocumented heritage landscape. Extensive public records exist in various archives which have
informed the preparation of the existing historical summaries and management plans. Although it is
possible that additional information may be found through committed archival research, it is
considered that the bulk of the key surviving records, particularly of the period in which the Gardens
were first developed under the curatorship of Philip Doran, have been reviewed and incorporated
into existing historical accounts.
In the course of this study, it was identified that newspaper accounts contain additional details
about the early landscape of the gardens, the public’s experience of this landscape, and the
provenance and demise of certain early elements of the Gardens. While the 1991 Master Plan (see
below) used accounts from The Mount Alexander Mail, Our Daily News and The Representative, a
number of other newspaper archives are now available in digital form from the National Library of
Australia and contain period accounts of the gardens. These include The Australasian, The Age, The
Leader and several local papers headquartered in Bendigo.
Findings from these sources have been incorporated into our discussion of particular surviving
elements of significance and potential significance, but it is acknowledged that in the future there
may be a need to update the general historical account of the place in light of these additional
newspaper sources.
A second source of new information which was available to the project team was Mount Alexander
Shire’s records of correspondence and reports on the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, which cover
the period from 1980-present. This material has been invaluable in understanding recent
developments in the gardens.
The mid-20th century history of the gardens remains under-documented. During this period, it is
understood that the operations and maintenance of the gardens were substantially rationalized, and
a number of trees mentioned in early sources are assumed to have been lost. The 1920s-1950s also
saw substantial contributions by civic groups, most notably the Castlemaine Citizens Charity Club, to
the facilities of the gardens and to their animation as a social and cultural landscape. This work also
remains all but unknown save for the permanent legacy left by the club within the gardens in the
form of the Tea Rooms and Kiosk buildings and a number of striking picnic table sets (discussed
further in section 2). If in future, public records are located for the 1920-1980 period, these should
be conserved to inform future updates to the history of the gardens and to conservation planning.
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Figure 5: The two-part 1991 Masterplan by Gilfedder & Walsh remains the principal source for the history and physical
documentation of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.

1.0.1 Documented History
The principal source for the history and physical documentation of the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens remains the two-part 1991 Master Plan by Francine Gilfedder and Kevin Walsh, taking in
Part One: Conservation Analysis and Policies, and Part Two: Management Plan and Master Plan.
A number of broader reviews of the historical development of botanical gardens in Victoria and
throughout the then-British Empire have been produced since the completion of the 1991 Master
Plan. These provide important additional context for understanding the importance of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, particularly at the state-level, as well the challenging and sometimes
contradictory dual roles of the regional gardens as sites for both botanical knowledge development
and civic recreation.

1.0.2 Policy and Planning Documents
The 1991 Plan also remains the principle comprehensive policy and planning document for the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, although many of its policies and recommendations may have
lapsed in observation, effectiveness or relevance in the ensuing 25 years. Assessment of the
JOHN PATRICK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS P/L
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relevance of the 1991 Plan to the current situation and future conservation of the Gardens is
presented below. The results of this assessment are incorporated within Sections 2 and 3 of this
report.
Since completion of the 1991 Master Plan, additional policy and planning reports and informal
records of discussion have been produced which are available and bear on the conservation of the
Gardens or on specific issues within them. These include:
“Castlemaine Botanical Gardens: Review of Masterplan 2000.”
BGANZ Victoria Chapter. Castlemaine Botanic Garden, Record of Collections Planning
Consulting Visit, 17 February 2012.
Some past or ongoing works within the Gardens and the attached Flora and Fauna Reserve have
been based on formal assessment reports which are available for review. These include:
Karl Just. “Three year schedule of works for the Castlemaine Botanic Gardens Flora and
Fauna Reserve.” April 2014.
Tree Logic P/L. “Castlemaine Botanic Gardens Tree Audit and Arboricultural Report.” June
2014.
Kevin Walsh. “Recommendations for the Rose Garden within the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens.” November 2003.
These reports provide important technical guidance for the development of conservation and
management policies and for the planning of future change within the Gardens’ landscapes.
Mount Alexander Shire has also undertaken broader regional planning and strategic policy
development on a variety of environmental issues which pertain to the conservation and future of
the Botanical Gardens. These include:
Mount Alexander Shire Council Environment Strategy 2015-2025
Roadside Conservation Management Plan 2012 – 2017
Mount Alexander Climate Change Action Plan 2016-2020
Southern Loddon Mallee Region Regional Climate Adaptation Plan
Mount Alexander Shire Council is also presently developing new Waste Management Strategies and
Greenhouse Action Plans.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are an important potential venue from which the Shire could
mount public demonstrators and other outreach activities associated with its environmental
planning and programming. While these uses would need to be undertaken in balance with the
conservation of the Gardens’ existing significant fabric, there appears to be both the physical space
and conceptual room within the Gardens’ longstanding public role and purpose to accommodate
such uses. Regional botanic gardens in Victoria were from the beginning important public showcases
for society’s environmental and social aspirations; handled appropriately, new uses of the gardens as
public demonstrators and educational tools for today’s environmental aspirations are very much in
keeping with conservation objectives that would seek to maintain the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens as a living landscape of enduring public relevance. The parallel role of the Gardens as a site
for civic leisure and recreation means that they may also be able to sustain additional temporary use
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as a host site for Council’s cultural and leisure programming, again where this can be undertaken
with due care, restraint and commitment to the conservation objectives for the property.

1.0.3 Records and Datasets
Finally as regards documentation, data management represents a continuing challenge in an era of
tight resources and constant technological change. At present, there is not a single consolidated
digital plan or feature survey of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens and their immediate adjacencies.
A feature survey was completed in 2016 for the southern area surrounding Lake Joanna to facilitate
the development of the irrigation plan now being implemented, and this has been made available
for review and use in the development of this CMP. It is suspected that an older feature survey likely
exists in some form for areas renovated as part of the extensive 2011 works, which included the
development of the current children’s playspace in the northern area of the Gardens. Additionally,
the 2014 Tree Audit provides plan points and specimen information for all trees located east of
Barkers Creek, but did not include the Flora and Fauna Reserve or other areas west of the creek
associated at present or in the past with the Botanical Gardens. We would suggest that in the longterm, Mount Alexander Shire Council should assemble and maintain a complete, consolidated, and
version-controlled plan of the CBG’s surface features, buried services and specimen locations.
In addition, a number of previous datasets and lists have been developed at various times
concerning the living contents of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. These include general lists of
vegetation published in historical newspaper accounts and in the 1991 Master Plan, as well as older
tree surveys carried out by the former City of Castlemaine. The survey plan and any other records
associated with the c. 1980s-1990s tree surveys of the Gardens should be located, retained and
preferably digitized as a GIS file in order to inform future planning and arboricultural decisionmaking. Specialized inventories have also been created in the past for the Rose Collection, and an
apparent record of the Buddleja collection and other plants received from RBG-Melbourne in 1996
was also reviewed by the project team. These records should also be organized and retained as part
of a Botanical Gardens master file.
With limited staff resources and technological change, maintenance of botanical collection records is
an acknowledged and well-documented challenge at any major public garden. Some assistance in
developing records strategies and processes is available from the Botanical Gardens of Australia and
New Zealand association, and may also be available from other gardens and institutions. While a
challenge even with expert support, the maintenance of complete and accessible botanical records
is important not only to carrying out the scientific and horticultural role of a botanical gardens, but
also to making informed management decisions for conserving the living heritage of a site of the
significance of the Castlemaine Botanic Gardens. This issue is discussed further in Section 3, and
addressed in policy recommendations and recommended works in Sections 4 and 5.
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Figure 6: Rose series postcard view across Lake Joanna to the rotunda.

1.1

History of Development of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens

The recorded history of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, as collected by Kevin Walsh is
considered to remain the most serviceable record of the development of the property. The Walsh
history includes both a long-form written accounting of major periods in the site’s development, as
well as a logged chronology included as an appendix. It was published as both a section in the
Gilfedder and Walsh Conservation Analysis and Policies document (1991) as well as in the form of a
separate document titled History of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens (also dated 1991), which
includes a selection of historical photos as well as a plan drawing of the site c. 1900.
It should be noted that, while this account meets our expectations of factual accuracy, some of the
language and preoccupations of the Walsh history have become dated over the ensuing quartercentury since its writing. As noted above, new accounts of the development of regional botanic
gardens across Victoria and the Commonwealth have also emerged during this period, which shed
light on the social, cultural and political trends that drove their creation and subsequent
development and conservation. Gwen Pascoe’s Long Views and Short Vistas: Victoria’s Nineteenth
Century Public Botanic Gardens (2012) is particularly notable. It is suggested that the Walsh history
should be read in the context of these more recent works, and that this recent coverage should
inform any new interpretive signage, books and brochures, or online content which may
subsequently be prepared about the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.
The Walsh research is assumed to have formed the basis of the capsule history of the site included in
the Victorian Heritage Register citation (1998). An addendum to the Walsh chronology was
subsequently prepared as part of the 2000 Master Plan Review, covering the period 1991-2000; as
part of the present study the chronology has again been extended to 2017.
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A single, updated chronology is presented below, containing all the entries from the 1991 study,
entries from the 2000 review considered to remain relevant, and additional entries covering the
most recent period.
Updated Chronology of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens
1836

Third Mitchell survey expedition passes through what is now Castlemaine and Mount Alexander Shire.

1837

First squatters arrive in the region, establishing sheep runs.

1851

Announcement of gold discovery at Specimen Gully on Barkers Creek, approx. 3 km northeast of the
present site of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.

1854

Request by Frederick Hirschi, then a local nurseryman and later a Councillor, to the Lieutenant-Governor
of Victoria for land for a public botanic garden in Castlemaine.

1856

Castlemaine Municipal Council requests a first site for a Botanic Gardens from the Surveyor-General.

1858

Second site (the “Camp Site”) is requested.

1860

Final site of Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is gazetted and fenced.

1862

[Castlemaine Market Building constructed]

1863

Two oak trees planted to commemorate the marriage of the Prince and Princess of Wales.
Prison labourers begin work on the gardens site.

1864

A central carriageway is laid out from north to south end of the Botanical Gardens reserve.

1866

Philip Doran is appointed as the Gardens’ first curator.

1867

Visit by H.R.H. Prince Alfred (Duke of Edinborough) and planting of a Sequoiadendron tree.
Construction of a shelter-shed for plants.
Receipt of plants from Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne after visit by Hirschi. Receipt of first plants from
Geelong Botanic Gardens.

1868

Extension of the Gardens southern boundary.
Appointment of Committee of Management.

1869

Gardens area permanently reserved.

1869

First Curator trips to Melbourne, Geelong and Ballarat to acquire plants.

1870

First documented flood event at the Gardens.

1872

Summerhouse erected.

1873

Moonlight Festival held.

1874

Baron Ferdinand Von Mueller names a central Australian shrub, Dicrastylis doranii, after Philip Doran.

1876

[Castlemaine Post Office built]

1878

Front gates of Castlemaine Botanical Gardens officially opened.
Fountain installed.
Weir built on Barker’s Creek.
Work begins on Lake Joanna.

1879

Lake Joanna completed and filled.
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1880

Small zoological collection established.

1884

Work begins on second lake, Lake Augusta (now Sunken Reserve).

1887

Bowling Green opened.

1889

Cannons placed on west side of Barker’s Creek, near Curator’s residence.
Flood event at Gardens.

1894

Crown Grant issued for 79 acres and 11 perches of land reserved for Gardens.

1898

Rotunda built.
Shelter shed built.
[Castlemaine Town Hall built]

1901

14 November hailstorm causes significant damage in Castlemaine, Melbourne, and points in-between. 12
trees are felled in the Botanical Gardens.

1913

Death of Philip Doran, aged 83, ending his 47 years of service as curator.
James H. Upham appointed Curator.

1918

Appointment of W.J. Williams as Curator.
Removal and sale of a large number of pine trees (est. 150-300) from within the Botanical Gardens and
reserve.

1919

Changes to front of Gardens (south of Lake Joanna), including ground level alterations and the erection of
the rustic arbour.
Opening of Botanical Gardens Tea Rooms.

1920

Construction of first Glasshouse adjacent to the Curator’s Residence (now part of the caravan park).

1923

Appointment of Charles Gaulton as Curator.

c. 1925

Establishment of new pine plantations in the west and northwest of the Botanical Reserve.

1938

Lake Augusta is filled, converted to oval playing ground. Hugh Linaker prepares a Layout and Planting plan.

Pre-1946

Initial construction of the Caravan Park on a portion of the land gazetted for the Botanical Gardens.

1954

Gardens property is re-gazetted for ‘Public Recreation, Tourist, Camping and Public Park Reserve‘.

1956

Appointment of Stan Wickham as Curator.

1957

Land removed from Botanical Gardens reserve and transferred to Hospital.

1960

1920 Glasshouse is replaced with a new structure.

Early
1960s

Demolition of the 1898 shelter shed, construction of a new barbecue shelter.

1965

Construction of Fish Hatchery on east side of Barker’s Creek for Castlemaine Angling Club.

1968

Additional land is excised from the Botanical Gardens reserve for Hospital expansion.

c. 1976

Retirement of Stan Wickham as Curator. Wickham was the last of the Curators in-residence at the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.

1976

Installation of electric barbecues.

1984-85

First rejuvenation project for the Gardens, including tree maintenance works, new southern garden beds,
structural improvements and the identification and listing of all trees and shrubs.
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1987

Eltham Copper Butterfly is identified as present in the northwest portion of the Gardens (the Flora and
Fauna Reserve), becoming one of a very small number of sites where the butterfly survives in Victoria.

1990

Lake Joanna is deepened.
Additional barbecue and furnishings installed south of Tea Rooms, a donation from the Rotary Club’s
Castlemaine Branch.

1991

Preparation of Gilfedder and Walsh Conservation Analysis and Policies, Management Plan and Master Plan
(two volumes).

1992

Formation of Friends of Castlemaine Botanical Gardens organisation.

1993

Remaining Royal Oak tree is re-commemorated on 130th anniversary of planting.
Weed management efforts begin in Flora and Fauna Reserve to address conservation of Eltham Copper
Butterfly habitat.

1994

Botanical Gardens is re-gazetted, separating the adjacent camping reserve from the 23.4 ha property of
the gardens, which are reserved as a site for botanical gardens.
Friends group plants a replacement ‘Poplar Wall’ in northern section of Gardens.

1995

Reconstruction of Rotunda by Rotary Club.

1996

Buddleja collection is received from Royal Botanical Gardens, Melbourne as part of its Flora for Victoria
project, a re-enactment of Von Mueller’s plant distributions on the 100th anniversary of his death.
Additional trees and shrubs are donated by Royal Botanical Garden, Melbourne to commemorate their
150th anniversary.
Additional parcel of land is purchased in northwest to buffer Eltham Copper habitat.
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is listed with the Register of the National Estate (Australian Heritage
Commission, Canberra).

1997

Relocation of an older playground north of the “BBQ Shelter”.

1998

Castlemaine Botanical Gardens listed on the Victorian Heritage Register [VHR 1679].
Prunus trees planted on northern edge of the sunken oval.

1998

Permit issued for “Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Planned Improvement Works” by Heritage Victoria.

1999

Commonwealth Government funding for reconstruction of the 1872 Summerhouse.

2000

Millennium tree planting
Millennium drought – 2000-2009.
[gap in the history of the gardens]

2011

Major refurbishment project: including restoration of Tea Rooms, relocation of internal car parks to
Downes Road, construction of new children’s playspace on old car park site, refurbishment of public
toilets, construction of new BBQ shelter, electric lighting installed on eastern paths.
Lake Joanna restoration, including rubble reinforcement of banks.
Restoration of Fountain, installation of surrounding Rugosa rose beds.
Replacement of Downes Road and Froomes Road fences.

2012

Replacement of Walker Street fence.

2014

Three-year weed management plan for Flora and Fauna Reserve area.
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2016

Flood event damages Western Path.

2017

Installation of irrigation system begins for south section of Gardens.
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1.2

Heritage Significance

The heritage significance of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens has been reiterated in various forms
over the last twenty-five years. The key precedent statements are found in the 1991 Gilfedder and
Walsh Master Plan, and the 1998 Victorian Heritage Registration (H1679).
The first modern master plan for the Gardens (Gilfedder and Walsh, 1991) delineates the
significance of the Gardens over a number of points:














As an outstanding example of one of the nineteenth century provincial botanic gardens
created in colonial Victoria;
Typical characteristics and elements of significance of provincial botanic gardens found
at Castlemaine include a formal entry and entrance gates, carriage drive, informal park
layout, fountain, lake, areas of intensive horticultural interest, contrast between open
lawns planted with specimen trees and areas of more intensive horticulture, and a
location in proximity to a township developed during the mid to late nineteenth century;
For its collection of plants, characteristic of late nineteenth century gardens and
representative of more specialised plant groups befitting the scientific role of a botanic
garden, and evidence of seed and plant exchanges between other botanic gardens in
Victoria and interstate;
For its rare and endangered native and exotic flora and fauna;
For the length of the first Curator’s duration of appointment (47 years), enabling an
implementation and consolidation of design and management;
For the manner in which the topography was modified to form lakes (one extant lake
remains);
For the survival of numerous plans and reports which, in conjunction with the present
garden, document and illustrate the development of a botanic garden;
For the manner in which the Gardens and surrounding streetscape/landscape combines
to produce a significant late nineteenth and early twentieth century precinct, with views
across to the Gardens and vistas to locally significant building stock looking from the
Gardens;
For the collection of trees and shrubs which are of individual significance due to their
scientific or horticultural importance and/or rarity;
For the quality of and continuity of the tradition of the Edwardian bedding displays.

The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens were registered to the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR) on May
21, 1998. The VHR records the following Statement of Significance for the Gardens:
The Castlemaine Botanic Gardens were gazetted on 21 February 1860 and is believed to be
laid out by the first curator Philip Doran (1830-1913) who occupied this position for 47 years.
Doran was previously an apprentice to Joseph Paxton at 'Chatsworth', Derbyshire, England.
Ferdinand Mueller, Government Botanist provided many hundreds of plants for the gardens
as did Daniel Bunce curator of the Geelong Botanic Gardens. The gardens are entered
through an impressive set of cast iron gates erected in 1877-78 by local engineering firm
Thompson & Co and completed by local monumental mason George Redfearn. At the same
time a decorative fountain was erected near the gates, and a year later Lake Joanna with its
naturalistic island was officially completed. Beautification works continued; in 1884 a second
lake, Lake Augusta was constructed, and in the 1890s a rustic bridge, conservatory, fernery,
shelter shed, rotunda (designed by Angus Cornish), and grotto were added, bringing the
gardens to their peak of development. Doran remained curator until he died on 29
September 1913. After Doran a number of changes occurred to the gardens; the tearooms
(1919) (now pipe band hall), and glasshouses (1920; replaced 1960) were added. However,
Lake Augusta was drained and converted to an oval in the 1930s, the summerhouse, bridges,
ferns and grotto disappeared by mid-century, and the rotunda by the 1970s. A portion of the
gardens were set aside for a caravan park and swimming pool in the 1940s, and two further
portions were annexed by the Alexander Hospital in the 1950s and 1960s.
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The Castlemaine Botanic Gardens are of historical, scientific, social and aesthetic significance
to Victoria.
The Gardens are historically important as one of Victoria's oldest regional botanic gardens.
The scale of these major gardens and degree of plant specialisation reflect Castlemaine's
gold rush prosperity and the local community's desire to draw attention to their success and
accomplishments. The gardens have further historical significance for their long association
with inaugural curator Philip Doran who enabled the gardens to develop under the
continuity of his vision. An English Oak planted on the 26 May 1863 is of historic significance
for being amongst a small number of similar plantings and the oldest commemorative
plantings in Victoria.
The Gardens are of aesthetic importance as an outstanding example of a regional botanic
garden created in colonial Victoria. Typical characteristics of a nineteenth century garden
which are demonstrated at Castlemaine include; the formal entry having gates and
monumental pillars, carriage drive, the informal park layout, Lake Joanna and other water
features, such as the fountain and weir, decorative structures, especially the entrance gates,
and areas of intense horticultural interest that contrast with open lawns planted with
specimen trees. The gardens have further importance for their picturesque, nineteenth
century design and layout, which continues to be reflected in the informal arboretum, the
surviving path system, elm and oak avenues, and in the placement of major features.
The Gardens have scientific significance for their collection of plants, particularly trees and
shrubs and the Buddleja collection. Many of these specimens are characteristic of late
nineteenth century gardens and are representative of the more specialised scientific role of
a botanic garden. The gardens have an outstanding collection of mature trees, including a
preponderance of conifers, many of which are rare in cultivation and the finest of their
species in Victoria. Such trees include, Ulmus glabra 'Camperdownii', Ulmus minor
'Sarniensis', Quercus canariensis x Q. robur, Quercus macrocarpa var. oliviformis (removed
2010), Quercus robur, Tilia platyphyllos, Pinus ponderosa, Pinus sabiniana, Pinus torreyana,
Platanus orientalis, Catalpa bignonioides, Eucalyptus longifolia, Schinus polygamus var.
ovatus, Myrica faya and Pinus pinea. The Acacia farnesiana and Rhus undulata are the only
examples in Victoria and Pittosporum sahnianum is a new introduction.
The Gardens is socially significant because of its long association with the citizens of Victoria,
and its use for picnicking, family reunions, and social events. The community continue to use
the Gardens and is a major venue for the Castlemaine Arts Festival, and music activities,
including Thompson's Foundry Band. The Gardens are highly valued for their landscape and
horticultural education.

The two texts are largely congruent. The statement of significance in the VHR registration does not
mention the remnant bushland area in the northwest, which is at least indirectly addressed in
Gilfedder and Walsh’s acknowledgement of “its rare and endangered native and exotic flora and
fauna.” The area itself is included within the boundaries of the state registration and will be
addressed in the current project.
Both statements were prepared using older criteria for state registration, which have since been
updated. The Heritage Council of Victoria’s Criteria for Assessment (adopted 2008) consists of 8
categories for significance, summarised below.
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Criterion A

Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history.

Criterion B

Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s
cultural history.

Criterion C

Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding
of Victoria’s cultural history.

Criterion D

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
cultural places and objects.

Criterion E

Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

Criterion F

Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical
achievement at a particular period.

Criterion G

Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the
significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of their continuing
and developing cultural traditions.

Criterion H

Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of
persons, of importance in Victoria’s history.

Nevertheless, by contemporary standards of evaluation the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens remain
highly significant both locally and at the state level across a number of these criteria. In Section 2
we provide an updated assessment of the place’s significance using the Heritage Council of
Victoria’s Criteria for Assessment.
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Figure 7: Site overview.
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1.3

Site Extent and Site Elements

Figure 8: View of Downes Road looking north showing Gardens border tree planting.

1.3.1 Site Extent
The Conservation Management Plan will take in the complete area gazetted as the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens Reserve, as well as adjacent areas located within the road reserves of Walker
Street, Downes Road and Froomes Road.
Review of spatial information supplied by Mount Alexander Shire Council, and matching boundaries
shown on Victoria’s Land and Survey Spatial Information (LASSI) portal, indicates that the number of
trees and other garden features contained within the Downes Road reserve is substantial. This
includes two trees (T-17 and T-18) identified as significant in the VHR registration and included on
Diagram 600880, as well as much of the Rose Garden and an additional 60 trees of various sizes and
maturity captured in the 2014 tree audit (taking in both young trees installed with the upgraded
parking facilities and mature trees that have long been part of the gardens’ boundary plantation).
The modern washroom building in the southern part of the Gardens also appears to be located
within the road reserve, along with the former pumphouse adjacent to it. Similarly, much of the
Cypress boundary planting along Froomes Road is located in that road reserve.
Along a majority of these road edges (save for the section from the Rose Garden to the main
Entrance Gates), the Gardens’ fence line does appear to accurately represent the legal limits of the
botanical reserve. However in the northern part of the Gardens, trees outside of the fence form an
important part of the boundary plantation that softens the interface with Downes Road and the
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railway line. In the southern gardens, the loss of the area located within the fence but which is
actually part of the roadway would have a severe impact on the Gardens’ horticultural values,
environmental character and exposure to road and railway traffic. While an assessment of the
likelihood that this space may one day be absorbed by an expansion or improvement of the Downes
Road carriageway is beyond the scope of this study, it is observed that there is potential for mediumhigh localized impacts to the Gardens’ heritage values from such an expansion were it to occur.
The CMP and Works Plan also addresses elements located in the adjacent Public Recreation and
Camping Reserve. This reserve was separated from the Botanical Reserve in a re-gazetting of the
lands which took place in 1994, but formed a part of the original gazetted reserve for the Botanical
Gardens and for the first fifty years of the place’s history was developed as part of the Gardens. The
area of the Public Recreation and Camping Reserve, including the Sunken Reserve, Swimming Pool
and Caravan Park, is included within the Victorian Heritage Register’s Diagram 600880, and was
included within the 1991 Master Plan although that document contains only very limited findings
with respect to this area.
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Figure 9: Aerial photograph of the sunken reserve and Caravan Park 2018.

1.3.2 Caravan Park and Sunken Reserve
As noted above, the VHR registration for the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens includes the Caravan
Park and Sunken Reserve, which have been gazetted as a separate Public Recreation and Camping
Reserve since 1994.
The registration maps the Significant Landscape (L-1) of the Gardens as all the area located east and
north of the outer drive within the Caravan Park, taking in both the domestic area around and
behind the Curator’s residence as well as an additional area to the west of Barkers Creek, at least
part of which is within the grounds of the Caravan Park. The banked areas surrounding the sunken
oval are also mapped within L-1.
Specific elements of significance noted in the registration which are located within the Public
Recreation and Camping Reserve include the former Curator’s residence and glasshouse. Elements
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of potential significance not specifically noted in the existing registration include the stone stairs and
boundary / avenue planting of Elms in the Sunken Reserve, and a variety of large exotic trees in the
Caravan Park, some of which appear to date to the original development of this parcel as a part of
the Gardens. These trees and other elements of potential significance are reviewed in Section 2.
It is understood that part of the Sunken Reserve may be employed in the future development of a
new Aquatic Centre on the site of the existing public pool (located to the north across the road).
Such a development would require a permit application and approval from Heritage Victoria.
The significance of the Sunken Reserve is reviewed in Section 2, and recommended conservation
policies for this area provided to address opportunities the anticipated development may provide for
the reinforcement of the heritage of this part of the site and for the improvement of the Botanical
Gardens more generally.
While the Caravan Park is leased by the Shire Council to a private operator, the present study will
provide an assessment of its heritage significance and propose management policies to support the
conservation of significant elements within it.
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Figure 10: T-2 Catalpa bignonioides (Indian Bean Tree).

1.3.3 Significant Trees
The VHR inventories the following 32 trees individually within the Gardens’ registration:
T1

Ulmus glabra 'Camperdownii' (Weeping Elm) X4

T2

Catalpa bignonioides (Indian Bean Tree)

T3

Platanus orientalis (Oriental Plane) X2

T4

Tilia platyphyllos (Large leaved Lime)

T5

Pinus sabiniana (Digger Pine)

T6

Eucalyptus longifolia (Woolybutt)

T7

Pinus torreyana (Soledad Pine)

T8

Ulmus minor 'Sarniensis' (Jersey Elm)

T9

Quercus robur (English Oak)

T10

Pinus ponderosa (Western Yellow Pine)

T11

Myrica faya (Candleberry Myrtle)

T12

Pinus pinea (Stone Pine) X7

T13

Rhus undulata [‘Rhus undulate’ in the registry]
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T14

Ulmus glabra 'Camperdownii' (Weeping Elm) X3

T15

Quercus canariensis x Q. robur

T16

Quercus macrocarpa var. olivaeformis

T17

Acacia farnesiana (Sweet Acacia)

T18

Pittosporum sahnianum

T19

Schinus polygama X2 [‘Schinus polygamus’ in the registry]

20 trees are also included in the National Trust’s Significant Tree Register. These are, from south to
north:
Location

Significance

Register Notes
/ Last Review

Acacia farnesiana
(Sweet Acacia)

SE Entrance

State

* dead as of
2004

Ulmus glabra
‘Camperdownii’
(Weeping Elm) X2

SE Entrance

Regional

2003

Catalpa bignonioides
(Indian Bean Tree)

S of Lake Joanna

State

2003

Platanus orientalis
(Oriental Plane) X2

SW of Lake Joanna

Regional

2003

Tilia platyphyllos
(Large-Leaved Lime)

SW of Lake Joanna

State

2003

Quercus macrocarpa
var. oliviformis (Burr
Oak)

NW of Lake Joanna

File Only

1991

Quercus canariensis x
Q. robur (Hybrid Oak)

NE of Lake Joanna

Regional

2010

Pinus sabiniana
(Digger Pine, Gray
Pine)

SW of Band Hall

State

2003

Eucalyptus longifolia
(Woollybutt)

NW of Band Hall

State

2004

Pinus pinea (Stone
Pine) X5

SW of Public Toilets,
W of Summerhouse?

Regional

2004

Pinus torreyana
(Soledad Pine)

E of Barkers Creek

State

2004

Ulmus minor
‘sarniensis’
(Guernsey Elm)

E of Barkers Creek

State

2004

Quercus robur
(English Oak)

NW of Playground

State

2003
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celebrate the
marriage of the
Prince &
Princess of
Wales.
Pinus ponderosa
(Western Yellow
Pine)

N of Playground

Regional

2003

Both of these lists are the product of the original flurry of heritage and conservation work which was
undertaken in the early 1990s. Sufficient time has passed since the definition of these lists that the
CBG’s tree collection should be reassessed for any additional trees which may deserve recognition
on the basis of their individual significance. The 2014 Tree Audit will serve as an important base
document for assessing whether there are other specimens deserving registration, supplemented by
field review as a part of the current project.

Figure 11: The stump of T-6 Eucalyptus longifolia (Woolybutt) remains present adjacent to the tea rooms.

Unfortunately, the 2014 Audit and subsequent arboricultural activities have additional ramifications
for this list of significant trees. Of the VHR-significant trees, several are known to have been recently
removed or were suggested for removal in the 2014 tree audit. These are:
T5

Pinus sabiniana (Digger Pine)

Removed c. 2016

T6

Eucalyptus longifolia (Woolybutt)

Removed 2017

T7

Pinus torreyana (Soledad Pine)

Noted as in decline and
recommended for removal
in 2014. Since removed.
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T10

Pinus ponderosa (Western Yellow Pine)

Noted as dead in 2014.
Removed 2016.

T12

Pinus pinea (Stone Pine) X7

One of these original
registered specimens is
believed to have been
removed prior to 2011. An
additional specimen was
noted as ‘consider
removal’ in 2014, but has
so far been retained.

T16

Quercus macrocarpa var. olivaeformis

Removed in 2014 after
structural root failure.

The A. farnesiana is noted as dead on the National Trust Tree Register as of 2004, but has
nevertheless endured. It is noted as over-mature and decaying in the 2014 audit.
In addition, a number of trees and shrubs included in the VHR registration were not identified or
were identified incorrectly in the 2014 Tree Audit. While luckily these specimens remain in place
today, it is important that they be accurately identified in order to ensure that their age and
significance is taken into account in maintenance and operational decisions that may affect them.
In addition to being a fairly rapid illustration of the challenges of maintaining significant heritage
trees into over-maturity and senescence, the rate of loss of these registered trees does pose
important questions and challenges for the conservation of the Gardens. It is understood that
liability assessment has become significant in driving the maintenance work that has resulted in
some of these removals, and this will need to be specifically addressed, both in the conservation
policies and in succession planning for the Gardens’ key tree collections. These issues are examined
in greater detail in Sections 2 and 3. Future stages of the project will also address how the heritage
significance of the Gardens’ tree collection is registered, and generally the conservation policies and
actions necessary to ensure the collection’s maintenance and renewal as a feature of heritage
significance and continuing landscape value.
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Figure 12: The Buddleja botanical collection.

1.4

Botanical Collections

A major objective of both the 1991 Master Plan and of subsequent intervening planning efforts has
been to re-establish a botanical program at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens that addresses the
scientific and conservation objectives that have generally been considered to be an essential
dimension of what makes a ‘botanic garden’.
A number of options have been explored during this period, both for formalizing a number of
existing categories of tree and plant specimens found within the CBG as recognized collections, and
for establishing new collections either from scratch or in the form of a transfer from another
botanical institution. While these efforts did result in the acceptance of a Buddleja collection from
the Royal Botanical Gardens, Melbourne, the maintenance of this collection has been challenging,
and this is not at present considered a successful model for a botanical program at the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens going forward.
While most of the existing ‘informal’ collections that have been identified within the Gardens remain
in place (eg. the exotic conifers and the Hybrid Tea roses), without stronger conservation policies
and a feasible works regime similar challenges have been identified for the long-term maintenance
and conservation of these groups of specimens.
This is an important issue explored throughout the rest of this study. The maintenance of formal
botanical collections is not a core service function of municipal councils, and in this regard the
challenges at Castlemaine are by no means unusual in the management of regional botanic gardens
in Victoria today. At the same time, it is clear that some form of botanical program, touching on
scientific and cultural objectives, is an important part of what has distinguished regional botanic
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gardens from general recreation reserves, both in their historical development and in their
conservation today.
It is considered that some form of botanical program that is feasible, visible and sustainable should
emerge in the policies and works adopted as a result of this CMP, although the specific form and
strategy of this effort may be very different than that what has been contemplated previously in the
1991 plan and intervening discussions. In Section 2, the rearticulation of the significance of the
Gardens provides some guidance on what kind of a program should be a priority going forward, and
Section 3 elaborates on the considerations that may guide the development of a renewed botanical
program scaled to the capacity of the Council.
More generally, it has been identified that improved guidance is required on planting selections for
the Gardens, addressing both strategic palette (Victorian, Edwardian, Native or Indigenous) and
emerging challenges (such as changing climate conditions which may make the maintenance and
renewal of some plants associated with the Gardens difficult or infeasible). These issues are explored
in Section 3, and addressed in the conservation policies.

1.5

Friends and Stakeholders

A ‘Friends of’ group was an important part of previous planning with respect to the management of
the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. The 1991 Master Plan anticipated the creation of a “Friends of
the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens” organisation to assist in the delivery of a number of the
proposed conservation policies, which was subsequently founded in October 1992.
The 2000 Master Plan Review was carried out by a committee consisting of two Mount Alexander
Shire employees, a representative of Heritage Victoria, and two executives from the Friends group.
This review expressed among its objectives the definition of a more clearly defined role for the
Friends group. The Review included recognition from the Council that the Friends of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens had
a significant role to play in the future of the Gardens most particularly by:
promoting the Gardens for its cultural recreational and educational
functions;
being a means for attracting funding for projects at the Gardens;
supporting Council’s applications for external funding;
providing valuable comment and assistance in the reviewing of aims and
plans for the gardens through formal process such as this review.
(Masterplan Review 2000)
The Friends of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens was officially disbanded in 2013.
‘Friends of’ groups experience a number of challenges which influence their capacity to share the
managerial burdens of public landscapes or other amenities with municipal councils and similar
institutions, particularly in the longer-term through member departures and turnover. Nevertheless,
many of Victoria’s regional botanical gardens benefit from the involvement of strong ‘Friends of’
groups, which can provide a valuable voluntary supplement to the efforts of the public authority in
maintenance, strategic planning and public outreach. An Australian Association of Friends of Botanic
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Gardens exists to provide information and resource sharing between these groups; many Friends
groups also maintain associate membership in the Botanic Gardens of Australia and New Zealand
association.
New conservation policies should address opportunities to continue work with relevant
stakeholders, to identify new potential second- and third-party partners, and to encourage
appropriate voluntary investment by Shire residents and other interested individuals in Gardens
maintenance, programming, education and outreach.
In addition, the evolution of key user groups and interests has been identified as an important
development since the formulation of the 1991 Plan. The increased popularity of and proposals for
active uses of the gardens (e.g. fitness and sport users and events; weddings, funerals and other
private functions) presents a maintenance challenge and has given rise to new policy and
management questions. As part of this evolution, an entirely new sector of second-party businesses,
event operators and other potential stakeholders has emerged with an interest in accessing,
enjoying and promoting the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.
The enjoyment of many of these proposed activities and events presents tensions and
incompatibilities with the conservation of the heritage significance and environmental values of the
gardens. This issue is further described in 3.1.4 Public Recreation and policies to guide decision
making in regard to these issues are provided at 4.10.4 Public Uses. It may not ultimately be
desirable or feasible to exclude all of these higher-impact activities from the Gardens (indeed their
measured accommodation may provide both revenue and an enhanced public role and visibility for
the site), and so some form of permanent works may also be necessary to achieve a sustainable
accommodation of these uses while conserving the Gardens’ heritage values.

Figure 13: Gardens maintenance staff numbers have been increased to one full time team leader, two gardeners and an
apprentice.
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1.6

Management of the Gardens

The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are managed and maintained by the Mount Alexander Shire
Council. The organisational approach to their management, and the labour and capital available for
their maintenance and development has of course been subject to frequent change, both historically
and in the period since the 1991 Master Plan.
The Gardens are now the responsibility of one full-time team leader assisted by a team of two
gardeners and an apprentice. This team is also responsible for other horticultural areas in central
Castlemaine. If sustained, this level of human resources has the potential to facilitate the improved
maintenance of existing plantings and the potential development of additional higher-resource
planting areas. The irrigation plan presently being implemented is an important contribution to the
maintenance and potential intensification of the Southern Gardens surrounding Lake Joanna.
While the 1991 Management and Master Plan put a great deal of emphasis on management
prescriptions, it is generally not now considered the role of a Conservation Management Plan to
directly address or rely upon the human resource, technical selections and budgetary decisions of
the property owner. Sections 4 Conservation and Management Policies and 5 Recommended Works
of this report provide a necessary set of conservation policies and actions which are the
responsibility of Council to resource, develop and implement. The conservation policies provide
guidance on the strategies and sensitivities necessary to achieve the conservation of the Gardens’
heritage values, while the work plan will guide maintenance and capital priorities and timelines and
account to the extent possible for the feasibility of the proposed actions. In this, the aim is to draft a
CMP that is both immediately relevant and usefully applicable to emerging challenges and decisions
in the longer term.
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Section 2 - Review of Historical Heritage Significance
2.0

Framework

The Australian ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, The Burra Charter, defines
‘cultural significance’ as:
… aesthetic, historic, scientific, social, or spiritual value for past, present or future generations.
The Charter identifies that
Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings,
records, related places and related objects. Places may have a range of values for different
individuals or groups.
As a significant period of time has elapsed since the Gardens’ heritage significance was first formally
researched and evaluated (in the 1991 Management Plan and 1997 Victorian Heritage Registration),
it is appropriate as part of the present study to reassess the extents, elements and reasons for the
place’s significance in order to ensure that the most relevant conservation works and policy are
being put forward for the next era of the Gardens’ management.
This section will begin by inventorying and reassessing the individual elements of heritage
significance which have previously been identified in the place’s Victorian Heritage Registration, as
well as elements of potential significance not previously included in the registration. It will conclude
with an updated statement of significance which will form a part of a proposed future amendment
to the registration.

2.1

Significant Elements Located Within the Caravan Park

The Victorian Heritage Register’s registration for the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens includes an area
which has been operated as a Caravan Park and Camping Ground since the mid-1940s, and which
has been leased to a private operator since 2003. The Caravan Park is part of a larger area of public
land which is gazetted as a Public Recreation and Camping Reserve (this reserve also includes the
Swimming Pool and Sunken Reserve), and which has been gazetted separately from the Botanic
Gardens since 1994.
Despite its recent history of use, the Caravan Park occupies an area of open space that was originally
developed as a part of the Botanical Gardens. Until the 1940s, the Caravan Park consisted of areas of
open lawn, arboretum and formal tree-lined avenues similar but additional to the main area of the
Botanical Garden that have been retained today. The Curator’s Residence and Glasshouse, which
now form a part of the Caravan Park’s operational lease, are understood to have remained in use as
part of the Botanical Gardens even longer.
Because of this history of association with the Gardens, the Caravan Park includes elements and
areas of recognised heritage significance. These include the two above-mentioned buildings, as well
as a portion of the state registration’s L-1 zone of landscape significance. In this study, it was
identified that the Caravan Park also had the potential to include elements of potential heritage
significance which have not been previously identified and evaluated, including a number of mature
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exotic and native trees which provide a continuum to those present in the core area of the Gardens,
and the possible remnants of the Gardens’ original path system in this area.
These elements have been assessed in early 2018, utilizing both a field visit by the project team and
acquisition of higher resolution historical aerial imagery (1946 and 1972). A historical photograph (of
the Gardens’ Entrance Gates) in an album held by Council was also identified as showing in quite
good detail in its background a part of the early landscaping of the area which was later altered for
the Swimming Pool and the Caravan Park.

Figure 14: Historical photograph showing part of the early landscaping of the area later altered for the Swimming Pool and
Caravan Park.

Figure 15: Contemporary view of the Pine Grove in the northern portion of the Caravan Park.
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As a result of this assessment, one significant landscape feature was identified within the Caravan
Park, a ‘Pine Grove’ feature which is discussed in Section 2.2, below.
Otherwise, remnants of the pre-1946 Botanical Gardens landscape are limited in nature. Most of the
current internal network of drives appears to post-date the area’s conversion to camping. The
current Caravan Park drives, although displaying some characteristics of a classical ‘driving park’
layout, are not reflective of the pre-1946 alignments of drives through this area, and no remnants of
the former avenue planting were identified. The conversion and subsequent continuing
development and active vehicular use of the park saw the removal of a large number of pre-1946
trees from the Caravan Park.
A small number of individual specimen trees within the Caravan Park are of some interest as
potentially pre-1946 plantings, including most notably a group of mature Eucalypts [E. microcarpa
and E. polyanthemos ssp. vestita] located on the present main drive northwest of the Curator’s
Residence. None of these trees merit individually named inclusion in the Victorian Heritage
registration for the site, but the Council and its lessee should undertake to ensure that trees within
the Caravan Park are being managed and maintained in accordance with their responsibilities under
the Heritage Act. Consideration of alternative management policies differentiating pre-1946 and
post-1946 tree plantings in the Caravan Park is undertaken in Section 4.

2.2

Significant Landscape Elements within the Gardens

Landscape features, including not only outstanding mature trees but also paths, earthworks and
other engineered and cultivated elements, form the organic core of what makes the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens so significant to the historical heritage of the region and the state of Victoria. It is
often difficult to identify and address these kinds of features effectively within heritage policy and
practice, at least in comparison to the ease with which buildings and other architectural features are
described, conserved and made a subject for planning.
As landscape features are of such significance to the heritage, enjoyment and future conservation of
the Gardens, this study attempts to improve their description within the site’s registration and
within conservation and major works planning going forward. Some of these features are already
indexed in the VHR registration for the site. However a number of other features are not explicitly a
part of this registration, and should be added in a revised registration.
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2.2.1 Significant Specimen Trees
Existing registered trees
Twenty-six of the trees included in the original VHR Registration remain present within the Gardens:
VHR
TREE #

AUDIT
#

SPECIES

COMMON NAME

T-1

Ulmus glabra 'Camperdownii' (southern) x4

Camperdown Elm

T-2

Catalpa bignonioides

Indian Bean Tree

T-3

Platanus orientalis (x2)

Oriental Plane

T-4

Tilia platyphyllos

Large Leaf Linden

T-8

Ulmus minor 'Sarniensis'

Guernsey Elm

T-9

Quercus robur

English Oak

T-11

198

Myrica faya

Candleberry Myrtle

T-12

93

Pinus pinea (x6)

Stone Pine

T-13

Rhus undulata

Kuni Bush

T-14

Ulmus glabra 'Camperdownii' (central) x3

Camperdown Elm

T-15

Quercus canariensis × robur

Hybrid Oak
Sweet Acacia

T-17

559

Acacia farnesiana

T-18

--

Pittosporum sahnianum

T-19

593,
594

Schinus polygamus (x2)
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Figure 16: T-6 Eucalyptus longifolia (Woolybutt) (right of tea rooms) prior to removal in 2017. T-5 Pinus sabiana (Digger
Pine), removed 2016, is visible left of T-6, behind tea rooms).
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Figure 17: T-5 Pinus sabiniana (Digger Pine) prior to its removal in
2016.

Figure 18: Pinus sabiniana succession planting.

Six trees included in the original Victorian Heritage Registration for the Gardens have been removed
since 2010:
VHR
TREE #

AUDIT
#

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

T-5

372

Pinus sabiniana

Digger Pine

Removed in 2016. A successor planting is
located nearby, at #375

T-6

377

Eucalyptus longifolia

Woolybutt

Removed 2017. No successor planting exists
within the Gardens, although an attempt is
understood to be underway to grow a new
tree from seed received from RBGMelbourne.

T-7

309

Pinus torreyana

Soledad Pine

Noted as in decline in 2014, believed
removed.

T-10

186

Pinus ponderosa

Western Yellow Pine

Noted as Dead in 2014, believed removed.

T-12

--

Pinus pinea (one of 7)

Stone Pine

Northernmost of the trees identified as T-12
on Diagram 600880, based on satellite
imagery this tree was removed between
2010-2013.

T-16

--

Quercus macrocarpa var.
olivaeformis

Bur Oak

Removed in 2014 after structural root
failure.
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Diagram 600880 also appears to show a second dot in the vicinity of Tree 93, one of the VHRregistered Stone Pines annotated as T-12 in the registration and diagram, appearing to imply that
there were two trees registered in this area. There is only one specimen in this area today, indicating
that one was removed although satellite imagery shows that if this were the case, it would have
occurred prior to 2004.
If this was the case, only five of the originally registered Stone Pines remain (with one identified in
2014 as ‘consider removal’, see below), although there are several other mature specimens in the
Gardens. The map provided below identifies an additional Stone Pine further south which is of
similar size to the specimens included in the Register and should be appended to the T-12
designation in an update to the registration and diagram.
Three other registered trees in the Gardens have been identified as in decline, and may soon require
removal.
VHR
TREE #

AUDIT
#

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

T-12

93

Pinus pinea (one of 7)

Stone Pine

One of 7 Stone Pines included in the VHR
registration. Noted as ‘Consider Removal’ in
2014. Has not been removed yet. Currently
frequented by a Powerful Owl.

T-17

559

Acacia farnesiana

Sweet Acacia

Noted as over-mature and decaying in 2014
Audit.

T-18

--

Pittosporum sahnianum

Noted in this study as having recently been
hard-pruned, which may succeed in
producing regenerative growth.

Four trees included in the existing Victorian Heritage Registration for the Gardens are not identified
or are identified incorrectly in the 2014 Tree Audit. These are noted in the table below. It is
important that future arboricultural assessments review the VHR registration for the Gardens as well
as information in this report, and that trees and shrubs identified as significant are assessed and
managed in the context of their heritage significance. While heritage significance cannot preclude
the removal of an unsafe tree, it may suggest the appropriate consideration of enhanced efforts at
tree retention, including alternative management and replacement strategies, before resort to the
tree’s removal.
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VHR
TREE #

AUDIT
#

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

T-11

198

Myrica faya

Candleberry Myrtle

2014 tree audit identified this tree as
“Unknown shrub.”

T-13

Rhus undulata

Kuni Bush

T-18

Pittosporum sahnianum

T-19

593,
594

Schinus polygamus (x2)

Noted as appearing to be in poor condition
at the beginning of the current study; this
specimen has recently been cut back and
new growth was evident in March 2018.
Chilean Pepper Tree

2014 tree audit identified these two trees as
“Unknown species.” These were confirmed
to be most likely Schinus polygamus by the
study team during 20/10/2017 site visit.

Proposed new registrations
In addition to recognising and managing the decline and loss of significant trees within the Gardens,
an approach that prioritises the living heritage of the site can also recognise that, over time, new
trees may grow into a status deserving recognition.
An initial desk review of the 2014 Tree Audit was carried out, with reference to existing trees on the
National Trust Significant Trees Register, to identify candidate trees for registration within the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ state heritage listing. This review was then followed up with an onsite review of candidate trees to confirm the information in the 2014 Audit and to assess the
contribution of each tree within the Gardens. 36 candidate trees were initially identified over two
rounds of review, of which it is recommended here that 5 be advanced as additions to the
registration.
It may also be appropriate to register some of the selected trees with the National Trust.
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TREE SPECIMENS RECOMMENDED TO BE ADDED TO THE VICTORIAN HERITAGE REGISTRATION FOR THE CASTLEMAINE
BOTANICAL GARDENS
AUDIT
#

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DBH

NOTES

188

Pinus radiata *

Monterey Pine

43 m

25 m

1.43m

This is an exceptionally large
specimen of P. radiata, and is
larger than most of the
specimens included in the
National Trust registry. Only
trees at Walhalla Cemetery and
at Blackwood Recreation
Reserve in Moorabool are larger.

310

Corymbia maculata *

Spotted Gum

32 m

29 m

1.16m

This specimen has been
previously identified in a 1915
photograph of the former
Gardens nursery, which features
in an existing interpretive
plaque. The tree was also noted
in early newspaper accounts, eg.
Australasian 22 May 1920: “a
spotted gum (E. maculata) of
striking appearance…”

712

Pinus halepensis

Aleppo Pine

30 m

22 m

1.02m

This specimen occupies a
prominent position in the
southern gardens, and is
comparable in size to the
National Trust-registered P.
halepensis at Werribee Park
Mansion.

717

Angophora floribunda
*

Smooth-bark Apple

26 m

24 m

1.14m

This is a very large A. floribunda,
of which few early cultivated
specimens are known outside of
the eastern coast region. Despite
being a native tree, it is one of
the most unusual specimen
trees in the Gardens. An
associated stand of six other
specimens at various stages of
maturity is located nearby and is
noted below as being of interest.

451

Pinus canariensis

Canary Island Pine

36 m

25 m

1.08
m

This specimen is comparable in
canopy height and width to
National Trust-registered trees.
This tree is an important
component in the backdrop to
the reconstructed
Summerhouse.

* Nomination to the National Trust Significant Trees Register also recommended.
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Figure 19: The Elm avenue on Doran Avenue.

Elm Avenue
In addition to the individual trees listed above, the Elm Avenue on the east side of the Sunken
Reserve is recommended for specific inclusion in the Gardens’ VHR Registration as a significant tree
planting and landscape feature. This avenue consists of approx. 23 mature English Elm (Ulmus
procera) trees planted on both sides of Doran Avenue, the narrow north-south drive which leads
from Walker Street to the entrance to the Caravan Park. The Elms in the Avenue are generally 25 m
height trees, with a typical DBH of 0.7 m (some are larger), and are considered to be in good
condition.
The Sunken Reserve is also bordered to the south and west with single rows of Elm trees. These Elm
boundaries do not merit specific inclusion as a named feature in the VHR Registration, however
these borders of the Sunken Reserve are included in the registration’s L-1 significant landscape
designation, with the Elm trees subject to similar consideration under the Heritage Act as any tree
within the area of the Gardens’ registration.
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Figure 20: Pine Grove at the northern end of the Caravan Park.

Figure 21: Caravans within the Pine Grove.
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Caravan Park Pine Grove
A large group of mixed conifers is present on the west side of the Caravan Park, on a raised terrace
that is elevated over the rest of the Caravan Park. This feature is comprised predominantly of Aleppo
Pine (Pinus halepensis), but includes instances of Stone Pine (Pinus pinea) and possibly other species
(e.g. Pinus pinaster).
The feature runs adjacent to the boundary with the Castlemaine Health Centre lands, and was
originally comprised of 1) a north-south deep boundary planting consisting of echeloned rows of 2-3
trees and stretching from north of the swimming pool to its current extent today, and 2) a ‘grove’ or
group planting of a large number of trees immediately north-east of the boundary planting. This
original extent and structure of the planting are visible on the 1946 aerial photograph and
demonstrate that this planting preceded the redevelopment of this area as a Caravan Park, which
began around the time of the photograph in 1946.
The grove is predominantly intact today, around the Caravan Park’s northern washroom building,
while in the course of the park’s development and operation the linear boundary planting has been
reduced to a handful of trees, although it is still identifiable on the site as the remnants of a linear
feature. Most trees within this planting are in fair-to-good condition and we would expect them to
be assessed with moderate to good useful life expectancy.
The Aleppo Pine planting in the Caravan Park is a striking landscape feature with few analogues in
the State of Victoria. It provides evidence of the diversity of planted features which were historically
established within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, and is important to interpreting the historical
inclusion of the area of the Caravan Park within the Botanical Gardens. Specifically, the Pines in the
Caravan Park demonstrate the long history of interest, cultivation and experimentation with pine
species at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, providing evidence that the Gardens’ pines are not
solely the (well-documented) legacy of von Mueller’s original botanical distributions and the planting
choices of Philip Doran in the 1860s and 1870s. It is possible that this plantation originates in Pine
plantings carried out c. 1925 and documented in brief newspaper accounts.
In addition to its visual prominence and contribution to the character of the Caravan Park, parts of
this Pine planting are also visible from within the main section of the Gardens to the east of the
creek, where the trees establish a ‘pine backdrop’ to certain views in the southern and central
gardens not dissimilar to the type of views which may originally have been provided by a dense
planting in the vicinity of Walker Street (removed c. 1918). There is also visual continuity between
this backdrop and the one provided in the northern gardens by the slope/terrace planting of Pinus
radiata west of Barker’s Creek.
Used as a forestry plantation species in dryland areas of Australia (more frequently in SA and WA,
although it was a component in the plantations at Creswick, Vic), cultivated plantings of Aleppo Pine
in parks and open spaces in Victoria much more typically consist of single specimens (partly owing to
the species’ frequent use as a Lone Pine specimen).
The aesthetic quality, visual prominence and historical interest of the Caravan Park Pine Grove
makes it unusual within Victoria’s regional botanical gardens and within the state generally. This
feature should be specifically listed in the Victorian Heritage Registration for the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens.
We expect to recommend that a formal arboricultural survey and assessment of these Pines be
undertaken in future, and site-specific recommendations developed for maintaining this planting in
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the context of the Caravan Park program. It would be appropriate to provide suitable interpretive
signage within the Caravan Park to identify and provide context for this unusual planting.
Additional specimens of interest
There are many other trees in the Castlemaine Gardens which are of botanical and historical interest
worthy of note even if these trees do not rise to a level of state significance justifying their inclusion
in the place’s official registration. The presence and diversity of these trees is important to
maintaining the overall character of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, and these trees should be
managed conservatively and with an eye to their heritage value to the place.
TREE SPECIMENS OF GENERAL INTEREST
AUDIT
#

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

HEIGHT
(m)

WIDTH
(m)

DBH

COMMENT

58, 84

Ceratonia siliqua

Carob Tree

9, 12 m

15, 9 m

0.31,
0.4 m

These trees are of similar
canopy height and width to
significant specimens on the
VHR and National Trust
registry, but do not have the
trunk diameters of individually
significant specimens.

172

Quercus cerris

Turkey Oak

26 m

24 m

0.78m

An excellent example, although
Turkey Oak specimens singled
out for individual significance
tend to have larger trunks and
main limbs.

104,
105,
109,
110,
136

Pinus pinaster (x5)

Maritime Pine

29, 33,
38 m

17, 19,
19 m

0.85,
1.01,
0.92 m

This stand of Maritime Pine is
in generally good condition and
should be maintained and
interpreted. As other original
conifer specimens have been
lost, those that remain and
which contribute to the
diversity of the conifer
collection take on an increased
significance.

378

Pinus nigra var.
maritima

Corsican Pine

29 m

16 m

0.77 m

The only P. nigra specimen in
the Gardens, this tree has a
sparse and uneven canopy and
is not of a size and structure
comparable to those registered
by the National Trust. It is
however a rare specimen that
contributes to the
arboricultural diversity of the
Gardens. Specialized
maintenance aimed at
restoring canopy health should
be considered.

346

Eucalyptus
camaldulensis

River Red Gum

16 m

15 m

1.68 m

A remnant gum, this tree has
lost its main limbs and an
exclusion zone has been
established around it. This
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AUDIT
#

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

HEIGHT
(m)

WIDTH
(m)

DBH

COMMENT

treatment is appropriate for
this important habitat tree and
reminder of the pre-contact
landscape of Castlemaine.
599

Koelreuteria
paniculata

Golden Rain Tree

7m

13 m

0.37,
0.33 m

The Golden Rain Tree in the
Gardens was singled out by
respondents to the public
survey as being among their
favourite trees in the Gardens.
As a subject of public interest,
the specimen in the Gardens
should be considered for
botanical and interpretive
signage. A younger specimen
(579) is located on the other
side of the Walker Street
frontage, towards the gates.

###

Angophora
floribunda (x6)

Smooth-bark Apple

Various

Various

Various

This stand of A. floribunda is a
striking feature within the
Gardens. A. floribunda is native
to East Gippsland and parts of
coastal NSW, and is not found
naturally in inland Victoria. This
stand may include both
additional trees received at the
same time as Tree #717, which
has been recommended to be
included in the VHR and
National Trust Registry, as well
as trees which are descended
from these original specimens
and may have been bred on
site or at other local facilities.
This group of trees should be
carefully managed for longterm retention.
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Figure 22: Existing VHR-registered significant trees (green – present, yellow – at risk, red ‘x’ – removed) and additional trees identified as
significantP/L
and nominated for addition to the registration (gold).
JOHN PATRICK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
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Two stands of trees are also identified: the Elm Avenue (A) and the Pine Grove (B)
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Figure 23: Flora and Fauna reserve.

Figure 24: Flora and Fauna Reserve path.
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2.2.2 Remnant Gum Trees and Bushland Area
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens contains a significant number of remnant gum trees, the
majority of which are River Red Gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis). Many of these are located along
the banks of Barkers Creek, most representing relatively young trees of moderate size. One older
tree, located towards the centre of the Gardens and appearing in some older photographs, has been
retained despite significant structural problems through the development of an exclusion zone
around the tree.
The presence of trees from the pre-settlement landscape of the Barkers Creek floodplain is an
important aspect of the Gardens character. The recurring presence of River Red Gum trunks and
canopies along the creekline is an important visual backdrop for the Gardens’ exotic tree collection
in views through the site from the east, and a direct component in the experience of travelling along
the West path which follows the creek. The substantial number of maturing trees which would have
established prior to the development of the Gardens and which were retained demonstrate that,
while much of the landscape had been cleared as part of the gold diggings, the remaining trees were
valued in the design of the Gardens.
The area of open woodland which is now known as the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Flora and
Fauna Reserve has state biological significance as one of a very small number of sites where the
Eltham Copper Butterfly has endured and where its complex lifecycle, involving a symbiotic
relationship with Notoncus ants and access to Sweet Bursaria (Bursaria spinosa) shrubs, remains
viable.
While the retention of this key habitat is largely the product of accident, and there is no evidence
that this area was a directly valued part of the original development of the gardens (sections were
plantation-planted with Monterey Pine and perhaps other species, see 2.2.6 below), it was
nevertheless an early feature of the botanical reserve and an important contextual backdrop for the
work of cultivation taking place in the developed gardens. Through a path or drive developed west
of Barkers Creek during the early history of the gardens (see 2.2.3 below), the hillslope and upper
bushland area did become an accessible part of the landscape of the Gardens and would have
featured in the visitor experience much as it does today, as an informal ‘back’ space to the cultivated
Gardens and arboretum.
Both features, in addition to their biological/ecological significance, contribute to the aesthetic
significance of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. In addition, remaining evidence of gold diggings
within the Flora and Fauna Reserve, although by no means equivalent in significance to major goldrelated heritage sites in the surrounding area, are of some significance in their capacity to reveal and
interpret the history that reworked the site of the botanical gardens in the years immediately prior
to their development.

2.2.3 Paths and Drives
The major paths and drives within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are believed to largely
correspond with the original layout of the site as developed by Philip Doran, and are thus important
to the site’s historical and aesthetic significance. Four paths are specifically recorded in the VHR
registration and mapped on Diagram 600880, including the East path (believed to closely match the
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original carriageway developed by Doran) and West path (which together form a loop numbered P1), the southern connecting pathway near Walker Street (P-2), the northern internal branch (P-3)
and the central connecting pathway located between the Tea Rooms and Lake Joanna (P-4).
With the development of the new Children’s Playspace and new perimeter parking along Downes
Road, P-3 is now the dominant eastern pathway in the northern part of the site, and the
environment and function of the eastern part of the original P-1 perimeter loop has been altered.
The condition and conservation requirements of the eastern perimeter pathway are assessed later in
this document.
The historical view of the significant paths and drives identified in the 1991 Management Plan and
registered in the Gardens’ Victorian Heritage Registration is incomplete. The 1991 study did not
identify the significance of original paths and drives west of Barkers Creek, which were part of the
core developed area of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens until the development of the Caravan
Park from 1946.
While Barkers Creek now appears to the visitor’s eye to represent the boundary of the historical
formal gardens, this is a modern misperception – until the 1940s-50s, the section of Barkers Creek
north of Walker Street was an internal feature of the gardens, and bridges constructed across it
linked garden areas, features and paths on the western side of the creek to those features east of
the creek which now constitute the core surviving area of the developed gardens. Major known
features of the Gardens west of the creek included Lake Augusta (now the Sunken Reserve) and the
cannons formerly located north of the southern bridge, however it is clear from historical aerial
photographs and surviving specimen trees that these also included an extended zone of specimen
tree and avenue plantings in what is now the Caravan Park, an area which would have had very
similar aesthetic qualities to the gardens east of the creek.
Paths or carriage drives linked these features west of the creek just as the surviving East and West
Paths and internal connectors did within the gardens to the east; aerial photography of Castlemaine
captured in 1946 clearly shows the contiguous layout of the western drive system the same year
that development of the Caravan Park would begin.
The western drives included a section (now Doran Avenue) planted with elms as a formal avenue,
which survives today. They also included a more informally planted path or drive further north, a
portion of which is believed to survive west of Barkers Creek along the edge of the Flora and Fauna
Reserve, where a path appears to be intentionally lined with Monterey Pines (and their self-seeded
descendants). This path originally continued southwest through the area that is now the Caravan
Park as a more formal, winding drive; in 1946 this path connected to an entrance to the Gardens on
Cornish Street, where the current entry pavilion for the swimming pool is located.
The type of tree plantings which originally bordered the Caravan Park section of this drive cannot be
determined from aerial photography. Much of the drive in the Caravan Park had been removed by
1972 and the grounds reworked for camping and caravan use, although a few remnant trees of the
planted drive are identifiable in an aerial photograph from that year. No trees observed in the
Caravan Park in 2018 could be identified as being remnants of the winding drive.
Sections of these western paths and drives remain today and should be conserved and included in
the VHR registration as:
P-5 – Elm Avenue
P-6 – Pine Terrace
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The development of appropriate conservation policies with respect to the Pine Terrace, which will
need to balance preservation of the distinctive heritage character of this pathway with
contemporary arboricultural and land management considerations, is addressed in subsequent
sections of this study. The Pine Terrace forms a part of the historically larger (and still remnant) pine
plantation, which is also discussed separately below in 2.2.6.

Figure 25: The Rose Series postcard view across Lake Joanna.

Figure 26: View of willows on the bank of Lake Joanna 2017.
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2.2.4 Lake Joanna
Lake Joanna is a large ornamental lake located in the southern section of the Gardens, and originally
constructed by the straightening of the channel of Barkers Creek to remove a bend which originally
crossed all the way east to Downes Road and back to the present weir, and the excavation of the
former floodplain at this bend.
Plans for the construction of the lake were submitted to Council in 1877 by the Gardens’ first
curator, Philip Doran, and the lake subsequently constructed using prison labour in 1878-1879. The
completed lake was christened ‘Lake Joanna’ by resolution of Council, in honour of the wife of thenMayor William Adams.
In recent decades, works have been repeatedly undertaken to manage the environmental and
structural condition of the lake, including dredging/deepening, reconstruction and reinforcement of
the banks, and revised plantings. Rubble batter introduced in 2000s works has more recently been
removed or buried to the water line below new planting beds in order to restore a more ‘natural’ or
ornamental aesthetic to the lake edge, and further stages of new planting ‘pods’ around the lake are
planned. These new plantings presently coexist with the last remnant willow trees which evidence
the lake’s original planting treatment.
Lake Joanna is a significant landscape feature constructed in the original period of development of
the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. It has historical and aesthetic significance to the State of Victoria
as one of the most substantial works of landscape engineering undertaken in a nineteenth century
regional botanic garden, and an important legacy work of the Gardens’ first curator, Philip Doran,
who had apprenticed under the master landscape gardener and engineer Sir Joseph Paxton in
England before immigrating to Australia. As such, Lake Joanna provides an important example of not
only the cultural influence but the direct connection of expertise and experiences from the major
private estate gardens of England that went on to shape colonial Victoria’s publicly-developed
regional botanic gardens, and which contributed to their hybrid status as both botanical garden and
public leisure ground.
There is some dispute over the correct spelling of the name. The 1991 Management Plan, the VHR
registration, and most subsequent planning and design documents refer to the lake using the
spelling noted above, as does the interpretive signage installed in the 1990s-2000s. However, some
older maps are understood to have spelled the name ‘Lake Johanna’, as does an 1898 article in the
Mount Alexander Mail newspaper which was reproduced in the 1991 study. A letter from at least
one local citizen has been previously received concerning the spelling on the interpretive signage,
and a query should be lodged with the Castlemaine Historical Society to determine the true and
correct spelling of the name.
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Figure 27: View of Lake Augusta.

Figure 28: Sunken Reserve (formerly Lake Augusta) 2017.
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2.2.5 Sunken Reserve (Former Lake Augusta)
The Sunken Reserve (also known previously as the Sunken Playground) represents the former
footprint of a constructed ornament lake, Lake Augusta, engineered in the 1880s as part of the
continuing development of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens by the first curator, Philip Doran. A
single known photograph held in an album by Council staff depicts Lake Augusta sometime after its
construction but before 1918. The lake included an ornamental island similar to the one in Lake
Joanna, but the outer banks were straight-sided as found at the site today. In the photograph, a
number of tree plantings are visible, including what may be the then-newly planted Elm Avenue on
the east side of the lake (the photograph is suspected of having been printed reversed, as the
background trees appear to be the treed main gardens, with possibly the main chimney of the
Woollen Mills visible behind a foreground tree).
The lake, having become a nuisance, was drained and filled in the 1930s and converted to a sports
field. This conversion was not entirely successful, as the area suffers from poor drainage and has
never been effectively utilised.
At some date, the parcel was renamed the Charles Fleay Memorial Playground; an early sign has
been retained at the northeast corner of the site. The Sunken Reserve has been severed from the
Botanical Reserve, and is instead located within the modern Recreation and Camping Reserve (along
with the Swimming Pool and Caravan Park); this change, which occurred in 1999, is not considered
to have impacted the heritage designation.
The perimeters of the Sunken Reserve were identified as part of the Gardens’ significant landscape
in diagram 600880 of the 1997 VHR registration. These would likely be considered to include both
the physical landform of the banked landscape batter (the former lake edges) and the tree plantings
on it. The Sunken Reserve is surrounded by boundary tree plantings: an Elm Avenue on the east side,
and boundary row plantings on the south and west. A recently planted partial line of ornamental
plums is present on the north side. In section 2.2.2 above, the eastern avenue of Elms is
recommended to be formally included in the place’s VHR-registration.
A layout and planting plan for the Sunken Reserve, referred to as the ‘cricket ground surrounds’, was
prepared in 1938 by Hugh Linaker, a curator with the Public Works Department. The plan shows a
pavilion at the north-western corner of the Sunken Reserve, with a corresponding set of steps in the
bank below. Steps are also shown at the north-eastern and south-western corners and each set of
steps has accompanying garden beds to each side of the base. Seats are shown on the banks,
interspersed with planting. The extent to which the plan was implemented is unknown, as is the
possible impact of wartime uses of the Reserve. A set of sandstone steps of undetermined date is
present in the northeast corner of the playground and is drawn, unlabelled, in the VHR Diagram
600880, although no reference is made to it in the text of the registration. These steps may be those
shown on Linaker’s plan, however this has not been confirmed. No other steps were found in the
Reserve during the current study. It may be that no other steps were built or, if constructed, they
may have been removed or simply buried. These steps are discussed further in section 2.5.4 below
and may require further investigation if works are considered in future that would result in their
modification or removal.
The banks and footprint of the Sunken Reserve are of historical significance as evidence of the
former existence of a second ornamental lake and of the larger former extent of the developed
garden. The eastern Elm Avenue is of historical and aesthetic significance, and is discussed above in
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2.2.2. The playing field itself is of no significance. Modern tree plantings on the northern edge of the
playground are of no significance.
The development of new recreational amenities and features within the open space of the Sunken
Reserve has been contemplated since the 1991 Management Plan and remains a desirable outcome,
although any works in this area will require a permit from Heritage Victoria and should balance new
program objectives with the conservation of the Sunken Reserve as a legible part of the heritage
place.

2.2.6 Pine Plantation
A pine plantation was previously established on the east-facing slope, northwest of the Gardens, as
well as within a gully which feeds to Barkers Creek north of the present Caravan Park. Remains of
these plantations are present on the site to day in the form of some trees which may date to the
original plantation, as well as successors. The plantations in the northwest are believed to date to
about 1925 (The Age 25 April 1925), and were at least the second generation of pines grown
plantation-style within the botanical reserve. Many of the pines in these areas are more recent selfseeded descendants of the original planting, or date to landscaping of a short-lived bowls court reestablished in the area c. the 1960s-1970s.
Plantation densities of pines and other trees have been a feature of the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens since their inception. The 1991 Management Plan reports that an initial plantation of 300
pines and 190 oaks was originally established during Doran’s curatorship, beginning in 1876, and
that a first harvest of Pines was carried out c. 1920. It appears from review of period newspaper
accounts that a Pine harvest was first contemplated by the Council in 1915 on the advice of the new
curator (Bendigonian 10 June 1915), James Upham. An offer of purchase was received from a
Gisborne firm for 162 trees, but this appears to have engendered public controversy and was
delayed. In 1918, discussions about harvesting the trees re-emerged, as did opposition. Newspaper
archives record a number of letters protesting the decision at the time, including one from ‘E.E.
Doran,’ understood to be the widow of Philip Doran, the first curator of the Gardens (Castlemaine
Mail, 17 June 1918).
With the removal supported by the curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne, the Council is
reported to have resolved to carry out the trees removal (Bendigo Independent, 29 July 1918), and
this is assumed to have happened in 1918-1919. Although the 1991 Master Plan implies that the first
Pine plantation was in the Gardens’ northwest (i.e. where the current stands are located), it appears
from newspaper accounts of early visits to the Gardens that there was a dense stand of Pines
located south of Lake Joanna. There are pines visible in this area in some early photographs of Lake
Joanna, Lake Augusta, Barkers Creek and the main gates. Removal of pines from this area of the
Gardens is corroborated by a 1920 newspaper account, which provides the following description:
Where the presents lawns and flower beds now are was a veritable forest of insignis pines [now
known as Monterey Pine, P. radiata]. With the sanction of the council, but for all that with strong
local opposition, 300 of these pines were cut from various parts of the part, but mostly from the
front entrance. They were sold in the log at 10/1 per super feet and a sum of lb 680 raised for the
improvement of the gardens. A considerable amount of filling was required before the flower
beds and lawns could be set out. First of all the clinkers from the foundry were laid to a depth of
six inches, and some 4,000 loads of alluvial filling carted from the bed of the creek to form the
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surface soil. In the formation of lawns and flower borders good taste and judgment have been
shown. (Australasian 22 May 1920)

The removal of these pines facilitated the transformation of the Gardens’ front area, with the
introduction of rustic bowers and annual planting beds, which has been noted as a major outcome
of the W J Williams curatorship (1918-1923).
Aerial photography from 1946 shows the northwest plantation well established. A large part of this
area was felled at some time subsequently and before 1972, making room for what appears to be a
bowling green visible in the 1972 aerial but which is no longer present. This bowling green appears
to have been constructed on or near the site of a previous bowls green reported in the 1991 master
plan to have been established in the 1880s and pegged out by Doran.
The 1972 aerial shows that a number of new conifers, including new Monterey Pines, were planted
in the vicinity of the bowling green in an intentional layout, and many of these trees exist today and
can be distinguished from the older planting up the slope along the terrace pathway.
The remaining plantation presently consists of two wings which combine to make a rough ‘V’ when
viewed in satellite imagery. The eastern wing runs along the east-facing slope and largely follows the
pathway in this area as a rustic avenue planting; the western wing runs up the gully above the
Caravan Park and has been roughly confined to the area below the gully edges by previous weed
control efforts in the Flora and Fauna Reserve. Several groups of cedar trees are present in
association with the edges of the plantation, and appear to have been an originally contiguous
boundary planting added after the plantation was somewhat mature. This later planting would have
provided a formal and strongly contrasting boundary to the maturing plantation, and may also have
had a forestry function. The full purpose and significance of these trees could be studied further. The
gully plantation appears to include some specimens of Pinus halepensis, a continuation of a western
boundary plantation which is also present in the Caravan Park and which is discussed in 2.2.1 above.
The remnants of the Pine Plantation would be a potential element of historical significance for its
possible association with early acclimatisation trials and botanical transfers. However, much of the
plantation is a twentieth century planting of lesser significance. The most significant part of the
plantation are those trees associated with the north-south pathway on the eastern slope, which is
believed to be part of the original network of paths and drives. These trees are aesthetically
significant in their association with this pathway, which originally connected through the Caravan
Park to the area around the Sunken Reserve (the former Lake Augusta).
As noted above, a large section of the plantation close to Froomes Road was removed between 1946
and 1972. Many of the trees in the western gully appear to be younger specimens, suggesting that
this part of the plantation may have been cleared or thinned at some stage as well and these are
regrowth from the seed bank. The quality and significance of any larger specimens of Pinus
halepensis which may be located in the vicinity of the Gully should be reviewed prior to any
management action which might result in their removal.
The Pine Plantation is a source of weed trees within the biologically significant Flora and Fauna
Reserve (although other environmental weeds are considered to be a more pernicious management
challenge and threat to the Eltham Butterfly habitat). The aging pines also present a risk
management challenge where they overhang paths and other areas of more intensive visitor traffic.
Nevertheless, a conservation strategy which manages these risks while retaining the most significant
group of pines (those found along the terrace path west of Barkers Creek) is recommended.
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Figure 29: Rose garden 2017.

2.2.7 Rose Garden
The Rose Garden contains an unusual horticultural collection of hybrid tea rose cultivars (and some
closely related floribunda) dating mostly from the 1950s-60s with some earlier selections, and many
of the cultivars are no longer commercially available.
The Rose Garden is comprised of a series of 23 somewhat mounded planting beds arranged in a
roughly keyhole-shaped organisation. The beds are generally maintained with a spade edge,
although it was previously recognised to install steel edges to reduce the maintenance burden and
this was done on some of the beds. The interior row of each of the outside beds is part of an ongoing
alphabetical sequence of the hybrid tea cultivars, covering the entire alphabet save for ‘X, Y, Z’.
These cultivars represent a living catalogue of varieties available at the time of the Rose Garden’s
development in the early 1960s. In addition to the alphabetical row, each of the perimeter beds
originally contained two outside rows, comprising larger masses of multiple plants of the same
cultivar likely selected for colour pattern or other presentation purposes; when the garden was
restored c. 2008 it was agreed to reduce this to a single outside row to simplify the restoration and
reduce crowding impacts on the remaining plants. There are also three central beds and a series of
small monuments located between the perimeter planting beds.
Although confusion previously existed about the origins of the Rose Garden, this appears to have
been resolved by correspondence received by the Shire Council in 2008 from Catherine Dennis, the
daughter of Jack Lawson, a prominent lawyer and citizen of Castlemaine and son of HSW Lawson a
one-time Premier of Victoria. Dennis confirmed previous theories that Jack Lawson was the main
instigator of the idea for the garden, which was proposed by the Develop Castlemaine and District
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Committee, and that he provided funds for the roses or may have even sourced and purchased them
himself. An original plan for the Rose Garden was found by Dennis while cleaning out her father’s
house, which was subsequently conveyed to the Art Gallery of Castlemaine and from there to the
Shire Council archives.
The monuments located within the Rose Garden were not part of the original concept, but represent
both period and later additions undertaken by Council and other parties. A conservation policy will
need to address these elements—they are extensions of the Rose Garden’s social significance, but
are not associated with the garden’s primary significance as a designed horticultural collection.
The Rose Garden has been maintained through the substantial ongoing labour of both Council staff
and volunteers from the Goldfields Roses and Gardens Group and the former Friends of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens group.
A restoration project undertaken based on plans developed from 2003-2008 removed a number of
trees and shrubs which had suppressed the original Rose Garden, reshaped and shifted inward the
perimeter beds along Downes Road, rationalised the bed layouts by removing one of the two nonalphabetical presentation rows, and where possible replaced lost specimens from the original layout.
The collection remains only partially tagged. 125 new plants were installed in 2015-2016, although
unfortunately a third of these were stolen over two incidents in 2016.
The Rose Garden is significant for its alphabetically displayed collection of 1940s-1960s hybrid tea
rose cultivars. This horticultural collection, although it is maintenance intensive and has suffered
losses and a degree of rationalisation over several decades, has been maintained through both the
commitment of Council staff at the Gardens and the ongoing voluntary investment of local garden
groups in its maintenance and renewal.
The Rose Garden demonstrates the evolution of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a civic
landscape, providing evidence that alongside the social infrastructure developed by the 4 C’s Club
and other groups, voluntary groups and individuals also invested in retaining an (adjusted) botanical
or horticultural function for the Gardens.
It is considered that the significance of the Rose Garden rests primarily in the living collection itself
and in its alphabetical layout (whose interpretation should be improved). The garden design has had
to change repeatedly to accommodate surrounding uses of the place as well as to address changing
environmental conditions, and for the best conservation outcomes for this living collection further
modification of bed layout (while maintaining the alphabetisation of cultivars), presentation and
possibly even location should be acceptable and encouraged as required to maintain this unusual
collection as a viable element in the place going forward.
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Figure 30: The majority of the remaining specimens of the Buddleja collection is located at the southern end of the
Gardens.

2.2.8 Buddleja Collection
The 1991 Management Plan proposed the creation of at least one new botanical collection at the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, which would be registered with the Ornamental Plant Collections
Association (Australia) [now Garden Plant Conservation Association of Australia], and recorded and
managed according to established methods of botanical collection management. The intention of
this project was to renew the botanical and scientific role of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a
living heritage program. The selection of the Buddleja genus was an option listed in the 1991 plan’s
policy discussion supporting the creation of such a collection. The adoption of the Buddleja option
was subsequently encouraged by John Hawker, Horticulturalist at the Department of Planning and
Development (now DELWP), based on existing plantings of four species in the Gardens and the
genus’ apparent appropriateness to local climatic conditions. A transfer of a substantial collection of
cultivars (as many as 28 different cultivars/provenances) was arranged in 1996 from Royal Botanic
Gardens, Melbourne as part of its Flora for Victoria project, a program of botanical exchanges
carried out with regional botanic gardens to honour Ferdinand von Mueller’s legacy on the 100th
anniversary of his death.
As part of his advice on the collection’s creation, Hawker provided a sketch proposing several
planting areas—an area near the Gardens’ Walker Street frontage (where most of the remnants of
the collection are present today), and several beds associated with the east-west path north of Lake
Joanna: two beds northwest of the Rose Garden adjacent to the old Tea Rooms parking lot, and a
bed opposite this area near the western path. While these beds are not well-resolved in available
commercial satellite imagery from the early 2000s, it does appear that some plantings were made in
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these areas, and two large Buddleja specimens were identified in the area of one of these northern
beds in 2018.
Twenty years on from this transfer, it is presently understood that the Buddleja collection at
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens consists of approximately 12 plants. If the collection has undergone
such a substantial reduction, this is not unheard of, nor does it need to represent either the end of
the collection itself or the invalidation of the idea of maintaining a formal botanical program at the
Gardens. Indeed, a failure of this collection is in keeping with the challenging history of regional
acclimatisation efforts and horticultural experimentation with which the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens was associated under its first curator, Doran, and the links he established with von Mueller
and other Victorian botanical explorers. The early lists of plants received and planted in the Gardens,
which were reproduced in the 1991 Management Plan, are tantalising in their listing of exotic trees
and other plants which have not survived to the present, whether their loss was by accident,
mismanagement or (the vast majority) inappropriateness for the climate, soil and other
environmental conditions. In other words, if the Buddleja collection is confirmed to have been a
failure, it was a noble one that reinforces the history and heritage values of the Gardens.
However, it should also be confirmed that all remaining plants of the collection are located within
the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. A recently completed Conservation Management Plan for
nearby Victory Park notes that there are Buddleja specimens in at least three beds at the park. A
brief survey by this project team identified one Buddleja specimen in a bed on the Forest Street side
of the Park, a specimen which appeared too young to have been part of the original transferred
collection. It is suggested that Council confirm that the other plants in Victory Park are similarly
recent.
It is noted that the sharing and reuse of plants from the collection would not necessarily have been
inappropriate, as this forms a part of the earliest history of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens and
its role within the community as not only a recipient of plant distributions by von Mueller and others
but as a node from which many of these plants were then supplied to other sites in the City of
Castlemaine.
The Buddleja collection, although a relatively recent acquisition, is significant as an effort to
conserve and renew the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ heritage as a site of botanical
experimentation, acclimatisation and conservation. A responsibility of care also adheres to the
acquisition of this collection, whether explicitly undertaken or simply read as inherent to the
endeavour: the collection is significant to the botanical heritage of the State of Victoria, and
nationally if it was initially registered with a national organisation. Whether these are responsibilities
(with attendant demands on staff infrastructure, expertise and continuity) that are appropriate for a
local council is a subject for further discussion; however they do mean that careful consideration of
the future of this collection is necessary.
Understanding the subsequent reduction of this collection and the challenges that the Council has
experienced in record-keeping and management are important to formulating a strategy for
conserving the functional roles of the Gardens going forward, including the planning and
implementation of a feasible botanical program that has long been seen as an important objective
for heritage conservation. Subsequent sections of this study examine the reasons for the decline of
this collection, and formulate initial recommendations for the future of collections at Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens.
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2.3

Landscape Elements that are Not Significant

2.3.1 Poplar Wall
The ‘Poplar Wall’ is a former landscape feature interpreted from archival evidence as well as thenremnant trees by the authors of the 1991 Management Plan, and which would have constituted a
long line of plantings of one or more types of Poplar between the western path and the east bank of
Barkers Creek. Established as early as c. 1890, the 1991 plan recommended the reestablishment of
this feature through the culturing and removal of the old trees and the establishment of new
plantings on the same line.
Most of the remnant trees that provided evidence at the time of the original feature have since been
removed.
Although this project was well-intentioned, and appears to have absorbed a substantial effort from
members of the Friends of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens group over several years, the Poplar
Wall is not considered a success. Although a small number of trees have been established near the
creek in the north part of the gardens as intended, most of the plantings appear to have been
unsuccessful or have subsequently been lost or removed.
Moreover, it is considered that this project was ultimately misguided, in that it misapprehended the
original nature of the poplar wall and attempted to recreate it in a garden environment that had
fundamentally evolved from the early period in which the feature was originally established. It
appears likely that the poplar wall was originally planted as a windbreak feature to provide
immediate screening and visual enclosure and to protect slower-growing trees in establishment; as
fast-growing trees, poplars were an ideal species for this purpose. A number of early photographs
show Poplars used for this purpose in the southern part of the Gardens in the 1920s-1930s, perhaps
having been established after the removal of the pine plantation from this area.
The upper part of the Gardens is no longer a young arboretum in establishment, but a mature one
filled with trees that in many cases tower above the few successful plantings of this new poplar
generation. As portions of the original poplar planting died or were intentionally removed over the
course of the twentieth century, additional deciduous and coniferous specimen trees were planted
in the spaces that opened up. As a consequence, when the Friends began this restoration project,
there was no longer the physical space and setbacks to effectively establish a new windbreak, nor
the spatial character of the surrounding space to grant aesthetic effect and functional use to such a
feature were it to have succeeded.
The modern poplar plantings located in the north part of the gardens are not significant, and the
effort to re-establish a ‘Poplar Wall’ in this area should be discontinued. It may be considered
whether the small line of trees that has been re-established should be removed. The role of
structured tree plantings such as this will also be considered in the context of planning for future
tree succession requirements and the redevelopment of areas such as the zone which is located
between Barkers Creek and the Flora and Fauna Reserve.
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Figure 31: A portion of the re-established Poplar Wall, photographed 2017.

2.4

Significant Built Elements within the Gardens

The 1991 Management Plan includes a discussion of known historical elements of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens which are no longer extant (including a shelter shed, nursery, fernery and bowls
court). This discussion will not be reproduced here.
While the 1991 Management Plan sought the reconstruction of historical elements which were
sufficiently documented (which led to the reconstruction of the Rotunda and Summerhouse, and
inspired the replacement shelter shed), contemporary heritage practice is less favourable towards
reconstruction of historical elements which have been lost from sites of heritage significance. It is
considered that the reconstructed Summerhouse and Rotunda provide genuine value to the
Gardens, however further reconstruction of older structures or garden features is not warranted on
functional or aesthetic grounds, and would not enhance the heritage qualities of the Gardens to the
same extent as the previous projects did.
As a result, the present study will focus on the extant elements of the Gardens, their heritage
significance and conservation planning and works to manage this important fabric going forward. An
initial draft of this section was prepared by John Patrick Landscape Architects on the basis of
detailed review of published and unpublished documentation of these elements as well a site review
and photography of the buildings. This draft and provisional findings were then reviewed by Bryce
Raworth Pty Ltd, and their suggestions have been incorporated into the descriptions that follow.
During this process, the area of the Caravan Park was added to the scope of the study, and Bryce
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Raworth P/L have prepared the description of the two VHR-identified buildings which are presently
part of the Caravan Park lease: the Curator’s Residence and Glasshouse.

Figure 32: Tea Rooms.

2.4.1 Tea Rooms (VHR B-10)
The Tea Rooms consist of an attractive rectangular bungalow structure with a Dutch gable roof and
extended overhanging eaves that form a four-sided perimeter verandah. The building was opened in
December 1919, and was built by the Castlemaine Citizens’ Charity Club (4 Cs Club) as a storeroom
and seasonal refreshments hall operated in the holiday season and for other occasional events in the
Gardens. The building is said to have been used as a cement store during the Second World War,
after which it was vacated by the 4 Cs Club. In 1962, the Castlemaine Highland Pipe Band reached an
agreement with the City of Castlemaine to take over use of the building. Since that time, the building
has also been operated as an occasional venue for other groups and events. This building was
sometimes referred to as “The 4 C’s Building”, and later as the Pipe Band Hall after its later tenant. It
has been renovated twice in recent years – in 1984 and 2007-2011.
The building walls are masonry brick, reportedly constructed of bricks salvaged from the 1919
demolition of the East and West buildings of the Castlemaine Market (built 1858), finished in rough
cast render with a smooth render banding at the base of the wall. Three evenly spaced windows are
provided on each of the long-axis walls, with arched double doors at each end of the structure and
an additional smaller rectangular window is situated on the north end of the building, east of the
kitchen door. The windows are unglazed, and are covered by interior timber shutters set within
timber frames integrated in the masonry. The masonry fenestration on the main windows includes
two-course arched lintels (visible on the interior brickwork, as the exterior is rendered).
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The interior walls are painted, and a hipped plasterboard ceiling below the scissored roof rafters was
added in 1984-85. A part-height screen partition of diagonal boarding separates the main room from
a rear kitchen; this partition includes two servery windows and a small central cut-out door, and may
be original to the structure although it is understood to have been moved 1700mm south of its
original position in the 1960s. The kitchen was subdivided to create a small office/storeroom to the
left of the remaining kitchen area. The disused kitchen flue is present in the northwest corner of the
structure and the original copper is believed to have been retained; however, this was not inspected
as it is located within the storeroom which is maintained as a locked clubroom. The original timber
flooring is understood to have been replaced in 2011, although some original boards may have been
retained, and new carpet and vinyl floors were laid over top. Ceiling fans and reverse-cycle air
conditioning units were installed in 2011.
The roof is strikingly clad in short-length, corrugated galvanised iron sheets, which provide an
elegant texture to the building. Much of the roof is still composed of the original irons, although
some sheets on the north and east faces were replaced with new galvanised steel sheets during
refurbishment of the roof in 2008, where original sheets had been holed by falling debris from
neighbouring trees (now removed). Original sheets are stamped by Tupper & Compy Manufacturing
(London & Birmingham), and are unusual in that they are three-foot lengths. These may have also
been recycled from the demolished market buildings. Retained sheets were recoated and painted in
the 2008 works. Rolled ridge cappings complete the roof (these are believed to have been replaced
in the 2008 works), with original galvanised steel rolled finials at each end of the main ridge. A steel
quad profile gutter and downpipes are reported to have been introduced in renovation works
undertaken in 1984.

Figure 33: Western verandah of the Tea Rooms.
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Figure 34: View of the Tea Rooms from the north.

Figure 35: Tea Rooms interior.
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The verandah eaves are supported by timber posts at approximately 4 metre spacings. Originally set
into the ground, these posts were mounted on steel stirrups in the 1984 renovation. The original
profile of the posts was restored in the 2011 renewal through the use of timber skirts to hide the
stirrups. Decorative triangular brackets add a rustic character where the posts meet the eaves; two
of these brackets were missing and replaced in the 2011 renewal. An asphalt floor was added to the
verandah during the 2011 renewal works, replacing crushed granitic sand.
The Tea Rooms have heritage significance as a picturesque amenity building set within the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, and as an important early work of the 4 Cs Club, which constructed
the building as a storeroom and venue for the holiday refreshment service the Club operated in the
Gardens as a fundraiser for its other benevolence activities. Although renovated and partially
modernised, these works have generally been undertaken with a strong commitment to
conservation, and the original material characteristics and architectural form of the building remain
largely intact. Constructed in 1919, the building is understood to have reused materials from the
East and West Buildings at the Castlemaine Market (demolished that year), and possibly from other
structures, and thus is also of historical interest an artefact of a period of substantial architectural
change and renewal in post-gold boom Castlemaine.
The following conservation policies are described more fully in Section 4:
- the most appropriate ongoing use of the building is as a small meeting and events hall, with limited
internal servery kitchen and most commercial catering to be accomplished outside or off-site.
However, the existing kitchen facilities could be upgraded to a commercial standard, provided a) the
works had minimal impact on the external presentation of the building, and b) the upgrade of
facilities allowed the building to be used in a manner which contributed to its long-term
conservation.
- In the past, the residency of the Pipe Band has been noted to limit the building’s useful capacity to
accommodate regular bookings and use by other organisations. The continuation of the Pipe Band’s
residency is not considered integral to the significance of the building, which lies in its initial
development and function as a Tea Rooms, as well as in its architectural and aesthetic values.
Alternative uses and adaptation of the building may reasonably be considered where these would
contribute to its long-term viability.
The general association of the building with a series of clubs and social organisations is an important
part of the building’s heritage value and should be acknowledged and interpreted both outside and
inside the structure. If an interior interpretive display is established, this would be an appropriate
location to recognise historical use of the Gardens by other unrelated clubs, including the
Castlemaine Anglers Club (see below for discussion of the Fish Hatchery) and Bowling Club.
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Figure 36: Kiosk structure.

2.4.2 Kiosk (VHR B-4)
The Kiosk was constructed in 1945 by the Castlemaine Citizens Charity Club (4 Cs Club) as a
replacement for the Tea Rooms after these were found to no longer be suitable for food service.
The Kiosk is a red brick concession building of modest and plain design, with simple but attractive
exterior detailing, including corner and centreline pilasters, decorative pattern window lintels and
Dutch gable roof.
The Kiosk was renovated as part of its subsequent reuse as a maintenance office and storeroom for
the Gardens, including construction of an interior partition wall and plasterboard finishing of the
northern room as an office and lunchroom for Gardens staff. The two concession windows were
reworked as part of these renovations. The north window was reconstructed in a smaller frame with
timber surround, retaining the larger original brick fenestration. The east window was infilled with a
bookshelf but the original canopy has been retained (with strut suspension removed) in a closed
position. It has not been investigated whether the original glazing was retained underneath or
removed (removal is likely). Both concession windows include a concrete infill below the decorative
brick lintel, with the canopy mounted below the concrete infill – it is unclear at what stage this
adaption took place, but it implies that the canopies may not have been part of the original building
but a somewhat later addition.
Remaining details of the building’s original function as a refreshment kiosk include the suspended
strut canopy over the north concession window and the retained east window canopy in a closed
position over the infilled window. The unfinished rear store room also contains a number of
assumed original details, including steel railed door on the south end of the structure, steel railed
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window covering on the east wall, unfinished brick interior walls, plywood ceiling and ceiling trim. A
bronze plaque on the northeast corner of the exterior identifies the 4 Cs Club and the 1945 date of
construction.
The Kiosk has heritage significance as evidence of the continued importance of the Gardens as a
cultural and leisure landscape in the post-war period, and as the second significant structure
constructed by the 4 Cs Club as part of their long association with and contribution to the Gardens as
a civic space. A modest but attractive structure, it contributes to establishing the Gardens as a
formal, ordered space for visitors entering from the southeast corner of the site.
Policy for the Kiosk is provided in Section 4, including nomination that all internal works to the
building be permit exempt.
Section 5 also includes the suggestion of urgent Conservation Works for the Kiosk, including the
replacement of damaged/corroded gutters and reinstatement of downpipes.
The following long-term works are also suggested:
- Reestablishment of a visitor-service role for the Kiosk, whether as an actual refreshment
concession or as an information/retail kiosk.
- Interior adaptation to suit this role, while limiting modification of building exterior.
- Restoration of the north and east vending windows and canopies.
- Improvement of Kiosk surroundings to provide complementary amenity (e.g. improved surfaces,
furnishings, etc.)
- Formalisation of the adjacent southeast entrance to the Gardens.
Period photographs of the original building exterior and interior should be located in order to guide
development of conservation measures and future conservation design.
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Figure 37: Curator's Residence.

2.4.3 Curator’s Residence (VHR B-7)
The following review of the Curator’s Residence has been provided by Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd.
The curator’s residence is currently used as the caravan park office and manager’s residence. It is a
modest single-storey rendered masonry building with corrugated steel roof cladding. The façade has
rendered quoins to the corners and a half-timbered gable end with pressed metal infill. The façade
also features paired double-hung sash windows surmounted by a rendered scroll motif.
The existing building bears no resemblance to the 1880s illustration of the curator’s cottage
reproduced in the Gilfedder/Walsh report. However, aspects of the building’s form and detailing,
including the rendered window ornament, quoins and sash windows, are strongly suggestive of a
late-nineteenth century construction date. We have been unable to confirm this through limited
research undertaken to date. Documentary evidence indicates that the building was extended in the
Edwardian era.
In January 1914, the Mount Alexander Mail reported that the newly appointed curator (J Upham)
found his residence to be unfit to live in and a request was made for additions and internal
alterations.1 Council debated whether the additions should be timber or concrete.2 Construction had
begun by August 1914 and in September of that year it was reported that a start would be made on
1
2

Mount Alexander Mail, 17 January 1914, p.2.
Mount Alexander Mail, 28 March 1914, p.1.
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‘casting’ of the walls (indicating that concrete construction was used).3 The 1914 additions are
presumably the existing hipped roof rear wing with smooth rendered walls. Edwardian style
elements, such as the timber verandah detailing and half-timbered gabled end, were also
presumably introduced as part of the 1914 works. The application of a roughcast render finish to
most of the external walls may have occurred in the interwar period. The chimneys also seem to
have been modified resulting in a simple corbelled detail.
Cream brick additions to the rear and west elevations appear to date from the post war period.
Other alterations include the replacement of the original verandah floor with a concrete slab,
external fly wire screens to most windows and a steel framed window to the east elevation. The roof
has recently been re-clad in corrugated galvanised steel. Rainwater goods were also replaced, noting
that the gutters have a modern quad profile but were presumably originally ogee profile. The
interiors retain some early fabric but are plainly appointed and of little heritage interest.
The curator’s cottage generally seemed to be in good condition although spalling render occurring
just above the verandah floor may indicate a problem with rising damp. Cracks were observed on
the west elevation of the rear wing.
The Gilfedder/Walsh report includes the following discussion on the curator’s residence and policy
for its management:
Discussion
A curator’s residence has existed within the grounds of the Castlemaine Botanic Gardens since
1866 when Philip Doran became the curator. The residence Doran and his family spent 47 years in
appears to have been fairly rudimentary…
It is not known when the current Curator’s residence was constructed although it is assumed,
based on its architectural style, that it was in the Edwardian era. The house continued to serve as
the home of the curator and his family until the 1970s …
Policy
That the extant Curator’s Cottage be restored and retained.
That a conservation architect or heritage advisor be engaged to prepare a conservation analysis
and policies for this building.

We would agree with the Gilfedder/Walsh assessment that the curator’s residence should be
retained and restored. It is an element of primary significance in the context of the Gardens.
Historically, the residence is significant as evidence of the practice of providing on-site
accommodation for curators dating back to the inception of the Gardens in the 1860s. Historical
significance would be enhanced if it can be demonstrated that the curator’s residence is much
earlier than previously understood. Despite alterations, the residence has a picturesque quality that
contributes to the historical character of the gardens (albeit that the residence is now sited just
outside of the current extent of the Gardens). The curator’s residence is of added significance as of
one of the few early buildings surviving in the gardens, noting that some of the other early
structures are recent reconstructions (eg the rotunda and summerhouse). The probable use of
concrete walls in the 1914 additions is of some architectural/technological interest but it is noted
that this is not an especially early date for this construction method.

3

Mount Alexander Mail, 5 September 1914, p.1.
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The following recommendations are put forward and developed as policy in sections 4-5:
Recommendations:
Further research should be undertaken to determine the original construction date and to provide
evidence of the original/early appearance.
Undertake a program of restoration works including (but not necessarily limited to) investigation of
cracks and spalling render and rectification works as required, reinstatement of early wall
finishes/paint scheme (based on documentary and/or physical evidence), replacing the concrete
verandah floor with a traditional timber floor, replace non-original window to east elevation with a
sash window, and replacement of modern gutters with ogee profile gutters.
Demolish post war additions and reconstruct building exterior to its 1914 state. Alternatively, there
is scope for sensitively designed additions to the rear, replacing post war fabric.
All internal works should be permit exempt provided any new walls or partitions do not intersect
with windows.

Figure 38: Glasshouse to the north of the Curator's Residence within the Caravan Park.

2.4.4 Glasshouse (VHR B-8)
The following review of the Glasshouse has been provided by Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd.
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The glasshouse was erected in 1960. A plaque on the south elevation notes that the glasshouse was
donated to the Town of Castlemaine by the Tourist and Publicity Association. It is a utilitarian
building with a metal framed glazing and a cream brick dado. The roof is sheltered by shade cloth
stretched over a steel pipe frame (presumably a later addition).
The Gilfedder/Walsh report includes the following discussion and recommendations for glasshouse:
Discussion
This functional and display glasshouse was constructed in 1960 and donated by the Castlemaine
Tourist and Publicity Association. Although it is a more recent introduction into the Gardens it is
considered to be sympathetic, it is currently used for public display and propagation purposes.
Policy
Conservation works should be aimed at restoring the structure to a functional form.
Strategies
The glasshouse may be a useful place for garden staff to grow seedlings for the Gardens as well
as other Council gardens.

The glasshouse is of secondary significance for its ability to demonstrate horticultural activities
formerly carried out in the Gardens. Architecturally, it is of limited interest as a comparatively recent
structure of utilitarian design.
The following recommendations are put forward and developed as policy in section 4:
Recommendations:
The glasshouse could potentially be demolished if there was a need for a new building in this
location which also supported the historically and socially significant role of the Gardens, such as
occurred in the Ballarat Botanical Gardens where a post war structure was replaced by a welldesigned modern glasshouse.
In the event the glasshouse was to be demolished, an archival photographic record should be
prepared.
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Figure 39: Original summerhouse.

Figure 40: Reconstructed summerhouse.

2.4.5 Summerhouse (2000 reconstruction)
was Summerhouse (Asphalt Floor) (VHR B-11)
A timber Summerhouse was constructed in the Gardens in 1872 on the recommendation of the
then-Curator, Philip Doran, who had recommended to the Council of the City of Castlemaine “that a
place be erected for shelter in case of rain.” This appears to have been the earliest structure erected
in the Gardens.
The original structure was removed sometime after 1946, when it appears to have still been present
in aerial photography. Reconstruction of the Summerhouse was recommended in the 1991
Management Plan, and the subsequently-created Friends of the CBG supported research, design and
fundraising for this reconstruction, which was ultimately accomplished in 2000.
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A c. 1910 photograph provided by Kevin Walsh was used as a reference for the reconstruction
design, facilitated by the presence at that time of an early asphalt pavement which provided the
base measurements, as well as some remaining post holes from the original structure.
The Summerhouse consisted of an open, octagonal form structure covered by a steeply pitched roof.
Four sides of the structure were partly-enclosed by trellised timber wall panels, with the other four
sides left open save for an upper trellis frieze providing a connection between adjacent trellis wall
panels. Bench seats were positioned on the interior of each wall panel. Various elements not visible
in the photograph were determined in the reconstruction based on oral sources or indirect
photographic evidence, or assumed based on known structures (such as the Summerhouse at
Ripponlea) and methods of the period.
In preparing the design for the reconstruction, Heritage Architect Graeme Butler noted that the
structure shown in the 1910 photograph may have already undergone some modification, such as
the replacement of suspected original shingles with wood palings. In addition, the original lime
ground surface had at some subsequent stage been paved with asphalt. Although the original
intention of the project was to retain the original asphalt floor (which had been included in the
original VHR registration for the Gardens), its poor condition necessitated its removal and
replacement.
The new Summerhouse is a well-researched, high-quality reconstruction of the known (and unusual)
qualities of the original structure. Its status as a reconstruction is acknowledged in interpretive
signage, and is recognisable on close examination of the modern metal fittings and concrete footings
present in the interior. The Summerhouse reconstruction is an excellent example of a heritage
reconstruction, in that it is both supportive of the heritage values of the Gardens, and appropriate to
the contemporary public program and use of the site. The reconstructed Summerhouse has heritage
significance: as a reconstruction of a distinctive early amenity structure known to have been
constructed during the Doran curatorial era of the Gardens, and as a key outcome of the voluntary
work of the 1990s Friends of the CBG group and other stakeholders to research, fundraise and
advocate for the conservation and renewal of the Gardens.
The VHR registration should be updated to include the reconstructed Summerhouse and to remove
reference to an original asphalt pavement, which is no longer extant.
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Figure 41: Previous rotunda.

Figure 42: The reconstructed rotunda.
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2.4.6 Rotunda (2014 reconstruction)
was Rotunda (1995 reconstruction) (VHR B-14)
The Rotunda is a small octagonal pavilion located north of Lake Joanna, and is a reconstruction
based on two earlier structures.
The original Rotunda was constructed in 1898 to a design prepared by Angus Cornish, the Borough
Surveyor. In the 1950s, the Rotunda was relocated to the south end of Lake Joanna, subsequently
allowed to fall into disrepair and was demolished in the 1970s.
Reconstruction of the Rotunda in its original location north of Lake Joanna, on the basis of original
plan drawings was recommended in the 1991 Management Plan, and subsequently championed and
supported by a variety of stakeholders. The Rotary Club of Castlemaine ultimately funded its
reconstruction in 1995.
The original plan drawings held by the Public Records Office Victoria were used alongside early
photographs to prepare a design for the reconstruction. Although not shown in the original
drawings, perimeter bench seating is visible in 1920s photographs and was included in the
reconstruction.
In 2010, vandals operating stolen construction equipment destroyed the 1995 reconstruction of the
Rotunda and caused extensive damage throughout the Gardens. A replacement structure was built
in late 2013, based on the 1995 reconstruction but adapted to contemporary access requirements
with the inclusion of a metal-framed, wood-floored ramp which wraps around the exterior on three
sides of the current structure.
The current Rotunda is significant as a reconstruction of an early public amenity structure. The
original Rotunda appeared in many early photographs and postcard images of the Gardens, and was
an important structure in establishing the picturesque public character of the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens in the early 20th century. Along with the reconstructed Summerhouse, the Rotunda
reconstruction establishes the historical aesthetics and leisure purpose of the Gardens in a structure
that is publicly accessible and retains a relevant function in the present day.
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Figure 43: Main entrance gates, undated.

Figure 44: Main entrance gate photographed 2017.
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2.4.7 Entrance Gate (VHR B-1)
The Entrance Gate is a cast-iron gate and palisade fence with bluestone pillars topped with lamp
irons, constructed as a ceremonial public entrance from Walker Street.
The gates are an 1877-1878 development directed by the City Council and designed by the Borough
Inspector / Engineer, Angus Cornish. The Thompson and Company foundry, located directly across
the railway from the Botanical Gardens, won the tender to carry out the works, with the stone work
carried out by local monumental mason George Redfearn. The 1991 Management Plan records that
Redfearn, like the then-curator Philip Doran, had apprenticed at the ‘Chatsworth’ estate in England.
The Entrance Gate is an early work of historical and aesthetic significance within the gardens, which
contributes to establishing the heightened formality and public / civic character of the southern part
of the Gardens around Lake Joanna. The local provenance of the gates, having been manufactured
within the foundry immediately across from the site, adds to their significance in the interpretation
of the history of the site, the foundry (which is also VHR-registered) and the community.
Council archives include correspondence indicating that replacement lamp irons were manufactured
and installed on the bluestone pillars in 2003. The Friends of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens
ordered the lamp holders from Tait Decorative Iron, and the installation may have made use of
original mounting hardware that was still in place on the pillars.
In the current study, one early photograph was identified (an oval framed photograph of the
Entrance Gates) which may show glazing in one of the two lamps. However, this may also be a trick
of the lighting on the tree behind the gate.
It may be appropriate to consider replacement of the missing lamps, and any glazing if this is
determined to have been a part of the originals. Alternatively, it may be possible to source a lowprofile electric element which could be mounted inside the upper square frame of the irons and
would not require glazing.
In any case, the addition of lighting (reconstructed or complementary to the heritage details) should
be handled carefully and with the assistance of a conservation specialist. The placement and
treatment of wiring and mounting hardware would need to be handled with great care to avoid
compromising the existing aesthetic qualities of the Gate. In addition, the embedded materials and
finishes in any new element or glazing would need to be carefully evaluated to avoid introducing a
feeling of pastiche or stylistic clash.
As an alternative, it would be appropriate to consider the introduction of modest architectural
lighting of the Entrance Gate pillars, in the form of in-ground lighting physically separated from the
historic structure of the gates.
Stone elements of the gates would benefit from the removal of organic growth with a biocide.
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Figure 45: Lower bridge.

2.4.8 Bridges (VHR B-6, B-12, B-13)
The following descriptions of the three bridge sites across Barker’s Creek have been provided by
Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd:
Timber Bridge and Stone Abutments (Lower Bridge) (VHR B-6)
According to Gilfedder/Walsh report, the Lower Bridge was in place by the mid-1910s. It is a
utilitarian metal structure with little decorative embellishment apart from curved handrail brackets
at the western end. The original decking has been replaced with perforated metal sheet.
While it has a plain appearance, the bridge is significant as an early structure which (apparently)
survives from the Garden’s key period of development under curator Philip Doran.
Reinstatement of the original decking material would be a desirable heritage outcome provided this
does not create a public safety issue. If the ramp on the garden side of the bridge is too steep for
safe use, consideration might be given to rebuilding this section of the bridge at a more gradual
incline. Investigation of the fabric for evidence of the original paint scheme is also encouraged.
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Figure 46: Middle bridge.

Bridge Pole (Middle Bridge) (VHR B-12)
This bridge is understood to be a relatively recent reconstruction based on an examination of early
photographs It is of secondary significance as a built form element with a rustic character that
complements the historic gardens setting. It would be appropriate for the long-term management of
this bridge to be guided by conservation of the bridge as a reconstructed element.
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Figure 47: Remaining abutments of upper bridge.

Bridge Stone Abutments (Upper Bridge) (VHR B-13)
The remnant stone abutments of the upper bridge are of secondary significance as minor elements
with very limited interpretative potential. The bridge could be reconstructed, as recommended in
the Gilfedder/Walsh report, although the extant abutments might need to be rebuilt entirely to
provide adequate structural support. If retention of the abutments in their present state is difficult
in terms of ongoing maintenance requirements or gives rise to public safety issues, demolition would
be a reasonable outcome subject to archival recording.
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Figure 48: Early view of the stone block weir, 1906.

Figure 49: View of the weir from the Walker St. bridge, 2017.

2.4.9 Weir (VHR B-5)
A small weir constructed from irregular stone blocks is located on Barkers Creek, immediately north
of the culvert at Walker Street. The weir is of a linear design, although the varying block lengths used
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give it an irregular face. Various stone block retaining walls are present on the creek banks both up
and downstream of the weir, evidence of later repairs and retrofits of the engineered creek channel.
The wall on the eastern bank, both above the weir and immediately in front of it, appears most likely
to have been constructed as part of the original project; a small portion of the western bank
immediately above the weir and now partially buried in the bank may also be original, but the
downstream dry-laid wall on the western bank appears to be a later addition
The weir was constructed in 1878 under the direction of Gardens curator Philip Doran, as part of the
hydraulic engineering works required to construct Lake Joanna after the creek bed was relocated.
The weir serves to maintain the lake level by artificially raising the hydraulic elevation of the creek at
this location. The lake was originally fed by a terracotta pipeline; it is assumed that this pipe has
been replaced with more modern materials in the intervening decades.
Changes to structures downstream of the Weir have reduced its visual presence. The present culvert
beneath Walker Street has captured sediment and debris in the creek bed between the weir and the
culvert, creating an area of deeper water directly below the weir. As a consequence, only the top
two courses of stone blocks sit above the water line, where early photographs (c. 1906) reveal 6
courses of stone were previously visible and the prominence and effect of the falling water would
have been greater than it is today.
It is unknown if there are any structural concerns associated with the present pooling downstream
of the weir (or, alternately, if the longer original fall created scouring issues below the weir, making
the pooling an improvement). These questions should be investigated further, as it may otherwise
be desirable to renew the original appearance and prominence of the weir in association with other
improvements to the Gardens’ southern boundary and their interface with the Sunken Reserve to
the west.

Figure 50: Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl photographed 2017.
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2.4.10 Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl (VHR B-2)
The fountain is one of the earliest constructed features of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens,
installed c. 1883. It consists of a large, cast-iron fountain from a catalogue source, mounted on a
granite plinth set within a 4 m diameter granite bowl on concrete foundation. The cast-iron fountain
is topped by a small sculpture of a boy and serpent, and stands 3-4 m tall.
The setting of the fountain has been redesigned several times, although the 1991 Management Plan
provided an incorrect interpretation of changes which have taken place around the Cast Iron
Fountain. The 1991 document relates the following:
It is assumed that when Williams carried out works at the front of the Gardens in
1919 he altered the design around the fountain. The paths and beds were removed
and the soil level built up to the same as that of the bowl. This has contributed to
the decline of the nearby trees. An octagonal garden bed was built around the bowl
and filled with soil which was planted with roses and annual [sic].
In 1983 the local branch of Rotary funded works to make the fountain functional
again and the jets from the fountain were directed into the octagonal garden bed
which surrounded the fountain. As can be expected of an area designed to hold
plants, the area had drainage holes and subsequently the new ‘bowl’ leaked.

However, the octagonal concrete surround was all but certainly in place prior to the 1980s, and as a
reflecting pool. A Rose Series postcard, numbered P. 3136, shows the granite bowl surrounded by an
octagonal reflecting pool located flush with the surrounding lawn and edged with a material that is
most likely concrete. The State Library of Victoria dates this postcard “ca. 1920-1954.” Another card
from the Rose Series, P. 3137, which the State Library dates “ca. 1918” shows the granite bowl
surrounded by a raised garden bed, round or possibly octagonal and roughly edged with dry-laid
stones. A black-and-white photograph in the Council archives shows the octagonal reflecting pool in
a drained condition, with the presence of a concrete liner clearly seen.

Figure 51: The Rose Series postcard ca. 1920-1954 showing granite bowl of fountain surrounded by an octagonal reflecting
pool.
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Figure 52: Rose series postcard ca. 1918 shows the granite bowl surrounded by a raised garden bed.

Measurements recorded in council correspondence note the octagonal pool as 40’ diameter and 18”
deep. Council correspondence from 1985-1986 evidences that the issue with the leaking fountain
related to cracks in the concrete liner, and not to any previous designed use as a planter, and that
efforts were undertaken to address the leaks through the installation of additional waterproofing.
Further, an engineer’s estimate in the Council archives for the 1984 restoration of the fountain
includes the item “Remove soil from pond” – which appears to imply that the sequence of events
was actually that, following the disuse of the original pump and reflecting pool, the pool had been
repurposed as an ad hoc planting bed, a renovation that was reversed in the 1984 restoration of the
fountain.
The 1991 Management Plan’s suggestion that the octagonal structure surrounding the granite bowl
of the fountain was constructed as an in-ground planting bed is believed to be erroneous, based on
photographs from Council archives which show the octagonal reflecting pool. Any drainage holes in
the concrete liner were likely added when it was retrofitted as a garden bed, before its later
attempted restoration as a pool.
It is true that in 1984-1985 the Rotary Club of Castlemaine funded the restoration of the Fountain,
which included its renaming after Charles Gaulton, the Gardens’ 4th curator. The 1991 Management
Plan authors rightly found that this naming was spurious and recommended that it be abandoned.
As part of the 2011 renewal project, the cast iron fountain was restored, the concrete surround was
removed, and the area around the fountain was renovated with new planting beds and gravel paths
based on early photographic evidence.
The Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl are significant as one of the earliest surviving built
elements of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, an early engineering project of the Doran
curatorship (concurrent with the construction of the adjacent Lake Joanna) and as evidence of the
city’s early interest and investment in the ornamental aesthetics of the Botanical Gardens.
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It will be suggested that corrosion of the lower part of the fountain should be treated and repainted,
and rust stains removed from the underlying granite plinth.

Figure 53: Williams’ Arbour (Timber Pergola VHR B-3).

Figure 54: Interior view of Williams' Arbour.
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2.4.11 Timber Pergola (VHR B-3)
The VHR registration lists a Timber Pergola as B-3 on the elements of significance, and maps this
element on Diagram 600880 in the location of what we understand to be Williams’ Arbour, the
pitched frame pergola with interior seats situated on the south pathway near Walker Street which is
presently planted with Wisteria.
Constructed in 1919 under the curatorship of W J Williams, this pergola is associated with the
modifications to the southern beds of the gardens and elaborate displays of annual flowers carried
out by Williams. A 1946 aerial photograph appears to confirm the early origins of this arbour, and
the later construction of the second, ‘Wickham’ arbour closer to Lake Joanna.
Although the 1991 master plan describes the original plantings as having consisted of climbing roses,
a 1920 newspaper account describes “a rustic bower… covered with wistaria [wisteria], virginia
creepers [Parthenocissus quinquefolia or related P. sp.], and polygonum baldschuanicum [Fallopia
baldschuanica, Russian-vine]” (Australasian 22 May 1920). Today the pergola is amply draped in
violet-blossomed wisteria.
This 1920 article also suggests that this bower or pergola was constructed from the wood of several
Black Locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) trees cut down in the Gardens. Black Locust wood is known to
be extremely rot resistant, and the timber logs used to construct the pergola do superficially
resemble images of unprocessed locust wood reviewed for this study, although a confirmation of
this account would require on-site review by an expert. It is viewed as equally probable that most or
all of the timbers are comprised of River Red Gum or another locally available wood, installed as
beam replacements or during the 2011 reconstruction of the structure.
In any case, the VHR registration description should clearly identify the Timber Pergola as being the
structure which straddles the Garden’s southern path and is known as ‘Williams’ Arbour’.
A second arbour situated northeast of Williams’ Arbour, above the bank of Lake Joanna, is attributed
to the later curator Stan Wickham and dates to the 1960s. It is visible on the 1972 aerial photograph.
Wickham’s arbour is of a rustic character and is sympathetic to the aesthetic qualities of the earlier
pergola, but is relatively recent and of secondary value. It would be appropriate in the Victorian
Heritage Registration to note the long and continuing use of timber arbours and pergolas as
structures for shade and the presentation of climbing plants, however the specific listing of this
second structure is not required.
Both arbours received repairs as part of recent renewal works, with the Timber Pergola (Williams’
Arbour) reconstructed in 2011.
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Figure 55: One of the quartz stone drinking fountains.

2.4.12 Quartz Stone Drinking Fountains (x3) (VHR B-9)
Three drinking fountains were included in the original VHR registration. Each is a small, beehive
shaped obelisk finished in quartz stones embedded in dark gray concrete, with a small rough basin at
the peak containing the drinking spout. An old iron spout is present on the non-functional western
fountain; the other two fountains are equipped with modern stainless steel spigots.
Two of the three fountains are or have recently been functional. The third, located along the West
path adjacent to Barkers Creek, was disconnected when the gardens’ water supply was modernised
in the 1980s/1990s.
The construction date of the Drinking Fountains should be confirmed. In general, this a relatively
minor element displaying limited aesthetic quality and having little interpretive value to the
Gardens’ history of use. Without a confirmed date suggesting that they are much older than their
presumed post-war character, the previous inclusion of the three drinking fountains in the site’s VHR
registration appears tenuous.
This review is made in strong contrast to another aspect of the Gardens’ furnishings which has been
identified in this study as being of potential heritage significance: the 4 Cs Club tables assessed
below in 2.5.3.
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2.5

Structures of Potential Significance

Figure 56: The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Fish Hatchery with memorial signage.

2.5.1 Fish Hatchery
The Castlemaine Angling Club Fish Hatchery is a permanent trout hatchery shed developed by the
Castlemaine Angling Club in 1966. It is a single-storey rectangular structure with a gabled roof.
The roof is clad in metal decking on timber beams, with timber gables and eaves. Walls consist of a
seven-course buff brick foundation wall, with timber frame uppers clad in metal decking, and timber
siding in the gables. A continuous row of timber-framed, screened windows is provided along the
entire length of the two long-axis walls, just below the eaves. The interior floor is concrete slab, with
no exterior plinth or paving. The shed contains four wooden hatching boxes on steel legs which had
a reported capacity of 200,000 ova, along with some smaller wooden trays, hoses and other basic
equipment commonly associated with an amateur hatchery operation.
During the period in which the hatchery was operated, eggs are understood to have been supplied
to the club free-of-charge by Fisheries Victoria’s Snobs Creek Hatchery in Eildon. At a later stage of
operations, the club renamed the structure a “Memorial Hatchery,” and ultimately honoured three
former members (‘W. Dingfelder’, Keith Henderson, and Harry Faux) on signage above the entrance.
An exterior water tank and stand were formerly situated outside of the shed on the west side, but
were removed following the failure of the tank footings c. 2007. The building’s position within the
floodplain of Barkers Creek has resulted in repeated exposure to floodwaters, which likely
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contributed to the undermining of the tank footings as well as damage to the floor slab of the shed
itself. It is understood that the Club ceased use of the shed sometime in the 1970s or 1980s.
Photographs of the building exterior (undated) and interior (1978) were previously published in
Salmon at the Antipodes (John Clements, 1988, pg. 264). These photographs are consistent with the
extant structure, with the exception of “Memorial Hatchery” signage and a reinforced cage door
installed subsequent to the undated exterior photograph, and the water tank which is partially
visible in the published exterior photograph.
We conducted an initial review of the heritage significance of this structure, both on its own merits
and in its association with the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. Although modest, there is some
precedent for a finding of significance with regards to fish hatcheries in other regional botanical
gardens.

Figure 57: The Malmsbury Botanic Gardens Fish Hatchery.
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Figure 58: The Ballarat Botanic Gardens Trout Hatchery.

A somewhat similar, though smaller hatchery shed is located in the Malmsbury Botanic Gardens. A
small timber paling and corrugated iron shed, the Malmsbury hatchery was constructed in 1959 by
the Malmsbury Angling Club and operated from 1959-1964 according to the information published
in Clements 1988. This shed contained one wooden hatchery box of 20,000 ova capacity, and a small
circular fry pond, and was used to hatch ova collected by club members from live stock at the top
end of the Malmsbury Public Reservoir, as well as a 1962 donation of ova from Snobs Creek
Hatchery. Operations ceased in 1964 when the Malmsbury water supply was chlorinated,
eliminating the stock source. Despite its shorter period of operations, the Malmsbury Hatchery is
included in the VHR Registration for the Malmsbury Botanic Gardens (VHR H01993), and its history is
interpreted at the site with exterior informational signage.
In Ballarat, a large trout hatchery was operated adjacent to the Ballarat Botanical Gardens by the
Ballarat Fish Acclimatisation Society. Operations began in 1873, before moving to the hatchery’s
present location at the southern end of the Ballarat gardens by 1890. It consists of a large hatching
house and an extensive outdoor area of concrete ponds. This hatchery is included in the VHR
registration for the Ballarat Botanical Gardens, but would likely be of a scale and historical
significance meriting state registration even in the absence of its association with a botanical
gardens.
By contrast, the fish hatchery at Castlemaine does not contribute to the aesthetic value of the
Gardens and is only of limited historical interest at a local level.
The Castlemaine Anglers Club Fish Hatchery does present an example of the historical participation
and accommodation in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens of a number of local benevolence and
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activity clubs. That history is already acknowledged in the Gardens’ existing heritage registration,
through the inclusion of two structures developed by the Castlemaine Citizens’ Charity Club (the Tea
Rooms and the Kiosk), the former of which was subsequently reused and maintained across a
number of decades as a band house for the Castlemaine Highland Pipe Band. Clubs of this nature are
often operated and sustained by a quite small number of heavily invested members, sometimes
making it difficult to develop an appropriate and relevant acknowledgement of their works.
While the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens had a clear role in the development of local community
organisations in Castlemaine, the extent to which all artefacts associated with this heritage must be
conserved beyond the end of their useful life merits scrutiny. The other structures that are
associated with the use of the Castlemaine Gardens by community organisations are visually
significant and provide a positive aesthetic contribution to the visual character of the heritage place.
These registered buildings are also flexibly apportioned, with stronger options for ongoing
improvement and functional reuse by Mount Alexander Shire Council or by external organisations
which have engaged with the contemporary life of the Gardens. Functional reuse conserves the
heritage of these buildings in their continuing association with the development and life of
community organisations.
While of some local interest for its long-time association with and use by the Castlemaine Anglers
Club, the building does not merit inclusion in the VHR registration. Demolition of the structure would
be an acceptable outcome subject to archival recording.

Figure 59: Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Fish Hatchery, interior view.

Some consideration may also be given to whether off-site conservation is warranted for a hatchery
box, tray, and/or the structure’s exterior signage. The remaining equipment may also be examined
and offered for reuse to the Castlemaine Anglers Club (to whom it likely still belongs), or other
regional angling clubs, although the size, age and condition of most of the building’s contents makes
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productive reuse by another group unlikely. The operations of the Anglers Club should also be
included in future interpretive materials referring to the historical use and occupancy of the gardens
by community associations and clubs, but the building itself is not demonstrative of this history and
holds little value to future interpretive efforts.
Given the structure’s condition, low potential for reuse and limited contribution to interpretation of
the heritage of the Gardens, it is likely that we will recommend that Council seek permission from
Heritage Victoria to proceed with the Fish Hatchery’s removal as required.

Figure 60: Shelter Shed constructed 2011.

2.5.2 BBQ Shelter Shed
A new shelter shed was constructed in 2011 next to the new Playspace, replacing an older structure
previously located to the northwest on a different alignment. The construction of a new shed is a
partial realisation of planning initiated in the 1990s with the 1991 Management Plan and the
subsequent work of the Friends of the CBG group, which had sought the replacement of an existing
shelter with the reconstruction of an 1898 shelter shed depicted in original drawings held by Public
Records Office Victoria.
Unlike the 1995 Rotunda Reconstruction and the 2000 Summerhouse Reconstruction, the new
Shelter Shed was not executed as a heritage architecture project, although it does refer to the
original structure. The current shed was based on the form and structural system of the 1898
structure, is of roughly the same dimensions (although realised in metric system proportions), and
includes details referencing the original drawing (such as wood finials). However, the new shelter
was constructed in a different position, and includes a number of variations from the original
drawings, including the omission of wall panels which enclosed four of the five bays on the long
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sides of the structure in the original drawing (the short sides were variously represented on the
original drawings as either closed or open), and the inclusion of a modern system of roof gutters and
downspouts. Although the design drawings for the 2011 Shed by The Plan Factory include curved
fretwork on the central bays to evoke the original shed’s arched central openings, these are not
present on the structure today and are assumed to have been deleted prior to construction.
An earlier design drawing prepared by Michael Taylor Architect in 2003 varied from both the
constructed shelter and the original 1898 design – introducing partial timber lattice wall panels
(possibly modelled after those employed on the Summerhouse) and fixed seating on three of the
five bays of the structure. These details were not included in the 2011 drawings and not constructed.
The new Shelter Shed is a simple, attractive structure that provides modern, functional amenities in
a manner appropriate to its informal setting in the northern section of the Gardens and its direct
interface with the new Playspace (also constructed 2011). However, despite being constructed with
reference to an original structure, the variations contained in its design and the limited value of this
shelter for historical interpretation (compared with the other reconstructions in the Gardens) mean
that its inclusion in the VHR registration is not supported at this time.

Figure 61: 4Cs Picnic Set adjacent to the eastern path and rose garden.

Figure 62: Terrazzo concrete top of a 4Cs table with the club logotype.
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2.5.3 4 Cs Club Tables and Bench Seats
The southern section of the Gardens around Lake Joanna includes a number of sets of concrete
picnic tables and accompanying bench seats originally donated by the 4 C’s Club. The tables are of an
unusual and distinctive design, providing a tangible link to the past activities of the Castlemaine
Citizens Charity Club.
The date of production is unknown, but is expected to be c. 1940s-1950s. The tables are presently
distributed along the paths east and west of the lake. Four sets are located along the eastern path,
and a fifth is located near the creek in the southwest corner of the Gardens. It is unclear if these sites
are the original positions of all the picnic sets or if they have been moved previously. One alternative
possibility is that these sets were formerly associated with the Kiosk, and were subsequently
relocated following the end of the 4 C’s Club’s use of that building.
Each set consists of a large terrazzo concrete table top and two timber slat bench seats, all on cast
concrete, loosely triangular legs bolted to in-ground foundation slabs. The terrazzo table tops are
predominantly grey, with a central “4C’s” logotype in red. The bench seats are variable, each
consisting of a number of timber slats bolted to concrete leg bases, which are monolithic and also
variable. It is unclear to what extent the variability of the legs represents later repairs versus original
variation or experimentation in production; it is assumed that the timber slat variability is the
product of later repairs. The leg bases are variously bolted or cast into surrounding poured concrete
base slabs. The wooden bench seats are not considered integral to the remainder of the assembly
and could potentially be replaced with new seats of sympathetic design.
The 4 C’s Club Tables and Bench Seats are significant as additional evidence of works associated with
the former Castlemaine Citizens Charity Club and of the diversity of the club’s investments in and
engagement with the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens over an extensive period.
These tables and seats should be conserved and restored, as they are currently in deteriorating
condition. It is considered that the specific locations of these picnic sets within the Gardens are less
significant than their physical conservation. It would be an acceptable heritage outcome as part of
their restoration to relocate these furnishings to a site where their function can be maximised and
their history and significance to the site better interpreted. A possibility for future consideration
would be to gather these tables and bench seats in proximity to a renovated and reused Kiosk.
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Figure 63: Sandstone stairs to the Sunken Reserve.

2.5.4 Sandstone Stairs to Sunken Reserve
A small flight of stone stairs is located at the northeast corner of the Sunken Reserve (Former Lake
Augusta). The stairs consist of a mortared, terrace stone surface with rough block risers, and are
kerbed on each side by a line of rough stones embedded in the lawn. The top landing and
accompanying stone kerbing curves outwards on both sides towards the nearby road edge. An old
stamped metal sign bearing the name “Charles Fleay Memorial Playground” is posted nearby and is
possibly associated with the stairs (the twin metal posts bearing the sign are newer replacements for
its original mounting).
Charles Fleay served as mayor of Castlemaine in the 1930s, was also involved in state politics, and
died in 1950 while involved in planning for the city’s centenary celebrations in 1951. It appears likely
that the renaming of the playground in his honour occurred in the early 1950s. It is not known if the
steps are associated with the memorial naming, or were an earlier feature, possibly the steps shown
on the 1938 layout and planting plan prepared by Hugh Linaker.
Examination of aerial photography captured in 1946 and 1972 is not conclusive due to mature tree
canopy coverage present in the 1946 image. A cleared path of some form is visible in this location in
the 1972 image, although its material composition and form cannot be determined from the image.
While a relatively minor feature, if these stairs were associated with the former Lake Augusta they
would almost certainly be considered significant to the heritage of the Gardens. If they are the steps
shown on the Linaker plan or are associated with the memorial honour for Charles Fleay, the stairs
may have some local heritage significance independent of the state registration. If works are
contemplated that would impact this feature, further investigation of the provenance of the stairs
may be required to satisfy the Council’s responsibilities under the Heritage Act.
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2.6

Structures Which Are Not Significant

The following built structures are modern elements which, while often important amenity features
within the contemporary public use of the Gardens, have no known heritage significance.

Figure 64: Children's Playspace constructed in 2011.

Children’s Playspace
The Children’s Playspace was constructed in 2011 on the site of a parking lot which had been
constructed within the Gardens c. 1979, and replacing earlier play equipment previously located
nearby. The new playground includes swings, traditional playground structures themed as a
treehouse and a play train, as well as adventure play features such as an ornamental creek bed,
‘train tunnel’, ‘log throne’ and ‘Miner’s cottage’. Along with the play features, the Playspace also
includes new areas of ornamental brick and slate paving, garden beds and arbours.
The new Playspace is comprised of modern equipment and landscape features which have no
heritage significance. It is located close to several significant heritage trees, however, including the
1863 Royal Oak, and its relationship to the health and security of these specimens should continue
to be monitored. New conservation policies for management of key heritage trees in the context of
the Gardens’ other programs are presented in Section 4.3.
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Figure 65: Northern washroom block.

Figure 66: Southern washroom block.
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Washroom Blocks (North and South)
Two public washroom blocks have been constructed in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, both
located near to Downes Road where water service was most easily accessible. Although these
washrooms have been the subject of past aesthetic complaints, both underwent renovations in the
1990s-2000s which are considered to have improved their appearance (as well as their functional
accessibility). Distinctly modern structures, their stylistic distinction from the heritage qualities of
the Gardens is appropriate for new amenity structures.
The North Washroom Block is located southeast of the new Playspace, adjacent to the northern
Downes Road parking lot. Originally a c. 1960s brown and cream brick building, the North Block was
renovated c. 2006 with the addition of an accessible toilet block connected to the original block by a
shared hipped colorbond steel roof with barrel-vaulted glazed lanterns, steel ventilation louvres and
extensive interior renovations. The original brick work was generally unpopular; during this
renovation the original cream coloured sections of brick wall were also covered in a bright white
render, giving the base building a new Tudoresque appearance.
The South Washroom Block consists of two original red brick enclosures, recently renovated to
provide an accessible toilet in between the existing blocks, replacement timber entrance enclosures,
new decorative metal ventilation gratings, and new roof canopies on independent support posts
installed above the two existing blocks.
The North and South Washroom Blocks are important amenity buildings on which substantial effort
has been invested in recent years to improve their visual and functional relationship with the
gardens. They are modern structures which have been substantially remodelled in the 2000s, and
are not of heritage significance.

Figure 67: Pump House exterior.
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Figure 68: Pump House interior view.

Pump House
The Pump House is a small rectangular utility structure with red brick walls and a concrete slab roof,
located alongside Downes Road just north of the South Washroom Block.
Gilfedder and Walsh (1991) describe the Pump House as having been associated with the
Thompson’s Foundry, and anecdotal information provided to the current study indicates that the
Pump House was connected to a large concrete water reservoir, the pump test bay, within the
Foundry buildings. A former Foundry engineer indicated that in the 1950’s Lake Joanna was used as
a cooling pond by Thompson’s Foundry as the test well at the time was of limited size. Water was
pumped into and out of the Lake to maintain an appropriate water temperature for the pump being
tested.
As none of the early equipment remains present in the Pump House interior, further investigation to
confirm this information cannot be obtained by examination of the pump and its connections. It is
noted that the Pump House shares material details with the adjacent washroom block. If the
association with the foundry can be confirmed by further research, it would be notable that the
foundry is also a VHR registered heritage place and the Pump House would have the potential to be
significant through this association.
The Pump House is now used as storage for gardens equipment and a mounting point for utility
boxes.
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The Pump House is in a somewhat poor condition: there is substantial cracking of the masonry on
the Gardens side, loss of mortar in various other locations, one of the clay vent blocks is missing, and
the wall has been subject to recurrent graffiti which has proven difficult to cleanly remove.
The Pump House is an early-to-mid-20th century utility structure of average execution. While not
believed to have heritage significance, its history and original use should be confirmed as an
association with Thompson’s Foundry would indicate a possible requirement for conservation and
management of this structure.
The Pump House’s utility function and lack of fenestration or other human detailing makes it a
frequent target for vandals. A recent retrofit has added an unsympathetic cable enclosure duct to
the garden-facing exterior wall of the Pump House, which has also promptly been vandalised.
Although pending further information the Pump House is not viewed as meriting specific inclusion in
the Gardens’ VHR registration, options for improving its aesthetic relationship to the Gardens should
be considered. Options to screen the structure, such as a wall trellis system for climbing plants or
modern graffiti-resistant architectural panels (e.g. coated, perforated metal panels that filter views
to the structural wall but do not provide a canvas) may provide an improved appearance for this
structure and discourage further vandalism.

Figure 69: The Rotary Club table and bench sets are not considered significant.
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Figure 70: A donated memorial park bench.

Furnishings
Additional furnishings not mentioned in the previous sections generally constitute modern insertions
in the Gardens which are not significance from a heritage perspective. These include Rotary Club of
Castlemaine-donated picnic sets at the barbecue south of the Tea Rooms (installed 2001), memorial
benches located in the vicinity of Lake Joanna and at other points in the Gardens which were
predominantly donated in the 1990s and early 2000s, and furnishings associated with the Playspace
and Barbecue Shelter Shed.

2.7

Significance of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens

2.7.1 Criteria for Significance
As noted in Stage 1, statements of significance for the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens have been
prepared twice previously: in the 1991 Management Plan, and in 1997 when the Gardens were
added to the Victorian Heritage Register. Since these statements were developed, the Heritage
Council of Victoria adopted in 2008 a streamlined Criteria for the Assessment of Cultural Heritage
Significance (updated in 2014), and it has become common practice to link the reasons for a place’s
heritage significance to one or more criteria from this list. These criteria are:
Criterion A: Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history.
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Criterion B: Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history.
Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Victoria’s
cultural history.
Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places
and objects.
Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a
particular period.
Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social,
cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of
their continuing and developing cultural traditions.
Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance
in Victoria’s history.

2.7.2 Assessment of Significance
Criterion A: Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history.








An outstanding example of the botanical gardens created by communities in regional
Victoria during the nineteenth century. The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ scale reflects
the town’s gold rush prosperity and desire to draw attention to the community’s success
and accomplishments, as well as to enhance its links within colonial networks through
participation in botanical development and exchange.
A botanical garden developed in part via documented correspondence and networks of
exchange with Ferdinand von Mueller, Government Botanist and Director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Melbourne, and with Daniel Bunce, nurseryman and curator of the
Geelong Botanic Gardens, which led to the planting of hundreds of exotic trees at
Castlemaine as part of early acclimatisation efforts. Many of these trees have endured,
including an array of specimens which are rare in cultivation in Victoria.
Demonstrates the evolution in function and significance of regional botanical gardens in the
twentieth century, as these public open spaces became important stages for the works of
community clubs and associations. The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens includes a number of
buildings and other elements which demonstrate the longstanding engagement and
accommodation of community benevolence associations and interest clubs in the gardens,
and the Gardens’ continued central position in the city’s public life through the interwar and
post-war periods.
An English Oak planted on 26 May 1863 is of historical significance for being among the
oldest commemorative plantings in Victoria.

Criterion B: Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history.


The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ collection of hundreds of mature trees includes a
number of rare species often found only in botanic gardens and historic landscapes, and
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which demonstrate the diversity of plants distributed within early networks of botanical
exchange and acclimatisation.
Lake Joanna, engineered by the diversion of Barkers Creek, is an unusually large and
aesthetically significant example of an ornamental lake constructed in regional Victoria.

Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Victoria’s
cultural history.


Not applicable.

Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places and
objects.


The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens demonstrate the particular (and sometimes uneasy)
balance between botanical objectives and public aesthetic and amenity expectations which
characterises the public botanic gardens developed in the nineteenth century in regional
Victoria. The significant interest associated with both the Gardens’ botanical collection of
exotic trees and the ornamental park landscape make the Castlemaine Gardens an
important site for demonstrating and interpreting the competing objectives which
characterise Victoria’s nineteenth-century regional botanical gardens.

Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.




The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are significant in their adherence to the vision laid out by
the inaugural curator, Philip Doran (1866-1913), whose extensive period of service allowed a
continuity of aesthetic intention still visible today in the network of paths and drives, the
sequence and character of tree specimen plantings, the remaining ornamental lake and the
curated built features and elements, including the main gates, fountain and most notably
the Summerhouse (reconstructed to original photographs in 2000). Doran apprenticed
under Sir Joseph Paxton, the landscape gardener at Chatsworth in Derbyshire, who while
most famous for his mastery of glasshouse design was also an accomplished engineer of
ornamental lakes and streams and at Chatsworth developed one of England’s first modern
arboreta, two categories of landscape development clearly taken up by Doran at
Castlemaine. The ornamental lake, Lake Joanna, and the extensive Arboretum and Pinetum
in the northern section of the Gardens are key features of the Castlemaine Gardens
designed and executed by Doran.
The narrow and deeply treed nature of the core area of the gardens, set within and taking
advantage of the flood plain of Barkers Creek, and its connectivity with a biologically
important area of remnant bushland retained within the original reserve, enforces an
unusual aesthetic character which sets the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens apart from most
other regional botanical gardens in Victoria.
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Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a
particular period.


Not applicable.

Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social,
cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of
their continuing and developing cultural traditions.


The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are significant as a key civic landscape of the town and
city of Castlemaine, which has continuously accommodated and hosted many of the
informal activities and formal events of the city’s public social and cultural life for 150 years.
Across decades, the Gardens have served as venue and headquarters for service and activity
clubs, as an active landscape for personal and organised fitness, as multipurpose venue for
the Castlemaine State Festival, and as informal host to Christmas break-ups, institutional
picnics and other social engagements throughout the calendar. The Gardens’ size, spatial
spectrum from open public landscape to the enclosed informality of the Pinetum and
remnant bushland, and proximity to Castlemaine’s commercial core combine to enhance the
social significance and special character of their association with the community.

Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance
in Victoria’s history.




The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are notable as the recipient of substantial shipments of
plants from both Ferdinand von Mueller at Melbourne and Daniel Bunce at Geelong, both
key individuals in the botanical exploration of Australia and the horticultural development of
Victoria. In addition to use of these plants within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens itself
(many of which survive today), the Gardens were the key early hub by which botanical
material, including large numbers of exotic deciduous trees and conifers being imported and
raised at Melbourne and Geelong, was made available for other public projects in
Castlemaine and the surrounding region.
The correspondence between von Mueller and Philip Doran, the Castlemaine Gardens’ first
curator, was substantial enough that von Mueller named a species of plant native to
Western Australia, South Australia and the Northern Territory after Doran.

2.7.3 Draft Updated Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are an outstanding example of the nineteenth century provincial
botanical gardens created in colonial Victoria. Gazetted on 21 February 1860, the Gardens were laid
out by the first curator Philip Doran (1830-1913), who occupied this position for 47 years after
having previously been an apprentice to Joseph Paxton at ‘Chatsworth’, Derbyshire, England. Doran
forged constructive links with Ferdinand von Mueller, Government Botanist and head of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Melbourne, as well as with Daniel Bunce, curator of the Geelong Botanic
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Gardens, sourcing thousands of plants for use at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as well as in
other projects throughout the booming City of Castlemaine. The Gardens’ collection of hundreds of
mature exotic trees is a direct legacy of these links and of the importance of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens as a key regional hub in early acclimatisation efforts.
Doran’s curatorship (1866-1913) also oversaw the principal period of the Gardens’ development as a
public pleasure garden, including the erection of gates and bridges, excavation of artificial lakes, and
construction of a variety of shelters and other constructed garden elements. The Gardens are
entered through a set of cast iron gates erected in 1877-78 by the local Thompson & Company
foundry and local mason George Redfearn; a cast-iron fountain imported from Italy was installed
near to the gates the same year. 1879 saw the official completion of Lake Joanna; a second lake,
Lake Augusta, was constructed in 1884 but was infilled and converted to a sunken sports oval in the
1930s. The 1890s saw the construction of a variety of structures: rustic bridge, conservatory, shelter
shed, rotunda, summerhouse, fernery and grotto; these built features were generally lost from the
1950s-1970s although the rotunda and summerhouse were subsequently reconstructed based
original drawings and historical photographs in 1995 and 2000. Doran was a resident curator,
residing within the reserve in the Curator’s residence, a small house west of Barker’s Creek; the
tradition of resident curators at the Gardens continued until c. 1976, with the retirement of the last
resident curator, Stan Wickham, and the position’s modernisation as the City’s Foreman of Parks and
Gardens.
Following the Great War, further development of the Gardens took on an increasingly civic focus.
The Gardens became a home for local citizens’ clubs: the Castlemaine Citizens’ Charity Club (4 C’s
Club) erected a Tea Rooms and storehouse in 1919, then moved to a vending Kiosk in 1945, after
which the Castlemaine Highland Pipe Band moved into the former Tea Rooms. Other clubs that have
operated in or made investments in the Gardens include the Castlemaine Anglers Club, Rotary Club
of Castlemaine, the Rose Society of Castlemaine, and the Friends of Castlemaine Botanical Gardens
The site also became an important open space resource to the City of Castlemaine, with uses
evolving in-line with broad trends in public recreational interests: in addition to the 1930s
conversion of the second lake to a sports field, a portion of the gardens was set aside for a caravan
park and swimming pool in the 1940s, and a glasshouse was constructed adjacent to the Curator’s
residence for the purpose of cultivating the Gardens’ increasingly anticipated annual floral displays.
Sections of the property were also annexed by the Alexander Hospital in the 1950s and 1960s.
Since the 1980s, a series of efforts have sought to recognise, rejuvenate and reconstruct the
heritage features of the Castlemaine. A 1985 Rejuvenation Project undertaken as part of the
sesquicentennial of both the State of Victoria and the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne, and carried
out in partnership with the then-State Gardens division, kicked off these efforts. This was soon
followed by the research and development of a first conservation plan for the Gardens, the founding
of a Friends of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens group, and a series of voluntary and public
investments in improvement works from 1995 through to the present. Many of these works sought
to restore or reconstruct elements of the historical gardens, reproducing specific features such as
the Rotunda and Summerhouse and raising the profile of the Gardens’ history within the
contemporary visitor experience.
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How is it Significant?
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of historic, aesthetic and scientific significance to the State of
Victoria.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of historic, aesthetic and social significance to the Mount
Alexander Shire.

Why is it Significant?
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of historical significance as an outstanding example, in scale,
composition, and historical role in regional development, of the botanical gardens created by
communities in regional Victoria during the nineteenth century. The Gardens are representative of a
botanical garden developed in part via documented correspondence and networks of exchange with
Ferdinand von Mueller, Government Botanist and Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens at
Melbourne, and with Daniel Bunce, nurseryman and curator of the Geelong Botanic Gardens. This
led to the planting of hundreds of exotic trees at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as part of early
acclimatisation efforts, and allowed the Gardens to function as a regional hub for the acquisition,
cultivation and distribution of plant material for public projects elsewhere in Castlemaine and the
district. Many of these trees have endured, including an array of specimens which are rare in
cultivation in Victoria.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are also of historical significance in demonstrating the evolution
in function and significance of regional botanical gardens in the twentieth century, as these public
open spaces became important stages for family recreation as well as for the works of community
clubs and associations. While at some sites these changing priorities (particularly the introduction of
camping and caravan parks) overwhelmed the existing gardens, at Castlemaine these inclusions and
incisions were more modest and allow this later history to be read and understood alongside the
older garden landscape. The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens includes a number of small buildings
and other elements which demonstrate the longstanding engagement and accommodation of
community benevolence associations and interest clubs, most notably the Castlemaine Citizens
Charity Club which was active and invested in the Gardens from at least the 1910s to the 1950s/60s.
An English Oak planted in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens on 26 May 1863 is of historical
significance for being among the oldest commemorative plantings in Victoria.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of aesthetic significance in their general adherence to the
vision laid out by the inaugural curator, Philip Doran (1866-1913), whose extended period of service
allowed a continuity of aesthetic intention still visible today in the network of paths and drives, the
sequence and character of tree specimen plantings, the remaining ornamental lake and the curated
built features and elements, including the main gates, fountain and most notably the Summerhouse
(reconstructed to original photographs in 2000). The ornamental lake, Lake Joanna, and the
extensive Arboretum in the northern section of the Gardens are key features of the Castlemaine
Gardens designed and executed by Doran, and are representative of the training and sensibilities
gained in his previous apprenticeship to Sir Joseph Paxton.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is also aesthetically unusual among nineteenth century Victorian
regional gardens for the narrow and deeply treed nature of the core area of the gardens, set within
and taking advantage of the flood plain of Barkers Creek, and for the sequence and connectivity that
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links the formal gardens and informal arboretum to a biologically important area of remnant
bushland retained within the original reserve.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of scientific (botanical) significance for its collection of early
exotic tree plantings, which provides a living record of the trees and plants distributed to regional
Victoria by the early botanical networks of Ferdinand von Mueller at Royal Botanic Gardens
Melbourne, Daniel Bunce at the Geelong Botanic Gardens, and other individuals. These trees include
species which are otherwise rare or unknown in cultivation elsewhere in Victoria, as well as a variety
of mature conifers and deciduous trees which are among the largest and oldest known specimens in
Victoria.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of social significance for its associations with the Castlemaine
Citizens Charity Club (‘4 Cs Club’) an early civic-minded benevolent association closely tied to the
Gardens for at least a half century from the 1910s to 1950s-60s, as well as subsequent associations
with other service and activity clubs which have been resident in the gardens and made further
investments in their development. The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are also of social significance
for their continuous role as a site for major public events and smaller gatherings in the former City of
Castlemaine.
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Section 3 - Discussion of Contemporary Issues
3.0

Introduction

The contemporary issues presented in this section have been identified from a number of sources:





recurring site visits by the project team, spanning August 2017 to April 2018
meetings and additional discussions with Council staff
review of recent media coverage
review of published issues affecting similar regional botanical gardens

Public Survey
Mount Alexander Shire council conducted an online survey from October 23, 2017 – November 27,
2017. The survey, which was promoted through both conventional and social media, the Council
website and physical signage posted at the Gardens, attracted 146 responses. The questions, which
were prepared by the CMP report team, polled a variety of considerations associated with how the
Gardens are used, viewed and thought about by the public who uses them. Where relevant, findings
from the survey are referenced in the discussions that follow, the complete results included as
Appendix B.
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3.1

Mission and Effectiveness

3.1.1 Public Response
Public views of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, expressed in the survey which accompanied this
study, are largely favourable. Respondents exhibit a keen interest in the maintenance of this place as
a public open space with special qualities; their responses indicate that the character of the Gardens
as something other than a standard parkland is a memorable and engaging aspect of the experience
and of public interest in the place.
Although the interest of many visitors is rooted in use of the place for passive or active recreation,
respondents placed a high value on the expression and maintenance of the Gardens’ history and
botanical function, and it is clear that these attributes add considerably to the visitor experience and
to the associations that they make with the Gardens.
It is notable as well that a large majority of survey respondents rated the present appearance and
accessibility of the Gardens as ‘Good’ or ‘Excellent’ while ratings were lower for the current
interpretative infrastructure (history and contents, i.e.. botanical specimens). In addition to those
specific areas of accessibility concern where it appears appropriate to seek improvements, the
survey reveals that there is a substantial public audience and interest in addressing the history and
botanical heritage of the Gardens.
There was also a sizeable interest in the expansion of the Botanical Gardens’ use and presentation of
native and indigenous plants. Given trends in the public’s interest in ecological plant selections and
wider environmental concerns, this result is not unexpected, but it also serves to remind us that the
Gardens are a living plant collection as well as a historical one. Just as the Gardens have responded
to changing public interests, resources and tastes in the past (e.g. the expansion of annual floral
displays, harvesting of dense pine plantations, development of recreational facilities in the
southwestern part of the reserve, and recent improvement of children’s play opportunities) it is
appropriate that they continue to evolve and develop to match contemporary interests and
concerns. At the same time, other respondents expressed a desire that the classic exotic palette
which predominates in the Garden’s tree planting be maintained.
Notably, there are several very early cultivated Eucalypts in the Gardens which form a part of the
original 1860s-1900s plantings, and newspaper accounts document that the first curator, Philip
Doran, was an enthusiastic experimenter with imported natives (eg. Blue Gums) as street tree
plantings elsewhere in early Castlemaine. The retention of so many indigenous River Red Gums
within the western edges of the contemporary gardens along Barker’s Creek also demonstrate that
indigenous plants have always been a part of the aesthetic of the cultivated gardens (along with the
remnant bushland in the northwest). A renewed valuation of new and indigenous species and
experimentation with contemporary arrangements and methods of planting can be adopted
alongside the maintenance and renewal of the exotic elements of the collection.
To function as a living facility within Castlemaine and the broader community of Mount Alexander
Shire, it is also reasonable to expect the Botanical Gardens to provide the contemporary
infrastructure suitable to the ways that visitors arrive at and make use of the site today, and to the
range of physical capabilities and expectations that visitors bring with them. This means providing
modern signage and wayfinding, and service infrastructure such as furnishings, drinking fountains,
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and, where deemed appropriate, night-lighting. This also means ensuring that the Gardens can be
reached safely and efficiently by people of all ages and mobilities.
This infrastructure need not be made to look ‘rustic’ or ‘historic’, indeed today the best practice is to
craft signage, new furnishings and other additions to historic landscapes in a manner that meets
contemporary expectations and is clearly distinguished from the historic fabric of the place.
With sound planning and management, changes can be accommodated without compromising the
core historical values that render the place special.

Figure 71: View across Lake Joanna to the Rotunda.

3.1.2 Heritage Conservation
Conservation of the place’s state-recognised heritage values is a central concern in any action
undertaken in managing, sustaining and renewing the Gardens. This is complicated by the Gardens’
status as a living landscape—here a conservative approach, as might be undertaken with respect to
an individual building or monument, will result in the slow decline of the place as plants age out.
Some level of dynamism, new plantings and new ideas is required to conserve this living landscape
for decades to come, and is consistent with the history of a site that has responded to changing
social expectations and community interests over the last century.
Where the 1991 master plan and subsequent Victorian Heritage registration have proven most
successful is in identifying and conserving the built heritage of the Gardens. All the existing buildings
identified in 1991 remain intact today, and two historical garden structures (the Summerhouse and
the Rotunda) were reconstructed on the recommendation of the master plan.
The Tea Rooms, arguably the most significant public building on the site (dating to the 1910s), have
received substantial rehabilitation since 1991, although efforts to determine a long-term use for the
building beyond its longstanding role as the Castlemaine Highland Pipe Band clubhouse have been
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inconclusive. The role of this building and of the VHR-listed Kiosk south of Lake Joanna are explored
further in section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
The 1997 registration included one set of public furniture—three small drinking fountains. In
addition, the current study has identified a series of 4C’s Club picnic table sets as being of heritage
significance. As respects the drinking fountains, there are functional issues with retaining these
features for public use, and a recognized need for new infrastructure. As respects the tables, there is
greater scope to refurbish these furnishings in the service of future needs; and there is also an
identified need to invest in additional furnishings. These investments should be undertaken in ways
that are strategically and aesthetically coherent and which support the environmental character of
the Gardens. Policies to this effect are provided in Section 4.
An area of concern identified early in the current study is the conservation of the Gardens’
significant specimen trees. A number of trees included in the 1998 VHR registration have been lost in
recent years, and several others were identified in 2014 as in a declining state. This issue is explored
in detail below in section 3.2.
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3.1.3 Botanical Function / Ambition
The challenge of how to conceptualize and conserve the functional heritage of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens, and of other botanic gardens in regional Victoria, remains under active
discussion.
The organization Botanic Gardens Conservation International (BGCI) offers the following definition of
a botanic garden, in contrast to a public park or pleasure garden:
Botanic gardens are institutions holding documented collections of living plants for the purposes
of scientific research, conservation, display and education.

The BGCI has also produced a list of functions or criteria which may in part or whole be undertaken
by a botanic garden:


A reasonable degree of permanence





An underlying scientific basis for the
collections

Communication of information to other
gardens, institutions and the public



Exchange of seed or other materials with
other botanic gardens, arboreta or
research institutions



Undertaking of scientific or technical
research on plants in the collections



Maintenance of research programs in
plant taxonomy in associated herbaria.



Proper documentation of the collections,
including wild origin



Monitoring of the plants in the collections



Adequate labelling of the plants



Open to the public

It is important to recognize that in the BGCI’s view, not all of these functions are or must be fulfilled
by every institution. In particular, the 19th century botanic gardens in regional Victoria have primarily
been understood through their limited historical engagement with these functions, nevertheless a
number of these gardens are currently members of Botanic Gardens of Australia and New Zealand
(BGANZ), one of three Australian networks which collaborate with the BGCI. It is also notable that in
recent years, the managers and public constituencies of major regional gardens such as those at
Hamilton, Geelong, Bendigo and Ballarat, have embraced the continuation and renewal of their
botanical and horticultural collections.

Historic functions of the regional botanical gardens
Some contemporary researchers have sought to recontextualise Victoria’s regional botanic gardens
as having been from the outset primarily civic parks and pleasure grounds. In Long Views & Short
Vistas (2012), Gwen Pascoe arrives at the conclusion that
Diverse expectations complicated the development of Victoria’s public botanic gardens, for these
gardens were not generally planted to demonstrate some aspect of botanical classification, they
were not scientific and botany found in these collections of plants was incidental, for even
gardens which contained ‘fine botanical specimens’ were not necessarily botanic gardens. They
were really horticultural and ornamental, a superior form of public park, used for passive
recreation, education and to further civic pride, rather than scientific botanic gardens.
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Our view on this finding is that it is somewhat overstated and does not reflect the substantial
documented history of the gardens at Castlemaine (and perhaps other sites). Some early regional
gardens, particularly in the smaller centres, did quickly turn over to being used and viewed primarily
as public parklands. However, newspaper articles record a sustained public interest in the
Castlemaine Gardens’ botanical collection, represented at the time (as it is today) predominantly in
its diverse and unusual tree collection. These published accounts extend from the 1870s through to
the 1910s, and there is evidence (in the form of the Pine Grove located in the present Caravan Park)
that an active effort to employ some of the more unusual conifers in large, organized plantings
continued past that date.
These efforts often did not conform to the procedures employed at major research centres of the
time (such as London’s Kew Gardens) or those that are now employed at contemporary domestic
botanical gardens that now house nationally significant research programs (such as RBGMelbourne), or if they did in some cases follow this pattern then the evidence for this did not survive
changing community interests in the early twentieth century. However, the fact that there were
aspects of the ‘botanical’ efforts at regional gardens that were casual, non-systematic or
generationally limited does not change the fact that local efforts to realize the ‘botanical’ part of the
gardens’ appellations and the endeavour they represented did produce distinctive landscapes that,
where they survive with some integrity (as at Castlemaine), remain substantially different in
character from other civic parklands conceived and executed in the same period.
In the Goldfields region, it must also be recognized that a number of botanical gardens were also
early experiments in the regeneration of lands scarred by alluvial gold mining, a context for these
places that has perhaps been underacknowledged. While at the time it may also have proven easier
to secure a public reservation from the colonial government for disturbed lands which lacked
commercial value, the fact that these lands were often located relatively close to the centre of their
communities makes it difficult now to separate the fiscal and jurisdictional opportunity of the
wasted site from the civic undertaking of its regeneration.
Disturbed sites continue to be linked with the establishment of new botanic gardens in Australia,
and this condition might even be considered to be close to definitional in the concept of the
botanical garden in this country. In recent decades, Victoria has seen a number of botanic gardens
established on disturbed sites: the Wilson Botanic Park in Berwick was established in the 1980s on a
former basalt quarry; RBG-Cranbourne was established on a former sand quarry and military site
(naturalized areas were opened to the public in 1989, with the Australian Garden opening in 2006);
and the Australian Botanic Gardens Shepparton was established on a former landfill in 2011. Finally,
Campaspe Shire’s Gargarro Regional Botanical Garden is to be located on donated lands formerly
associated with a Heinz canning factory. Similar instances of new botanic gardens as public or
community-led regenerative exercises on disturbed sites can be found throughout the country.
At the time Victoria’s original regional botanical gardens were founded and laid out, plant
acclimatisation and the creation of a botanical garden were the recognised objectives available to
communities to accomplish a task (restoration of diggings or other waste lands to provide a public
open space) that today would more frequently be carried out under the rubric of revegetation and
ecological regeneration. Nevertheless, disturbed sites also continue to generate botanical gardens
projects around the state and the country when public interest and resources coincide with the
opportunity posed by a deteriorated landscape.
In evaluating the historical botanical function of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, there is also
evidence from newspaper accounts that sections of the Gardens were at various times more densely
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planted with trees than they are today, taking in dense stands of conifers once planted in the
southern and central Gardens (planted 1860s-70s; harvested in 1918) and in the northwest (planted
in the 1920s; harvested between 1946 and 1972). Save for the period immediately after their
inception when the first generation of trees was in establishment, the character of a more open
parkland is in much of the Gardens a reasonably modern (eg. post-1920) development, the result of
the removal of those previous plantations and from attrition in the 20th century of areas such as the
Downes Road edge that had remained densely planted even after these early removals.
The argument that ‘botanical garden’ was an essentially convenient title for public pleasure grounds
is not wholly consistent with what is known of the physical layout and density of plantings in the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, nor does it reflect the history of development of the gardens as a
social space (supported by the activities of the 4C’s Club and other organizations) which appears to
have primarily occurred after 1920. While this later social history of the place is important to the
heritage of the Gardens, and has been singled out for greater recognition in Section 2 of this study,
in our assessment the botanical function or ambition of the Gardens remains important to the
Gardens’ public character and experience. How to implement this significant aspect of the mission of
the Gardens is examined in greater detail in Section 3.2.5, below.

3.1.4 Public Recreation
Alongside their historic character and their superb assembly of mature trees and other plantings, the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens have always served as an important site for passive and active
recreation close to the centre of Castlemaine. This role was expanded from the 1920s, as
adaptations to the landscape of the southern gardens and the active involvement of the Castlemaine
Citizens Charity Club made the Gardens a popular site for picnicking, and as development of
municipal recreational facilities in the western part of the reserve (the sunken reserve, swimming
pool and campground/caravan park) emphasized active use of the previously ornamental landscape.
The renewed popularity of outdoor festivals, group running and fitness classes, and new approaches
to undertaking personal fitness have again made the Gardens a popular local setting for various
forms of recreation. These activities can often come into conflict with the heritage and ecological
values of the place and conservation requirements, and with the needs and expectations of visitors
seeking access to the Gardens for personal enjoyment and quiet recreation. Policies which can be
used to guide Council’s decision-making on these subjects are provided in Section 4.
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3.2

The Living Gardens

3.2.1 Tree Losses
As was noted in Chapter 2, a number of trees with declared heritage significance have been lost
since 2010 or are presently noted as in decline.
In addition to these trees, we have explored whether there are other notable trees which have been
lost in recent decades but which were not registered to the VHR when the site was added to the
register in 1998. To do this, we evaluated two historical lists of tree specimens published in the 1991
CMP with the most recent tree audit: a list of trees transferred to Castlemaine by Government
Botanist Ferdinand von Mueller up to 1871 (published in the Mount Alexander Mail, 5 December
1871), and a tree and vegetation survey conducted at the Gardens in 1984. This second list is a good
indicator of what early plantings succeeded into the modern era, and of what changes in the
diversity and makeup of the Gardens’ tree canopy occurred under management changes and climate
stress since the 1980s.
Acer campestre

Hedge Maple

Ailanthus altissima

Tree of Heaven

Araucaria araucana

Monkey Puzzle Tree

Catalpa speciosa

Northern Catalpa *

Celtis australis

European Hackberry

Cercis siliquastrum

Judas Tree

Fagus sylvatica ‘Atropurpurea’

Copper Beech

Fraxinus ornus

Manna Ash

Liquidambar styraciflua

Liquidambar

Liriodendron tulipifera

Tulip Tree

Paulownia tomentosa

Royal Paulownia

Pinus torreyana

Soledad Pipe

Platycladus orientalis

Oriental Arborvitae

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Douglas Fir

Salix alba var. vitellina

Golden Willow

Salix matsudana ‘Tortuosa’

Corkscrew Willow

Thuja plicata

Western Red Cedar

* It is considered possible that one or more of the Catalpas in the southern part of the Gardens may
have been misidentified as C. bignonioides in the 2014 audit, or that these trees were misidentified
as C. speciosa in older plans.
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We also reviewed the original von Mueller list in light of both the 1984 survey and the 2014 tree
audit. Unsurprisingly, very few of the species transferred to Castlemaine by von Mueller were
successfully acclimatized and cultivated at the CBG in the long term. An examination of the list of
transferred species reveals that the manifest contained trees from a wide variety of climatic zones,
including areas both colder and warmer than Castlemaine and those with much greater annual
rainfall than that experienced in the Goldfields.
The loss of unusual specimen trees aside, the overall change in the make-up and species diversity of
the Gardens is a potential heritage concern which should be tracked and addressed in future tree
plantings. The table below maps the projected change in the population of the most numerous tree
genera in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens over the thirty years following the 2014 tree audit,
based on the estimated useful life expectancies provided by the audit’s authors.

Projected Change in Tree Genera
Proportions 2025-2045
35%

30%

Quercus

25%

Eucalyptus
20%

15%

Ulmus
10%

Pinus
Cupressus
Cedrus
Acacia

5%

0%
2014

2025

2035

Populus
Fraxinus
2045

Figure 72: Projected change to tree genera proportions.

Given the condition of the tree population as it exists currently, the proportion of a number of key
genera in the gardens can be expected to decline, in some cases dramatically. This group includes a
variety of exotic conifers and deciduous trees important to the environmental character of the site.
Over the same time, the proportion of Oaks and Eucalypts would rise dramatically, as the large
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quantity of recent Oak plantings grow into maturity and the younger River Red Gums that
predominate along the edge of Barkers Creek continue to mature. While these numbers use only the
current tree complement of the gardens, as recent plantings have been dominated by Oak selections
this trend would be expected to continue and accelerate if current planting practices continue. As
noted below in 3.3.1, this reliance on predominantly temperate climate Oaks also presents risks
under the temperature increases expected for the region over the course of this century.
Our view is that this trend does require some degree of correction, and that future plantings should
focus on supporting diversity in species and genera, both in terms of establishing further
successional plantings which replace trees in decline (particularly the coniferous specimens) as well
as in exploring new species and genera which may be appropriate for the Gardens’ heritage
character and future climatic conditions.

3.2.2 Tree Maintenance Approaches
Past Practices and Current Condition
Past maintenance practices and the original style of planting have had an ongoing impact on the
Gardens’ historic tree stock. The Gardens are believed to have originally been planted at quite high
densities, owing in part to the large amount of seedling stock received over a short period of time
from Melbourne and Geelong. Although some intentional thinning would have occurred (and largescale harvesting has been documented), it is believed that densities were mainly reduced gradually
through attrition. This crowding would have encouraged vertical growth in many tree species and
high canopies.
In past decades, municipal maintenance staff and risk managers appear also to have favoured a very
active approach to tree canopy uplift and weight reduction. Municipal archives record concern being
expressed in previous eras about aggressive pruning. This active management, in combination with
environmental conditions, is believed to have produced a tree population which is noticeably
skewed towards high and often relatively sparse canopies, particularly in the conifers.
A comparison to neighbouring regional botanical gardens of similar age and species composition at
Kyneton and Malmsbury shows the extent to which past management practices have produced a
distinctive outcome at Castlemaine. The climate is drier at Castlemaine, and the trees at Kyneton
and Malmsbury have arguably been undermaintained (there is a fair amount of visible deadwood).
However, the form of Castlemaine’s mature and overmature conifers is clearly different than that
observed at analogous nearby gardens.
This modified canopy structure has a potential to be prone to wind damage at higher frequency, and
the loss of a portion of the tree’s scaffold and lateral branch system increases its susceptibility to a
variety of other problems and reduces its capacity to produce new roots during drought conditions.
Some observers may also regard these highly pruned trees as being of lower aesthetic value. In some
trees, aggressive maintenance pruning as described can ultimately result in the ‘constructive
removal’ of an otherwise viable tree over a period of years or decades as loss of limbs exposes the
remaining canopy to new stresses and reduces the tree’s ability to produce energy to sustain itself
and produce new growth.
While regular arboricultural assessment and maintenance is a necessary procedure in the
management of any tree collection, and is particularly important in an intensely used public open
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space like the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, excessive and improper pruning can and arguably has
resulted in the reduction of the quality and value of the tree collection over time. It is important that
maintenance pruning be carried out by qualified arborists with noted expertise in heritage trees and
conifers, that it be planned in conformance with a defined policy in order to ensure it is carried out
conservatively, and that alternative management options be considered where thinning deemed
necessary for reasons of risk would result in a severe reduction of canopy quality and extent that
may outweigh the benefits of the procedure.
V-shaped Conifers
Another observable maintenance issue which impacts the Conifer collection and is particular to
Castlemaine is the high number of Pines with long-established co-dominant leaders. These V-shaped
trunks are not optimal from an aesthetic or structural standpoint, and the high number of specimens
displaying this character are indicative either of an early Curator who had an idiosyncratic interest in
maintaining these V-shaped leaders or of a relatively early period in which reduced arboricultural
maintenance allowed these competing leaders to establish in a large number of the specimens
which survive today.
This is a maintenance issue today insofar as these trees receive low arboricultural ratings and may
be evaluated as a higher failure risk. As the canopy uplift and loss described above has made these
V-form leaders extremely prominent on the trees with this character; these trees may also be seen
as being of lower quality aesthetically by some observers.
As these are mature leaders, there is no option now for their removal or correction, but it highlights
both the importance of long-term arboricultural maintenance aimed at achieving good form and
structure, and the importance of limiting aesthetically detrimental pruning which may accentuate
existing faults.
Options for Increasing Longevity of Significant Heritage Trees
Although it is recognized that overmature trees do reach a point of diminishing returns with respect
to available maintenance actions, a number of options should be considered for increasing the
longevity of the Gardens’ historic trees.
This should particularly be the case with respect to two overlapping categories of trees: first,
culturally significant trees such as the Royal Oak which are effectively irreplaceable, and rare trees
for which no other examples presently exist in the Gardens (such as the recently removed
Woolybutt); and second, significant trees of species for which successor plantings exist in the
Gardens but have not reached maturity.
In a collection 700+ trees, balancing the costs and benefits of tree maintenance is essential, and it
must always be recognized that trees do age and die, that unanticipated failures occur, and that with
a changing climate some species may not be replaceable at Castlemaine (as has been seen in the
past with Sequoia and Araucaria specimens, which were part of the original tree plantings but have
over time been lost as the region became drier and hotter). However, some special effort to
conserve the most significant specimens is appropriate, particularly where replacements are
presently either non-existent or decades from maturity.
For significant trees, one priority should be to minimize the application of maintenance and weight
reduction pruning to deadwood only. In overmature trees, the removal of viable canopy has a
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significant impact on the tree’s resources and its ability to overcome environmental stresses, and
should be avoided whenever possible. The primary alternative to maintenance pruning is use of
exclusion zones, which reduce traffic under the canopy and thus allow the trees to be managed at a
lower risk assessment level. Exclusion zones are mainly defined passively, using underplantings and
mulches to induce visitor avoidance; low chains or fencing can also be used in more formal parts of
the gardens but would be inappropriate in much of the informal north and central sections.
An exclusion zone has already been established around the large remnant River Red Gum in the
central gardens, which has lost much of its principal branch structure but is regenerating from new
growth, and which has been underplanted with native plants.
One consideration in establishing and maintaining exclusion zones is that the mulching material
should be varied over time: successive applications of a single type of mulch can ultimately
transform the soil chemistry and oxygen and moisture levels in ways that are detrimental to even
long-established trees. A defined cycle of material mulches should instead be established which will
conserve balanced growing conditions for the excluded tree, and old mulching materials should be
removed to the extent practical as part of this process.
For significant trees where the canopy shows clear signs of stress and decline, consideration may be
given to deep watering application. Deep watering involves ground injection of water along with
nutrients and wetting agent, which can assist old trees in renewal of both their root and canopy
systems. It is recommended that the use of only organic wetting agent (ie. seaweed extract) be
specified for any use of deep watering at Castlemaine, that the process be initially trialled with one
or two trees, and that the use of deep watering be tracked and limited to reduce the likelihood of
unintended impacts to soil chemistry and neighbouring trees and infrastructure.
As a test of this process and its outcomes, deep-watering of the Corsican Pine (Pinus nigra var.
maritima – Tree 378) northwest of the Tea Rooms is suggested.
In all cases, major maintenance should be recorded on a tree-by-tree basis, and tracked to inform
future decision-making.
Ultimately, the use of the above methods can buy one very valuable resource which may be
presently in short-supply for some of the Gardens’ most significant trees: time. However, the value
of this extra time will be squandered if ultimately a successor generation is not put in place to
replace the individual trees that contribute to the Gardens’ special character. While this has largely
been accomplished with respect to the existing significant Oak trees (although see further comments
on this below in Section 3.2.5 Proposed Tree Collection), other trees such as some of the specimen
conifers, the Chilean Pepper Trees and the VHR-registered shrub specimens have no present
replacements in the Gardens.
In the long-term, the diversity of the Gardens’ collection can only be maintained by a multigenerational population of the key species, with young specimens, specimens entering maturity, and
mature/over-mature specimens which represent the species’ ultimate physical development and
visual effect, often provide additional ecosystem services (even in the case of exotic trees, such as
the conifers), and are the signature trees of any historic garden.
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3.2.3 Missing Middle: Shrub Specimens and Plantings
The historical role of mid-layer plantings in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens has been
underexamined. As plants which are often shorter-lived or more easily damaged, and which at the
Gardens are prone to being overshadowed or otherwise crowded out by the dense tree plantings
they accompany, it is unsurprising that shrubs have not generally been a major landscape heritage
preoccupation, although four merited inclusion in the Gardens’ 1990s Victorian Heritage Registration
and have survived to the present-day (more on these below).
Historical newspaper accounts, which provide a window into the early diversity of the tree plantings,
similarly fail to describe in detail the species compositions of the underplantings, although it is
clearly from their aesthetic descriptions that shrubs were used extensively on both the Gardens’ east
and west borders and in the central area between the perimeter walks.
By 1984, when the first modern plant survey of the gardens was produced (at least the first that was
archived and became a part of modern planning work on the site), the shrub layer in the gardens
appears to have been composed predominantly of a small number of common and highly weedy
genera. Many of these shrubs have since been removed through attrition and intentional efforts to
reduce the Gardens’ previous role as a weed-generator in the region.

Principal Shrub Genera Reported in 1984 Plant Survey
BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

Acacia sp.

Wattle

Some environmental weeds
(eg. Sallow Wattle, Oven’s
Wattle, Cootamundra Wattle)

Berberis sp.

Barberry

Environmental weed?

Buddleja sp.

Butterfly Bush

Callistemon sp.

Bottlebrush

Cotoneaster sp.

Cotoneaster

Environmental weeds

Crataegus sp. and hybrids

Hawthorn

Environmental weeds

Ilex sp.

Holly

Environmental weeds

Kerria japonica

Japanese Rose

Ligustrum sp.

Privet

Environmental weeds
(Californian Privet?)

Lonicera sp.

Honeysuckle

Environmental weeds

Melianthus major

Honeyflower

Environmental weed

Nerium sp.

Oleander

Potential environmental weed

Hibiscus sp.
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BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

Photinia sp.

Chinese Hawthorn

Environmental weeds

Phillyria sp.

Jasmine Box

Pittosporum sp.

Pittosporum

Some environmental weeds

Prunus sp.

Cherry, Laurel

Some environmental weeds

Pyracantha sp.

Firethorn

Environmental weeds

Rhamnus sp.

Buckthorn

Environmental weeds

Ruscus sp.

Butcher’s Broom

Spiraea sp.

Mayflower

Syringa sp.
Tamarix sp.

Tamarisk

Potential environmental weed

Viburnum sp.

Laurustinus

Environmental weed?

The attrition of much of this shrub layer in the ensuing thirty years has been an ecological gain, but
also an erosion of the aesthetic and botanical complexity of the Gardens.
On this count, and in the context of the attrition of the imported Buddleja collection during the same
period, the surviving presence of four rare specimen shrubs in the Gardens with identified state
significance is extremely notable, and may provide a useful frame for considering the renewal of the
Gardens’ shrub collection.
The four specimens:
BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

Acacia farnesiana (new name:
Vachellia farnesiana)

Mimosa Bush

VHR T-17

Myrica faya

Candleberry Myrtle or Firetree

Native to Central and South
America, now believed to be a
pre-colonial introduction into
northern Australia. Common in
tropical Australia, but unusual
in Victoria.
VHR T-11
Native to Macaronesia
(Azores, Canary Islands etc.)
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BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

NOTES

Rhus undulata (new name:
Searsia undulata)

Kuni Bush

VHR T-13

Pittosporum sahnianum (new
name: Pittosporum illicioides)

Native to South Africa. A much
larger specimen than the two
specimens in the collection at
RBG-Melbourne.
VHR T-18
Native to Mainland China and
Taiwan.

None of these species have been identified as environmental weeds in Victoria. Two—the
Pittosporum and the Acacia—are in generally poor condition, but both are capable of regrowing
from hard pruning (as evidenced from their survival to the present day) and are also suitable
candidates for propagation from cuttings. The other two specimens are in generally fair-to-good
condition, and should also be propagated—not only to ensure a succession strategy is in place in
case of sudden decline or accident, but also because both current specimens demonstrate the
quality that these shrubs can provide elsewhere in the Gardens.
In addition to these specimens, the Gardens contain several apparently very old examples of Carob
Tree (Ceratonia siliqua), which due to their low, multi-stemmed habit often effectively present as
shrubs. Although not significant in Victoria as individual specimens, these trees are of some heritage
interest as early plantings which may date to the original von Mueller transfers or be descended
from plants introduced at that time. The 5 December 1871 Mount Alexander Mail article lists Carob
Tree among the trees growing in the Gardens at that time as a result of the original transfers. The
horticultural and design treatment of these trees could be improved, and they would be suitable for
interpretation.
Planting additional specimen shrubs of botanical and geographic interest is encouraged, with a focus
on climate-analogous regions. This is discussed further below in Section 3.2.5, and a species list will
be developed in a future section of this study.
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Figure 73: The use of annuals for floral display has a long history within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.

3.2.4 Annual and Thematic Plantings
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens have been known since at least the 1920s for the annual floral
display mounted in the southern part of the Gardens near Walker Street. In this area, annual beds
reinforce other spring flowering trees, shrubs and vines, contributing to an intense springtime
display of colour and horticultural competence. The history of this display includes periods in which
the annuals were grown on-site by Gardens curators, and times when they planned by outside
partners such as local horticultural clubs. The annual display is an important part of the historical
operation of the Gardens and is worthy of retention.
That this display has sometimes been planned or executed by others is an interesting detail which
should be considered as a precedent, not so much for the annual display itself which is at present
ably executed by Council staff but for the potential to introduce other thematic or temporary
plantings in the Gardens. There is the opportunity to partner with other government agencies,
private clubs and industry organizations, and to identify small or temporary planting areas in which
plants and planting strategies may be demonstrated.
For instance, the indigenous revegetation plantings carried out along Barkers Creek could be
accompanied by a demonstration bed interpreting how the same species may be employed in a
residential garden setting.

3.2.5 Botanical Collections
A number of Victoria’s historic regional botanical gardens maintain botanical collections.
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Garden

Collection

Notes

Ballarat Botanical Gardens

Begonia

Australian Begonia Societies
reference collection

Bendigo Botanic Gardens

Lavender

National Collection

Bendigo Botanic Gardens

Canna

National Collection

Geelong Botanic Gardens

Pelargonium

Geelong Botanic Gardens

Salvia

Hamilton Botanic Gardens

Abutilon (‘Chinese Lanterns’)

National Collection (est. 1986)

Hamilton Botanic Gardens

New Zealand

Under development (2015)

Port Fairy Botanic Gardens

Escallonia

Warrnambool Botanic Gardens

Bamboo

Wombat Hill Botanical
Gardens (Daylesford)

Begonia, tuberous

As referenced repeatedly throughout this document, the maintenance of botanical collections at
municipal gardens is an ongoing challenge. Botanical collections in the traditional sense require the
development and investment of extra effort, specialist expertise and resources from both the
managing council and community volunteers over a period of time that necessarily extends beyond
the involvement of any single staffer or committed amateur. While the table above shows that this
has proven possible at certain historic regional gardens, it is observed that the Ballarat and Geelong
gardens both benefit from substantial on-site horticultural infrastructure and staffing and large and
highly active Friends of organizations. Nevertheless, the appearance of a number of smaller gardens
on this list, which is maintained by the Australian National Botanic Garden in Canberra, indicates
that the maintenance of species and typological collections is possible in smaller centres and should
not be discounted as wholly infeasible.
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Figure 74: Buddleja specimens within the remnant collection.

Buddleja collection
In the 1990s, the creation of a Buddleja (Butterfly Bush) species collection at the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens was promoted as part of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Melbourne’s Flora for
Victoria project, a celebration of Ferdinand von Mueller’s plant distributions on the 100th anniversary
of his death. According to records retained by the Council, Castlemaine appears to have received at
least 12 distinct Buddleja species and a number of cultivars and unidentified specimens,
supplementing the 4 species which were recorded in the 1984 plant survey (B. alternifolia, B.
braziliensis, B. davidii and B. saligna) and one other (B. globosa) which had been planted in 1985.
The extent to which these were specifically transferred stock from RBG-Melbourne is unknown, and
the distribution may have included plants sourced from other locations, including the Mereweather
Arboretum, and another arboretum referenced as “A. Wall” in what has been inferred to be the
transfer inventory, as well as from commercial sources.
The new Buddleja specimens are believed to have been planted in three areas identified in a hand
sketch by John Hawker: the front gardens, near Walker Street, where a crescent shaped planting of
mixed varieties survives today in generally the same extent as shown in the sketch; in irregular beds
northwest of the Rose Garden, on both sides of the east-west path, which are not believed to have
survived; and in a wedge-shaped bed at the west end of that path (southwest of the Tea Rooms). Of
this last planting two specimens remain today.
In our investigations, it has not been possible to determine the precise reasons for the attrition of
the Buddleja collection—losses during the mid-2000s drought, crowding out of less-vigorous
specimens within the beds, exposure to heavy visitor traffic (particularly the case with the northern
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planting beds described above, which also may have been damaged in the 2010 vandalism incident)
may have all played a role. It is notable that, to the extent that the inferred transfer inventory did
reflect plants also held in the collection of RBG-Melbourne at the time, the latter collection has
experienced its own considerable churn during the twenty years since the distribution and now
contains just six of the species and two of the ten named cultivars included in the distribution (along
with three new species and three new cultivars not in the 1996 inventory).
We observe without prejudice that the absence at the Shire Council of specialized horticultural
knowledge about the species and of a defined policy commitment and mission to maintain and
propagate the collection may also be speculated to have played a role in this attrition, and that
these are not things which would normally be expected of a local government and its staffing. Some
consultation should occur with representatives of RBG-Melbourne and possibly other repositories to
assess the significance of the remaining plants and whether cuttings should be made for propagation
off-site.
In the meantime, the remaining Buddleja specimens should be maintained and propagated for
internal horticultural use and for potential distribution to the extent that resources exist to do so.
However the attrition of this collection is an instructive point in considering how botanical
collections at Castlemaine should be conceived, managed and maintained going forward. In our
view, the Buddleja attrition is not an argument against a botanical function for the Gardens; rather,
it is a pointer that botanical collections must be appropriate to the setting of the Gardens and to the
resources and strengths of the manager. In this context, collections which are species-diverse, and
flexible in horticultural form or siting are preferable to monospecific collections such as the Buddleja
assembly.

Drawing lessons on botanical collections
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is representative of a class of historic regional gardens which are
heritage registered, council-managed, and embody a mixed public mission of providing recreational
open space in a botanical context which is distinct from normal parklands. These botanical gardens
have a special environmental quality which is widely loved, is a not insignificant part of their heritage
value, and is not easily assignable to one particular quality but reflects a combination of, at
minimum: tree maturity, diversity and density; intentionality of plantings and organization; and the
interpretation and presence of the botanical mission in the landscape as a representation of civic
priorities and value.
Conserving this character in landscapes which have endured a century and a half of growth and
change is an obvious challenge which is discussed from various angles throughout this section. New
and renewed efforts to maintain and interpret a botanical purpose to the Gardens’ landscape can
support all these characteristics: as an investment in species diversity; as a signal of intentional
design in typically informal or simple formal landscapes; and as a new initiative to be interpreted and
communicated to the public.
The 1991 Master Plan offered a number of suggestions for the reestablishment of appropriate
botanical collections at Castlemaine, including several relating to tree genera or types. Ultimately in
the years following, those involved appear to have settled on Buddleja as a collection which was
available from the RBG-Melbourne, which already had a few representative specimens in the
Gardens, and which was believed at the time to be appropriate to the Gardens’ climatic conditions.
No horticultural reason beyond simple attrition and the absence of further propagation has been
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identified for the decline of the collection, although the late 2000s drought may also have played a
role. Although Buddleja is a commonly selected ornamental garden shrub, it is observed that a
species collection of this genus is of only limited public interest, particularly outside of the plants’
flowering period. The collection’s specialist nature may have worked against reinvestment and
maintenance after any initial signage was lost and the original plants began to require more
significant efforts to control crowding and sustain diversity.
While an appropriate outcome for the remnants of the Buddleja collection should be sought through
discussions with RBG-Melbourne, it will be recommended here that future botanical collection
efforts at Castlemaine focus on plants which support and encourage generalized public interest,
match the Council’s existing maintenance regimes, and require only very infrequent propagation and
renewal outside of normal maintenance.
These objectives suggest that an approach to botanical interpretation which focuses on trees and
specimen shrubs may be most appropriate to conditions and capacities at the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens. The formalization of one or more species tree collections and the development of a
thematically-based specimen shrub collection (in contrast to the Buddleja collection which was
based around a single ornamental genus) would be an appropriate and feasible strategy for
renewing the botanical mission and character of the Gardens.
Such focal tree and shrub collections would also be consistent with the history of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens (and the regional gardens generally), develop the existing strengths of the
Council’s staff and managers and provide a field for experimentation which has useful application
throughout the Council’s network of managed open spaces. These collections would also offer
flexibility in the face of a changing climate, in contrast with a tightly bounded collection of
horticultural species.
Although the early botanical missions of these gardens involved receiving and testing a variety of
plant materials through the distributions of Ferdinand von Mueller and others, trees represented an
early preoccupation of curators, the councils supervising them, and the visiting public. Due to their
longevity, these are also the main body of historic plants which have survived to the present day in
these places.

Proposed Tree Collection
At Castlemaine, historically two groups of tree species have been planted in sufficient diversity and
association with the character of the place, and have generally be successful under local conditions:
Oaks (Quercus sp.); and Pines (Pinus sp.) or conifers generally (Pinus, Cupressus, Cedrus, and a
number of more specialized genera).
As is discussed elsewhere in this section, the current population of both genera have limitations that
may pose problems for the definition and maintenance of a legible collection which will support
public interest. To summarize:
Oaks: Some species present in the Gardens are at risk from predicted temperature
increases over the remainder of this century. The planting of a large number of English
Oaks (Q. robur) in recent years has increased this risk (as English Oak is at the edge of its
natural temperature range here). The large quantity of English Oaks which now line the
interior path system of the Gardens also poses a problem for the interpretation of a
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species collection of Oak trees, since the large population of English Oaks may have the
effect of reducing the interest and visibility of more unusual specimens.
Pines: Some species present in the Gardens or recently lost are at risk from current and
predicted temperature increases; current specimen diversity is supported mainly by
individual trees which appear to be approaching or entering senescence and decline,
and specimen diversity has been significantly reduced with the loss of several rare
individual trees since the mid-2000s.
However, it is noted that the informal Pine collection in particular has long been associated with and
central to the environmental character of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, and that the
replanting of climate-appropriate specimen pine trees should in any case be undertaken to conserve
this character and provide balance for the numbers of Oaks recently added to the place. A small
number of seedlings have been established to replace certain of the rarer trees recently lost, and for
some of the species there is already a reasonable middle-generation of maturing trees with
reasonable life expectancies ahead of them.
As suggested above, the category could also be broadened to include all conifers, of which there are
at least eleven genera present in the Gardens today (Pinus, Cupressus, Cedrus, Abies, Taxus,
Juniperus, Araucaria, Callitris, Podocarpus, Wollemia, and Afrocarpus) and in which there is great
scope to select and experiment with species which may be appropriate to the changing climate of
the region. While exotic conifers are not as popular today as they once were, being very visibly
‘exotic’ to a public which has increasingly accepted the importance of planting native and indigenous
species, the use and intepretation of indigenous conifers such as Callitris and Podocarpus (as well as
the ‘fossil’ Wollemi Pine) can add substantial public interest and value to a mixed conifer collection,
and offer opportunities to showcase and experiment with species from hotter and drier parts of the
country [eg. the Rottnest Island or Murray Pine (Callitris preissii)] which may be relevant to the
future climate of the region.
While other categories of trees might be suggested from lists of the Gardens significant trees, these
would benefit from fewer existing specimens. For instance, a collection of Victorian or Eastern Coast
Eucalypts might be suggested by the notable specimens of Spotted Gum (Corymbia maculata) and
Rough-Barked Apple (Angophora floribunda), however there is a long road between two species and
a collection meriting formal recognition. By contrast, there are 12 species of Oak and at least 11
species of Pine in the Gardens today, each easily the genesis of a collection of public interest and
interpretive value.
Formalizing a Pine or Conifer collection would offer a distinctive and publicly legible tree collection
which would renew the historic character of the Gardens. It is considered that a Pine/Conifer
collection would be of greater public legibility and interpretive interest than a similarly formulated
collection of Oaks, which would be constrained by being more of a ‘normal’ tree, by the limited
number of species generally available which can cope with prevailing temperatures at Castlemaine,
and by the numerous young English Oak plantings which swamp what would otherwise be a diverse
specimen collection.
While a Pine collection in particular would depend in the short-term on older trees which do present
maintenance challenges, within conifers more generally there is a broader range of ages and life
expectancy in the current population. Moreover, the long-term effect of new plantings, if wellconsidered, would not be significantly more resource-intensive to maintain than other species.
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Figure 75: Rhus undulata specimen.

Proposed Shrub Collection
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are also notable for the survival of a number of unusual shrubform specimens, four of which are included in the VHR registration and are considered to mostly
date from the earliest botanical distributions of the 1860s-1870s. As discussed above, these
specimen shrubs and small trees are of visual interest, provide an important aesthetic complement
to the Gardens’ mature canopy trees, and are a ready site for improved public interpretation. Tim
Entwisle, current director of RBG-Melbourne, even wrote about these shrub specimens in 2013 as
part of an online article surveying the trees at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, calling them
‘historic notables’.
A variety of ways to categorize these specimens as part of an open collection are apparent, ranging
from the semi-technical (‘Sub-Tropical Forage Shrubs’) to the popular (‘Curious Shrubs and Trees’).
Both of these formulations suggest ways that the collection could be grown through annual
acquisitions of similarly low-maintenance and low-stakes specimens from public and private sources.
These categories also suggest opportunities to include other existing specimen shrubs and small
trees within the gardens (eg. the VHR-listed Schinus polygama, the unlisted but very gnarly Carob
Tree specimens, the retention of one or two of the Buddleja specimens).

Implementation of Botanical Collections
For best outcomes, particularly at a site with a high-intensity of public use and in which senior staff
and operational organization may change over time, botanical collections must also be supported by
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public interpretive signage and by good internal record-keeping which is maintained and utilized
over years and decades.
However, the collections proposed above represent low-to-normal maintenance investments which
would fit into the Gardens’ existing operational model and environmental character, and can be
implemented incrementally over a number of years with opportunities to review their performance
and impact, and to make adjustments to specimen selection, location and planting strategies in
response to outcomes.
This contrasts sharply with the approach that was taken with the Buddleja collection, and is
considered a feasible method for achieving a modest renewal of the botanical ambition and function
of the Gardens. The implementation of a modest botanical collection strategy will support the
conservation of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a living heritage place, raise public interest
and build internal capacity to undertake further projects. Proposed policies and example species
acquisition suggestions are provided in Sections 4 and 5 of this report.

Figure 76: Rose Garden - view from the south.

3.2.6 Horticultural Collections
The Rose Collection is another long-term feature and practice of some interest and significance
within the Gardens. Consisting predominantly of Hybrid Tea roses selected in the 1950s and
arranged alphabetically, the collection is an unusual feature that resulted from local interest and
investment at a time when the public role and available resources of the Gardens was changing. The
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Rose Collection consists of approximately 20 beds arranged in an exposed position next to Downes
Road, where they occupy a total footprint of at least 1800 m2.
Not exactly a botanical collection, the Rose Collection at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is
representative of what we might term a ‘horticultural collection’, being comprised of a thematically
linked group of horticultural cultivars of a species. These cultivars may have some heritage interest,
although challenges with maintaining this collection have meant that many of the plants have been
replaced in recent years. The main heritage interests with respect to this feature that have been
confirmed are: its 1950s origin in an external initiative to design the garden and fund its installation,
and subsequent history of maintenance by local society volunteers; as well as its significance as
evidence of how changing public horticultural interests have been expressed in this public garden
over time (in this the Rose Collection offers a continuum to the 1920s introduction or formalization
of annual displays, a practice which has also been maintained to this day).
There is some precedent for horticultural collections being developed and managed at regional
botanical gardens or similar sites. The St. Kilda Botanical Gardens includes a collection of roses
developed by prolific Australian breeder Alister Clark, and established at roughly the same time as
the collection at Castlemaine. Rose cultivar collections are also held at Orange Botanic Gardens in
NSW and at the Adelaide Botanic Gardens, and a species rose collection is maintained at Mount
Lofty Botanic Gardens in SA. Geelong Botanic Gardens also maintains a heritage rose collection, and
a ‘State Rose Garden’ for Victoria is maintained at Werribee Park.
Despite having undergone multiple rounds of study and renewal in the 2000s, and despite receiving
significant amounts of both staff and volunteer labour, it is clear that the Rose Collection remains a
challenge to maintain and is not a wholly successful enterprise. Although these challenges were
exacerbated by the theft of a large number of newly planted replacement stems in 2016, it is
considered that the current state of the Rose Collection and its functional role in the Gardens suffers
from structural problems and is not merely the temporary setback posed by the theft.
Today, many of the planting beds are partly-empty, most of the plants in the collection are not
tagged, and there is no public interpretation of the collection save for several tangentially associated
commemorative plaques and memorials. Perhaps most crucially when we consider how to address
these challenges, the Rose Collection does not present an aesthetic impact appropriate to its
substantial footprint, and does not at present justify the quantity of labour which it absorbs or
further investments in renewing its existing form.
Nevertheless, the Rose Collection holds some significance for its historical and contemporary ties to
the Castlemaine community. The rarity of the surviving cultivars in the horticultural collection has
not been fully assessed, but it can be assumed that these also retain some significance. A modified
approach which permits the Collection’s sustainable retention on the site should be explored, and
we expect to propose a plan for the consolidation of the Rose Collection in the next phase of study.
At the same time, new opportunities to explore, demonstrate and interpret contemporary
horticultural interests within the Gardens should be developed; a consolidated Rose Collection
which consumes less space and scarce maintenance labour can open up room and budget for
experiments with other displays on a temporary, semi-permanent or permanent basis.
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Figure 77: Indigenous plant bed adjacent to the internal carpark.

3.2.7 Indigenous Plantings
Although most-associated with its heritage of extensive exotic tree plantings, indigenous vegetation
has always played a role in producing the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ special character. River
Red Gums blend into the exotic tree plantings all along Barker’s Creek, and the backdrop of the open
woodland on hills above the site (parts of which are located within the Botanical Reserve and
constitute today’s Flora and Fauna Reserve) provided context, contrast and adventure beyond the
edges of the cultivated area.
Indigenous plants and gardening are today a substantial preoccupation of the gardening-minded and
environmentally conscious public, where native plants have been widely adopted as an ethical and
even nationalist choice. The public survey results bear this out, although they also provide a caution
that there remains an important audience which appreciates the heritage of the exotic tree
selections within the Gardens and wishes to see this character reinforced. A balanced approach is
advisably in both the public interest and consistent with heritage conservation.
Nevertheless, the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens enjoys substantial opportunities to experiment
with and expand the use of native and indigenous plants within the site, and to strengthen the
interpretation of existing plantings and natural areas like the Flora and Fauna Reserve. Landscape
architects on future projects should feel encouraged to stretch, explore and innovate on use of
indigenous plants in the setting of the Gardens, particularly where these plants can be used playfully
and in ways that interact with and reinterpret historical selections and planting techniques.
It is also notable, in the context of information about the changing climate which is reviewed in the
next part of this section, that local indigenous species and vegetation communities are likely to be
placed under similar stress as that which is expected and already been seen in the Gardens’ exotic
specimens. Higher prevailing temperatures and changes in rainfall patterns will push some species
out of local niches and introduce opportunities for others which may be prevalent in neighbouring
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regions. The role of the place as a botanical gardens can be leveraged to explore the possibilities and
ramifications of ecological adaptation, and to experiment with plants which are indigenous to
neighbouring sites and regions.
As noted elsewhere in this section, the creation of short-term and thematic planting beds can be a
tool to increase the Gardens’ engagement with contemporary ecological concerns and indigenous
plant selections, while also ensuring that the place’s exotic character as a heritage garden is
conserved.
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3.3

Environmental Issues

3.3.1 Climate Change
A changing and more unstable climate is now widely considered to be the most pressing
environmental planning issue. Since 1950, the average annual temperature in the southern Loddon
Mallee region, which includes Mount Alexander Shire, has increased 1.2-1.4°C. At present, future
temperature forecasting in Victoria uses two models: a “lower emissions” scenario (RCP4.5) and a
“high emissions” scenario (RCP8.5). The high emissions scenario has been reflected in recent years of
actual global emissions, and is often referred to as the “business as usual” scenario.
Under both of these models, the Loddon Mallee region is projected to continue to experience an
increase of average annual temperature (compared to the period 1986-2005), reaching +0.6-1.3°C by
2030. In 2070, the annual average temperature is projected to have increased +1.2-2.0°C in the
lower emissions scenario, and +2.0-3.3°C in the higher emissions scenario.
The outcome of this change is expected to be a substantial increase in the temperature reached on
hot days, as well as in the number of hot days (greater than 35°C) and on the length of warm
periods. The State of Victoria’s Climate Change Office has estimated for nearby Bendigo that the
number of hot days will increase from a current average of 13 per year to 19 in 2030 and to 29 in
2070 under the high emissions scenario. The number of frost-risk days in winter is also expected to
decrease; Bendigo for instance is expected to see an average of just 3 frost days per annum in 2070
from a current average of 14.
At the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, an increase in annual temperatures and the number of hot
days may produce a number of foreseeable impacts. Trees which are near the edge of the
temperature tolerance envelopes for their species in today’s climate may fail or may prove to not be
feasibly regenerated under predicted future temperature conditions, a prospect which has the
potential to impact both exotic and native trees. In addition, arboricultural risks from trees which
self-prune under stress conditions can be expected to continue to present challenges for risk
management and for conservation of the Gardens’ mature tree canopy. Higher summer
temperatures can also be expected to exacerbate existing water quality challenges in Lake Joanna,
and to heighten visitor demand for shade, drinking water, and for night lighting to facilitate access to
the Gardens during evening and early morning periods. On the other hand, the declining number of
frost days is likely to eventually allow some more frost-sensitive species to be grown in the Gardens.
Impacts on rainfall are more difficult to project, with cyclical variability expected to remain the
dominant source of change in annual rainfall through the near-future (2030). Under the high
emissions scenario, the Loddon Mallee region has been projected to see a change in annual rainfall
of anywhere from +7% to -30% by 2070, with decreases concentrated in the winter and spring.
At present, the region is in a median rainfall period versus historical records, with the most recent
(2017) 10-year average of annual rainfall recorded at Castlemaine coming in at 546 mm. We know
that the region was wetter during the establishment years of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens,
with annual rainfall on a ten-year average running as high as 664 mm in 1889; the 1950s and 1970s
were also significantly wetter than recent years have been. However, during recorded
measurement, there has also been one period of significantly lower rainfall than the last decade: the
period 1925-1940 saw ten-year running averages as low as 458mm / year.
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While a +7% increase in rainfall would represent a modest return to historic values for the region, a
loss of 30% of average annual rainfall over an extended period would present significant impacts
throughout the region. At the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, lowered rainfall would affect tree
health and renewal, ground conditions, availability of water for irrigation use and water availability
and water quality in Lake Joanna and Barker’s Creek. Coupled with cyclical variability that can be
expected to continue to produce significant drought years comparable to 1982 (262 mm), 1994 (358
mm) and 2006 (388 mm), it is reasonable to plan for a future for the Gardens in which both rainfall
and supplementary water are constrained.

Risk to existing trees
A growing body of scientific planning work is exploring the climate change risk to local trees. Recent
reports by university scientists have assessed temperature risks for urban trees in the City of
Melbourne (D. Kendal and J. Baumann, 2016) and in 29 LGAs across Australia (D. Kendal et al., 2017).
These reports use a relatively straightforward methodology and open datasets to identify species at
risk; a similar methodology using many of the same data sources is employed here to provide a
preliminary assessment of the trees in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.
According to a 2014 tree audit conducted by Tree Logic P/L for Mount Alexander Shire Council, the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens contain approximately 120 tree species. The audit also identified a
number of specific cultivars, which for the purpose of this assessment were excluded as occurrence
data is generally only available at the species level. The audit also included several unidentified
species, which were not assessed except where the missing information has been corrected in the
course of preparing this conservation master plan – eg. the unidentified Trees 593 and 594 are the
two VHR-listed specimens of Schinus polygama, and have been included in the assessment.
The global distribution of each tree species in the Gardens was determined using data collated from
the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (www.gbif.org), an online application that allows the
spatial occurrence records of over 1.5 million species globally to be polled from a variety of
published surveys. The number of observations used in our assessment range from less than 100 (eg.
Wollemi Pine) to nearly 450,000 (English Oak). Each observation record was then matched to
recorded mean annual temperature for the period 1970-2000 using the BIOCLIM dataset
(worldclim.org). Mean Annual Temperature has been identified in the above-noted studies and
other work as the best predictor of species range and vulnerability to climatic changes.
Following the methodology established in the above-noted studies, we have assessed the
vulnerability of each species in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens by evaluating where
Castlemaine’s current mean annual temperature (MAT), and its future projected temperatures for
2030 and 2070, sit within the range of reported occurrences for the species. Where the present or
projected future temperatures for Castlemaine are above the 97.5th percentile for the species, this
places specimens in the Gardens at the very edge of the species’ probable range and raises
questions about the sustainability of existing specimens and their regeneration using succession
plantings. Where Castlemaine’s temperature is above the 80th and 90th percentile for a species, this
is considered to be a somewhat elevated vulnerability and these species are identified accordingly as
subjects of concern.
Our methodology is simpler than that used in Kendal’s studies on two fronts. First, our assessment
does not include urban heating, as the large area of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is considered
to be somewhat protective from typical urban heat effects. Second, for similar reasons, we use only
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the species occurrence data available through the Global Biodiversity Information Facility, which
includes both rural and urban survey reports. We have also not supplemented these datasets with
manually-acquired city-specific inventories as Kendal’s assessments have done, which provide a test
of species’ temperature tolerance under conditions of urban cultivation (both positive and negative).
Because urban occurrences tend to have relatively higher mean annual temperatures, this means
that our upper percentiles for the same species may occur at slightly lower temperatures than in
Kendal et al.’s assessments – eg. we will report the same tree as slightly closer to the edge of its
range at Castlemaine than Kendal et al. would have if Mount Alexander Shire had been one of the
LGAs assessed in their 2017 report.
We do not consider this divergence to be significant; species are flagged in our assessment as an
advisory measure which identifies species of policy concern for the conservation of the Gardens
going forward; ongoing monitoring will be needed over the forthcoming decades to assess the actual
performance of these species under climate change conditions. In fact, there is an opportunity to
renew one of the original scientific roles of Victoria’s regional botanical gardens in their service as a
testing ground for the acclimatization of exotic tree species; as the regional gardens can now provide
us with an evaluation of these same species under ongoing temperature increases.
Similarly, identifying a tree species as vulnerable under temperature increases is not meant to
indicate that it should be removed pre-emptively or wholly excluded from further plantings. Mature
specimen trees of identified heritage significance should be maintained to the extent feasible and
efforts should be made to establish and cultivate succession plantings which support the historic
character of the place. In addition to the conservation of the environmental character of the
Gardens, their historical role in tree acclimatization offers an excellent site to continue to test the
upper climatic limits of these species and to perform their historical function, an important
consideration in the conservation of a living place like a garden. However, the vulnerability
assessment can guide more general planting decisions when it comes to replacing and adding to the
Gardens’ overall collection of 700+ trees, and can help to tailor planting priorities and numbers to
ensure that plantings are sustainable and resilient to temperature increases.
A full tree inventory and climate change risk assessment data is presented as Appendix A. Summary
tables flagging species of concern are included below, showing trees that are already at the upper
edge of their natural occurrence range and trees that appear to be vulnerable to projected
temperature increases over the next five decades.
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Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Tree Species Already at Upper Edge of Natural Occurrence Range
for Mean Annual Temperature
SCIENTIFIC NAME
COMMON NAME
# OF
SIGNIFICANCE
TREES
Abies nordmanniana

Caucasian Fir

1

Acer pseudoplatanus

Sycamore

1

Fagus sylvatica

European Beech

1

Fraxinus excelsior

Common Ash

1

Ilex aquifolium

English Holly

1

Juniperus communis

Common Juniper

3

Mespilus germanica

Medlar

2

Pinus nigra var. maritima

Corsican Pine

1

Pinus sylvestris

Scots Pine

2

Populus grandidentata

American Aspen

1

Quercus petraea

Sessile Oak

1

Quercus robur

English Oak

89

Quercus rubra

Red Oak

1

Salix fragilis

Crack Willow

21

Taxus baccata

English Yew

1

Tilia cordata (×europaea)

Common Lime

2

Tilia platyphyllos

Large Leaf Linden

2

Includes VHR-listed specimen

Ulmus glabra (and cultivars)

Wych Elm, Weeping Elm

19

Includes 7 VHR-listed specimens

Ulmus procera (and hybrids)

English Elm

44, plus
Doran Ave
trees

Of heritage interest.

Includes VHR-listed specimen

Some proposed for VHR-listing
(Doran Avenue planting)

Trees Already at Upper Edge of Mean Temperature
This assessment of existing vulnerability reveals a few areas of substantial concern, as these are
trees that may be on the knife-edge of sustainability in the changing climate at Castlemaine. While
mature trees are often quite resilient to climatic changes, projected temperature increases may
make it difficult to establish new or replacement specimens of these species and are likely ultimately
to produce earlier failure or senescence of existing trees.
As one prominent example already introduced in the preceding discussion of botanical collections,
the Gardens presently contain 89 specimens of English Oak (Quercus robur), many of which are
young or maturing specimens planted in recent decades as an avenue planting for the east and west
perimeter paths. While maintaining a succession planting of specimens descended from the 1863
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Royal Oak is a worthwhile heritage objective, the quantity of trees of this species planted in the
Gardens is a concern given that they are already in the highest percentile of their natural occurrence
range at Castlemaine’s current temperatures.
It is true that English Oak has been successfully grown in other hot cities, including sites at Adelaide,
Sydney and Brisbane—the GBIF contains approx. 4400 occurrence records in sites hotter than
Castlemaine’s mean annual temperature of 13.33°C. However, only 229 of these records (less than
0.2% of all records) are also found in locales with annual rainfall as low or lower than Castlemaine’s
historical average for annual rainfall. English Oak has documented drought vulnerabilities (Urli et al
2014) which limit its range in the absence of irrigation. Under these conditions, maintenance of the
oak avenues may become a challenge under expected temperature increases, particularly during
drought cycles. Performance of the English Oak plantings should be monitored, and any replacement
of existing individual trees within these avenues should use a more diverse and less temperaturevulnerable set of Quercus species.
Oak Species Appropriate to Present and Projected Future Climate Conditions at Castlemaine

SCIENTIFIC
NAME

COMMON NAME

Quercus
acutissima

Sawtooth Oak

Quercus agrifolia

California Live Oak

Quercus
canariensis

Holm Oak, Algerian
Oak

Quercus canbyi

Sierra Oak

Quercus
castaneifolia

Chestnut-Leaved
Oak

Quercus douglasii

Blue Oak

Quercus falcata

RBG
EXISTING ASSOCIATED MELBOURNE
PLANTING WITH 1800s
/ RARE
IN
VICTORIAN
PLANTS
RCP8.5 MAT
GARDENS? HERITAGE?
TRADE
ASSESSMENT
Y

N/Y

OK

Y

Y/Y

OK

Y

Y/Y

OK

N/N

FROST?

Y/Y

SLIGHT RISK

Y/Y

SLIGHT RISK

Southern Red Oak

N/N

OK

Quercus
fusiformis

Escarpment Live
Oak

N/N

FROST?

Quercus ilex

Algerian Oak

Y

Y/Y

SOME RISK

Quercus
ithaburensis
subsp. macrolepis

Valonia Oak

Y–
Castlemaine
and Geelong

N/Y

OK

Quercus laurifolia

Laurel-leaved Oak

Y/N

FROST?

Quercus
leucotrichophora

Banjh Oak

N/N

SLIGHT RISK

Quercus lyrata

Overcup Oak

N/N

OK
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SCIENTIFIC
NAME

COMMON NAME

RBG
EXISTING ASSOCIATED MELBOURNE
PLANTING WITH 1800s
/ RARE
IN
VICTORIAN
PLANTS
RCP8.5 MAT
GARDENS? HERITAGE?
TRADE
ASSESSMENT

Quercus mexicana

N/N

OK

Y/N

SLIGHT RISK

N/Y

OK

N/Y

SLIGHT RISK

N/N

FROST?

Y/Y

OK

Quercus
muehlenbergii

Yellow Chestnut
Oak

Quercus nigra

Water Oak

Y

Quercus phellos

Willow Oak

Y

Quercus
polymorpha

Mexican White Oak

Quercus rugosa

Netleaf Oak,
Mexican Evergreen
Oak

Quercus
shumardii

Swamp Red Oak

N/N

OK

Quercus stellata

Post Oak

N/N

OK

Y

1 example

Green highlighted rows denote preferred selections for availability, character and climate.

Other classic Northern European selections, including the Elms which are particularly important to
the aesthetic of the south end of the Gardens near Walker Street and are used elsewhere to define
paths and perimeters, have a similar vulnerability.
While the mature trees in the Gardens at present are likely at a lower risk (particularly given the
southern specimens’ access to supplemental irrigation and to ground moisture from Lake Joanna), it
may not be advisable to attempt to regenerate all of these plantings using new stock. Just 1% of
reported English Elm occurrence records are at sites warmer than Castlemaine’s current mean
annual temperature, and just 48 (0.4%) were sites with historical rainfall lower than Castlemaine’s
average. The pest exposure of Elms is a further consideration, as these trees also require ongoing
inspection and treatment for Elm Leaf Beetle, an operational cost that should not be ignored.
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Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Tree Species at Risk from Projected Temperature Increases
2070
2070
SCIENTIFIC
COMMON
# OF
2030
MAT @ MAT @ RECOGNIZED
NAME
NAME
SPECIMENS
MAT
RCP4.5
RCP8.5 SIGNIFICANCE
Acacia dealbata

Silver Wattle

4

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Acacia mearnsii

Late Black
Wattle

3

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

Acacia
melanoxylon

Blackwood

19

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

Acer negundo

Box Elder

3

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

Acer opalus

Italian Maple

1

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Cedrus atlantica

Blue Atlas Cedar

10

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Cedrus deodara

Deodar

11

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

Celtis occidentalis

North American
Nettle Tree

2

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

Cordyline australis

Cabbage Tree

2

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

Crataegus
monogyna

Oneseed
Hawthorn

2

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Cupressus
macrocarpa

Monterey
Cypress

38

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

Eucalyptus
leucoxylon

Yellow Gum

19

OK

OK

SOME
RISK

Eucalyptus
polyanthemos

Red Box

7

OK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Fraxinus
angustifolia

Narrow-leaved
Ash

29

OK

OK

SOME
RISK

Fraxinus ornus

Manna Ash

3

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

Garrya elliptica

Silk Tassell Bush

1

OK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Pinus pinaster

Maritime Pine

9

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

(and cultivars)
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SCIENTIFIC
NAME

COMMON
NAME

# OF
SPECIMENS

2030
MAT

2070
MAT @
RCP4.5

Pinus ponderosa

Yellow Pine

2

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

VHR
specimen
removed

Pinus radiata

Monterey Pine

32

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

1 Specimen
proposed for
VHR addition

Podocarpus totara

Plum Pine

1

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Populus alba

White Poplar

2

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

Populus nigra

Lombardy
Poplar

21

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

Prunus cerasifera

Cherry-plum

4

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Quercus cerris

Turkey Oak

6

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Quercus coccinea

Scarlet Oak

1

OK

OK

HIGH
RISK

Quercus ilex

Holly Oak

7

OK

SOME
RISK

SOME
RISK

Quercus palustris

Pin Oak

4

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Robinia
pseudoacacia

Locust

4

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Salix fragilis

Crack Willow

21

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

Salix matsudana

Crack Willow

3

OK

OK

SOME
RISK

Ulmus minor

Jersey Elm

1

SOME
RISK

HIGH
RISK

HIGH
RISK

(and hybrids)

2070
MAT @
RCP8.5

RECOGNIZED
SIGNIFICANCE

VHR-listed
specimen

Future risks are distributed across all classes of trees in the Gardens (deciduous, evergreen, exotic,
native). Tree species rated as ‘Some Risk’ or ‘High Risk’ under the 2070 scenarios should be subject
to increased scrutiny before further plantings occur, particularly where these trees are not of
particular heritage note or where a large number of plantings are contemplated, and alternative
species from more appropriate climates selected.
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Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Tree Species with Limited Risk from Projected Temperature
Increases
2070
2070
SCIENTIFIC
COMMON
# OF
2030
MAT @ MAT @
NAME
NAME
SPECIMENS
MAT
RCP4.5
RCP8.5 SIGNIFICANCE
Acacia retinoides

Swamp Wattle

2

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Arbutus unedo

Irish Strawberry
Tree

3

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Callitris
rhomboidea

Port Jackson
Pine

4

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Catalpa
bignonioides

Indian Bean
Tree

3

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

Cupressus torulosa

Bhutan Cypress

4

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Eucalyptus
melliodora

Yellow Box

5

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Euonymus
japonicus

Spindle Tree

2

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Ginkgo biloba

Maidenhair
Tree

1

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Juniperus
oxycedrus

Common
Juniper

4

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Juniperus
virginiana

Pencil Juniper

1

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Koelreuteria
paniculata

Golden Rain
Tree

2

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Of Heritage
Interest

Pinus sabiniana

Gray Pine

3

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

VHR
specimen
removed

Populus deltoides

Cottonwood

1

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

Pyrus ussuriensis

Manchurian
Flowering Pear

1

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Quercus douglasii

Blue Oak

1

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Quercus
leucotrichophora

Banjh Oak

1

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK
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# OF
SPECIMENS

2030
MAT

2070
MAT @
RCP4.5

Burr Oak

1

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

Quercus phellos

Willow Oak

1

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Salix babylonica

Weeping Willow

8

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SCIENTIFIC
NAME

COMMON
NAME

Quercus
macrocarpa

2070
MAT @
RCP8.5

SIGNIFICANCE

Trees at slight risk remain a worthwhile subject for experimental specimen planting and monitoring,
and indeed along with the more severely impact species provide a framework for public
interpretation of the possible effects of climate change. However, this table is also suggestive of
species which will be put at further risk if temperature changes outpace the current models for
2070, and these findings should be reassessed periodically in the context of new information and
updated modelling.

Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Existing Tree Species at No Apparent Risk from Projected
Temperature Increases
SPECIES NAME
COMMON NAME
SPECIES NAME
COMMON NAME
Acacia farnesiana

Mimosa bush

Lagerstroemia indica

Crepe Myrtle

Afrocarpus falcatus

Yellow-wood

Myrica faya

Macaronesian Fire
Tree

Angophora
floribunda

Rough-barked Apple

Olea europaea

Olive

Angophora hispida

Dwarf Apple

Phoenix canariensis

Canary Island Date
Palm

Araucaria bidwillii

Bunya-Bunya Pine

Pinus canariensis

Canary Island Pine

Araucaria
cunninghamii

Hoop Pine

Pinus halepensis

Aleppo Pine

Araucaria
heterophylla

Norfolk Island Pine

Pinus patula

Mexican Pine

Brachychiton
populneus

Kurrajong

Pinus pinea

Stone Pine

Casuarina
cunninghamiana

River She-oak

Pittosporum
illicioides

Strap-leafed
Pittosporum

Ceratonia siliqua

Carob Tree

Platanus orientalis

Oriental Plane

Cercis siliquastrum

Judas Tree

Podocarpus elatus

Plum Pine
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SPECIES NAME

COMMON NAME

SPECIES NAME

COMMON NAME

Corymbia maculata

Spotted Gum

Pyrus calleryana

Callery's Pear

Cupressus arizonica

Rough-barked
Arizona Cypress

Pyrus pashia

Wild Himalayan Pear

Cupressus funebris

Kashmir Cypress

Quercus acutissima

Sawtooth Oak

Cupressus glabra

Smooth Arizona
Cypress

Quercus canariensis

Algerian Oak

Cupressus lusitanica

Mexican Cypress

Quercus nigra

Water Oak

Cupressus
sempervirens

Italian Cypress

Quercus suber

Cork Oak

Eriobotrya japonica

Loquat

Schinus areira

Peppercorn Tree

Eucalyptus
botryoides

Southern Mahogany

Schinus polygama

Chilean Pepper Tree

Eucalyptus
camaldulensis

River Red Gum

Searsia undulata

Kuni Bush

Eucalyptus longifolia

Woollybutt
(*removed)

Taxodium distichum

Swamp Cypress

Eucalyptus
sideroxylon

Red Ironbark

Trachycarpus
fortunei

Chinese Windmill
Palm

Grevillea robusta

Silky Oak

Ulmus parvifolia

Chinese Elm

Juniperus chinensis

Chinese Juniper

Wollemia nobilis

Wollemi Pine

Section bibliography
State of Victoria. “Climate Ready Loddon Mallee” factsheet, 2016.
Kendal et al. (Clean Air and Urban Landscapes Hub). “Risks to Australia’s Urban Forest from climate change and
urban heat,” November 2017. National Environmental Science Programme.
Kendal and Baumann (Clean Air and Urban Landscapes Hub). “The City of Melbourne’s Future Urban Forest:
Identifying vulnerability to future temperatures.” November 2016.

3.3.2 Recurrent Flooding
Periodic flooding as a result of high-intensity or long-duration rain events has been a recurrent
feature of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens since their inception. The Gardens are located largely
within the floodplain of Barker’s Creek, which drains a substantial area upstream to the north and
which was straightened in the 19th century to permit the construction of Lake Joanna and quite likely
the Woollen Mills to the south.
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Floods in the early history of the gardens were likely the result of the deforestation of the
surrounding landscape and the disruption of the watercourses by alluvial gold mining (the first gold
discovery at Castlemaine occurred on a tributary of Barker’s Creek upstream of the Gardens). While
predominantly a rural creek, development of roads and structures (including culverts) and changes
to the soils produced by pasturage, cropping and the loss of woodlands have increased the volume
and speed of runoff entering Barker’s Creek and reaching the site during extreme weather events.
Nevertheless, having been constructed within that floodplain, flood events would have been a
feature of the Gardens in any case.
In light of this history, it is notable that the Gardens landscape and public infrastructure appear to
have generally been able to weather these floods with relatively low impacts. However, a recent
flood resulted in substantial damage to the western path which runs alongside Barker’s Creek, and
the potential for severe flooding to produce damage to the place’s historic structures and significant
trees should not be discounted. To the extent possible, and balanced by other objectives like the
conservation of heritage trees with extensive root systems, surface infrastructure and services in the
Gardens should be built to survive flooding. Consideration of resilience to temporary inundation and
waterlogging may also be considered in selection of tree species for planting.
In future, it would be appropriate to review the hydrology of the check weir located on the creek
within the Gardens, as well as to model the impact of the constraints on downstream flow posed by
the existing bridges or culvert structures at Walker Street and points further south. However, it must
be recognized that the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, by accepting relatively low-impact flooding
and temporarily storing some volume of this flow, may be providing a degree of protection to
roadways, buildings and infrastructure within the city downstream of the site.
An alternative approach to reducing the frequency and severity of flooding at the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens would instead look upstream, to identify private lands of low-intensity or
infrequent use where restoration of the original creek meanders and floodplain could provide the
same surface storage (or even enhanced volumes) as that which is presently provided
unintentionally by the eastern portion of the Gardens.
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Figure 78: Algal growth in Lake Joanna.

3.3.3 Lake Joanna Water Quality
Regular blooms of blue green algae impact the water quality of Lake Joanna, posing a threat to
human health and having an effect on use and enjoyment of the surrounding garden areas during
dry and hot periods, particularly in summer and autumn. Blue green algae occurs naturally in most
aquatic systems, but populations can explode to dangerous levels under severe conditions. While
the hydrology of Lake Joanna makes it a likely host for occasional outbreaks, this predisposition is
exacerbated by the concentration of nitrogen and phosphate fertilisers in the lake as a result of
runoff from the gardens.
At present, Mount Alexander Shire Council conducts regular monitoring of water quality in Lake
Joanna, and issues public notices and posts on-site signage to warn of outbreak conditions. In the
long-term, control of the conditions which produce or exacerbate Blue Green Algae blooms are
advisable. These controls can be categorized as either treatment or prevention controls.
Treatment controls address existing conditions within Lake Joanna which produce and sustain algal
blooms. Mechanical destratification and bubble aeration have been shown to control bloom
formation, preventing concentration of microorganisms near the surface as well as introducing
oxygen at depth which can suppress the release of nutrients. However implementing these
techniques efficiently in shallow water bodies like Lake Joanna can be difficult, as these measures
are more likely to affect only limited areas of the lake rather than promoting circulation in the whole
of the water body. Treatment with Phoslock clay or other phosphate binding agents is a promising
option to bind nutrients in the lake’s sediments, making them unavailable to organisms within the
water column. However, without permanent preventive controls this is a treatment that would need
to be repeated periodically. RBG-Melbourne is experimenting with floating Canna Lily islands, which
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have been shown to be effective in removing nutrients from the water column while providing a
new feature of interest within the gardens. However, these beds represent a new horticultural
maintenance cost, as for best effect the Cannas must be pruned on a seasonal basis and the leaf
litter removed from the system.
Preventive controls would reduce the amount of nutrients which enter Lake Joanna. Mainly, this
requires reducing the use of nitrogen and phosphate fertilisers in areas of the Gardens which are
likely to produce runoff to Lake Joanna. If a native grass lawn presently being trialled north of Lake
Joanna is successful, this lawn with its lower nutrient requirements should contribute to the
improvement of lake conditions. Similar use of alternative plant stock, particularly with respect to
the annual display beds, perennial plants with high nutrient requirements, and other areas of lawn,
is encouraged. Options for constructing intercepting beds, or for modifying the recently-constructed
garden pods around the lake to intercept and absorb these stray fertilisers (e.g. with nitrogen and
phosphate-absorbing plants, may also be explored).

3.3.4 Drought Planning
Depending on its severity and how soon it arrives, the next drought may preclude the
implementation of much of this study. At gardens, droughts shut down new planting programs, kill
establishing plants and planting beds, impact the general aesthetics of the landscape and specific
features such as lakes and watercourses, and over an extended drought can kill or compromise the
long-term viability of mature trees. While most of the historic places of Victoria are exposed to
drought risks in some way, whether through fire hazard or impact to program, heritage landscapes
and botanical gardens in particular are highly sensitive to reduced rainfall and to restrictions on
supplemental water use.
It is likely, for instance, that a number of the significant conifers and possibly other trees at the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens were permanently damaged in the last drought, hastening their
decline into senescence, and that some trees may have been killed outright. As we do not have a
tree inventory taken immediately before the late 2000s drought, it is difficult to identify and
attribute the full extent of the losses, but the drought appears to have without question been a
significant factor in the death of some trees and the continuing decline of others.
Capital investments and resource calculation
Following the last drought, many institutions have sought to reduce their demands on external
water supply through major capital investments in rainwater collection and in greywater recycling
and storage. Given the limited use of water at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens and the limited
area of impermeable surfaces within the site, there is likely only a very small scope for making use of
these techniques through on-site investments within the Gardens.
Instead, it would be appropriate to consider investment in off-site sources of recycled and captured
water, both those managed directly by Mount Alexander Shire Council and those operated by major
organizations within the surrounding community. At these sites, the scale of supply may be sufficient
to justify the capital costs and organizational efforts involved.
Two nearby institutions which may be significant potential sources of rainwater and greywater
capture are the Alexander Hospital and the Thompsons Foundry. At the lowest rung of complexity,
use of resources generating off-site in drought circumstances could be secured by the installation of
tanked storage at the partner facilities, with access for watering trucks capable of receiving the
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stored water and conveying it to the gardens, where it could be used for irrigation of significant
heritage tree assets. Appropriate advance planning should confirm the feasibility and appropriate
scale of such a system, and policies would be required to define which trees would receive this
supplemental irrigation and how soil impacts from ongoing irrigation by trucked water would be
monitored.
Along with a variety of capital investments in conventional water storage and recycling, RBGMelbourne has introduced the calculation and tracking of soil storage, allowing water to be banked
during wet parts of the year so that it is available to trees during drier periods. While this can help
soften annual dry periods for the RBG’s less tolerant specimens, it is not a solution to multi-year
droughts (although it would soften the earliest part of the drought). Such planning requires
substantial startup, including development of an effective model of soil conditions and underground
water movement and loss, which may not be available to a regional council. However, opportunities
to partner with capable collaborators in the university sector (as RBG-Melbourne has done) may
allow planning projects like this to be undertaken in future.
Water ban exemptions
In the late 2000s drought, Coliban Water is known to have granted an exception to the Macedon
Ranges Shire Council to water significant trees in the Kyneton Botanic Gardens. It is not known how
long this exemption was granted, or to what extent, if any, Mount Alexander Shire Council was able
to secure similar resources from the water authority to sustain the trees in the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens.
Ideally, exceptions for heritage trees would form a part of advance drought planning and would be
specifically established in pre-existing policy developed by the municipality and the water authority;
opportunities to establish an exception and protocol for botanical garden access to water should be
explored with the water authority at the earliest opportunity.

Figure 79: Walker Street view. Source: Google Streetview, March 2010.
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3.4

Infrastructure

3.4.1 Public Safety and Access
A theme among respondents to the public survey was that safe access to the Gardens could be
improved, particularly for pedestrians and users of mobility assist devices. Specific concerns were
raised about:
-

-

the safety of road crossings, particularly at the south end of the Gardens where many
patrons also cross Walker Street to visit the new shops at the former Woollen Mills
safe access to the area of the Flora and Fauna Reserve from the Northern Gardens, where
visitors are presently required to cross Barkers Creek over the narrow Froomes Road bridge.
further need for accessible ramps into the Gardens from the Downes Road car parks as well
as at the north end adjacent to Froomes Road.
accessibility of a number of existing features and infrastructure elements in the Gardens,
including paths (and lack of paths to key locations), drinking fountains, picnic tables and
childrens play equipment. The rotunda ramp was also identified as a continuing concern.
signage indicating accessible routes through the Gardens.

Respondents also expressed a desire to see the western path receive lighting improvements
matching what has been installed along the eastern path. Scope and planning for the works noted
will be discussed further with Council staff, and appropriate policies developed to guide these works
in Section 4.

3.4.2 Public Service Facilities
Based on review of the survey responses, as well as the study team’s engagement with the site over
a period of months, the potential to achieve improvements to several items of public service
infrastructure has been identified.
Drinking fountains Drinking water is presently supplied within the Gardens using two of the heritage
registered ‘cairn’ shaped fountains, as well as new equipment located in the vicinity of the Childrens
Playspace. There is scope to improve access to potable water throughout the gardens, but
particularly near the southern entrances, and in vicinity of the Tea Rooms and Lake Gardens. We
would expect improvements to remain focused on the Gardens’ eastern spine, as deployment of
drinking fountains to the western side of the Gardens is considered to be somewhat constrained by
exposure to flood risks and by the lack of an existing potable water service in this area after the
abandonment of the line which formerly served the heritage fountain west of the lake. Where new
potable water lines are needed, these should be installed by horizontal drilling, rather than
trenching, in order to reduce damage to the root systems of existing trees.
Furnishings Particularly during periods of high use, additional seating and picnic tables are needed
within popular areas of the Gardens, particularly around Lake Joanna and the Tea Rooms. Existing
seating and tables are largely not accessible to visitors with mobility assistance devices, and general
demand outstrips supply during popular periods. As the concrete 4C’s Club table sets have been
identified in this study as being of heritage significance, new furnishings should be selected to
supplement rather than replace the existing supply.
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Food service There is call for development of a limited food service facility within the Gardens,
which would present an opportunity to achieve the functional reuse of one of the two heritageregistered buildings in the main Gardens area. Such an improvement should be undertaken only
with an appropriate business case and within policies that conserve the heritage values of implicated
buildings and landscape areas, however it does appear generally feasible and consistent with the
values and opportunities which have been identified for the place in both the current study and
previous plans.
At various times the Tea Rooms have been the subject of speculation as an appropriate site to host a
small cafe. The Kiosk also originally served as a vendory and could perhaps be more easily reemployed for this purpose if it is vacated from its current use as office and storeroom for the
Council’s Gardens staff. While the Kiosk’s proximity to the shops at the redeveloped Woollen Mills
may generate some hesitation, the infrastructure to support a food service in the Tea Rooms
(including service/delivery vehicle access and hardstanding) is limited and would need to be
undertaken alongside substantial internal improvements. The lower visibility and somewhat lower
visitor traffic around the Tea Rooms building would also be a consideration.

Figure 80: Stockpiled material within the Gardens adjacent to Froomes Road.

3.4.3 Maintenance and Storage
Gardens maintenance offices, equipment storage and materials stockpiling are presently
accommodated on a largely ad hoc basis within the Gardens, using existing buildings (the Kiosk and
the Pump House) that were not built for this purpose and low-traffic areas of the site for stockpiling.
This situation is partly the result of the incorporation of the Curator’s Residence and Glasshouse into
the operations and lease of the Caravan Park. It is assumed that this occurred after these buildings
were found to be no longer fit to support the changing scope and organization of Gardens
maintenance and the maintenance of other Council public spaces within Castlemaine. While use of
the Kiosk and Pump House by maintenance staff has provided a benefit in conserving these
structures, it has been identified that these structures are not fit for this purpose and, being located
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within the most highly visible and trafficked area of the Gardens, locating the maintenance stores for
the Gardens in these buildings often creates conflicts with public use and access to the site.
A set of formal materials stockpiles were located behind the Kiosk for a time but were removed as
this area began to see renewed public use as a convenient entrance to the Gardens from Walker
Street parking and the Mill shops. This area is still used informally for temporary stockpiling, as is an
area accessed from Froomes Road which is being considered for development as a permanent
Gardens maintenance facility.
The proposed use of that northern site, which was formerly part of the northwest pine plantation
and contains little existing ecological and aesthetic value appears generally suitable and consistent
with protection of the Gardens’ heritage and natural values, however the infrastructural decisions to
support a facility at this site and to integrate it functionally into the Gardens will need to be
undertaken with care and consideration. Policies will be proposed for this development in Section 4
which, if the Council chooses to proceed, should be adopted within the design brief and assessed
throughout the development and implementation of this facility. A chief concern is that the site and
facility be understood as comprising a longstanding part of the Botanical Gardens reserve (as a pine
plantation, bowls club, and passive open space), and that the facility is scaled and detailed
appropriately to the character and existing elements of the Gardens.
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Section 4 - Conservation and Management Policies
The following conservation and management policies establish a framework for the responsible
conservation and regeneration of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens. The policies build upon many
of those established twenty-five years ago in the original 1991 Conservation Master Plan for the site,
but adapt their intentions to today’s conditions, to community objectives and to the evolving best
practices in heritage conservation and landscape management.
Advice on the conservation of architectural features at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens has been
received from Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd. This advice defines the policies provided below which address
buildings and built elements within the place, extended where appropriate based on additional
information and landscape conservation objectives identified by the project staff at John Patrick
Landscape Architects Pty Ltd.

4.1

Conservation Principles

The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is of historical, aesthetic, scientific and social significance, locally
and within the state of Victoria, a finding that has been reaffirmed within the current study.
Conservation efforts are required to retain the significant values associated with this place,
particularly where they are associated with living features, both individually in the form of significant
specimen trees, and in aggregate in the environmental form, aesthetic characteristics and social
appreciation of the Gardens as a whole. Conservation in the context of living plants must necessarily
include regeneration and succession; however it should also include the managed retention of
mature and over-mature trees to the extent practical, particularly where the installation and
maturation of replacements has yet to be secure.
The conservation of significant buildings and constructed elements, although generally more
straightforward and well-advanced at the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, is also important to the
retention of the place’s historical and social significance.
Key features and elements that require conservation include:
- the Gardens’ collection of significant specimen trees, comprising exotic coniferous (a variety of Pine
species and others) and broad-leaved (eg. Oaks, Elms, Catalpa) trees, unusual evergreen trees and
shrubs (eg. Myrica faya, Schinus polygama, Rhus undulata), and particularly old or distinctive
examples of native trees in early cultivation in Central Victoria (Corymbia maculata, Angophora
floribunda).
- two important grouped tree plantings west of Barker’s Creek: the Elm Avenue on the east side of
the Sunken Reserve, and the Pine Grove within today’s Caravan Park.
- the continued use of the place as a botanical reserve, including the maintenance and renewal of
plantings of scientific and popular interest.
- the setting of the managed Gardens next to the course of Barker’s Creek and to remnant bushland
on the upland slopes to the northwest.
- the early network of perimeter paths and drives which today remain the framework for how the
place is accessed and experienced, including in some cases associated tree plantings.
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- a large ornamental lake (Lake Joanna), as well as the remains of a second ornamental lake (Lake
Augusta) in the form of the Sunken Reserve, both of which are notable as substantial early works of
engineering and environmental remediation carried out under the direction of the Gardens’ first
curator, Philip Doran.
- Attractive built features, including the Entrance Gates and Stone Fountain, and a stone weir and
steel footbridge over Barker’s Creek.
- Simple, attractive park buildings (the Tea Rooms, the Kiosk) and furnishings (4Cs Club Tables) which
are reflective of the long history of investment and animation of the Gardens by local community
organisations.
- The Caretaker’s residence, which is an attractive masonry cottage and illustrates the historical role
played by a succession of resident curators in the development and maintenance of the Gardens.
Other elements which have been identified as significant and specifically included in the place’s
Victorian Heritage Registration include three drinking fountains, minor remnant fabric of two former
footbridges, a mid-20th century glasshouse associated with the Caretaker’s residence, and two
reconstructed park structures (Rotunda, Summerhouse) of recent origin which have been designed
and located to recreate historical features originally constructed pre-1900.
Until such time as the Victorian Heritage Registration for the place has been updated to reflect the
findings of this CMP, the updated Statement of Significance included in Section 2 should be referred
to as a primary point of reference in implementing the policies set forth below, alongside the official
statement of significance included in VHR H1679 and registered on Diagram Number 600880 held by
Heritage Victoria.

4.1.1 Castlemaine Public Recreation and Camping Reserve
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a registered heritage place under the Heritage Act 2017 (and
the preceding Heritage Act 1995) takes in two adjacent public reserves, which historically formed a
single reservation but which since 10 March 1994 have been separately gazetted. These are the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Reserve (Rs 177) and the Castlemaine Public Recreation and Camping
Reserve (06/13631). The Botanical Gardens Reserve includes the core area of botanical and
ornamental gardens east of Barker’s Creek, both banks of the creek itself, and on the west side of
the creek the local road ‘Doran Avenue’, its associated avenue of elm trees, and the Flora and Fauna
Reserve located in the northwest portion of the place. The Public Recreation and Camping Reserve
includes most of the Sunken Reserve (former Lake Augusta) with the exception of its ‘east bank’
(which is inside the Botanical Gardens Reserve), along with the Swimming Pool, the Caravan Park,
and the local road ‘Lake Augusta Lane’ north of the Sunken Reserve.
The conservation principles and policies are intended to guide the management of heritage values
found in both reserves, although it is acknowledged that the form of that guidance will vary between
the reserves and within different portions of the Public Recreation and Camping Reserve. The
recreation reserve has undergone substantial changes as a result of the development of recreational
facilities, and it would not be appropriate to manage this area as a botanical garden. However, it also
contains elements whose heritage values have been affirmed or in one case identified for the first
time in the current study, and at a broad scale it is an area which forms a part of the continuous
setting of the Gardens. Future management and development of the recreation reserve should be
informed by the heritage values and conservation and management policies identified herein.
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4.2

General Policies

4.2.1 Enhancing and optimising the qualities of the place
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens present a well-maintained and aesthetically distinguished
recreational landscape within Mount Alexander Shire. Through the Gardens’ significant heritage
features and setting, they provide a living and evolving connection to a key period in the historical
development and civic aspirations of Castlemaine and Victoria.
The core areas of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are generally in good condition and accessible
to the public. Their condition today is the outcome of several decades of reinvestment in the
renewal of important built elements and of the Council’s horticultural capacity, and in the addition
of contemporary visitor facilities. The opportunity now exists to build on this success through
further, targeted investments in both existing heritage elements and in the program of the Gardens
as a historically, scientifically and aesthetically significant living landscape.
Opportunities exist to conserve the 4Cs Club Tables and to make these a more accessible and useful
component of the furnishings of the Gardens. Similarly, at a larger scale of investment, there is the
opportunity to improve the public use and physical values of the Tea Rooms and Kiosk. Within the
Caravan Park, there are opportunities to achieve conservation objectives with respect to the
Curator’s Residence while improving the facilities available there.
The renewal of the program of the Gardens is a priority for the conservation policies presented here.
While the Victorian Heritage Registration identifies specific elements of heritage significance (and
Section 2 of this study identifies some additional elements of significance) which can be individually
conserved, the broader significance, public value and appreciation of the Gardens are reliant on the
special qualities and unique environment of the place as a whole. In the long-term, these qualities
cannot be preserved solely through the conservation of individual elements, but require the renewal
at a sustainable scale of the living programs that created this unique landscape.
A related area of concern is the decline, senescence and removal of a number of the Gardens’ most
significant specimen trees, in many cases without a replacement generation in place to continue the
scientific and aesthetic values they support. An enhanced approach, both to sustain older trees
where practical and to promote a new generation of exotic specimen trees to succeed them, is
necessary to ensure that the key qualities of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a heritage place
are conserved for the future.
The policies that follow are established to:
- conserve and enhance the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a public reserve with botanical,
ornamental and recreational purposes;
- promote programs which will contribute to the renewal of the place as a site of botanical,
horticultural and scientific interest to the general public;
- retain and conserve other elements which have been identified as being of heritage significance.
- allow for the continuation of existing uses of the Castlemaine Public Recreation and Camping
Reserve (the Caravan Park, Swimming Pool and Sunken Reserve), and the development of new uses
consistent with the heritage values of that part of the place and of the setting of the Gardens as a
whole.
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- allow for passive and active recreational uses within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens Reserve
where these are consistent with conservation of the Gardens’ heritage values.
- allow for improvements to the safety and accessibility of the Gardens, and for functional
improvements to facilities within the Botanical Gardens Reserve, where these are consistent with
the conservation of their heritage and natural values.
- allow for the future renewal of collaborative management of the Gardens with the wider
community of Mount Alexander Shire where capacity and opportunities exist.

4.2.2 Adoption of policies
The policies presented here should be endorsed by the Mount Alexander Shire Council in its role as
the board of management for both reserves which are included in the place’s Victorian Heritage
Registration. This document should be adopted as a primary guide for the management of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, and should be referred to where appropriate in the council’s
operational procedures and in future planning studies where these may have implications for the
conservation of the place and its values.
Until such time as the Victorian Heritage Registration for the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens has
been updated to reflect the recommendations of the current study, significant features which are
newly identified in this study should be managed and conserved as if they were identified in the
place’s registration.

4.2.3 Statutory and legislative compliance
The Council and its managers should be familiar with the requirements of applicable legislation,
including the Heritage Act 2017, and with the statutory controls applied to the place or parts thereof
under the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme.
Council processes for arboriculture, landscape and building maintenance, and for other
management activities, including those relevant to the Caravan Park, should include the
identification of potential impacts to the heritage values of the place from the contemplated actions,
and should provide appropriate steps to follow when the potential for there to be impacts has been
identified. Appropriate steps should be tailored to the process and to the scale of potential impacts
arising from the action, and may include:






notification and/or consultation with Heritage Victoria.
review of alternatives to the contemplated action, including ‘do nothing’ as well as options
to delay the action until steps may be taken to mitigate its action, such as for instance the
propagation and establishment of succession plantings.
advice from qualified heritage consultants
application to Heritage Victoria for a permit to carry out the proposed action
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4.2.4 Specialist advice and skills
Where a contemplated action may result in impacts to an element of the significant landscape and
built fabric of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, advice from qualified heritage consultants should
be sought before such action is proposed or undertaken.

4.2.5 Interpretation
The historical development of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a regional botanical garden and
as an important centre of civic organisation and life in Castlemaine should be interpreted on site.
Significant trees and shrubs, and other botanical and horticultural specimens of popular interest,
should also be interpreted through the installation and maintenance of botanical signage.
In both cases, interpretation should take the form of a consistent system of permanent signage
which uses modern materials, type, colour and other design cues.
The same graphic system should be used to support the production and installation of temporary
interpretive signage, for example to interpret short-term horticultural displays, replanting works and
seasonal changes or emergent phenomena in the gardens.
The Mount Alexander Shire Council communications team should develop processes and resources
to support the development of both permanent and temporary signage.

4.2.6 Periodical Review
This conservation management plan should be reviewed on a ten-year basis, or when major works
are proposed within the extents of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ Victorian Heritage
Registration.
In addition, it is suggested that it may be appropriate to conduct a limited review of aspects of this
plan at five years following adoption, to evaluate the adoption of policies and works related to
botanical and horticultural collections, and to significant trees and their conservation.

4.3

Conservation Policies – Living Heritage

4.3.1 Conservation Objectives and Tree Management
Arboricultural management of significant trees should be conservative in both approach and
objective.
Significant trees within the Gardens should be managed to extend their longevity and visual benefit
where feasible in cost and practical in their interaction with public safety objectives. It is recognised
that trees of recognised heritage significance may have poor arboricultural value ratings but make
an important contribution, both individually and in combination, to the aesthetic character of the
landscape of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.
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It is also recognised that past arboricultural practices may have prematurely damaged or diminished
some significant trees within the Gardens through excessive uplifting and weight reduction. The
contribution of mature and overmature trees to the character of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens
is among the most important heritage values which define its significance at the State level.
Practices which reduce the practical life and aesthetic quality of mature trees in the Gardens should
be avoided.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens contain a diverse mix of trees, including species which are rare in
cultivation in Victoria or which do not typically form a part of the streetscape or parkland canopies
managed by Central Victorian councils. Where there is any question of how a particular tree form,
species or overmature specimen should be pruned or managed, specialist advice should be sought
from experts with experience managing overmature heritage trees.
It is recognised that some arboricultural intervention cannot be avoided. Arboricultural maintenance
of significant trees, where directed by a risk assessment, should follow an escalation path which is
designed to ensure that removal or major limb reductions (which are often simply a prelude to
removal) are undertaken as a last resort. An example escalation path might consist of the below:
1. Minor weight reduction and pruning of deadwood; deep watering treatment (with
seaweed-based wetting agent) where assessed as appropriate to tree and ground
condition
2. Establishment of passive exclusion zones using heavy mulch and groundcover planting
3. Removal of hazardous limbs only where exclusion zones cannot be employed to mitigate
the assessed risk.
4. Removal of tree in conjunction with succession planting. The intent and location of the
succession planting should be recorded in the Gardens’ formal collections record.
Passive exclusion zones should be employed on a more regular basis to support the conservation of
more of the Gardens’ significant overmature trees. The large scale of the gardens and its
complement of public open spaces means that the introduction of additional mulched exclusion
areas will not substantially interfere with public use and enjoyment, but can make a substantial
contribution to the maintenance of the place’s defining canopy of exotic trees.

4.3.2 Recordkeeping System
A recordkeeping system for trees and other key plant collections within the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens should be established and maintained according to prevailing methods and practices.
Recordkeeping, including the maintenance of information on the plants’ provenance (location where
the plant was originally sourced and/or bred) and age, is a necessary step in the management of a
plant collection. Good records can make it far easier to track and understand what is happening in a
large population of plants (such as the 700+ trees in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens), as well as
to identify gaps in the plant selections or emerging issues, as has been done in the preceding section
(at 3.2.1 and 3.3.1) using data from the 2014 tree audit.
Botanical recordkeeping is also a prerequisite for re-establishing connections and the sharing of
plants between Castlemaine, other regional botanical gardens, and the Royal Botanical GardensMelbourne.
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Record-keeping should be instituted and maintained for the Gardens’ collection of trees and shrubs,
as well as for any other plants of botanical or horticultural interest (such as the Rose Collection).
Information from these records should be incorporated into assessment and decision-making on
issues of arboricultural maintenance, plant selection and acquisition. This should take the form of a
modern digital facility (ie. a database with an accessible front-end interface for data entry and
management). Physical exports (eg. digital XLS and PDF soft-copy, as well as bound printouts) from
the system should be generated on an annual or biannual basis to provide protection against
technical failure and obsolescence as well as to provide a historical record to inform future
assessments and strategic management.
The tree inventory provided in the 2014 tree audit can be imported as a useful starting point for the
botanical record, although this needs to be updated to address trees removed since 2014, new
acquisitions and shrubs and other smaller specimens not included in this audit. Once established,
responsibility for day-to-day management of the collections record should reside with Council staff
responsible for management of the Gardens.

4.3.3 Tree Collection Diversity
A diverse collection of large trees should be maintained within the historic core of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens, including robust populations of deciduous, evergreen and coniferous trees, and a
species mix that is representative of the diversity of plantings which have historically characterised
the place.
Through future planting and maintenance decisions, the imbalances in species representation
identified in Section 3.2.1 of this report should be addressed.
A diverse collection of exotic and native trees has been an important aspect of the character of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens since their creation. The tree canopy includes an array of deciduous,
coniferous and evergreen trees of various genera, forms and textures, alongside a number of large
specimen shrubs of considerable significance in their own right. Maintaining this diversity as elderly
trees are removed and new specimens are planted requires intentional decisions.
Selection of new trees should address the full range of existing species and genera within the
gardens, as well as incorporating new selections appropriate to the established character and range
of the Gardens’ collection while addressing new climate conditions and other requirements. A range
of sources for new trees should be used in order to ensure the most diverse range of species is
available to Gardens managers; in addition to established commercial tree nurseries, procurement
of new trees should also make use of commercial rare plant nurseries as well as exchanges or
transfers with other public and private gardens to secure access to a diverse collection of specimens.
Where the ecological or nursery provenance of new tree plantings is known or can be identified, this
should be recorded alongside the standard identifying information in a Botanical Collections Record,
as identified in Policy 4.3.2 above.

4.3.4 Conservation of Scientific Value - Significant Trees and Shrubs
Manage and propagate existing rare and unusual trees and shrubs, such as those included in the
site’s VHR registration, to ensure that the presence of these species within the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens is maintained for future generations.
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Establish new selections within the Gardens consistent with historic interest, physical characteristics
and climatic tolerance, rarity in cultivation in Central Victoria, and expected changes in climate.
As a living landscape, the long-term conservation of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens requires the
ultimate regeneration of its trees and shrubs in the form of new individuals. In the case of specimen
trees and shrubs which are significant for their rarity in Victoria, these specimens should be
propagated and supported by succession plantings as protection against both foreseeable
senescence and accidental loss. Significant specimen trees are often not only of historical interest,
but potentially of scientific value and general interest as examples of exotic or non-indigenous native
trees’ tolerance of and adaptation to local climate conditions.
Acknowledging that even the longest-lived trees in the Gardens will eventually senesce and die or
require removal for reasons of public safety, it is important to provide for the ultimate conservation
of their scientific value (and contribution to the place’s landscape character) through propagation.
While some trees may most appropriately and efficiently be replaced through acquisition of new
commercial stock, in the case of the rarest or most unusual plants it may be necessary to propagate
new trees from the seeds or other genetic material of the specimen at Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens.
Where practical, succession plantings should be established in at least two locations – one proximate
to the original tree when physical space and light/moisture access permit this, and a second location
physically separate but otherwise appropriate and accommodating of the tree’s mature size.
Multiple specimens offer an important guard against accidental loss or failure of the replacement
stock, ensuring the regeneration of the valued specimen.
Several rare specimen trees which were included in the Gardens’ VHR registration and which are
important to the historic landscape character of the place have been lost in recent years. Except
where considered inappropriate to current conditions, steps should be taken to re-establish
specimens of these tree species within the Gardens, either by propagating collected seeds or other
material from the removed trees (where available and viable) or by procuring replacement trees
from a specialist nursery or a non-commercial source. It is understood that in one or more cases, this
is already taking place, and existing propagation efforts are fully supported by this policy.
In addition to a replacement program that anticipates and remedies the loss of key tree specimens,
the broader landscape of the Gardens and its 700+ trees also requires continual regeneration in the
form of new plantings. New selections should support the historical interest and character of the
Gardens, while responding to contemporary requirements of program and aesthetics and current
and projected climate conditions. Where possible, rarer species and cultivar selections are preferred
over the most commonly available nursery stock to maintain the Gardens as a diverse and distinctive
landscape. Where new specimens may be selected to support the definition of existing or potential
future botanical collections, this is also encouraged.

4.3.5 Conservation of Scientific Value – Flora and Fauna Reserve
Undertake and/or support the management of the Flora and Fauna Reserve in accordance with
Commonwealth environmental protection responsibilities and best practices in weed management,
public access and development planning to achieve the conservation of the Eltham Copper Butterfly
and other rare flora and fauna.
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Considerable scientific value is concentrated in the population of Eltham Copper Butterflies (and
their flora and fauna dependencies) found in the Flora and Fauna Reserve. Conservation of this
population is a Commonwealth mandate, and is dependent on both ecological management of the
site and on sound decision-making with respect to the management and development of adjacent
areas – e.g. the core area of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, the Froomes Road corridor, and
adjacent privately managed lands such as the Hospital grounds.
Undertake ecological management activities (or support second- and third-party efforts as
appropriate) in accordance with Commonwealth directives, and with contemporary approaches to
planning and executing such activities which are informed by evidence and periodic review of
outcomes.

4.3.6 Conservation of Botanical Program
Re-establish a modest botanical planting program, supported by appropriate public interpretation
and the maintenance of a Botanical Collections Record.
The effective conservation of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens as a living landscape requires the
maintenance of some form of botanical planting and interpretive program. This planting program
should be appropriately scaled to the resources and capacities of the Gardens’ contemporary
management, and should focus on botanical specimens relevant to the historical and botanical
character of the Gardens, the Gardens’ existing plants, and/or to subjects of contemporary public
interest.
Botanical collections within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens should be appropriately interpreted
through interpretive signage and other educational programming. A Botanical Collections Record
should be maintained for new and existing plantings.
It has been suggested that a re-established botanical planting program focus initially on expanding
upon an existing category of ‘curious’ shrubs and trees. Existing specimens in this category comprise
medium-to-large shrubs as well as some unusual small/medium trees, which originate from a variety
of Mediterranean and warm-temperate climates worldwide. These specimens are of individual
interest for unusual form and textural characteristics, or for other details of their appearance, as
well as for being very rare plantings within public or private landscapes in Victoria. Most of the
existing plant specimens appropriately included in the proposed collection have been individually
identified in the place’s Victorian Heritage Registration.
A suggested acquisition list, including sourcing options, to expand this Curious Shrubs and Trees
Collection is included in Section 5.2.1.

4.3.7 Conservation of Horticultural Program
Continue long-standing aspects of the Gardens’ horticultural program, including bedding annuals
displays and ornamental arbours.
Where supported by consultation with Heritage Victoria, acknowledge that horticultural features and
collections have the potential to be flexible, tolerant and supportive of change to address
contemporary public interest and expectations.
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Establish new horticultural displays of contemporary interest where permitted by available internal
resources or supported by third-party partnerships, and which are generally developed to be
temporary and reversible in nature.
Along with its historically significant botanical program, the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens have
hosted a varied program of horticultural plantings and displays undertaken by individual curators
and maintained by later management. These horticultural displays animate the landscape of the
Gardens throughout the year and are of interest to and appreciated by a wide audience of visitors.
Elsewhere in these policies, it is recommended that the footprint of the Rose Collection be reduced
in order to establish an appropriate scale for this collection within the site and to manage the
maintenance challenges associated with it. Such action would create an adjacent space to the south
which should be utilized for complementary horticultural displays of a temporary and rotating
nature, and which may accommodate more experimental or varied planting than is generally
achievable in other areas of the Gardens.
Other opportunities for new horticultural planting beds of various scales and durations may be
identified in association with improvement of the southwestern (Kiosk) entrance, with development
adjacent to or within parts of the Sunken Reserve, and at other existing entrances and facilities
within the Gardens. Such plantings should be developed in a feasible and generally reversible way,
recognising and conserving adjacent features and plants of heritage significance.
New horticultural displays may feature plantings in composition, style or component plants of
contemporary interest to the public. Display concepts may conceivably be selected to support public
education activities carried out by Mount Alexander Shire Council, or may be undertaken with the
financial or in-kind support of other public agencies, third-party organisations or commercial
entities, so long as they are appropriate to the broader conservation objectives of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens.

4.3.8 Public Interpretation
Renew and expand public interpretive signage to support understanding of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens’ history and their contemporary botanical and horticultural programs.
Establish internal staff resources and/or external partnerships to support the offering of regular or
recurring public tours, other educational programs, and broader cultural and environmental
engagement activities.
Conservation of large-scale public landscapes is ultimately reliant on an invested, interested and
informed public. An effective, well-considered interpretation system is foundational to the
conservation of many heritage places. Interpretive signage provides information in a format that is
immediately available to visitors, and which supports public understanding of the value and
contemporary relevance of the place.
Well considered, broadly installed signage which uses modern design cues also serves to support
other regular maintenance works in order to communicate that a place and its constituent elements
are important, valued and cared for. This is a key factor in the long-term conservation of heritage
places. In addition, conservation objectives are often reliant on knowledgeable staff and contractors,
particularly in moments where staffing is atypical or works are occurring in response to emergency
conditions. In these situations, signage which communicates the significance of particular trees,
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buildings or other features may be an important backstop to regular heritage inductions and to the
knowledge accumulated and transmitted by permanent staff.
As stated above, interpretive signage in the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens should be contemporary
in style, design and materials. Signage should use modern colours, typography and materials in ways
which clearly distinguish it from historic elements of the gardens, and should avoid the use of ‘old’
or ‘antique’ stylistic elements or typography. Where historic photographs or illustrations are
provided to interpret the current landscape and buildings, these should be presented within a
modern layout. In the course of installing a new interpretative signage system, all existing
interpretative signs, botanical signs and wayfinding and map signs, where they are not otherwise
being improved, should at minimum be updated to conform to this new system.
A robust signage system should provide the following areas of interpretation:
-

-

Historical development, including specific landscape features and buildings of significance,
as well as key themes including reclamation of the mined landscape, botanical exchange and
acclimatisation, social and charitable clubs’ contributions to the Gardens’ development, and
the roles of early curators and other individuals or groups.
Botanical program, including botanical identification signs for all significant heritage trees as
well as other specimens of public interest and new botanical plantings.
Horticultural program, including interpretation of current annual and temporary plantings.
Environmental features, including Barker’s Creek and the ecological significance of the Flora
and Fauna Reserve.

Signage providing wayfinding and instructions regarding rules and regulations should also be
renewed in a style complementary to new interpretive signage.
In addition to a robust signage system, interpretation of the Gardens’ significant history and
botanical and horticultural collections should be supported and animated by regular or recurring
public tours. These may be organised by Council staff or by interested third-parties such as a
reorganised ‘Friends of’ group or other local enthusiasts.
Interpretation may also include other elements, including temporary or permanent sculptural or
architectural elements, designed plantings, or one-time or recurring public events.

4.3.9 Drought Preparedness
As institutional considerations permit, negotiate agreements with Coliban Water to ensure limited,
exceptional access to water resources during drought periods.
Assess new developments within and adjacent to the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens for their
potential to incorporate useful water harvesting and storage capacity.
Consider the internal development of a drought management plan to guide planting, maintenance
and other operational decisions during the next drought.
A return of drought conditions in Victoria will increase the pressure on the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens’ historic landscape, and on its collection of rare trees, many of which may be at risk of
permanent damage or death when drought conditions are sustained over an extended period.
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The state significance of the Gardens’ trees should be recognised and protected through an
exemption agreement with Coliban Water, which would provide for emergency watering of mature
trees during drought period water restrictions.
Emergency watering would take place under conditions requiring trucked water and in which the
Gardens’ irrigation system would be unavailable, and would be allocated on an as-needed basis to
support heritage-significant specimen trees and shrubs, and other mature trees which contribute to
the Gardens’ historic landscape.
While the capacity of the Gardens’ existing area and facilities to support local water harvesting and
storage is considered to be limited, it is suggested that future developments within and adjacent to
the Gardens should be assessed for opportunities to construct useful water recycling, harvesting and
storage capacity which may contribute to the resiliency and management of water resources during
times of supply constraint.
In addition to these strategic and capital actions, it is also suggested that Council staff undertake the
development of a concise drought management plan to guide and structure planting and
maintenance decisions under drought conditions.
Such a plan would identify planting and maintenance activities which should cease or change during
drought, including modifications to the regular arboricultural program and groundskeeping
activities, as well as a special program for monitoring and assessing changes to plant health and the
physical condition of the landscape. It may also identify temporary changes to planting beds and
other drought-sensitive parts of the landscape – eg. replacement of certain annual beds with
succulent displays or with an inorganic placeholder such as a bed of geotextile-lined stone mulch.
Finally, it may identify any particular changes to building and structural maintenance that may be
required during extended drought conditions.

4.3.10 Climate Adaptation
Select new tree and shrub plantings to address anticipated temperature changes and related effects
on frost days and moisture availability, as projected by the State of Victoria’s Climate Change Office.
Not all tree species available from nurseries in Victoria or planted in the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens today may be tolerant of projected increases in prevailing temperature which are expected
to occur over the next half-century. A discussion of particular areas of concern in the Garden’s
existing tree canopy and in recent planting choices has been provided in Section 3.3.1.
Future tree and shrub plantings should account for expected temperature increases and, while
addressing the character of the Gardens’ historic landscape, should select species or genera which
can be expected to be tolerant of future temperatures at Castlemaine. In most cases where an
existing tree selection is likely to be unsuitable to future conditions, alternate species selections are
available in Victoria which are adapted to the expected warmer climate and seasonally drier
conditions. In some rare cases, procurement of appropriate species may require the use of more
specialised nursery sources or the custom propagation of plants from non-commercial sources.
Where important to achieving heritage conservation objectives, staff and funding resources should
be made available to support the use of alternative supply sources for specimen trees and shrubs.
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4.4

Conservation Policies – Built Heritage

4.4.1 Conservation of Significant Built Fabric – General Policy
Built fabric of heritage significance within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens should be conserved
where it supports the appreciation of the Gardens’ historical development and use.
Conservation of built fabric should maintain its modest scale, aesthetic character and spatial
relationships to the Gardens, but may accommodate reuse, renovations and additions where these
are modest and complementary to the appreciation and use of the existing fabric.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens includes and is enriched by a small suite of functional buildings
and built elements which are reflective of the historical development of the place and of the
ambitions and methods of those involved, including the then-City of Castlemaine as well as private
citizens’ groups and charitable organisations. Buildings and constructed elements of heritage
significance within the Gardens are modest in nature but exhibit attractive material finishes and
details appropriate to the era of their construction and to their position within an ornamental
garden. In the 1990s, two historical park shelters (the Rotunda and Summerhouse) were
reconstructed to match the known design of the original structures; these buildings are
appropriately treated as significant heritage fabric and conserved accordingly.
Subsequent built additions to the place, including modern washroom blocks and a shelter shed,
although not of heritage significance, have been executed with a similar sensibility or have been
subsequently retrofitted in a manner complementary to their position, and serve to support and
reinforce the character of the place.
The Gardens also include structures and constructed elements which are of some minor historical
interest but are no longer functional or contributory to the use and appreciation of the Gardens. The
Fish Hatchery shed and a set of three small drinking fountains are examples of this type of element.
Where functional reuse is not feasible, where such elements are detrimental to public use, aesthetic
enjoyment, and reasonable maintenance of the place in a state of good repair, and where approval
is received from Heritage Victoria, these elements may be appropriately removed or demolished. In
such cases, the structure or element should be documented for historical purposes prior to removal.
Specific elements for which such action may be appropriate are discussed separately below.
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4.4.2 Tea Rooms
The Tea Rooms should be retained and used on an ongoing basis:




Conserve the exterior appearance of the Tea Rooms with minimal change.
Retain the open plan configuration of the interior with some modification of the present
partitioning acceptable to accommodate functional reuse.
Develop and implement a program strategy to guide the functional reuse of the Tea Rooms.

The Tea Rooms have been the subject of extensive conservation works since the 1990s. These works
have been generally conservative in nature, and have ensured the retention of a number of key
facets of the building’s aesthetic and historical value, including much of the roof iron, exterior
joinery and verandah posts. The interior, although serving as a band room for more than a half
century, remains reflective of the building’s original function as a club-operated refreshment venue,
with some functional adaptations and improvements to building services and insulation. The works
undertaken are well-documented in Council records retained by Mount Alexander Shire, and need
not be reproduced here.
There should be minimal change to the Tea Room exterior other than minor works that allow the
building to be used in a manner which contributed to its long-term conservation. Such works might
include installation of glazing to window openings (provided existing timber shutters can be
retained).
In terms of the interior, it is generally preferred that the main room retains its present open plan
configuration. Further partitioning of the interior (particularly in the kitchen area) would be an
acceptable outcome based on functional imperatives.
The most appropriate ongoing use of the building is as a small meeting and events hall, with limited
internal servery kitchen and most commercial catering to be accomplished outside or off-site.
However, the existing kitchen facilities could be upgraded to a commercial standard, provided the
works had minimal impact on the external presentation of the building.
In the past, the residency of the Pipe Band has been noted to limit the building’s useful capacity to
accommodate regular bookings and use by other organisations. The continuation of the Pipe Band’s
residency is not considered integral to the significance of the building, which lies in its initial
development and function as a Tea Rooms, as well as in its architectural and aesthetic values.
Alternative uses and adaptation of the building may reasonably be considered where these would
contribute to its long-term viability.
The general association of the building with a series of clubs and social organisations is an important
part of the building’s heritage value and should be acknowledged and interpreted both outside and
inside the structure. If an interior interpretive display is established, this would be an appropriate
location to recognise historical use of the Gardens by other unrelated clubs, including the
Castlemaine Anglers Club (see below for discussion of the Fish Hatchery) and Bowling Club.
Conservation Works
Detailed inspection of the tea rooms was not undertaken. The Tea Rooms were the subject of
conservation works and other renovations carried out c. 2011. The fabric generally appears to be in
good condition and no works were identified other than routine maintenance.
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At such time that the external structure needs repainting, the fabric should be investigated
for evidence of the original/early decorative scheme. This should be reinstated (unless the
current paint scheme is determined to be historically accurate).

4.4.3 Kiosk
The Kiosk should be retained and restored.
The preferred outcome is for reestablishment of a visitor-service role for the Kiosk, whether as an
actual refreshment concession or as an information/retail kiosk. Should this role prove non-viable,
use of the structure as a base for a re-established Friends group may be considered. Elements which
relate to the building’s original function as a Kiosk should be retained – eg. the metal window
canopies. The canopies can be fixed in an open or closed position if their operation creates a health
and safety issue. Face brick elements are to remain unpainted.
As previously noted, the Kiosk is not a building of high architectural significance in the context of the
Gardens. As such, there is scope for external changes that facilitate the re-establishment of a visitor
service role for this building, including small scale additions and/or new door and window openings.
It is important that new built form proximate to the Kiosk be designed with appropriate regard for
the character, appearance and significance of the building, while nonetheless being expressive of its
own time, i.e. good contemporary design.
The Kiosk interior retains little fabric of heritage interest and can be substantially refurbished as
required.
Conservation Works
At such time as restoration and repurposing of the Kiosk is pursued, at least the following
conservation works should be undertaken:












Replace damaged/corroded gutters to match existing.
Reinstate missing downpipes and connect to drainage.
Inspect roof for loose/missing fixings and repair as required.
Remove modern accretions to the exterior (eg wiring, pipes, conduits etc) and
make good.
Generally clean down brickwork using non-abrasive methods.
Rake out existing poor quality/cement rich mortar repairs and repoint to match
original.
Generally rake out decayed mortar to the lower level of walls and repoint to
match original.
Replace damaged bricks to match existing. Minor holes to be filled to match
brick colour.
Investigate the condition of the concrete lintels to determine if they are
structurally sound. Make necessary repairs and reinstate rendered finish.
Reinstate early external paint scheme (subject to further research/investigation
of the fabric).
Remove non-original infill to window opening to the north elevation. If required, install a
new window frame that is more sympathetic to the original architectural character of
the building.
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Retention and restoration of any other notable original fabric which may be identified in
the course of investigation and construction of renovations.

If an overall repurposing of the Kiosk does not occur within 3-5 years of the date of this plan, critical
conservation works from the above list should be identified and carried out to maintain the stability
of the building fabric.

Figure 81: Missing downpipe and corroded gutter.

Figure 82: Damaged gutter.
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Figure 83: Detail of lintel with missing finishing render coat and poor quality cement repairs.

Figure 84: Modern window and infill to original kiosk servery opening.
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Figure 85: Details showing poor quality cement rich mortar repairs and penetrations to brickwork

4.4.4 Curator’s Residence
The Curator’s Residence should be retained and restored.
Further research should be undertaken with a view to determining the residence’s construction
date. The physical fabric should also be investigated further for evidence of the building’s
original/early external appearance.
Research undertaken to date suggests the building’s external appearance is largely a result of major
additions and alterations undertaken c1914. New works should generally seek to return the exterior
of the building to its c1914 appearance (notwithstanding that there is potential for
additions/alterations to the rear).
The post war additions detract from the heritage character of the residences and should be
demolished so that the exterior can be reconstructed to its c1914 state. Alternatively, there is scope
for sensitively designed additions to the rear, replacing post war fabric. New built form should
preferably be single-storey and generally be sited and massed behind the curator’s residence. It is
important that new built form proximate to the residence be designed with appropriate regard for
the character, appearance and significance of the place, while nonetheless being expressive of its
own time, i.e. good contemporary design.
Relocate carparking away from the front of the residence, or reduce the extent of carparking in this
location, and make improvements to the landscape setting compatible with the historic character of
the residence.
In the event that the curator’s residence is no longer required for use by the caravan park, it should
preferably be returned to a use directly associated with the operation of the Botanical Gardens – e.g.
staff accommodation, administration offices or visitor’s centre.
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Conservation Works







Investigate cracked walls and areas of spalling render and repair as required.
Remove modern accretions to the exterior (eg aerials, conduits etc) and make
good.
Replace non-original window to east elevation with a timber-framed, doublehung sash window.
Replace concrete verandah floor with a traditional timber verandah floor.
Replace modern gutters with galvanised steel ogee profile gutters.
Any new downpipes to be circular galvanised steel.
Reinstate early external wall finishes/paint scheme (based on documentary
and/or physical evidence).

Figure 86: Post war addition to west elevation of curator’s residence.
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Figure 87: Rear (north) elevation showing post war additions.

Figure 88: Spalling render to lower part of the external wall (adjacent verandah).
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Figure 89: Spalling render to wall plinth.

Figure 90: Non-original steel framed window to east elevation.
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Figure 91: Modern concrete floor to front verandah.

Figure 92: Modern quad profile gutter to be replaced with ogee profile gutter.
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4.4.5 Glasshouse
The Glasshouse may be retained or demolished as required.
Demolition or alteration of the Glasshouse would require a permit from Heritage Victoria.
The Glasshouse could reasonably be demolished if there was a need for a new building in this
location which also supported the historically and socially significant role of the Gardens, such as
occurred in the Ballarat Botanical Gardens where a post war structure was replaced by a welldesigned modern glasshouse.
If retained, the preferred outcome is for the Glasshouse to be returned to a use related to the
Botanical Gardens – eg growing seedlings/plant display. Other suitable uses might be as a
café/function venue.
There is scope for sensitively designed additions to the Glasshouse to support viable adaptive reuse.
Generally speaking, additions should be located towards the rear of the Glasshouse (ie a location
where they will not impact on the setting and historic character of the adjacent Curator’s
Residence).
Conservation Works


Generally clean brickwork to remove soil and other surface deposits using non-abrasive
methods. Biological growth to be treated with biocide.

4.4.6 Rotunda (2011 Reconstruction)
The reconstructed Rotunda should be retained.
The Rotunda is a modern reconstruction, but should be retained and maintained as evidence of the
historic setting and leisure purpose of the Gardens.
The modern metal ramp should be painted to soften its appearance.
Construction of a gravel pedestrian path to the accessibility ramp is considered appropriate,
provided the path surface is consistent with that of existing paths and that it is located as an
extension to an existing path (either the Lake Joanna northern perimeter path or the path from the
internal carpark which transects the Gardens). A single, two-directional path is preferred. Due
consideration must be given to any tree protection zones traversed.

4.4.7 Summerhouse (2000 Reconstruction)
The Summerhouse reconstruction should be retained.
The Summerhouse is a modern reconstruction, but should be retained and maintained as evidence
of the historic setting and leisure purpose of the Gardens.
Its modest woodland setting should be retained and regenerated when required, and the immediate
area kept free of other built facilities and formal garden plantings.
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4.4.8 Fish Hatchery
The Fish Hatchery shed should be removed, subject to its archival documentation and receipt of a
demolition permit from Heritage Victoria.

4.4.9 Pump House
The Pump House may be retained or removed as required, subject to a determination of any
historically significant relationship of the structure to the Thompson’s Foundry (5 Parker Street,
Castlemaine – VHR H1732).
If retained, options for improving the Pump House’s aesthetic relationship to the Gardens should be
considered. Options to screen the structure, such as a wall trellis system for climbing plants or
modern graffiti-resistant architectural panels (e.g. coated, perforated metal panels that filter views
to the structural wall but do not provide a canvas) may provide an improved appearance for this
structure and discourage further vandalism.
Conservation Works
•
•
•
•

Remove graffiti.
Replace missing vents.
Remove modern accretions from the exterior and make good.
Inspect roof and ensure watertight.

Figure 93: Graffiti has been a continuing problem on the Pump House.
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Figure 94: Masonry repairs and missing vent replacement is required.

4.4.10 Entrance Gates
The entrance gates should be retained and conserved.
Further research should be undertaken to determine the original lamp iron design and assess the
potential for a restoration of this original feature. Alternatively, modern approaches to lighting the
gates may be considered, provided that these can be undertaken in a sensitive and reversible
manner.
The fabric should also be investigated to determine the original paint finishes to ironwork.
Conservation Works
•

•

•

Clean organic growth from stone elements with biocide. Small tests should be undertaken in
discreet sections of stonework to establish the efficacy of the chosen cleaning methods and
their safety for use across all stone surfaces.
Clean metal work & treat rust as required. Apply zinc rich primer and finish with two coats of
gloss oil-based paint (investigate fabric for evidence of original/early finishes before
painting). Alternatively, ironwork can be finished with fish oil as a protective measure in the
short term.
Reconstruct lamps (if sufficient evidence exists to determine the original design).
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Figure 95: Biological growth on stone pillars of the Entrance Gates.
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Figure 96: Lamp irons atop stone pillars of Entrance Gates.

4.4.11 Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl
The fountain should be retained and conserved.
Conservation Works
•

•

Treat corroded fabric using sand blasting or similar methods. Apply zinc rich primer and two
coats of gloss oil based. Preferably remove cast iron elements so that repairs can be carried
out in workshop conditions.
Remove rust stains from stonework using chemical cleaners or other non- abrasive methods.
Small tests should be undertaken in discreet sections of stonework to establish the efficacy
of the chosen cleaning methods and their safety for use across all stone surfaces.
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Figure 97: Corrosion is present on the statue base within the fountain.

4.4.12 Timber Bridge and Stone Abutments (ie. Lower Bridge) (B-6)
The Lower Bridge should be retained and conserved.
Reinstatement of the original timber decking material would be a desirable heritage outcome,
provided this does not create a public safety issue. If the ramp on the garden side of the bridge is too
steep for safe use, consideration might be given to rebuilding this section of the bridge at a more
gradual incline. Investigation of the fabric for evidence of the original paint scheme is also
encouraged.
Conservation Works
•

Investigate fabric for evidence of original/early paint schemes and repaint (non- essential
work - can be undertaken at such time when the bridge requires repainting).

4.4.13 Bridge Pole (ie. Middle Bridge) (B-12)
The Middle Bridge should be retained.
The Middle Bridge is understood to be a relatively recent structure and is not believed to be of
specific heritage significance. The bridge is nonetheless consistent with the historic character of the
Gardens and can be retained.
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The general policy recommendation is to not pursue the further reconstruction of historical
elements of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, beyond those structures which have already been
reconstructed (the Rotunda and Summerhouse). If replacement of the Middle Bridge is required in
future, it would be appropriate at that time to assess the viability (based on the availability of
sufficient evidence of the original design) and desirability of reconstructing an earlier bridge design
at this location. However, such a reconstruction would be of somewhat minor contributory value to
the historical appreciation of the Gardens’ landscape, and should be considered in balance with
other functional objectives (e.g. accessibility and long-term maintenance) for a replacement
structure.

4.4.14 Bridge Stone Abutments (i.e. former location of Upper Bridge) (B-13)
Remains of the Upper Bridge may be maintained in place to the extent feasible.
If removal at a future date is required, this is acceptable.
The construction of a new footbridge in the upper portion of the gardens, near to Froomes Road, is
encouraged.
The stone bridge abutments of the former Upper Bridge can be maintained in their present
condition as evidence of one of the Garden’s early built elements. Alternately the bridge could be
fully reconstructed. That said, the extant abutments might need to be completely rebuilt to provide
adequate structural support for a reconstructed bridge.
The functional replacement of this former bridge with a new footbridge is desirable, however there
is no identifiable heritage value in locating this on the site of the former bridge. Present and
anticipated future patterns of use may be used to nominate an appropriate location to maximize the
accessibility and convenience of a new structure, so long as this conforms to other applicable
conservation objectives and policies.
If retention of the stone abutments of the former bridge in their present state is difficult in terms of
ongoing maintenance requirements, or otherwise gives rise to public safety issues, demolition would
be a reasonable outcome (subject to the preparation of an archival recording).
Conservation Works
•
•

Repair/rebuilt abutments as required and reconstruct bridge (provided sufficient evidence
exists to allow an accurate reconstruction) [optional].
Alternatively, undertake necessary ongoing maintenance works to retain the abutments in
their present condition.

4.4.15 Weir
Retain and conserve the existing stone weir on Barker’s Creek.
Manage vegetation and sedimentation within the channel, between the weir and the Walker Street
culvert to maintain its public presentation as a significant built feature of the Gardens.
Investigate further improvements to the Walker Street footpath and the landscaped banks of
Barker’s Creek to enhance the visibility, presentation and interpretation of this historic feature.
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Ensure that the heritage values and character of the weir are considered in any relevant watershed
and hydrological studies or planning activities.
The physical condition of the weir and associated stone retaining walls should be assessed
periodically by an appropriately qualified expert.
Improvements to the presentation of the weir, including formal acknowledgement and development
of the view from the Walker Street footpath, is encouraged.

4.4.16 Pathways
Retain and conserve in layout and character the place’s historical path system, including the
additional significant pathways identified in Section 2.
Undertake accessibility improvements and functional enhancements where these are consistent with
the site’s core program and conservation objectives and policies.
In layout, the historic pathway network is developed around the provision of an outer perimeter
loop or circuit in the core garden area with crossings located at functional points of maximum value
(aligned with key internal infrastructure or exterior road networks and points of origin/destination).
An additional network of paths and drives was originally developed along similar lines west of
Barker’s Creek, of which important fragments remain.
Other key characteristics to be maintained include the use of soft aggregate surfacing for all paths
within the Gardens area, and the concentration of formal infrastructure, gateways and other
accompanying details in the southern part of the gardens, with more informal treatments of these
features (where present) prevailing in the northern part (the Pinetum and Flora and Fauna Reserve).

4.5

Conservation of Significant Furnishings

4.5.1 4 Cs Club Tables
Retain andconserve these historically significant furnishings.
The current study has identified several sets of concrete tables and bench legs as being of heritage
significance for their historical association with the Castlemaine Citizens‘ Charity Club (4Cs Club), a
local charitable organisation which invested in and programmed the botanical gardens for several
decades in the early twentieth century.
These table sets should be conserved and restored to use within the gardens. Specifically, the
terrazzo concrete table tops, concrete table pedestals and associated concrete bench legs should be
conserved and restored. The wood slat bench seats may be replaced as required.
The present locations of the table sets are considered to not be historically significant, and the tables
may be relocated as required provided the new location(s) are supportive of the conservation of
these furnishings and complementary to adjacent Gardens features and functions.
The option to associate these table sets as a group with a restored Kiosk, a structure with which they
may be contemporaneous in age, is viewed as a desirable outcome.
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Conservation Works



Repair decayed concrete elements as required (note: all tables were not inspected and
more detailed recommendations for further repairs can not be provided at this stage).
Replace damaged/deteriorated timber elements to match existing.

4.5.2 Quartz Stone Drinking Fountains
Retain or remove as required.
Three small stone masonry drinking fountains were included in the existing (1998) Victorian Heritage
Registration for the place. These fountains no longer address contemporary expectations and
functional requirements for public access to drinking water. A plan for their conservation or
documentation and removal should be developed based upon an initial consultation with Heritage
Victoria. Removal of the Quartz Stone Drinking Fountains would require a permit from Heritage
Victoria.
New drinking fountains should adopt a modern design implemented on a consistent basis
throughout the gardens.

4.5.3 Timber Pergola (ie. Williams’ Arbour) (B-3)
Retain and conserve.

4.5.4 Wickham’s Arbour
Retain or remove as required.

4.6

Lost Built Elements of Historical Significance

Recognise former built elements of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens with signage and other
interpretive elements as relevant and appropriate.
Under the direction of the 1991 Conservation Management Plan, a number of reconstructions were
undertaken to restore historical built elements which had been lost. This resulted in the
reconstructed Rotunda and Summerhouse, among other works.
The Rotunda and Summerhouse in their reconstructions are valuable components of the gardens
and may be appropriately included (as reconstructions) in a revised Victorian Heritage Registration
for the place. However, the further reconstruction of other historical structures, built elements or
plantings is not likely to produce benefits of the same order, and is not recommended by the current
study.
Lost elements of historical significance should be documented to the extent that surviving records
allow, and interpreted on site where relevant to the historical appreciation of the place. However,
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reconstruction of additional historical buildings or plantings is not required for the conservation of
the place’s heritage values, and should not be undertaken.

4.7

Management of Non-Significant Elements

4.7.1 Modern Functional and Program Elements
Functional infrastructure (drinking fountains, furnishings, signage) and program elements (eg.
shelters, playground equipment and any new built garden features), should be realized to a high
contemporary standard of design and material character.
Where traditional forms or building techniques are available and are appropriate to the heritage
character of the site, this may be employed provided that the material finishes are contemporary and
communicate a high degree of care and value.
Use of ad hoc, informal or intentionally ‘country’ or ‘vintage’ designs should be avoided in permanent
infrastructure and built elements.

4.7.2 Fencing
Where fencing is required, apply historically appropriate fencing techniques finished to
contemporary, urban standards.
The current post-and-wire fence employed on the Gardens’ main public perimeters to Walker Street
and Downes Road is highly appropriate and well-realised, implementing a traditional fence form
with modern, high-quality materials and finishes which communicate a high degree of care and
value. It should be a model for all future fencing requirements
Where alternative fencing treatments may be required in future (due to design standards or
proximity to competing functional uses), the requirement should be met in a similar manner,
applying a traditional fence form (eg. pipe fence or post and rail for public edges, timber palisade to
private or off-limits places) to a high material standard and distinguished detail.

4.8

Modification of Existing Fabric

Undertake necessary modifications to existing fabric where these are consistent with and effect
improvements to the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens’ core program, and where these support,
complement and perpetuate the place’s built and living heritage.
While supporting the functional reuse and maintenance of existing built fabric of historical
significance, avoid the introduction of new and intrusive elements which may detract from the
presentation and inherent values of the original fabric.
While undertaking new plantings and landscape elements in accordance with the policies at 4.3
above, avoid introductions which may now or in future compromise the physical conservation,
material regeneration or public appreciation of significant specimen plantings and of the place’s
landscape character.
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The following specific commentary provides further guidance on approaches to changes to
significant elements which may be required or desired in future.
Tea Rooms: As directed in Policy 4.4.2, above.
Kiosk: As directed in Policy 4.4.3, above.
Caretaker’s Residence: As directed in Policy 4.4.4, above.
Sunken Reserve (fmr Lake Augusta): In the event that redevelopment of the existing pool facility
requires use of some portion of the Sunken Reserve, this should be undertaken in a manner that
preserves a substantial portion of the existing landform of the reserve (comprising low banks
surrounding a sunken area) as well as the entirety of the Elm Avenue along the east side of the
reserve (see below for further commentary on the Elms). Such development should be used as an
opportunity to resolve drainage issues in the reserve, and to intensify public recreational and/or
cultural access to this open space, while conserving this area as a legible historical landscape. It
would be appropriate to establish new plantings, pathways and other elements which improve the
interface and integration of this area with the core gardens on the east side of Barker’s Creek.
Pine Plantations: Manage pine plantations of identified significance in order to conserve these
features and support the contribution that they make to the historical landscape character of the
place.
Elm Avenue (Doran Avenue): The paved, unkerbed drive named Doran Avenue which runs along the
east side of the sunken reserve is a legacy feature of the development of the Botanical Gardens.
Doran Avenue is not located in a public road reserve, but is included within the gazetted area of the
Gardens. Given the form and proximity of the significant avenue planting of elms on both sides of
the drive, it is important that at minimum the drive be maintained with an unkerbed profile and not
be widened or otherwise intensified in ways which may compromise the conservation of the Elm
trees. If future works provide an opportunity to discontinue public vehicle use of the Doran Avenue
drive (ie. by routing all traffic via Cornish Street) and to remove the bitumen road surface, this
should be explored as a desirable conservation outcome.

4.9

Future Developments

Gardens Maintenance Facility
Develop a purpose-built facility for a gardens maintenance office, equipment and material storage,
located and designed with respect for the heritage character and contemporary public enjoyment of
the Gardens.
Mount Alexander Shire Council staff have identified a need to establish a new facility for garden
maintenance activities, storage and stockpiling. In recent years, the Kiosk in the southwest corner of
the gardens has been used for this purpose, and was for some time accompanied by a constructed
stockpile (recently removed). Intensified public use of the southwest entrance that has resulted in
part from the redevelopment of the Woollen Mill is increasingly in conflict with use of this area as a
service yard, thus the desire to relocate these functions to a more appropriate location within the
gardens.
The most appropriate location for a new facility would be on Froomes Road, just west of Barkers
Creek, where an existing area of flat ground is presently used for stockpiling. This area is not
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currently a part of the gardens’ cultivated landscape, and is located at a reasonable distance and
topographic remove from the biologically important upland areas of the Flora and Fauna Reserve. It
was formerly an area of pine plantation; harvesting occurred in this area after 1946.
The design of a gardens maintenance facility in this area should conform to the following
characteristics:
-

-

Minimum scale and footprint for functional operation
Low profile, good integration into surroundings
Design and construction should be identifiably contemporary, although historically
congruent materials and details may be employed to situate the facility in the context of the
suite of buildings in the adjacent gardens.
Built to service Castlemaine Botanical Gardens only; while some shared equipment storage
and staff facilities can be expected, a maintenance facility located within the Gardens is not
to be scaled to provide unrelated or overscaled functions properly hosted at other Council
facilities.

A future maintenance facility, if located on Froomes Road, should be integrated into the core
Gardens by the restoration of a northern footbridge link across Barkers Creek. Ideally, this bridge
would be designed to accommodate the light maintenance karts presently used by Council staff
within the Gardens, and would be sited to facilitate public foot traffic into the northwestern part of
the Gardens reserve, as well as providing passive surveillance of the maintenance facility when
Council staff are not in attendance.

Pool / Recreation Facility
If pursued, the redevelopment of the existing swimming pool within the Recreational Reserve should
address the conservation and sympathetic treatment of elements and characteristics of heritage
significance located west of Barker’s Creek.
While of no identified significance in its own right, demolition and replacement of the existing
swimming pool with a new, expanded facility would nonetheless be subject to permit under the
Heritage Act. Where this development may present impacts to heritage features located within or
on the perimeter of the Sunken Reserve and the current Caravan Park, it can be expected to elicit
considerable scrutiny. A design solution which carefully considers the historical and aesthetic values
of these elements, and achieves their conservation and potential enhancement, is encouraged.

Access Improvements
Improvements to pedestrian access to the Gardens, particularly across Walker Street, should be
studied in consultation with other council divisions.
A degree of public concern with respect to safe access to the gardens from points across Walker
Street was a notable response to the 2017 public survey. The formalisation of pedestrian crossings at
major foot traffic points to the Gardens’ southern entrances would be appropriately undertaken
with the cooperation of other council divisions.
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4.10 Management Policies
4.10.1 Statutory Controls
Management policies do not supersede the place’s statutory controls under Victorian Heritage Act
2017 and the local planning scheme. All personnel involved in managing the place should be familiar
with the statutory controls applied to it and with their responsibilities to manage the place in
accordance with its significance to the State of Victoria.
Except where a specific action has been adopted among the place’s permit exemptions by the
Heritage Council of Victoria, managers should notify Heritage Victoria, seek pre-application input,
and apply for a permit under the Heritage Act prior to planning or undertaking any works which may
impact the place.

4.10.2 Training and Induction
New personnel should undergo an appropriate induction to familiarize themselves with the place’s
statutory controls, with the ascribed values of the place, and with the findings and policies of this
Conservation Management Plan.
The Council is encouraged to identify specific areas in which it may be appropriate to arrange for
specialized training pertaining to the maintenance and conservation of historic trees and buildings,
or to other areas (such as botanical collections management) which have been identified in this
study as being important to the functional conservation of the place.

4.10.3 Partnerships
Partnerships with outside organisations or businesses may be appropriately entered into:






where they conform to other relevant policies and statutory responsibilities of the Council;
where they support the existing botanical, horticultural and recreational program of the
gardens;
where they do not negatively impact the conservation of significant elements of the place,
introduce conflicting uses of the place or require a reduction in the above-noted existing
program; and
where they do not impose exclusive uses that unduly reduce the access of the general public
and of other comparable groups or organisations to the gardens’ facilities and landscapes.

4.10.4 Public Uses
Accept and encourage a variety of passive and active uses and animation of the Gardens, where
these are consistent with the heritage character and values of the place.
The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens retain their nineteenth century form and physical character as a
botanical and horticultural plantation situated and maintained within a park-like setting which is
open for informal public use and enjoyment but are not developed to support more formal
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recreational or athletic pursuits. This form and character is distinguished from a 19th or 20th century
public recreation reserve, where formal recreational and sporting facilities are typically primary to a
more secondary landscaped setting, and from natural heritage reserves which typically are
extremely informal in functional organisation and physical character.
While the primary character of intended public use within the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens is
informal and passive, a limited extent of more organised use and programming of the place has been
accommodated throughout its history, and has served to animate, develop, and maintain the public
relevance of the place over time. Historically, this took the form of a mix of private and public
activities undertaken by a small number of social, charitable and interest clubs which were resident
in the Gardens. Today, organised activities within the space are more itinerant, but remain
important to establishing the space’s continued value, relevance and resonance to an active public.
Where such uses are consistent with the heritage character, values and policies of the place, and
where these do not obstruct the traditional passive enjoyment of the place by the public, they are
acceptable and encouraged. It is understood that from time to time uses such as funerals, weddings,
etc. will be accommodated, however organised fitness and sports users and events should be
restricted to the Sunken Reserve. Regarding the use of the Gardens for dog walking, current
restrictions should be maintained, namely dogs must be on a lead in the Gardens east of Barkers
Creek. No dogs are permitted within the children’s playground. Consistent with the policy to
encourage use and animation of the Gardens, the temporary installation of artworks is acceptable
and encouraged provided they are in keeping with the heritage values and character of the place
and that their installation and presence does not impact on heritage fabric or existing plants.

4.10.5 Memorials and Monuments
A number of personal memorials have in the past been installed in the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens, in the form of plaqued benches and tree plantings. While these were installed with noble
intentions and are reflective of the sustained valuation and use of the Gardens by local residents,
personal memorials are not appropriate to the historical, aesthetic and social significance of the
place as a public landscape and to the conservation of these values for the future.
No new personal memorials should be installed within the Botanical Gardens Reserve. In addition,
Council should develop a process to support the move of existing memorials out of the place over
time as furnishings wear out or require relocation. Tree memorials should also be identified and
relocated or discontinued as appropriate.
Three small memorials / dedications are longstanding features within the Rose Collection. It is
somewhat more appropriate to retain these elements in association with the Rose Collection,
although their material quality and cultural character is not consistent with the aesthetic and social
significance of the broader place. The placement and presentation of these features should be
consolidated and improved as part of an overall consolidation of the Rose Collection, as
contemplated above. The presence of these elements is understood as exceptional, is retained on
the basis of their (minor) interpretive value to the social significance of the Rose Collection, and
should be reassessed periodically alongside the Rose Collection itself.
The past renaming of the Sunken Reserve as the Charles E. Fleay Memorial Playground has been
noted. This historical renaming is represented by a single sign located opposite the entrance to the
Caravan Park, does not appear to have been commonly adopted, and is not presently treated as an
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official name for the Reserve. It is of minor historical note and should not be maintained or treated
as a precedent.
No other memorials or dedications should be constructed or installed within the extents of the
place.

4.10.6 Visitor Facilities
Excepting the position of certain existing elements, visitor facilities should be generally located
towards the perimeter of the place where their character impacts are manageable and where they
serve to address the interface between the Gardens’ historic character and the public landscape of
adjacent roads and private developments. Visitor facilities should be modern, modest and
appropriate to historical patterns of public use.
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Section 5 - Recommended Works
This section describes major works which have been recommended for the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens based on the findings of Sections 2 to 4 of this report.

5.1

Table of Recommended Works

AREA / PROJECT

5.2

Botanical Gardens - Landscape

.1

Botanical Collection

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

PRIORITY OF
WORKS/CONSIDERATIONS

1. Source and establish an initial
planting of (6-10) new selections of
‘large and unusual’ exotic shrubs,
as detailed in 4.3.6

High.

2. Install interpretive signage for
these new plantings, as well as the
existing specimens in the
collection.
.2

Implement Botanical Collections
Management Software and Process

1. Procure appropriate botanical
collections management software;
establish staff training and
procedures for data and
operational continuity; and create
an initial collections record from
the sources listed in 4.3.2

High.

.3

Rose Collection Consolidation;
Development of New Display Beds

1. Consolidate Rose Collection in a
reduced footprint maintaining
collection organisation.

Medium.

2. Develop new display beds at
south end of existing collection to
host temporary horticultural
programs, as detailed in 4.3.3
.4

Botanical Signage and Interpretation

1. Commission development of a
modern design system for Gardens
signage as per 4.3.8

High.

2. Re-establish a Botanical Signage
program to identify specimens of
historical, botanical and
horticultural interest
3. Renew existing historical
interpretive signage and add new
signs as appropriate

5.3

Botanical Gardens - Built Elements and Facilities
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.1

AREA / PROJECT

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

PRIORITY OF
WORKS/CONSIDERATIONS

Gardens Maintenance Facility

1. Construct new equipment and
materials storage and office west of
Barker’s Creek, to be accessed from
Froomes Road, as per 4.9

Study and design work
required to confirm site
suitability, determine
program requirements and
estimated cost, and prepare a
facility design for heritage
and other approvals.

2. Construct new footbridge
crossing of Barker’s Creek near
Froomes Road; bridge spec suitable
to accommodate powered
maintenance carts.
.2

Kiosk Restoration and SW Entrance
Improvement

As per policies in 4.4.3 and 4.9.
1. Heritage restoration of Kiosk
exterior
2. Preparation of interior for
service function

Design work; business case
development for tenant
vendor; restoration and
construction after move of
gardens maintenance office
and equipment store to new
facility.

3. Addition of plaza paving and
seating area around Kiosk
4. SW entrance improvements
including formal Gateway /
Landmark.
.3

Restoration of 4Cs Tables

Restore 4Cs Tables and Benches, as
per 4.5.1.

Medium priority;

.4

Entrance Gate

Stonework cleaning and biocide, as
per 4.4.10

High priority; repeat as
required.

.5

Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl

Conservation works as per 4.4.11

High to medium priority..

.6

Fish Hatchery

Document and demolish existing
Fish Hatchery shed, as per 4.4.8

Low priority; requires
Heritage Victoria permit.

.7

Additional Works

1. Rotunda Access Ramp – painting
as per 4.4.6.

Low priority; undertaken as
convenient.

2. Pump House conservation works
as per 4.4.9.
5.4

Access, Safety and Amenity

1

Walker Street Pedestrian Improvements

Signalised pedestrian crossing and
other improvements to pedestrian
realm.

Study and design work
required.

2

Western Pathway

Extension of existing night lighting
to western perimeter pathway.

Medium.

3

Drinking Fountains

Install modern drinking fountains in
Central and Southern Gardens.

Medium.

5.5

Caravan Park

.1

Curator’s Residence stabilisation/renewal

Basic conservation works program
as per 4.4.4.

Medium.
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.2

AREA / PROJECT

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

PRIORITY OF
WORKS/CONSIDERATIONS

Pine Grove recognition and conservation
measures

1. Install Interpretive Signage
identifying Pine Grove as a
landscape feature of interest and
significance.

High.

2. Condition assessment,
conservative arboricultural
maintenance program and install
protective measures as required for
long-term conservation of these
trees while continuing Caravan Park
program.
5.6

Sunken Reserve

1

Interpretation

Include Sunken Reserve in
Botanical Gardens heritage
interpretation program.

High.

2

Doran Avenue

Study options for discontinuing
vehicle traffic on Doran Avenue as
per Section 4.8

Medium priority, follow-up to
be determined based on
results of feasibility study.
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Figure 98: Indicative plan of selected works described below.
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5.2

Castlemaine Botanical Gardens - Landscape Works

5.2.1 Botanical Collection
As recommended in 4.3.6, works would be undertaken to formalise a new botanical collection
around a number of existing specimen trees and shrubs, along with the procurement of new
specimens to establish a robust collection of notable plants which are distributed throughout the
gardens.
Rather than establishing a collection around a single genus, as was attempted with the previous
Buddleja collection, it has been recommended that the collection be thematic and of broad public
interest. The suggested theme is ‘Curious Trees and Shrubs’, with a focus on small trees and medium
to large shrubs which are of distinctive form and which often have interesting attributes and use as
forage resources in their home ranges by people and/or animals.
The theme provides latitude both for the incorporation of a variety of different plant material, as
well as for the development of interpretive signage and other public educational activities. It also
serves to formalise and animate an existing group of specimen shrubs and trees, a number of which
have been recognised as state-significant.
The following list of existing specimen trees and shrubs should be incorporated into the collection
and provided with appropriate interpretation. Where necessary, the setting of the plant should be
improved in order to establish the plant as an important specimen.
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Table: Existing Tree and Shrub Specimens within ‘Curious Trees and Shrubs’ Collection
2014
AUDIT #

SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

GENERAL LOCATION

NOTES

198

Myrica faya

Candleberry
Myrtle

North Gardens

Identified as ‘unknown shrub in
Tree Audit, T-11 in the VHR
registration

--

Rhus undulata

Kuni Bush

South of Children’s
Playspace

T-13 in the VHR registration

--

Pittosporum
sahnianum

Near SE Gate, along
Downes Road edge

T-18 in the VHR registration

559

Acacia farnesiana

Sweet Acacia

Near SE Gate, along
Downes Road edge

T-17 in the VHR registration

593,
594

Schinus polygama
(x2)

Chilean Pepper
Tree

SW Gate

T-19 in the VHR registration

547,
550

Catalpa
bignonioides /
Catalpa speciosa

Indian Bean Tree

South Gardens

#550 is T-2 in the VHR registration;
arrange inspection by expert
during flowering to confirm
species identification of each
specimen

83

Afrocarpus falcata

Yellow-wood

North Gardens

58, 84,
373

Ceratonia siliqua

Carob Tree

Several locations in North
Gardens along East Path

348,
578,
722

Podocarpus elatus

Plum Pine

Several locations

721

Podocarpus totara

Totara

Near Rotary Club BBQ
area

--

Buddleja sp.

Buddleja (select
1-2 distinctive
specimens from
existing stock)

South Gardens and North
of EW Path to Bridge
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Candleberry Myrtle (Myrica faya) (T-11 / #198)

Kuni Bush (Rhus undulata) (T-13 / no audit #)

Sweet Acacia (Acacia farnesiana) (T-17 / #559)

Pittosporum (Pittosporum sahnianum) (T-18 / no audit #)

Chilean Pepper Tree (Schinus polygamus) (x2) (T-19 / 593, 594)

Carob Tree (Ceratonia siliqua) (#58, 84, 373)

Figure 99: Curious Shrubs Collection – Examples of existing specimens to be included in the collection.
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The following is a suggested list of plants for immediate procurement to establish the collection.
These plants are believed to be available from commercial rare plants nurseries in Victoria. Where
stock and space exist, it would be appropriate to plant 2-3 individuals of each selection in order to
provide redundancy.
Table: Recommended Commercial Procurements for ‘Curious Trees and Shrubs’ Collection
SCIENTIFIC
NAME

COMMON
NAME

ORIGIN

SIZE / FORM / HABIT

NOTES

Aralia elata

Japanese
Angelica
(Chinese
Angelica, Korean
Angelica)

Eastern Russia,
China, Japan, Korea

Upright shrub or small
tree, height to 10m

Preference for part shade.
Young shoots are used in
Japanese and Korean
cuisine.

Cape Chestnut

South Africa, Eastern
Africa

Calodendron
capense

Commercial availability: Yamina Rare Plants
Spreading shrub or
small tree, height to
10m

Known longevity to 100+
years in Victoria.

Commercial availability: Speciality Trees, Yamina Rare Plants
Greyia
sutherlandii

Natal
Bottlebrush

South Africa

Height 4-7m, develops a
spreading form with
age.

Grows on slopes and rocky
ridges in its native range,
deciduous. Best on welldrained soil. Traditional
medicinal uses; also used as
a living livestock fence.

Commercial availability: Yamina Rare Plants
Harpephyllum
caffrum

Wild Plum
(Kaffir Plum)

South Africa

Upright tree to 15m
height, with leaves
crowding towards ends
of branches.

Deciduous. Female tree will
produce attractive and
edible (sour) fruits if a male
tree to provide pollination.

Commercial availability: Diggers Club (Victoria), Daleys Fruit (NSW)
Eucalyptus olida

Strawberry Gum
(Brush Cherry)

NSW

Gum tree to 20m in
native range.

Used traditionally as a
aromatic herb in bushfood
cooking; now being grown
commercially for oil and
flavourings.

Commercial availability: Goldfield Revegetation Nursery; Peppermint Ridge Farm
Citrus glauca

Desert Lime

SA, NSW, QLD

Dense, tangled shrub or
small tree, typically
growing to 3-5m tall.

Long-lived, tolerant of
various soils, suckers so
careful selection of location
is required (eg. along
Downes Road edge). Fruits
have intense flavour lending
themselves to use in
preserves or as a drink
flavouring.

Commercial availability: Kuranga Native Nursery
Anetholea
anisata (Syn.
Syzygium

Anise Myrtle

NSW
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SCIENTIFIC
NAME

COMMON
NAME

ORIGIN

SIZE / FORM / HABIT

anisata,
Backhousia
anisata)

NOTES

evergreen. Leaves
contain aniseed
flavoured oil; Aboriginal
Australians used this as
a medicinal plant.
Commercial availability: Daleys Fruit (NSW)
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Cape Chestnut (Calodendron capense)

Natal Bottlebrush (Greyia sutherlandii)

Wild Plum (Harpephyllum caffrum)

Strawberry Gum (Eucalyptus olida)

(variegated) Japanese Angelica (Aralia elata ‘Variegata’)

Desert Lime (Citrus glauca)

Figure 100: Curious Shrubs Collection – Examples of suggested species available through commercial procurement.
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Holly Leaf Cherry (Prunus illicifolia)

Manzanita (Arctostaphylos sp.)

Cape Bushwillow (Combretum sp.)

Coffee Berry (Frangula californica)

African Sumac (eg. Searsia pendulina / Searsia viminalis)

Lemonade Sumac (Rhus integrifolia)

Figure 101: Curious Shrubs Collection – Examples of Specimens Suggested for Cooperative Procurement.
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The following is an additional list of plants which are not available from commercial nurseries, but
may be available as specially propagated specimens from the Royal Botanical Gardens-Melbourne,
from other regional botanical gardens, or from historical parks and other public or semi-public sites
(e.g. Werribee Park). In some cases, there may be opportunities to share rare species or genetic
stock through exchange—e.g. several of the existing plants identified above to be included in the
new collection are rare in cultivation in Victoria, and propagating new stock from these plants may
be of interest to the RBG or other parties. Procuring such plants will require investment in
networking, in internal capacity to coordinate and make good on these connections or exchanges,
and in the development of the botanical collection record described below, and is an objective for
the intermediate term.
Table: Future Acquisitions Requiring Relationships with other botanical institutions
SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

ORIGIN

SIZE / FORM / HABIT

NOTES

Arctostaphylos sp.

Manzanitas (various)
*

Western North
America

Height to 10m. In
some species, pruning
of early leaders is
required to produce a
broader, branching
form.

Sun to light shade.

In collection of: RBG-Melbourne
Amelanchier
alnifolia var.
semiintegrifolia

Western Serviceberry

California

Combretum
caffrum (or other
Combretum sp.)

Eastern Cape
Bushwillow *

South Africa

Sun. Produces edible
berries.

Small tree to 10m,
with weeping form.

Known 100+ year
longevity in Victoria.
Some past difficulty in
propagating new
specimens.

In collection of: Princess Gardens and Victoria Gardens, Prahran;
Hopetoun Gardens, Elsternwick; RBG-Melbourne
Frangula
californica (syn.
Rhamnus
californica)

Coffee Berry

California

Medium shrub to 5m
height, displays
variable form
including mounded,
rounded or spreading
individuals.

Sun to part shade.
Evergreen.

In collection of: RBG-Melbourne
Heteromeles
arbutifolia

Toyon or Christmas
Berry

California –
Chaparral and
coastal scrub

Shrub or small tree to
2-10m height, 3-5m
width. Rounded form.

Evergreen, sun to part
shade.

In collection of: RBG-Melbourne
Myrica californica
(syn. Morella
californica)

Californian Wax
Myrtle *

Western North
America

Shrub or small tree to
10m height.

Evergreen, tolerant of
afternoon shade, frost
tolerant.

In collection of: RBG-Melbourne
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SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

ORIGIN

SIZE / FORM / HABIT

NOTES

Prunus ilicifolia

Hollyleaf Cherry *

California Chaparral

Upright or rounded
small tree to 9m
height; 10m width.

Known 150 year
longevity in Victoria. Sun
to part shade, evergreen,
frost tolerant.

In collection of: Rosalind Park, Bendigo; Caulfield Park, Glen Eira; former
Kew Asylum, Boroondara; RBG-Melbourne
Rhus integrifolia

Lemonade Sumac,
Lemonade Berry

California –
Chaparral

Large shrub of
variable form, often
producing branching
or mounding thicket
or rounded small tree.
Height to 8m; width
to 6m.

Frost-tender but readily
regrows from any frost
damage. Part shade to
sun, tolerant of hard
pruning, drought. Edible
outer coating of fruit
usable as a lemon
analogue in beverages.

In collection of: RBG-Melbourne
Rhus ovata

Sugar Bush

California –
Chaparral, Sonoran
Desert

Rounded shrub to
10m width/height.
Typically wider than
tall.

Full sun to part shade,
drought tolerant, suitable
for shady location that
are summer dry. Edible
outer coating of fruit
usable as a lemon
analogue in beverages
and as a spice/colouring.

In collection of: RBG-Melbourne
Searsia viminalis
(Syn. Rhus
viminalis) or
similar (eg.
Searsia pendulina)

African Sumac *

Schinus
lentiscifolius

Uruguayan Pepper
Tree

South Africa

Small tree to 12m
height.

Full sun; prune early
leaders to produce a
branching form.

In collection of: Portland Botanic Gardens; Riverdale Park, Camberwell
Uruguay,
Argentina, Brazil

Small tree to 9m
height; 5m width

Known 100+ year
longevity in Victoria

In collection of: former Mont Park Asylum, Macleod; RBG-Melbourne
Schinus
terebinthifolius

Broad-leaved Pepper
Tree; Brazilian Pepper
Tree

Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay

Small tree to 7m
height; 10m width

Known 100+ year
longevity in Victoria

In collection of: Bendigo Botanic Gardens; RBG-Melbourne

* denotes priority or preferred specimen acquisitions.




The works described would be exempt from Heritage Victoria permit requirements under
the existing Permit Exemptions in force.
Interpretation should be designed and implemented within a broader interpretation system
for the site, as described in Policy 4.3.8 and implemented as 5.2.4 in this section.
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5.2.2 Implement Botanical Collections Management Software and Process
Utilise internal information technology resources to procure and implement a widely used botanical
collections management software, including revision of internal processes to include maintenance of
the collections records as part of various gardens management actions (specimen tree and shrub
planting, tree assessment, tree removal, annual review).







Initial record should be populated with a corrected version of the 2014 tree audit, adjusted
for any subsequent plant procurements and removals and with identified VHR significant
trees missing from the original audit.
Recordkeeping database should include additional data fields to characterize each plant
specimen, including significance (eg. VHR, National Trust), assignment to a defined collection
or theme, estimated age, and should be capable of accepting the addition of new fields over
time.
Records should be backed up periodically, including export to both digital and physical hard
copy for redundancy and to permit future tracking and comparison.
Solicit the advice or assistance of Botanical Gardens of Australia and New Zealand (BGANZ)
or RBG-Melbourne if required to achieve an appropriate solution scaled to the Council’s
management resources and capabilities.

NEW DISPLAY AREA

RETAINED ROSE GARDEN
Consolidate monuments in
new bed as shown

Figure 102: Existing Rose Garden, showing proposed reduction in size and new horticultural display areas. North to right.

5.2.3 Rose Collection Consolidation; Development of New Display Beds
1. Undertake works required to consolidate the Rose Collection in a smaller number of beds while
retaining the original alphabetical pattern and utilising the existing stock of Hybrid Tea roses. It is
proposed to remove the southernmost beds from the perimeter rows (one bed on the western side
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and two on the eastern side), and to discontinue the inner alphabetical row of plants and instead
arrange the alphabetical sequence in a clockwise direction around each bed, using all the planting
positions in each bed, starting from the southernmost bed on the western side. The existing three
monuments / memorials in the centre of the Rose Garden should be consolidated in a revised
setting towards the ‘head’ of the layout. Further details of the proposed arrangement are provided
as 5.7 Appendix: Recommended reconfiguration of the Rose Collection of this report.


The final plan for these works should be reviewed by Heritage Victoria, and would require a
heritage permit.

2. Develop a management plan, seed funding, and undertake ground works for two new garden
‘rooms’ south of the consolidated Rose Collection, in which temporary, designed horticultural
displays may be mounted on an annual or multi-year basis. Council may mount these works itself,
commission them from landscape designers, landscape architects or public artists, or partner with
outside community, professional or trade organisations or other parties in order to design, fund and
construct these temporary displays.

Figure 103: Example of modern botanical signage (St. Kilda Botanic Gardens, photographed 2018).
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5.2.4 Botanical Signage and Interpretation
1. Commission the design of a signage system providing plant labelling, heritage and environmental
interpretation, and wayfinding.


Consultant should be a qualified firm with expertise in graphic and industrial design and
documented experience preparing high quality contemporary interpretive signage systems
for public ecological and heritage landscapes.
 Plant labelling signage and installation methods should conform with contemporary best
practices as employed at RBG-Melbourne.
 Review of the signage system design by Heritage Victoria, or by a heritage consultant with
landscape experience is recommended prior to finalisation.
2. Manufacture and install the signage system.


5.3

Installation of signage is permit exempt under existing exemptions.

Castlemaine Botanical Gardens - Built Works

Figure 104: Proposed location of Gardens Maintenance Facility, adjacent to Froomes Road.
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5.3.1 Gardens Maintenance Facility
Prepare an initial feasibility study and concept design for a Gardens Maintenance Facility to be
located on Froomes Road, west of Barkers Creek.


A heritage consultant should be engaged to provide preliminary advice and concept review
to the project architect, following which the concept design should be provided to Heritage
Victoria for a preapplication review.
 Design of the Gardens Maintenance Facility should conform to all applicable policies
described in Section 4.
 A Heritage Victoria permit will be required in order to construct the new facility.
When feasibility and heritage acceptability have been confirmed, proceed with documentation,
permitting and construction works.
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Figure 105: 4C’s Club Kiosk, proposed to be restored and reoccupied with a suitable use (eg. café vendor).

5.3.2 Kiosk Restoration and SW Entrance Improvement
Implement the basic conservation works program detailed in Policy 4.4.3.
1. Prepare a business case for reoccupation of the kiosk after maintenance services move to a
dedicated facility (see 5.3.1 above).
2. Engage a conservation architect to study and prepare documentation for the restoration of the
exterior fabric of the kiosk.


Ideally, restoration works would be coordinated with interior renovation for the new
use/tenant and development of the exterior plaza (point 3 below), and would take place
concurrently under a single permit from Heritage Victoria.
3. Prepare a landscape design including hard surfacing, new plantings, and freestanding formal
elements and furnishings for the improvement of the Gardens’ South West Entrance and a small
plaza / seating area associated with the Kiosk (south and east of the existing pathways).


The design for this new plaza should respond to preliminary advice and review from a
heritage consultant with landscape expertise, and should be developed to conserve and
improve the context of neighbouring significant trees (i.e. the two Schinus polygama
specimens and the Platanus orientalis).
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Figure 106: The 4Cs Table sets distributed throughout the lower Gardens have been identified as a significant element and
should be restored.

5.3.3 Restoration of 4Cs Tables
Engage a conservation architect with experience with cast concrete elements to carry out a
conservation study and prepare documentation for the restoration of the furnishings.


A permit from Heritage Victoria is required for these works.
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Figure 107: Lichen growth on main entrance gate pillar.

5.3.4 Entrance Gate
Minor works to clean stone elements with an appropriate biocide, and clean metal work, as detailed
in 4.4.10.
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5.3.5 Cast Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl
Undertake conservation works to remove existing corrosion, re-establish protective paint coat to the
fountain, and clean rust stains from stonework, as detailed in 4.4.11.
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5.3.6 Fish Hatchery
Demolish the Fish Hatchery building and foundation slab, and make-good the vicinity.




Unless approved by permit exemption, a permit from Heritage Victoria will be required to
carry out the removal of the Fish Hatchery.
Prior to demolition, document the structure and its contents as directed in Heritage
Victoria’s “Photographic Recording for Heritage Places and Objects” Technical Note.
Undertake such ground preparation as is required to make-good the area for planting, and
establish a new tree specimen or specimens in this area in accord with local conditions and
in support of the applicable policy and works objectives (eg. implementation of the new
botanical collection).

5.3.7 Additional Works
Undertake additional conservation works as listed below:
1. Rotunda Access Ramp – painting as per 4.4.6.
2. Pump House conservation works as per 4.4.9.

5.4

Access Improvements

5.4.1 Walker Street Pedestrian Improvements
As per the policy at 4.9, the development of improvements to the pedestrian environment on
Walker Street is recommended.
These improvements should include improved pedestrian crossing conditions (painted crosswalk,
refuges, and/or signals) and physical improvements to the extent, consistency and accessibility of
footpaths on both sides of Walker Street.

5.4.2 Western Pathway Night Lighting
Opportunities to provide night lighting on the west perimeter pathway should be reviewed
periodically, and pursued where feasible and consistent with the management and conservation
policies identified in Section 4.

5.4.3 Drinking Fountain Modernisation
When feasible, and subject to permit from Heritage Victoria, implement policy 4.5.2 to
decommission, document and remove existing quartz stone drinking fountains and replace with
modern drinking fountains in a contemporary style to match other recent design.
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5.5

Caravan Park

5.5.1 Curator’s Residence stabilisation/renewal
Implement the basic conservation works program detailed in Policy 4.4.4.
These works may form a part of a more expansive renovation of the residence, removal of existing
non-significant addition, and construction of well-considered new additions, subject to the
preparation of appropriate heritage advice and receipt of a permit from Heritage Victoria.

5.5.2 Pine Grove recognition and conservation measures
Address the conservation of the Pine Grove in the northwest part of the Caravan Park by
implementing the appropriate conservation and management policies provided in section 4.3 (eg.
4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and 4.3.8).
Works should include provision of interpretive signage, inventory and basic assessment of existing
Pine trees by a qualified arborist, and measures to assess soil compaction and other impacts from
the Caravan Park program and to address issues which may affect longevity and retention of these
significant trees.
Arboricultural maintenance should conform to the policy set out in 4.3.1.
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5.6

Sunken Reserve

5.6.1 Interpretation
As part of works taking place under 5.2.4 provide modern interpretation of the history and
topographic interest of the Sunken Reserve as per the policy at 4.3.8.

5.6.2 Doran Avenue
Doran Avenue is located within the gazetted Botanical Gardens reserve, and is lined with an
impressive avenue of English Elm trees which are identified as a significant feature in this study (see
Section 2.2.1). These trees should be provided with appropriate interpretation as part of the
interpretation program described in 5.2.4.
Policy 4.8 suggests that the feasibility of removing vehicle traffic from this feature and retaining it as
pedestrian path should be reviewed. If determined to be feasible (given access requirements to the
Caravan Park and public car park demands), a works program to remove the existing bitumen
surface and provide an appropriate footpath and amenities (seating, lighting) should be developed.
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5.7 Section Appendix: Recommended reconfiguration of the Rose
Collection.

An inventory conducted as part of the current study found that some 240 plants are present in the
19 rectangular beds of the existing rose garden (7 beds on the western side, 9 on the eastern). A
further 83 plants are present within the three central beds (one circular and two diamond shaped
beds). Plant labels were searched for and recorded if located.
A number of spaces are present in the majority of the rectangular beds. Consolidation of all of the
existing plants in the rectangular beds to the northern portion of the rose garden, removing one bed
on the western side and two on the eastern, would provide adequate space to accommodate 220 of
the existing plants. It is recommended that the remaining 20 plants are planted in a newly created
bed centrally located to the south of the existing 3 central beds. This consolidation is an opportunity
to assess the age and health of the existing plants and possibly cull some plants.
It is recommended that all of the plants currently located in the inner row of the rectangular beds,
i.e. those which are alphabetically arranged, are retained. It is considered likely that all these plants,
including those which are currently unlabelled, are part of the alphabetically arranged portion of the
collection. As the cultivar name of unlabelled plants may be identified in the future, they should be
retained and incorporated into the consolidated arrangement.
As previously mentioned, it is recommended that the alphabetical arrangement be retained as this
feature contributes to the significance of the rose collection. Reconfiguration of the alphabetical
arrangement, beginning in the southernmost rectangular bed on the western side (adjacent to the
pedestrian path), with the alphabetical plants arranged in a clockwise sequence utilising all the
planting positions within the bed before continuing the alphabetical collection in the next bed to the
north in the same clockwise arrangement would result in the accommodation of the entire
alphabetical collection within the row of western rectangular beds and the first (northernmost) of
the eastern rectangular beds.
The remainder of the plants (those which are not part of the alphabetical collection) could be
accommodated in the remaining beds retained on the eastern side, with excess plants and any
newly sourced replacements of cultivars known to have been part of the collection but since lost
located in a newly created central bed.
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Section 6 - Recommended Permit Exemptions
6.0

Policy for Permit Exemptions

Conservation and Management of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens should retain the place’s
historical landscape character, including its diverse mix of conifers, evergreen and deciduous trees
and large shrubs, planted as stands and specimen trees in lawns, as well as select areas of
ornamental display beds, shrubberies, and arbours. The Castlemaine Botanical Gardens are
important for their distinctive tree collection and their setting adjacent to remnant natural features
included within the botanical reserve. The Gardens are also noted for their historical role in
botanical distributions within Victoria.
The conservation of a small suite of modest buildings and built elements within the Gardens is also
important as evidence of the historical development and use of the Gardens as a managed parkland
and as a venue for organised recreation, social gatherings and charitable activities. These elements
provide evidence of the historical role of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens in the aspirations of the
citizens of the then-City of Castlemaine, and of works undertaken to advance public and civic life in
the community.
The Conservation Management Plan (2018) by John Patrick Landscape Architects Pty Ltd with Bryce
Raworth Pty Ltd updates the place’s recorded significance and its significant constituent elements,
and provides conservation policies to guide the management and regeneration of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens going forward. This document supersedes the Conservation Analysis and Policies
(1991) by Kevin Walsh and Francine Gilfedder, which may continue to be referenced for further
information on the historical development and significance of the place.

6.1

General Conditions

6.1.1 All exempted alterations are to be planned and carried out in a manner which prevents
damage to the fabric of the registered place or object.
6.1.2 Should it become apparent during further inspection or the carrying out of alterations that
original or previously hidden or inaccessible details of the place or object are revealed which relate
to the significance of the place or object, then the exemption covering such alteration shall cease
and the Executive Director of Heritage Victoria shall be notified as soon as possible.
6.1.3 If there is a conservation policy and plan approved by the Executive Director, all works shall
be in accordance with it.
6.1.4 Nothing in this declaration prevents the Executive Director from amending or rescinding all
or any of the permit exemptions.
6.1.5 Nothing in this declaration exempts owners or their agents from the responsibility to seek
relevant planning or building permits from the responsible authority where applicable.
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6.2

Landscape

6.2.1 Maintenance of existing hard surface landscape features, including plaza surfaces and paved
and granular paths, including replacement with like-for-like materials where required.
6.2.2 Maintenance of existing fences and gates, including replacement with like-for-like materials
where required.
6.2.3 Maintenance or replacement of existing garden edging with like-for-like materials or
techniques (e.g. spade edge).
6.2.4 Management and maintenance of planted garden and turf areas, including general
horticultural maintenance (pruning, turf mowing), installation of bedding displays, removal of dead
plants (excluding trees) and weed control.
6.2.5 Like-for-like replanting of plant species where required as replacements and succession
plantings for significant trees and shrubs, to conserve and regenerate other significant garden
features, or to conserve the place’s historical landscape character.
6.2.6 The ordinary planting of annuals, perennial shrubs, and specimen and avenue trees where
undertaken in accordance with the place’s historical landscape character and botanical and
horticultural programme.
6.2.7 Emergency or safety works to plants, structures, paths, drainage, services or other
components.
6.2.8 Maintenance of significant trees identified in the place’s Victorian Heritage Registration,
where restricted to removal of deadwood, pest and disease control, and cabling and other nondestructive supportive works. Formative and remedial pruning of identified significant trees shall not
be permit-exempt even if carried out in compliance with AS4373 - Pruning of amenity trees. Major
pruning or canopy uplifting of these trees shall not be permit exempt. In the case of emergency
safety work, where practical, access to the area should be restricted while advice and a permit for
works is sought, in preference to undertaking immediate work which may result in substantial
reduction or loss of the heritage value of the tree.
6.2.9 Management and maintenance of other trees not individually identified in the place’s
Victorian Heritage Registration, including formative and remedial pruning, removal of deadwood,
pest and disease control, cabling (and similar supportive works), in accordance with AS4373 –
Pruning of amenity trees.
6.2.10 New plantings and development of garden beds, consistent with the Conservation
Management Plan (2018) and the development, management and regeneration of the Gardens’
living plant collections and botanical and horticultural function.
6.2.11 Management and maintenance of other aspects of the planted landscape, including
shrubberies, borders and turf.
6.2.12 Installation, placement, modification and removal of components of directional,
interpretive, public safety or informational signs, plant labels or other general signs related to visitor
use, enjoyment and understanding of the place. Installed signage shall be designed and placed in
accordance with the Gardens’ conservation management policies and contemporary best practices,
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shall be removable/reversible, and shall be installed with no adverse impacts to significant trees,
landscape and built features.
6.2.13 Installation of temporary signage and safety fencing. Installation of temporary structures
where these will be present within the place for less than 30 days.
6.2.14 Installation of exclusion areas, established by way of soft landscaping and/or low-profile
chains or fencing, in accordance with arboricultural advice and the conservation of significant trees,
where these areas do not otherwise impact significant landscape and built features as identified in
the place’s Victorian Heritage Registration.
6.2.15 Installation, maintenance, removal or replacement of irrigation and drainage systems where
this takes place outside the Tree Protection Zone or canopy edge, whichever is greater, of mature
trees, as identified by a qualified arborist, or outside a zone of 5 metres in radius from specimen
shrubs identified in the place’s Victorian Heritage Registration.
6.2.16 Removal of plants declared as noxious weeds under the authority of the Catchment and
Landscape Protection Act 1994, except where such plants (if any) have been individually identified as
significant in the place’s Victorian Heritage Registration.

6.3

Tea Rooms

Exterior
6.3.1

Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant external building fabric.

6.3.2 Removal of extraneous items such as air conditioners, pipework, ducting, wiring, antennae,
aerial, etc. and making good.
6.3.3

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.3.4 Painting of previously painted external surfaces in the same colour (provided that
preparation or painting does not remove evidence of the original paint finish or other decorative
scheme).
6.3.5

Treatments to stabilize and protect timber structures.

6.3.6 Installation or repair of damp-proofing by either injection method or grouted pocket
method.

Interior
6.3.7 Painting of previously painted walls and ceilings provided that preparation or painting does
not remove evidence of the original paint or other decorative scheme.
6.3.8 Removal of paint from originally unpainted or oiled joinery, doors, architraves, skirtings and
decorative strapping.
6.3.9

Installation, removal or replacement of carpets and/or flexible floor coverings.

6.3.10 Installation, removal or replacement of curtain track, rods, blinds and other window
dressings.
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6.3.11 Installation, removal or replacement of hooks, nails and other devices for the hanging of
mirrors, paintings and other wall mounted artworks.
6.3.12 Refurbishment of bathroom including removal, installation or replacement of sanitary
fixtures and associated piping, mirrors, wall and floor coverings.
6.3.13 Installation, removal or replacement of kitchen benches and fixtures including sinks, stoves,
ovens, refrigerators, dishwashers etc and associated plumbing and wiring.
6.3.14 Installation, removal or replacement of ducted, hydronic or concealed radiant-type heating
provided that the installation does not damage existing skirtings and architraves and provided that
the location of the heating unit is concealed from view.
6.3.15 Installation, removal or replacement of electrical wiring provided that all new wiring is fully
concealed and any original light switches, pull cords, push buttons or power outlets are retained insitu. Note: if wiring original to the place was carried in timber conduits then the conduits should
remain in-situ.
6.3.16 Installation, removal or replacement of bulk insulation in the roof space.
6.3.17 Installation, removal or replacement of smoke detectors.

6.4

Kiosk

6.4.1

All internal works.

6.4.2

Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant external building fabric.

6.4.3 Removal of extraneous items such as air conditioners, pipework, ducting, wiring, antennae,
aerial, etc. and making good.
6.4.4

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.4.5 Painting of previously painted external surfaces in the same colour (provided that
preparation or painting does not remove evidence of the original paint finish or other decorative
scheme).
6.4.6 Installation or repair of damp-proofing by either injection method or grouted pocket
method.
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6.5

Curator’s Residence (B-7)

6.5.1

All internal works (provided any new walls or partitions do not intersect with windows).

6.5.2

Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant external building fabric.

6.5.3 Removal of extraneous items such as air conditioners, pipework, ducting, wiring, antennae,
aerial, etc. and making good.
6.5.4

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.5.5 Painting of previously painted external surfaces in the same colour (provided that
preparation or painting does not remove evidence of the original paint finish or other decorative
scheme).
6.5.6 Installation or repair of damp-proofing by either injection method or grouted pocket
method.

6.6

Glasshouse (B-8)

6.6.1 Demolition (subject to the preparation of an archival recording to the satisfaction of
Heritage Victoria).
6.6.2

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.6.3

Stripping out of internal fixtures/fittings.

6.6.4

Emergency or safety works.

6.6.5

Removal of extraneous items such as pipework, ducting, wiring, etc. and making good.

6.7

Rotunda (2011 Reconstruction - B-14)

6.7.1

Emergency or safety works.

6.7.2

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.7.3

Painting of previously painted external surfaces in the same colour.

6.8

Summerhouse (2000 Reconstruction - B-11)

6.8.1

Emergency or safety works.

6.8.2

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.8.3

Treatments to stabilize and protect timber elements.

6.9

Entrance Gate (B-1)

6.9.1

Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant fabric.

6.9.2

Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.
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6.10 Lower Bridge (aka ‘Timber Bridge’ and Stone Abutments - B-6)
6.10.1 Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant fabric.
6.10.2 Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.
6.10.3 Painting of previously painted external surfaces in the same colour (provided that
preparation or painting does not remove evidence of the original paint finish or other decorative
scheme).

6.11 Cast-Iron Fountain and Granite Bowl (B-2)
6.11.1 Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant fabric.
6.11.2 Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.

6.12 Williams’ Arbour (aka ‘Timber Pergola’ - B-3)
6.12.1 Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant fabric.
6.12.2 Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.
6.12.3 Treatments to stabilize and protect timber elements.

6.13 Bridge Stone Abutments (B-13)
6.13.1 Demolition (subject to the preparation of an archival recording to the satisfaction of
Heritage Victoria).
6.13.2 Emergency or safety works which do not involve significant fabric.
6.13.3 Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.
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6.15 Middle Bridge
6.15.1 Demolition.
6.15.2 Emergency or safety works.
6.15.3 Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.
6.15.4 Painting of previously painted external surfaces in the same colour.

6.16 Wickham Arbour
6.16.1 Demolition (subject to the preparation of an archival recording to the satisfaction of
Heritage Victoria).
6.16.2 Emergency or safety works.
6.16.3 Minor repairs and maintenance which replace like with like.
6.16.4 Treatments to stabilize and protect timber elements.

6.17 Fish Hatchery
6.17.1 Demolition and all internal works (subject to the preparation of an archival recording to the
satisfaction of Heritage Victoria).

6.18 Pumphouse
6.18.1 Demolition (subject to the preparation of an archival recording to the satisfaction of
Heritage Victoria).
6.18.2 All internal works.
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Appendix A: Tree Inventory and Climate Change Risk Assessment
Botanical name

Common name

Current
MAT

2030 MAT

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

2070 MAT

2070 MAT

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Caucasian Fir

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Abies nordmanniana
Acacia farnesiana

Mimosa bush

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

Silver Wattle

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Acacia dealbata

OK

OK

Late Black Wattle

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Acacia mearnsii

OK

OK

Blackwood

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Acacia melanoxylon

OK

OK

OK

Acacia retinoides

Swamp Wattle

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Box Elder

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Acer negundo

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Italian Maple

NEAR EDGE
(>90%)

HIGH RISK

Acer opalus

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Sycamore

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Acer pseudoplatanus
Afrocarpus falcatus

Yellow-wood

OK

OK

OK

OK

Angophora floribunda

Rough-barked
Apple

OK

OK

OK

OK

Angophora hispida

Dwarf Apple

OK

OK

OK

OK

Araucaria bidwillii

Bunya-Bunya Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

Araucaria cunninghamii

Hoop Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

Araucaria heterophylla

Norfolk Island Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Arbutus unedo

Irish Strawberry
Tree

SLIGHT
RISK

Brachychiton populneus

Kurrajong

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Callitris rhomboidea

Port Jackson Pine

SLIGHT
RISK

Casuarina cunninghamiana

River She-oak

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK
Catalpa bignonioides

Indian Bean Tree

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK
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Botanical name

Common name

Current
MAT

2030 MAT

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

2070 MAT

2070 MAT

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Blue Atlas Cedar

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Cedrus atlantica

Deodar

ELEVATED
(>80%

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Cedrus deodara

OK

SOME RISK

SOME RISK

SOME RISK

Celtis occidentalis

North American
Nettle Tree

Ceratonia siliqua

Carob Tree

OK

OK

OK

OK

Cercis siliquastrum

Judas Tree

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK
Cabbage Tree

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Cordyline australis
Corymbia maculata

Spotted Gum

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

English Hawthorn

NEAR EDGE
(>90%)

HIGH RISK

Crataegus monogyna

Rough-barked
Arizona

OK

OK

OK

OK

Cupressus arizonica

Cypress
Cupressus funebris

Kashmir Cypress

OK

OK

OK

OK

Cupressus glabra

Smooth Arizona
Cypress

OK

OK

OK

OK

Cupressus lusitanica

Mexican Cypress

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Monterey Cypress

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Cupressus macrocarpa
Cupressus sempervirens

Italian Cypress

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Cupressus torulosa

Bhutan Cypress

SLIGHT
RISK

Eriobotrya japonica

Loquat

OK

OK

OK

OK

Eucalyptus botryoides

Southern
Mahogany

OK

OK

OK

OK

Eucalyptus camaldulensis

River Red Gum

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

Eucalyptus leucoxylon

Yellow Gum

Eucalyptus longifolia

Woollybut

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Eucalyptus melliodora

Yellow Box

SLIGHT
RISK
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Botanical name

Common name

Current
MAT

2030 MAT

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

2070 MAT

2070 MAT

OK

OK

SOME RISK

HIGH RISK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

OK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

HIGH RISK

OK

OK

OK

SLIGHT
RISK

Eucalyptus polyanthemos

Red Box

Eucalyptus sideroxylon

Red Ironbark

Euonymus japonicus

Spindle Tree

Fagus sylvatica

European Beech

Fraxinus angustifolia

Narrow-leaved Ash

Fraxinus excelsior

Common Ash

Fraxinus ornus

Manna Ash

Garrya elliptica

Tassel Bush

Ginkgo biloba

Maidenhair Tree

Grevillea robusta

Silky Oak

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

English Holly

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Ilex aquifolium
Juniperus chinensis

Chinese Juniper

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Common Juniper

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Juniperus communis

OK

OK

OK

Juniperus oxycedrus

Common Juniper

SLIGHT
RISK

OK

OK

OK

Juniperus virginiana

Pencil Juniper

SLIGHT
RISK

OK

OK

OK

Koelreuteria paniculata

Golden Rain Tree

SLIGHT
RISK

Lagerstroemia indica

Crape Myrtle

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Medlar

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Mespilus germanica
Olea europaea

Olive

OK

OK

OK

OK

Phoenix canariensis

Canary Island Date
Palm

OK

OK

OK

OK

Pinus canariensis

Canary Island Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK
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Botanical name

Common name

Current
MAT

2030 MAT

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

2070 MAT

2070 MAT

Pinus halepensis

Aleppo Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Corsican Pine

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Pinus nigra var. maritima
Pinus patula

Mexican Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK
Maritime Pine

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinea

Stone Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

HIGH RISK

Yellow Pine

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Pinus ponderosa

OK

OK

Monterey Pine

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

Pinus radiata

OK

OK

OK

Pinus sabiniana

Gray Pine

SLIGHT
RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Scots Pine

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Pinus sylvestris
Platanus orientalis

Oriental Plane

OK

OK

OK

OK

Podocarpus elatus

Plum Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

HIGH RISK

Plum Pine

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Podocarpus totara

SLIGHT
RISK

SOME RISK

White Poplar

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Populus alba

OK
Populus deltoides

Cottonwood

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

American Aspen

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Populus grandidentata

SOME RISK

SOME RISK

Lombardy Poplar

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Populus nigra

SOME RISK

HIGH RISK

Cherry-plum

ELEVATED
(>80%

SOME RISK

Prunus cerasifera
Pyrus calleryana

Callery Pear

OK

OK

OK

OK

Pyrus pashia

Wild Himalayan
Pear

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

SLIGHT RISK

Pyrus ussuriensis

Manchurian
Flowering Pear
OK

OK

OK

Quercus leucotrichophora

Banjh Oak

SLIGHT
RISK
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Botanical name

Common name

Quercus acutissima

Current
MAT

2030 MAT

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

2070 MAT

2070 MAT

OK

OK

OK

OK

Quercus canariensis

Algerian Oak

OK

OK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

HIGH RISK

Turkey Oak

NEAR EDGE
(>90%)

SOME RISK

Quercus cerris
Quercus coccinea

Scarlet Oak

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

OK

OK

OK

Quercus douglasii

Blue Oak

SLIGHT
RISK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

SOME RISK

Quercus ilex

Holly Oak
OK

Quercus macrocarpa

Burr Oak

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

Quercus nigra

Valonia Oak

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK
Pin Oak

SLIGHT
RISK

SLIGHT
RISK

HIGH RISK

Quercus palustris

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Sessile Oak

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Quercus petraea

OK

OK

OK

Quercus phellos

Sessile Oak

SLIGHT
RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

English Oak

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Quercus robur

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Red Oak

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Quercus rubra
Quercus suber

Cork Oak

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Locust

NEAR EDGE
(>90%)

SOME RISK

Robinia pseudoacacia

OK

OK

OK

Salix babylonica

Weeping Willow

SLIGHT
RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Crack Willow

NEAR EDGE
(>90%)

HIGH RISK

Salix fragilis

OK

OK

OK

SOME RISK

Salix matsudana

Crack Willow

Schinus areira

Peppercorn Tree

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Schinus polygama
Taxodium distichum

Swamp Cypress

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

English Yew

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Taxus baccata
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Botanical name

Common name

Tilia cordata
Tilia platyphyllos

Large Leaf Linden

Trachycarpus fortunei

Chinese Windmill
Palm

Current
MAT

2030 MAT

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

2070 MAT

2070 MAT

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Ulmus glabra

Weeping Elm

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

Jersey Elm

NEAR EDGE
(>90%)

SOME RISK

Ulmus minor
Ulmus parvifolia

Chinese Elm

OK

OK

OK

OK

HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

English Elm

EDGE OF
RANGE

HIGH RISK

Ulmus procera
Wollemia nobilis

Wollemi Pine

OK

OK

OK

OK
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Appendix B: Castlemaine Botanical Gardens User Survey results.
Question 1: Where do you live?

Answer Choices

Responses

Castlemaine

75.34%

110

Mount Alexander Shire (but not in Castlemaine)

19.18%

28

An adjoining shire

3.42%

5

Elsewhere

2.05%

3

Please add your postcode

80
Answered

146

Skipped

0

Question 2: My age range is:
Answer Choices

Responses

1-14

2.74%

4

15-24

0.68%

1

25-39

13.70%

20

40-49

21.92%

32

50-59

14.38%

21

60-69

30.82%

45
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70-79

12.33%

18

80+

2.05%

3

Prefer not to say

1.37%

2

Answered

146

Skipped

0

Question 3: How often do you visit the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?

Answer Choices

Responses

Daily

17.48%

25

At least once per week

52.45%

75

At least once per month

21.68%

31

Seasonally

6.99%

10

Yearly

0.70%

1

Did not visit in the past year

0.70%

1

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 4: When are you most likely to visit the gardens?

Answer Choices

Responses

Weekday morning

34.97%

50

Weekday daytime

25.17%

36

Weekday - evening

6.99%

10

Weekend

26.57%

38

Holiday

0.00%

0

Don't know

6.29%

9

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 5: What is your typical reason for visiting the gardens?

Results are reflected in responses for question 6.
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Question 6: What activities do you participate in at the gardens? (select all that apply)

Answer Choices

Responses

Garden viewing

59.44%

85

Quiet walk / stroll

69.23%

99

Meet friends / family

49.65%

71

Active / fitness recreation - personal

48.25%

69

Fitness recreation - organised group or event

15.38%

22

Children's play

37.06%

53

Picnic / barbecue

38.46%

55

Dog-walking

32.87%

47

Bird watching / nature experience

33.57%

48

Cultural / community activities or events

30.77%

44

Other (please describe)

12.59%

18

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 7: Does your typical visit to the gardens involve other nearby places? (If yes,
select all that apply)

Answer Choices

Responses

No

42.66%

61

Pool

6.99%

10

Hospital

4.20%

6

Sunken oval

6.29%

9

Castlemaine CBD

19.58%

28

The Mill Castlemaine

34.27%

49

Caravan Park

0.00%

0

Other (please describe)

13.99%

20

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 8: Which entrance do you prefer to use to access the gardens?
Answer Choices

Responses

Main entrance - iron gates near rail crossing

24.11%

34

South west entrance - opposite Das Kaffeehaus

19.86%

28

East entrance - car park opposite the Tea Rooms

11.35%

16

East entrance - car parks opposite the playground

26.95%

38

North entrances

9.22%

13

Western entrances - over the creek bridges

8.51%

12

Answered

141

Skipped

5

Question 9: How do you most typically get to the gardens?
Answer Choices

Responses

Drive

58.74%

84

Walk/run

30.77%

44

Cycle

5.59%

8

Other (please desribe)

4.90%

7

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 10: How interested are you in educational opportunities at the gardens? For
example gardening / ecology / environmental topics?

Answer Choices

Responses

Very interested

29.58%

42

Somewhat
interested

38.73%

55

Not interested

23.24%

33

Don't know

8.45%

12

Answered

142

Skipped

4
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Question 11: How interested are you in the history of the gardens?

Answer Choices

Responses

Very interested

37.76%

54

Somewhat
interested

50.35%

72

Not interested

9.79%

14

Don't know

2.10%

3

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 12: How interested are you in cultural or community events at the gardens (eg.
art / theatre / music / other performances)?

Answer Choices

Responses

Very interested

41.96%

60

Somewhat
interested

37.06%

53

Not interested

16.78%

24

Don't know

4.20%

6

Answered

143

Skipped

3

Question 13: How interested are you in active recreational opportunities at the gardens
(eg. walk / run / yoga / fitness classes)?
Answer Choices

Responses

Very interested

41.96%

60

Somewhat
interested

28.67%

41

Not interested

27.97%

40

Don't know

1.40%

2

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 14: What area of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens do you visit the most?

Answer Choices

Responses

Lake Joanna and south gardens

13.29%

19

Perimeter walking path

55.24%

79

Children's play space

17.48%

25

Flora and fauna reserve / bushland area

3.50%

5

Other (please describe)

10.49%

15

Answered

143

Skipped

3

Question 15: Do you have a favourite tree or group of trees in the gardens? If so, tell us
about it:

Respondents most frequently mentioned the ‘huge Oak’ or ‘Royal Oak’, playground Oak/cubby
tree/Folk of the Faraway Oak and Indian Bean Tree. Less frequent responses include; Cork Oaks,
Camperdown Elms, ‘all the trees’, Stone Pine and Spotted gum.
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Question 16: What features or facilities are important to your use of the gardens? (select
all that apply)

Answer Choices

Responses

Public toilets

79.02%

113

Barbecues

36.36%

52

Picnic tables

46.85%

67

Seating

56.64%

81

Water fountains

41.96%

60

Children's play space

44.06%

63

Parking

48.25%

69

Other (please describe)

32.87%

47

Answered

143

Skipped

3
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Question 17: Are there any facilities missing from the gardens that would improve your
experience?

Coded Theme
Nothing Needed
Drinking Fountains
Exercise Stations
Coffee Stand
Rubbish Bins
More Seats
Picnic / BBQ Cover and Facilities
More / Better Lighting
Reinstated Tea Rooms
Pedestrian Crossing
Dog Off-Leash Park
Playground Shade
Better Paths
Dog Fountain
High / Accessible Seats
Northern Bridge over Creek
Bike Racks
Wayfinding Signage
Interpretive Signs
Access Ramps
Recharging Points
Water Feature in Lake Joanna
Bushland Tracks Improved
Play Equipment for Older Children
Maps at Entrances
More Arbours
Artwork
Dog Bags
More Plants
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# of Respondents
38
18
9
9
8
8
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Question 18: Are there any areas where you feel unsafe when visiting the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens? If yes, please specify details.

Coded Theme
# of Respondents
No
77
Unlit Areas
15
Western / Creek Side (unlit)
11
Northern End of Gardens
5
Dogs
4
Upper Bush Track
3
Crossing Creek on Froomes
Road Bridge
3
Recent Lighting
Improvements Credited
3
Acorns and Other Debris on
Walking Paths
2
Pedestrian Crossings of Main
Roads
2
At Night (General)
2
Public Toilets
1
Car Park Exits onto Main
Roads
1
Trees
1
Bikes
1
Winter Path Wetness /
Dressing
1
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Question 19: Are there any particular plants or types of planting you would add to the
gardens?

Coded Theme
# of Respondents
No
33
Very Happy with Staff / Planting Program
16
Native Plants
12
Indigenous Plants
9
Heritage Emphasis / Classic Palette
8
Bulbs
6
Herbs / Vegetables
5
More Flowers
5
Perennials
4
Butterfly / Bee / Bird Attracting
4
"Not More Natives"
3
Specific Ornamentals
3
Colour
3
Scented
2
Cacti
2
Native Foods
2
More Roses
2
More Signs / Labels
2
Seasonal
2
Educational
2
"Leave as is"
1
Entrance Renewal
1
Replant Lost Trees
1
Fernery
1
Rare / Exotic
1
Prefer Grass and Trees
1

Question 20: How do you rate the appearance of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?

Answer Choices

Responses

Excellent - no improvements required

44.27%

58

Good - some improvements could be made

51.91%

68

Poor - needs improvement

1.53%

2

Don't know

2.29%

3

Answered

131

Skipped

15
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Question 21: How do you rate the accessibility and ease of movement in and around the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens? i.e. For visitors with disabilities, prams, wheelchairs,
older people.
Answer Choices

Responses

Excellent - no improvements required

38.93%

51

Good - some improvements could be made

48.85%

64

Poor - needs improvement

3.82%

5

Don't know

8.40%

11

Answered

131

Skipped

15
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Question 22: Are there any particular areas that should be changed to maximise
accessibility and ease of movement for visitors? For example, BBQs, toilets, playground,
car parks, lighting, etc.

Coded Theme
Lighting
Water on Path / Flood Damage / Path Maintenance
Safety of Road Crossings
Northern Bridge Access to Flora and Fauna Reserve
Gravel Path Surface
More Parking
More Toilets
Exits from Carparks
Washroom Complaints / Features
Pedestrian Ramps from Car Parks
Accessibility of Existing Bridges
More Picnic Tables
Accessible Seating and Tables
Woodchips at Playground
Sunshade at Playground
Ramp from Downes Road
Add Safety Bar on Rotunda Ramp
Recharge Points
Disabled Childrens Swing
Drinking Fountains
No Dogs
Signage re Accessible Routes / Options
Complaints re Rotunda Ramp
Lack of Paths to key features (Tea Rooms, Rose Garden)
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# of Respondents
19
7
7
6
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Question 23: How do you rate the information available about the history and contents of
the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
Answer Choices

Responses

Excellent - no improvements required

16.79%

22

Good - some improvements could be made

59.54%

78

Poor - needs improvement

12.21%

16

Don't know

11.45%

15

Answered

131

Skipped

15
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Question 24: Where would you look for information about the gardens? (select all that
apply)

Answer Choices

Responses

Signage

84.73%

111

Brochures / walking maps

35.11%

46

Organised tours

10.69%

14

Online - Council website

27.48%

36

Online - search engines / other websites

24.43%

32

Visitor information centre

26.72%

35

Other (please describe)

9.92%

13

Answered

131

Skipped

15
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Question 25: How important is it to you that trees and plants in the gardens are identified
with signage? Choose from one of the following

Answer Choices

Responses

Very important - I routinely look for botanical signs

43.51%

57

Somewhat important - I will read botanical signs if I notice them

41.98%

55

Not important - botanical signage is not relevant to my use of the
gardens

12.98%

17

Don't know

1.53%

2

Answered

131

Skipped

15
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Question 26: How important is it that the gardens include and display special plant
collections or other scientific or conservation programs?

Answer Choices

Responses

Very important

40.46%

53

Somewhat
important

40.46%

53

Not important

14.50%

19

Don't know

4.58%

6

Answered

131

Skipped

15
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Question 27: What are the things you enjoy the most about the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens? (rank in order from most enjoyable (1) to least enjoyable (7)).

Question 28: In a few words, please describe the best thing about the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens.

A variety of responses was received, many mentioning that the Gardens is a peaceful, pleasant
and/or relaxing place to be/to walk. Other responses include; the mature trees, the lake, historical
garden and atmosphere and the staff.
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Question 29: In a few words what could be changed or most improved at the gardens?

Question 30: Overall, what do you see as the role of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
(select all that apply)
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Answer Choices

Responses

Botanical space - plant collection and nature reserve

69.84%

88

Historical space - a treasured reminder of Castlemaine's history
and heritage

52.38%

66

Quiet space - ornamental public space for quiet contemplation
and enjoyment

73.81%

93

Active space - many visitors and personal activities, including
active recreational pursuits

61.90%

78

Civic space - outdoor venue for formal public gatherings, festivals
and events

50.00%

63

Other (please describe)

17.46%

22

Answered

126

Skipped

20
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Question 31: What do you think is the most important area or areas for improvement of
the gardens? (select all that apply)

Answer Choices

Responses

Aesthetic appeal / ornamental gardens

49.60%

62

Educational / scientific program

28.80%

36

Active recreational facilities and access

35.20%

44

Heritage conservation and historical reference

44.80%

56

Arts and culture program

21.60%

27

Other (please describe)

23.20%

29

Answered

125

Skipped

21
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Question 32: Would you be interested in opportunities to volunteer at the gardens?
Answer
Choices

Responses

Yes

32.54%

41

No

67.46%

85

Answered

126

Skipped

20

Question 33: If yes, what volunteer opportunities would interest you? (select all that
apply)

Answer Choices

Responses

Tour guide

17.54%

10

Educational programming (classes / theme walks)

19.30%

11

Information kiosk

22.81%

13

Garden maintenance

31.58%

18

Friends group / Advisory Committee

33.33%

19

Other (please describe)

35.09%

20

Answered

57

Skipped

89
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Question 34: What private commercial uses of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens do you
think would be acceptable? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices

Responses

Small vendors (food and drink)

72.97%

81

Small vendors (arts and crafts)

33.33%

37

Outdoor fitness classes

63.06%

70

Private events (eg. weddings)

61.26%

68

Commercial events and festivals (eg. food and drink events)

55.86%

62

Answered

111

Skipped

35

Question 35: Are there any other potential uses of the gardens that should be considered?
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57% of people surveyed responded to this question.12% of respondents answered ‘no’; 5% of
respondents said that the Gardens should not be used for commercial purposes or for events eg.
weddings, funerals.
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Castlemaine Botanical Gardens User Survey results.
Question 1
Where do you live?
Answer Choices
Castlemaine
Mount Alexander Shire (but not in Castlemaine)
An adjoining shire
Elsewhere
Please add your postcode

Responses
75.34%
19.18%
3.42%
2.05%

110
28
5
3
80
146
0

Answered
Skipped

Where do you live?
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%

50.00%
40.00%
Responses

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

0.00%
Castlemaine

Mount Alexander An adjoining shire
Shire (but not in
Castlemaine)

Elsewhere

Question 2

My age range is:
Answer Choices
1-14
15-24
25-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80+
Prefer not to say

Responses
2.74%
0.68%
13.70%
21.92%
14.38%
30.82%
12.33%
2.05%
1.37%
Answered
Skipped

4
1
20
32
21
45
18
3
2
146
0

My age range is:
35.00%

30.00%
25.00%

20.00%
15.00%

Responses

10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

1-14

15-24

25-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

Prefer
not to
say

Question 3

How often do you visit the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
Answer Choices
Daily
At least once per week
At least once per month
Seasonally
Yearly
Did not visit in the past year

Responses
17.48%
52.45%
21.68%
6.99%
0.70%
0.70%
Answered
Skipped

25
75
31
10
1
1
143
3

How often do you visit the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%

Responses

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Daily

At least
once per
week

At least
once per
month

Seasonally

Yearly

Did not visit
in the past
year

Question 4

When are you most likely to visit the gardens?
Answer Choices
Responses
Weekday - morning 34.97%
Weekday - daytime
25.17%
Weekday - evening
6.99%
Weekend
26.57%
Holiday
0.00%
Don't know
6.29%
Answered
Skipped

50
36
10
38
0
9
143
3

When are you most likely to visit the
gardens?
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%

25.00%
20.00%
Responses

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%

0.00%
Weekday - Weekday - Weekday - Weekend
morning
daytime
evening

Holiday

Don't know

Question 5
Results are reflected in responses for question 6.

Question 6

Answer Choices
Garden viewing
Quiet walk / stroll
Meet friends / family
Active / fitness recreation - personal
Fitness recreation - organised group or event
Children's play
Picnic / barbecue
Dog-walking
Bird watching / nature experience
Cultural / community activities or events
Other (please describe)

Responses
59.44%
69.23%
49.65%
48.25%
15.38%
37.06%
38.46%
32.87%
33.57%
30.77%
12.59%
Answered
Skipped

85
99
71
69
22
53
55
47
48
44
18
143
3

What activities do you participate in at the
gardens? (select all that apply)
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses

Question 7
Does your typical visit to the gardens involve other nearby places? (If yes, select all that apply)
Answer Choices
No
Pool
Hospital
Sunken oval
Castlemaine CBD
The Mill Castlemaine
Caravan Park
Other (please describe)

Responses
42.66%
6.99%
4.20%
6.29%
19.58%
34.27%
0.00%
13.99%
Answered
Skipped

61
10
6
9
28
49
0
20
143
3

Does your typical visit to the gardens
involve other nearby places? (If yes,
select all that apply)
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Responses

Question 8
Which entrance do you prefer to use to access the gardens?
Answer Choices
Main entrance - iron gates near rail crossing
South west entrance - opposite Das Kaffeehaus
East entrance - car park opposite the Tea Rooms
East entrance - car parks opposite the playground
North entrances
Western entrances - over the creek bridges

Responses
24.11%
19.86%
11.35%
26.95%
9.22%
8.51%
Answered
Skipped

34
28
16
38
13
12
141
5

Which entrance do you prefer to use to
access the gardens?
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%

Responses

0.00%
Main
South west
East
East
North
Western
entrance - entrance - entrance - entrance - entrances entrances iron gates opposite
car park
car parks
over the
near rail
Das
opposite
opposite
creek
crossing Kaffeehaus the Tea
the
bridges
Rooms playground

Question 9

How do you most typically get to the gardens?
Answer Choices
Drive
Walk/run
Cycle
Other (please desribe)

Responses
58.74%
30.77%
5.59%
4.90%
Answered
Skipped

84
44
8
7
143
3

How do you most typically get to the
gardens?
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%

40.00%
30.00%

Responses

20.00%
10.00%

0.00%
Drive

Walk/run

Cycle

Other (please
desribe)

Question 10

How interested are you in educational opportunities at the gardens?
For example gardening / ecology / environmental topics?
Answer Choices
Responses
Very interested
29.58%
Somewhat interested
38.73%
Not interested
23.24%
Don't know
8.45%
Answered
Skipped

42
55
33
12
142
4

How interested are you in educational
opportunities at the gardens? For
example gardening / ecology /
environmental topics?
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Responses

Very interested

Somewhat
interested

Not interested

Don't know

Question 11
How interested are you in the history of the gardens?
Answer Choices
Responses
Very interested
37.76%
Somewhat interested
50.35%
Not interested
9.79%
Don't know
2.10%
Answered
Skipped

54
72
14
3
143
3

How interested are you in the history of
the gardens?
60.00%
50.00%

40.00%
30.00%
Responses

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Very interested

Somewhat
interested

Not interested

Don't know

Question 12

How interested are you in cultural or community events at the gardens
(eg. art / theatre / music / other performances)?
Answer Choices
Responses
Very interested
41.96%
Somewhat interested
37.06%
Not interested
16.78%
Don't know
4.20%
Answered
Skipped

60
53
24
6
143
3

How interested are you in cultural or
community events at the gardens (eg. art
/ theatre / music / other performances)?
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%

Responses

15.00%

10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Very interested

Somewhat
interested

Not interested

Don't know

Question 13

How interested are you in active recreational opportunities at the gardens
(eg. walk / run / yoga / fitness classes)?
Answer Choices
Responses
Very interested
41.96%
Somewhat interested
28.67%
Not interested
27.97%
Don't know
1.40%
Answered
Skipped

60
41
40
2
143
3

How interested are you in active
recreational opportunities at the gardens
(eg. walk / run / yoga / fitness classes)?
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%

Responses

15.00%

10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Very interested

Somewhat
interested

Not interested

Don't know

Question 14

What area of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens do you visit the most?
Answer Choices
Lake Joanna and south gardens
Perimeter walking path
Children's play space
Flora and fauna reserve / bushland area
Other (please describe)

Responses
13.29%
55.24%
17.48%
3.50%
10.49%
Answered
Skipped

19
79
25
5
15
143
3

What area of the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens do you visit the most?
60.00%

50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%

Responses

10.00%
0.00%
Lake Joanna
and south
gardens

Perimeter Children's play Flora and Other (please
walking path
space
fauna reserve describe)
/ bushland
area

Question 15
Q: Do you have a favourite tree or group of trees in the gardens? If so, tell us about it.

Respondents most frequently mentioned the ‘huge Oak’ or ‘Royal Oak’, playground Oak/cubby tree/Folk
of the Faraway Oak and Indian Bean Tree. Less frequent responses include; Cork Oaks, Camperdown
Elms, ‘all the trees’, Stone Pine and Spotted gum.

Question 16
What features or facilities are important to your use of the gardens? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices
Public toilets
Barbecues
Picnic tables
Seating
Water fountains
Children's play space
Parking
Other (please describe)

Responses
79.02%
36.36%
46.85%
56.64%
41.96%
44.06%
48.25%
32.87%
Answered
Skipped

113
52
67
81
60
63
69
47
143
3

What features or facilities are important to
your use of the gardens? (select all that
apply)
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses

Question 17: Are there any facilities missing from the gardens that would improve your experience?

Coded Theme
Nothing Needed
Drinking Fountains
Exercise Stations
Coffee Stand
Rubbish Bins
More Seats
Picnic / BBQ Cover and Facilities
More / Better Lighting
Reinstated Tea Rooms
Pedestrian Crossing
Dog Off-Leash Park
Playground Shade
Better Paths
Dog Fountain
High / Accessible Seats
Northern Bridge over Creek
Bike Racks
Wayfinding Signage
Interpretive Signs
Access Ramps
Recharging Points
Water Feature in Lake Joanna
Bushland Tracks Improved
Play Equipment for Older Children
Maps at Entrances
More Arbours
Artwork
Dog Bags
More Plants

# of Respondents
38
18
9
9
8
8
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Question 18: Are there any areas where you feel unsafe when visiting the Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens? If yes, please specify details.
Coded Theme
# of Respondents
No
77
Unlit Areas
15
Western / Creek Side (unlit)
11
Northern End of Gardens
5
Dogs
4
Upper Bush Track
3
Crossing Creek on Froomes
Road Bridge
3
Recent Lighting
Improvements Credited
3
Acorns and Other Debris on
Walking Paths
2
Pedestrian Crossings of Main
Roads
2
At Night (General)
2
Public Toilets
1
Car Park Exits onto Main
Roads
1
Trees
1
Bikes
1
Winter Path Wetness /
Dressing
1

Question 19: Are there any particular plants or types of planting you would add to the gardens?
Coded Theme
# of Respondents
No
33
Very Happy with Staff / Planting Program
16
Native Plants
12
Indigenous Plants
9
Heritage Emphasis / Classic Palette
8
Bulbs
6
Herbs / Vegetables
5
More Flowers
5
Perennials
4
Butterfly / Bee / Bird Attracting
4
"Not More Natives"
3
Specific Ornamentals
3
Colour
3
Scented
2
Cacti
2
Native Foods
2
More Roses
2
More Signs / Labels
2
Seasonal
2
Educational
2
"Leave as is"
1
Entrance Renewal
1
Replant Lost Trees
1
Fernery
1
Rare / Exotic
1
Prefer Grass and Trees
1

Question 20

How do you rate the appearance of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
Answer Choices
Responses
Excellent - no improvements required
44.27%
Good - some improvements could be made 51.91%
Poor - needs improvement
1.53%
Don't know
2.29%
Answered
Skipped

58
68
2
3
131
15

How do you rate the appearance of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
Responses

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Excellent - no
improvements
required

Good - some
improvements
could be made

Poor - needs
improvement

Don't know

Question 21

How do you rate the accessibility and ease of movement in and around the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
i.e. For visitors with disabilities, prams, wheelchairs, older people.
Answer Choices
Responses
Excellent - no improvements required
38.93%
Good - some improvements could be made 48.85%
Poor - needs improvement
3.82%
Don't know
8.40%
Answered
Skipped

51
64
5
11
131
15

How do you rate the accessibility and
ease of movement in and around the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens? i.e. For
visitors with disabilities, prams,
wheelchairs, older people.
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses

Excellent - no
improvements
required

Good - some
improvements
could be made

Poor - needs
improvement

Don't know

Question 22: Are there any particular areas that should be changed to maximise accessibility and ease of
movement for visitors? For example, BBQs, toilets, playground, car parks, lighting, etc.
Coded Theme
Lighting
Water on Path / Flood Damage / Path Maintenance
Safety of Road Crossings
Northern Bridge Access to Flora and Fauna Reserve
Gravel Path Surface
More Parking
More Toilets
Exits from Carparks
Washroom Complaints / Features
Pedestrian Ramps from Car Parks
Accessibility of Existing Bridges
More Picnic Tables
Accessible Seating and Tables
Woodchips at Playground
Sunshade at Playground
Ramp from Downes Road
Add Safety Bar on Rotunda Ramp
Recharge Points
Disabled Childrens Swing
Drinking Fountains
No Dogs
Signage re Accessible Routes / Options
Complaints re Rotunda Ramp
Lack of Paths to key features (Tea Rooms, Rose Garden)

# of Respondents
19
7
7
6
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Question 23

How do you rate the information available about the history and contents
of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
Answer Choices
Responses
Excellent - no improvements required
16.79%
Good - some improvements could be made 59.54%
Poor - needs improvement
12.21%
Don't know
11.45%
Answered
Skipped

22
78
16
15
131
15

How do you rate the information available
about the history and contents of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens?
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
Responses

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Excellent - no
improvements
required

Good - some
improvements
could be made

Poor - needs
improvement

Don't know

Question 24

Where would you look for information about the gardens? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices
Signage
Brochures / walking maps
Organised tours
Online - Council website
Online - search engines / other websites
Visitor information centre
Other (please describe)

Responses
84.73%
35.11%
10.69%
27.48%
24.43%
26.72%
9.92%
Answered
Skipped

111
46
14
36
32
35
13
131
15

Where would you look for information
about the gardens? (select all that apply)
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses

Question 25

How important is it to you that trees and plants in the gardens are identified with signage?
Choose from one of the following
Answer Choices
Responses
Very important - I routinely look for botanical signs
43.51%
Somewhat important - I will read botanical signs if I notice them
41.98%
Not important - botanical signage is not relevant to my use of the gardens
12.98%
Don't know
1.53%
Answered
Skipped

How important is it to you that trees and
plants in the gardens are identified with
signage? Choose from one of the
following
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

Responses

0.00%
Very important - I
Somewhat
Not important routinely look for important - I will botanical signage
botanical signs
read botanical is not relevant to
signs if I notice
my use of the
them
gardens

Don't know

57
55
17
2
131
15

Question 26

How important is it that the gardens include and display special
plant collections or other scientific or conservation programs?
Answer Choices
Responses
Very important
40.46%
Somewhat important 40.46%
Not important
14.50%
Don't know
4.58%
Answered
Skipped

53
53
19
6
131
15

How important is it that the gardens
include and display special plant
collections or other scientific or
conservation programs?
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Responses

Very important

Somewhat
important

Not important

Don't know

Question 27: What are the things you enjoy the most about the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens? (rank in
order from most enjoyable (1) to least enjoyable (7)).

Question 28: In a few words, please describe the best thing about the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens.
A variety of responses was received, many mentioning that the Gardens is a peaceful, pleasant and/or
relaxing place to be/to walk. Other responses include; the mature trees, the lake, historical garden and
atmosphere and the staff.
Question 29: In a few words what could be changed or most improved at the gardens?
Path Issues (wet, etc.)
Prefer No Changes
More Lighting
Dogs off-lead problems
More Seating
More Floral Plantings
More Irrigation
Better Pedestrian Crossings
Signage/Info (botanical / history)
Path/Bridge Accessibility
More Drinking Fountains
Tea Rooms Reinstated
Shade for Play Equipment
More Indigenous Plants
More Public Activities / Events
More Parking
Improve Bushland Tracks
Bushland Weed Control
Play Equipment (more/older)
Fishing Complaint
Fountain in Lake Joanna (aesthetics / water quality)
Glasshouse
Reopen Fish Hatchery
More Trees
Dog Off-Leash Area
Exercise Stations
Coffee
Signage (Way-finding, toilets, Rules)
Northwest Section Developed
Bridge to Northwest Section
More Rubbish Bins
Bird Info
Bike Riders (Negative)
Bike Parking (Positive)
Seating for Elderly
Stop Duck Feeding
Water Play Area
Protect from Public Events
More BBQs
Community Garden
Promote Dogs
Running/Walking Tracks
Fitness Classes
Replace Willows
Remove Roses
Improve Roses

15
12
9
9
9
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Question 30
Overall, what do you see as the role of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices
Responses
Botanical space - plant collection and nature reserve
69.84%
Historical space - a treasured reminder of Castlemaine's history and heritage
52.38%
Quiet space - ornamental public space for quiet contemplation and enjoyment
73.81%
Active space - many visitors and personal activities, including active recreational
61.90% pursuits
Civic space - outdoor venue for formal public gatherings, festivals and events
50.00%
Other (please describe)
17.46%
Answered
Skipped

88
66
93
78
63
22
126
20

Overall, what do you see as the role of the Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens? (select all that apply)
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%

50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
Responses

20.00%
10.00%

Respondents

0.00%

Response DateOther (please describe) Categories

1 Nov
05:44
allspace
of PM
the
Botanical space - Historical space - a Quiet space Active
space27
- 2017
Civic
- above
Other (please
plant collection
treasured
ornamental public many 2
visitors
and2017
outdoor
venue
Nov 27
05:25
Play
space
PMfor for describe)
children
and nature reserve
reminder of
space for quiet personal
activities,
formal
public
3 Nov 27 2017 05:13
Natural
PMspace - for birds and other fauna.
Castlemaine's contemplation and including active
gatherings,
4 Nov 27 2017 04:46
Nature
PM
reservation
history and
enjoyment
recreational
festivals and
5 Nov 27 2017 03:06
Memorial/remembrance
PM
space with chairs/sundials in memory of CBG livers
heritage
pursuits
events
6 Nov 27 2017 02:24
N/A PM

Question 31
What do you think is the most important area or areas for improvement of the gardens? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices
Aesthetic appeal / ornamental gardens
Educational / scientific program
Active recreational facilities and access
Heritage conservation and historical reference
Arts and culture program
Other (please describe)

Responses
49.60%
28.80%
35.20%
44.80%
21.60%
23.20%
Answered
Skipped

62
36
44
56
27
29
125
21

What do you think is the most important area
or areas for improvement of the gardens?
(select all that apply)
60.00%

50.00%
40.00%
30.00%

20.00%

Responses

10.00%
0.00%

Aesthetic Educational /
Active
Heritage
Arts and Other (please
Response culture
DateOther describe)
(please describe) Categories
appeal /Respondents
scientific
recreational conservation
ornamental
program
facilities and and1historical
program
Nov 27 2017
05:44
IthinkPM
the gardens are lovely as theya re so long as maintenance is always carried out, trees repalced in a timely fashion
gardens
access
reference
2 Nov 27 2017 05:13
TherePM
is a long-term issues to be addressed - maintaining the beauty & value of CBG in face of climate changes that alr

3 Nov 27 2017 04:28
Preventing
PM the spread of needle grasses and removing them and other environmental weeks in order to allow the restora

Question 32
Would you be interested in opportunities to volunteer at the gardens?
Answer Choices
Responses
Yes
32.54%
No
67.46%
Answered
Skipped

41
85
126
20

Would you be interested in opportunities
to volunteer at the gardens?
80.00%
70.00%

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

Responses

30.00%
20.00%

10.00%
0.00%
Yes

No

Question 33

If yes, what volunteer opportunities would interest you? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices
Tour guide
Educational programming (classes / theme walks)
Information kiosk
Garden maintenance
Friends group / Advisory Committee
Other (please describe)

Responses
17.54%
19.30%
22.81%
31.58%
33.33%
35.09%
Answered
Skipped

10
11
13
18
19
20
57
89

If yes, what volunteer opportunities would
interest you? (select all that apply)
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Responses

Question 34
What private commercial uses of the Castlemaine Botanical Gardens do you think would be acceptable? (select all that apply)
Answer Choices
Small vendors (food and drink)
Small vendors (arts and crafts)
Outdoor fitness classes
Private events (eg. weddings)
Commercial events and festivals (eg. food and drink events)

Responses
72.97%
33.33%
63.06%
61.26%
55.86%
Answered
Skipped

81
37
70
68
62
111
35

What private commercial uses of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens do you
think would be acceptable? (select all that
apply)
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses
Small vendors Small vendors
Outdoor
Private events Commercial
(food and
(arts and fitness classes (eg. weddings) events and
drink)
crafts)
festivals (eg.
food and drink
events)

Question 35: Are there any other potential uses of the gardens that should be considered?
57% of people surveyed responded to this question.12% of respondents answered ‘no’; 5% of
respondents said that the Gardens should not be used for commercial purposes or for events eg.
weddings, funerals.

Separate Attachment PEO 10A
Ordinary Meeting of Council 19 November 2019

Quarterly Annual Plan Report 2019/2020 - Q1
The Annual Plan outlines the actions for 2019/2020 that will implement priorities from
the Council Plan 2017-2021. It was adopted by Council on 16 July 2019.
This report provides a quarterly update on the progress of each action.
The actions have been presented under each of the pillars:

>> OUR PEOPLE
Population | Health | Wellbeing | Support | Resilience | Partnerships |
Social services | Connections
>> OUR PLACE
Buildings | Sport and recreation facilities | Roads | Footpaths | Drainage |
Trails | Playgrounds | Gardens | Natural environment | Waste | Recycling |
Heritage
>> OUR ECONOMY
Business | Economy | Jobs | Education | Creativity | Innovation | Tourism |
Culture | Events
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OUR PEOPLE
Population | Health | Wellbeing | Support | Resilience | Partnerships | Social services | Connections

Socially connected, safe and inclusive communities
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Neighbourhood
House Policy

Adopt a Neighbourhood House
Policy

Operating

31/01/2020

Commenced

15%

N/A

Project plan and scoping
has commenced.

Off-lead Dog
Park

Complete construction of an
off-lead dog park in Campbells
Creek.

$60,000

31/03/2020

Commenced

25%

Nil

High level costings and
timelines being developed
for further consideration.

Reconciliation
Action Plan

Create a Reconciliation Action
Plan in consultation with the
local indigenous community,
service providers and
Reconciliation Victoria.

Operating

31/12/2019

Commenced

55%

N/A

Undertaking a reassessment of the
approach to the
development of the
Reconciliation Action Plan
and re-consulting with
Reconciliation Australia as
to appropriate level to
achieve (i.e. Reflect or
Innovate).

Local services that support the needs of our community
Project
Name

Description

Budget

Target
Status
Completion
Date

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Healthy Heart
of Victoria

Deliver “Activation of
Infrastructure” projects

$300,000

30/06/2020

10%

Nil

Forest Street Pedestrian
Crossing Request for

Commenced
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Project
Name

Description

Budget

Target
Status
Completion
Date

Progress

% budget
consumed

(including construction of Forest
Street pedestrian crossing and
upgrade of Forest Creek Trail
from Duke St to Western
Reserve)

Comments

Tender has closed with
clarifications being
sought prior to evaluation
being finalised. Works
scheduled to be
completed by February
2020. Additional
infrastructure projects
are underway.

Healthy Heart
of Victoria

Deliver the 2019 Active Living
Census

Operating

31/12/2019

Completed

100%

N/A

Active Living Census
delivered across the
Shire in May and June
2019. Draft report of
collated results received
September 2019.

Middle Years
Plan

Adopt a Middle Years Plan

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

10%

N/A

Project plan and scoping
has commenced.

Health
Precinct

Deliver the Mount Alexander
Shire Health and Wellbeing
Precinct Master Plan

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

10%

N/A

Timing of master
planning process is
determined by the
Department of Health
and Human Services. A
consultant has been
engaged, an initial
meeting held with the
primary project partners
and more detailed
workshops have been
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Project
Name

Description

Budget

Target
Status
Completion
Date

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

scheduled for November
2019.
Child Friendly
Cities and
Communities
Charter

Adopt the Victorian Local
Governance Association
(VLGA) Child Friendly Cities
and Communities Charter

Operating

31/12/2019

Commenced

50%

N/A

Recommendation to
adopt the Victorian Local
Governance Association
(VLGA) Child Friendly
Cities and Communities
Charter will be presented
to Councillors in
November 2019.

Improved health and wellbeing
Project
Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Aged Care
Reforms

Establish a position on aged
care services after 30 June
2020

$35,000

30/04/2020

Commenced

40%

Nil

Aged care review
underway.

Volunteer
Coordination

Facilitate all volunteer
coordinators in Council to
review policies and procedures
to ensure compliance with new
Australian Volunteer standards

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

5%

N/A

This has not progressed
over the quarter and is
being incorporated into
the Strategic Document
framework project.
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A welcoming place for all
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Housing and
Accommodation
Study

Complete a discussion paper
determining the needs of our
community after identifying
gaps in local housing options

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

60%

Nil

A draft report has been
prepared in
consultation with
Council and key
stakeholders, including
homelessness and
health service
providers. Shortlisting
of the nine identified
potential sites is
underway.

Castlemaine Infill
Development

Complete an Infill
Development Strategy and
Design Guidelines for
Castlemaine

Operating

30/06/2020

Not
Commenced

0%

N/A

Early work towards this
project will commence
late 2019 or early 2020.

Managing
volunteers during
emergencies

Develop a plan to ensure
appropriate coordination of
volunteers, particularly
spontaneous volunteers, in
the preparedness, response
and recovery phases of an
emergency event.

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

40%

N/A

Project plan and scope
re-commenced to
develop a Standard
Operating Procedure
for the Northern
Victorian Emergency
Management rather
than a stand-alone
plan.

Create resilient
communities

Develop and implement
Municipal Fire
Education/Engagement Plan
in partnership with Mount

Operating

31/12/2019

Commenced

80%

N/A

Draft Mount Alexander
Municipal Fire
Management Risk
Analysis Engagement
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Project Name

Description

Alexander Municipal Fire
Management Planning
Committee.

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Strategy is currently
being finalised.
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OUR PLACE
Buildings | Sport and recreation facilities | Roads | Footpaths | Drainage | Trails | Playgrounds | Gardens | Natural environment | Waste |
Recycling | Heritage

Well managed assets for now and into the future
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Small Town
Streetscapes

Construct and implement
elements of the Small
Town Streetscapes project,
in consultation with the
community planning groups
of Newstead, Campbells
Creek, Chewton, Guildford,
Taradale and Elphinstone

$248,411

30/06/2020

Commenced

30%

3%

Preliminary meetings with
community
representatives from all
small towns (except
Campbells Creek) have
been held. Broad priorities
have been captured and
scheduling of design and
construction components
is underway for
2019/2020 suite of
projects.

Asset
Management
Plans

Adopt Asset Management
Plans for bridges and
pathways

Operating

31/05/2020

Not
Commenced

0%

N/A

Revitalisation of
Harmony Way

Prepare a concept design
of Harmony Way, focusing
on the main intersection
with Market Street

$80,000

31/03/2020

Not
Commenced

0%

Nil

This project is related to
Plan Harcourt. An internal
workshop is required prior
to consolidating a brief for
release to market in
February 2020.
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Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Castlemaine
Library
Enhancement
Project

Deliver safety works to
create a flexible community
space that enhances the
library service and
programs

$404,000

31/12/2019

Commenced

90%

70%

Partially funded by the
Pick My Project grant
scheme. Works to
reconstruct the library
floor continue and are
scheduled for completion
end of October 2019. 250
letters printed on archival
paper will be placed in a
time capsule which is to
be buried as part of this
project.

Female Friendly
Facilities

Construct female friendly
facilities at Harcourt
Recreation Reserve

$673,400

30/09/2020

Not
Commenced

0%

Nil

Due to a delay in finalising
the design of the change
rooms, construction of
these facilities has been
delayed. Council officers
are working through
options to finalise a cost
effective design and
commence delivery.

Recreation
Reserve Master
Plans

Adopt the Camp Reserve
Master Plan

Operating

31/03/2020

Commenced

85%

N/A

A draft master plan
prepared in consultation
with the S86 Committee
was placed on public
exhibition for community
comment June-July 2019.
Feedback was diverse
and informative, Council
will consider the next
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Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

steps to finalise the
master plan at a future
meeting.
Castlemaine CBD
Streetscape
Design Works

Complete detailed design
works for the Castlemaine
Streetscape project.

$216,000

30/06/2020

On Hold

5%

Nil

Streetscape concept draft
plan finalised and to be
released for public
comment during October
2019. A design brief for
Frederick Street is
currently being drafted.

Depot feasibility
study

Undertake a feasibility
study and review options
for the current works
Depot.

$40,000

30/11/2019

Commenced

50%

Nil

A new site has been
identified and preliminary
due diligence is pending.
Further concept and cost
planning is then required.

A clean and green community
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Status
Completion
Date

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Urban Water
Design

Develop an Integrated
Water Management Plan
for Castlemaine

Operating

30/04/2020

Commenced

10%

N/A

Request for Quotation is
complete. Clarifications
being sought prior to
evaluation being finalised
and consultant engaged.

Landfill cell
rehabilitation /
capping

Commence capping and
rehabilitation of old landfill

$1,500,000

30/06/2020

Not
Commenced

0%

Nil

The existing cell is not full;
capping to be planned with
commencement dependant
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Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Status
Completion
Date

Progress

% budget
consumed

cells 4, 5 and 7 (multi-year
project)

Comments

on agreement with EPA of
the design.

Public place
recycling

Install public place
recycling bins in
Castlemaine

$20,000

31/01/2020

Not Due to
Start

0%

Nil

Not due to start until 2020.

Waste
Management
Model

Transition the Castlemaine
waste facility to an interim
transfer station

$145,000

31/01/2020

Commenced

80%

60%

Contract awarded with
expected completion
November 2019.

Carbon Neutrality

Develop a Carbon
Neutrality Roadmap to
achieve Council’s adopted
carbon neutrality targets.

Operating

31/12/2019

Ongoing

40%

N/A

A Councillor workshop was
completed in July and
confirmed via briefing back
to Councillors in October
2019. The Roadmap is
now being drafted.

Resource
Recovery Centre

Finalise the business case
of a new Resource
Recovery Centre at the
Castlemaine Waste Facility,
and subject to Council
approval, commence
implementation.

Operating

31/12/2019

Commenced

5%

N/A

A workshop was
undertaken with
Councillors in September
2019. The functional
requirements and
associated budget will then
be assessed (this calendar
year) prior to proceeding to
concept design to inform
the business case.
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Well planned for growth
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Settlement
Planning
Program

Complete a Settlement
Plan for Elphinstone

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

5%

N/A

Early work is underway for
this project, with officers
currently reviewing
background material and
preparing a full project
methodology and
engagement plan.

Harcourt
Development
Plan

Preparation of a Developer
Contribution Plan for
Harcourt.

$40,000

31/03/2020

Commenced

10%

Nil

Procurement for this project
will be undertaken in
October 2019, with
anticipated delivery by
March 2020. The project
will be delivered by a
consultant, under the
supervision of the Strategic
Planning unit.

Design
Guidelines

Preparation of updated
Maldon Design Guidelines.

Operating

31/03/2020

Commenced

75%

N/A

A full draft of the revised
Maldon Design Guidelines
has been prepared, and is
currently being reviewed by
Council and its Project
Advisory Group.
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OUR ECONOMY
Business | Economy | Jobs | Education | Creativity | Innovation | Tourism | Culture | Events

A creative and innovative economy
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Mount
Alexander
Business
Awards

Conduct the Mount
Alexander Business
Awards

Operating

31/12/2019

Commenced

40%

N/A

Award entries closing on 7
October 2019, with judging
process due to commence
mid-October 2019. Gala
ceremony scheduled for
early December 2019.

Shine Harcourt

Complete the plan to
identify and stimulate
economic opportunities
in Harcourt

Operating

31/10/2019

Commenced

90%

N/A

Draft Shine Harcourt
Leanganook report
completed. Shine Harcourt
and Plan Harcourt
documentation proposed
for public exhibition prior
to Christmas 2019.

Stanley Park
North Play
Space
Construction

Construct the Stanley
Park North play space

$366,000

30/06/2020

Not
Commenced

0%

1%

The public tender for the
design of an iconic
playground tower closes
early October 2019. Once
finalised the detailed
design of the playground
can be completed.
Construction of the
playground is scheduled to
occur in the second half of
2019/2020 financial year.
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Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Maldon
Streetscape
Project

Work with project
partners to develop the
business case, complete
detailed design and
identify funding
opportunities for the
Maldon Rejuvenation
Project.

$195,000

31/12/2019

Commenced

40%

Nil

Audit and quantity
surveying of selected
shopfronts and draft
economic assessment
completed. Schematic
design component of
project has been
incorporated into the
Maldon Civil Works design
tender, with funding
acquittal extended until
August 2020.

An innovative and sustainable organisation
Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

Order of Council

Adopt an Order of
Council for control of
animals in public places

Operating

31/03/2020

Commenced

10%

N/A

Council officers are
currently reviewing
background material and
designing the project
methodology to enable
the preparation of an
innovative Order of
Council.

Culture
Framework

Embed the staff Culture
Framework

Operating

30/06/2020

Commenced

40%

N/A

Teams across the
organisation have been
discussing ways to embed
the framework. Work
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Project Name

Description

Budget

Target
Completion
Date

Status

Progress

% budget
consumed

Comments

currently being
undertaken is: 1.
Surveying the staff about
naming the framework 2.
Surveying staff about how
the framework can fit into
the legal framework
(being the EBA).
Community
Engagement
Framework

Adopt a Community
Engagement Framework

Operating

31/05/2020

Started

60%

N/A

Draft Community
Engagement Plan
collated. Consultation with
key stakeholders to be
undertaken prior to
adoption.

Capital Works
Planning

Develop a five year
capital works plan

Operating

30/04/2020

Not Due to
Start

0%

N/A

Not scheduled to
commence until 2020.

Customer
Service Charter

Review our Customer
Service Charter

Operating

31/12/2019

Ongoing

80%

N/A

The Customer Service
Charter draft has been
drafted and will be
presented to Council in
November 2019.
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Separate Attachment ECO 47C
Ordinary Meeting of Council 19 November 2019

MOUNT ALEXANDER PLANNING SCHEME

Planning Application

Proposed dwelling in Farming Zone
Lot 1 on TP 741495
Cnr Eagles Road and McIvor Road, Harcourt North
Prepared for

Malcolm Burrows

PLANIT urban design and planning
with
Archaeo-Environments P/L

July 2019

Planning Application

20 Pine Street

This Document has been cleared as follows:
Person

Position

Document #

Date

David Robb

Principal/Project Manager

MB#01

19 June 2019

Signed:

Principal, PLANIT Urban Design & Planning
PO Box 852 Castlemaine VIC Australia 3450
planit@netcon.net.au
www.planiturbandesign.com.au

Planning Application

20 Pine Street
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1.

PROPOSAL SUMMARY

The site is located at the south-west corner of Eagles Road and McIvor Road Harcourt North.
The property is also described as Lot 1 on TP 741495. The lot is irregular in its shape along
its southern boundary.
The total area of the property is 9.417 hectares. Dimensions of the McIvor Road and Eagles
Road boundaries are 432.91 metres and 192.42 metres respectively.
There are easements along the northern and western boundaries. The 10 metre easement
along the northern boundary is land acquired by Coliban Water as an easement for a pipeline
for water supply. The easement along the western boundary which varies in width up to 7.52
metres was created as an electricity easement by the former State Electricity Commission of
Victoria.
A small area of land at the north-west corner of the property is within an area of cultural
heritage sensitivity under the Aboriginal heritage Regulations 2018.
The subject land is zoned Farming. The property is not affected by any planning scheme
overlays.
The property was formerly used and farmed as an apple orchard. The orchard was retired in
2017.
Land within the north-west corner was in use as a site office during construction of the
Harcourt Works (Coliban Water). These works caused surface disturbance works across an
area in excess of 1ha.
The planning application is for the construction of a dwelling to be used in conjunction with
agriculture. A dwelling envelope is proposed at the north west corner of the property.
The planning application is supported with a Land Capability Assessment (LCA) and farm/land
management plan. The land capability assessment has been prepared on the basis of a four
bedroom dwelling. The proposed wastewater envelope (600m2) is situated east of the
dwelling envelope.
The Land/Farm management plan identifies areas within the property for agricultural
enterprises such as minor grazing, fodder production, specialized horticulture, local flower
growing, honey production or free-range poultry can be undertaken. Parts of the property
(wetter areas, locally treed areas) should not be put under full time production.
Onsite management will reduce weeds and increase local biodiversity.
Reticulated power is available via existing power infrastructure along McIvor Road.
Floorplans and elevations of the dwelling and converted shed are submitted with the planning
application.
The proposal is consistent with State and local planning policies, in particular those concerned
with agricultural land, protection of water quality, rural and landscape character, bushfire and
biodiversity
•
•

•

Agricultural diversity and sustainable use of the land can be achieved by the proposed
mixed farming activities.
A dwelling would support the use of the land for mixed farming and ongoing land
management including additional revegetation, removal of weeds and retention and
protection of remnant native vegetation.
Agricultural activities on adjacent land will not be affected by the proposal. Properties
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•

•
•

to the south are are used and developed for rural residential purposes.
The location of the proposed dwelling satisfies the minimum seperation distance of
300 metres to an adjacent horticultural use specified in Local policy 22.05 (Spray
drift). A viticultural enterprise is situated approximately 500 metres to the north.
Wastewater can be managed safely. Energy and water supply will be harvested on
site. Reticulated electricity is available.
The siting of the proposed dwelling at the north-west corner of the lot maximizes land
available for mixed farming. The single storey dwelling at this location and setback a
distance of 30 metres from McIvor Road should not cause ant adverse impact on the
rural landscape.

Zoning map showing Farming zoning of the subject property
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Plan showing cultural heritage sensitive area across the northern
property at the north-west corner. A single dwelling is an exempt activity
under Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018

View to east across gentle sloping land at centre of
lot. Mt Alexander in the distance

View to west. Proposed dwelling envelope on
elevated part of site in distance
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2.

THE SITE AND ITS CONTEXT

The 9.417 hectare property is located approximately 3 km from Harcourt township and 2.5 km
from the Calder Highway, now known as Harmony Way.
The property slopes toward the east. A watercourse (Trust Channel) flows along the southeast boundary of the property. Barkers Creek Dam lies about 350m to the east and Barkers
Creek lies about 300m to the south-east. A dam is situated at the south-east of the property.
The property falls within the Granite Harcourt Land Management Unit (LMU). This LMU is
described in the Mount Alexander Rural Land Study (Enplan 2014) as “…undulating to gently
undulating with slopes of 2-8%. Small orcharding properties …Largely cleared of native
vegetation for orcharding (with) moderate – high rural population density. Existing irrigation
infrastructure to be upgraded to pressurised pipeline.”
The pressurised pipeline is now in operation. Land use in this LMU has predominantly been
irrigated horticulture, mainly apple orcharding, though many properties have retired from
orcharding. The Rural Land Study identifies “.. potential for increased agricultural production
with the availability of pressurized irrigation delivery and more assured water supply.”
The Rural Land Study identifies land within this broad LMU as having a moderate agricultural
quality classification. In discussion about the moderate classification in the Harcourt area, the
Study explains that “….access to surface and groundwater irrigation water increases the
range of available enterprise options, and enables more intensive production. However this
generally requires capital investment in infrastructure and plant and equipment, and potentially
the development of different management skills.”
The land generally falls from the north-west to the south-east with the Trust Channel near
parts of the southern boundary.
There are no designated watercourses on the property. There is a clear drainage pathway
from the mid north to the dam in the south. There is also a southerly pathway through the
treed area in the mid-east (to the pond).
Drainage depressions on the property tend to direct runoff to the on-site dam and towards the
Trust Channel. The depressions are not DELWP-mapped.
There are stands of native eucalypts including Yellow Box, River Red Gums and Manna Gums
to the east of the property and within the environs of the Trust channel.
The property is fenced along its boundaries. Fences are generally in good condition.
An area at the north-west corner of the property was previously in use as a site office during
construction of the Harcourt Works (Coliban Water). These works caused surface disturbance
works across an area in excess of 1ha.
Ecological vegetation classes on the property and surrounding area are Low Rises Grassy
Woodland and Granatic Grassy Woodland (EVC 175) and Red Gum Swamp (EVC 292).
McIvor Road and Eagles Road are major sealed rural roads servicing Harcourt and North
Harcourt areas.
There are several dwellings in the adjacent area particularly to the south, including dwellings
on previously excised house lots that are less than 0.4ha. There are 8 dwellings within 500
metres of the subject property. With the exception of the allotments less than 0.4 ha, allotment
and tenement sizes vary from 3.5 ha to 27 ha. There are several allotments/tenements less
than 4.0ha.
There is no potable water supply to the site. Reticulated power is available.
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Schematic map showing lot and tenement sizes (hectares) in vicinity of the
subject property. Boundaries and lot/tenement sizes are approximate

Map showing number & distribution of dwellings in area surrounding the subject property
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3.

PLANNING SCHEME PROVISIONS

Relevant State and local planning policies are summarized below. The proposal is assessed
against these policies in Section 5.

3.1

State planning policies

12.01 Biodiversity
Ensure decision making takes into account impacts of land use and development on
biodiversity.
13.02 Bushfire planning
Strengthen the resilience of settlements and communities to bushfire through risk-based
planning that prioritises the protection of human life..
14.01 Agriculture
•
•

Protect productive farmland of local or regional strategic significance
Directing housing into existing settlements

14.02-1S Catchment planning and management
•
•
•
•
•

Protect and restore of catchments, waterways, water bodies, groundwater
Retain natural drainage corridors with vegetated buffer zones.
Ensure works at or near waterways provide for protection and enhancement of the
environmental qualities of waterways and their instream uses.
Ensure land use and development proposals minimise nutrient contributions to
waterways and water bodies and the potential for the development of algal blooms.
Require the use of appropriate measures to restrict sediment discharges from
construction sites.

14.02-2S Water quality
•
•

•

Protect reservoirs, water mains and local storage facilities from potential
contamination.
Ensure that land use activities are sited and managed to minimise such discharges
and to protect the quality of surface water and groundwater resources, rivers,
streams, wetlands, estuaries and marine environments.
Prevent the establishment of incompatible land uses in aquifer recharge or saline
discharge areas and in potable water catchments.

3.2

Zones And Overlays

35.07

Farming Zone

The site is zoned Farming. Objectives of the Zone include:
•
•
•
•
•

To provide for the use of land for agriculture.
To encourage the retention of productive agricultural land.
To ensure that non-agricultural uses, including dwellings, do not adversely affect the
use of land for agriculture.
To encourage the retention of employment and population to support rural
communities.
To encourage use and development of land based on comprehensive and sustainable
land management practices and infrastructure provision.
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Pursuant to Clause 35.07-01 a planning permit is not required for a dwelling on a lot that is not
less than 40 hectares.
At Clause 35.07-2 applications for the construction of a dwelling must meet requirements
which relate to site access, wastewater treatment, water supply and electricity supply.
Clause 35.07-6 includes decision guidelines that the responsible authority must consider in
relation to the construction of a dwelling. These include issues concerned with agriculture,
impacts from non-agricultural uses, impacts of a dwelling, potential environmental impacts and
design and siting of the proposed dwelling.

3.3

Local planning policies

21.04-1 Biodiversity
•

Protect remnant native vegetation on privately owned land.

•

Protect native fauna and its habitat.

•

Improve the conservation status of native fauna and flora in the Shire, especially the
most threatened species.

21.04-2 Significant Landscapes
•

Recognise and protect landscapes of environmental, scenic, social and cultural
heritage importance from inappropriate development.

•

Ensure the sensitive siting of buildings and other structures having regard to the
protection of prominent ridgelines, significant views and areas of remnant vegetation.

21.04-3

Rural and Landscape Character

§ Ensure that the use and development of rural land does not detract from the
appearance and character of the area.
§ Considering the following as appropriate when deciding on an application for the
development of land in a rural zone:

21.05
•

−

The effect on views of the road or natural landscape.

−

Whether natural topographical features will be used to screen the development.

−

Whether the proposed development abuts an existing township.

−

The form, height, colours and finishes of the proposed development.

−

The setbacks of nearby development.

Environmental risks
Increase resilience to impacts of climate change, reduce erosion and salinity risks in
regards to soil quality and to effectively manage bushfire risk including to direct
development to lower risk areas.

21.06-1 Protection of agricultural land
•

Protect the land and water resources relied upon by agriculture.

•

Discourage the development of dwellings in areas of moderate agricultural land
quality.

•

Encourage the consolidation of existing titles to maintain the viability of farming uses.
Strategy
Discourage the development of dwellings in areas of moderate agricultural land
quality unless they are directly linked to and will benefit an agricultural use.

•
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21.06-2 Sustainable agricultural land use
•

Minimise potential amenity impacts between agricultural uses and rural lifestyle or
other sensitive uses.

•

Discourage the use and development of land that could create conflict with existing
agricultural activities through consideration of noise, dust, odour, spray drift or hours
of operation.

•
•

Encourage agricultural diversity.
Promote opportunities for new farming enterprises to incorporate innovative
technologies and use of land.
Encourage farm management practices that are sustainable and reflect the optimal
use of the land.

•

21.06-3 Water
•

Improve water quality and waterway health, protect native vegetation and encourage
appropriate revegetation

•

Ensure that residential densities in unsewered small settlements and townships take
into account effluent disposal limitations.

22.05

Spray Drift

This local policy includes objectives to locate new sensitive uses so that the impact of
agricultural chemical spray drift on amenity and health is avoided or limited, ensure adequate
assessment is made of the possible impact of agricultural chemical spray drift and to ensure
adequate measures are taken to avoid or limit the effects of spray drift of chemicals.
It is policy to:
•

•

•

Advertise all applications to use and develop land for the purpose of a dwelling
adjacent to an established horticultural land use or located within an established
horticultural area.
Discourage residential development, sensitive agricultural uses and other uses that
may be affected by agricultural chemical spray drift unless they are located such that
chemical spray drift does not adversely affect community public health and safety or
include measures to mitigate adverse effects from chemical spray drift.
Maintain a minimum separation distance between dwellings and agricultural land of
300 metres. This distance may be reduced or increased depending on the
environmental and topographical features of land separating the dwelling from the
agricultural land use.
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4.

PROPOSED USE AND DEVELOPMENT

4.1

Proposed Dwelling

The proposed dwelling envelope is located on a cleared land at north-west corner of the
property. The dwelling envelope is setback 12m from the eastern boundary and 35m from
northern and McIvor Road boundary.
The area of the planned building envelope on a gentle hillcrest in the north-west corner was
used as a site office and storage area during construction of Coliban Water pipeline works
between 2015-17 and soils have been disturbed in part.
The proposed dwelling envelope is 30.0 m x 30.0m. The single storey 3 bedroom dwelling will
have external weatherboard clad walls. The roof will be colourbond in charcoal grey. The
gable style roof will have a pitch of 20 degrees.
A floor plan and elevation drawings of the proposed dwelling have been submitted with the
planning application.

4.2

Vehicle Access

The dwelling will be accessed via the existing gate and driveway entry at McIvor Road. The
driveway will be maintained at a 3.5 metre width and to an all-weather standard. The driveway
will have a gravel surface.

4.3

Wastewater management

The Land Capability Assessment Report (Archaeo-Environments P/L 2018) concludes that the
proposal for dwelling and installation of an onsite domestic wastewater system poses a fair
land capability risk rating.
The land capability assessment has been prepared on the basis of a four bedroom dwelling
with an estimated daily water use of 750 litres/day.
An area suitable for a wastewater envelope is located on upper slopes to the east of the
building envelope. The wastewater envelope is 600m2 in area and lies on 2-3% slopes within
an area of disturbed sandy loam soils of moderate-high subsoil drainage. The nominated
wastewater envelope can accommodate both a primary and reserve wastewater field.
The wastewater envelope lies more than 100m from any waterways or water bodies and is
well set back from boundary fencelines and adjoining land uses.
The assessed environmental risk indicates that residential development on this land will need
low-management programs in place to address various issues, particularly on-site domestic
wastewater treatment & disposal.
Given the fair environmental risk, but notably constraints with shallow soil and bedrock depth,
a secondary waste water treatment system is recommended.
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View to north-west corner of property and
general location of dwelling envelope

4.4

View to west across gentle 2-3% slopes and proposed
wastewater envelope

Infrastructure

The property is fenced. Some sections of fencing are in poor condition and will need to be
replaced. There is a stock-loading ramp at the NW corner of the property. There is however,
no yarding associated with this loading ramp.
There is a small dam near to the southern boundary of the property. The dam would need to
be enlarged to
Reticulated power supply can be made available to the dwelling from an existing power box.
The dwelling site has good solar access providing opportunities for solar photovoltaic panels
to be installed on the roof of the proposed dwelling.
Domestic water supply will be provided from rainwater tanks.

4.5

Farm and land management

A farm and land management report and plan is submitted with the planning application. The
following discussion summarises the components of the farm management plan.
Land at the western part of the property was previously used as a Coliban Water depot. Soil
surfaces are significantly disrupted requiring inputs of labour, resources & time to bring this
area back into production.
Areas to the south near the dam are low-lying and tree covered. The drainage pathway at the
centre of the property includes is well treed with eucalypts.
The farm management plan identifies mixed farming opportunities such as fodder cropping,
together with horticulture, vegetables, and native gardens

Animal Production
This property may have been grazed with cattle in the past. Future grazing would require
pasture upgrading including surface working, weed control, fertilizing and over-sowing to
improve composition. Stocking rates should be kept low - possibly <1/Ha.
Parts of the boundary fencing will need to be improved. Some form of internal fencing to
reduce stock access to the treed drainage depression in the mid east is also required.
Furthermore some internal fencing is necessary to create paddocks for pasture resting and
separation of breeding animals.
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It is recommended that grazing not be undertaken until pastures have been upgraded with a
good cover to protect the soils. It is advisable to restrict grazing at particular times of the year.
Some poultry could be run with secure fences and night pens and supplementary feeding. Egg
and meat production could be undertaken with a small flock of free-range hens, ducks or
geese, with minimum impact on soil surfaces and indigenous vegetation.

Fodder Conservation
In good seasons it may be possible to cut hay. However the land will need to be prepared with
weed eradication, followed by preparation to remove the rough character, followed by seeding
and fertilizing. Maintaining and harvesting productive pastures would involve ongoing inputs.
Topography and climatic conditions here could support good pasture production.
Theoretically most of the property could have a good establishment of pasture (including the
western parts following rehabilitation post-Coliban Water activities). Fodder production could
support local grazing enterprises. Intermittent onsite seasonal grazing could be part of a
fodder conservation program on this property.

Horticulture
Horticulture has been established and carried out over a number of years on the property.
Areas in the east which were not used in the past could be used for horticulture in the future. A
water supply appears to be already available. As well as the local proven horticulture, hardy
trees with low summertime water needs (such as some olive and nut trees) could be
considered.
Fruit trees and vines generally require regularly pruning, fertilizing, mulching, spraying,
watering over summer and netting. It can take a number of years post-planting before any
useful production occurs.
Vegetable production would be possible across most of the property including the uplands and
sideslopes.

Wildflower production
Wildflower farming can be undertaken. Growing indigenous vegetation would reduce water
needs. Flowers could be selected to do well with minimum support on the different parts of the
properties.
Some South African plants such as leucospermum, leucodendrum and proteas could also be
considered but may have to be restricted to the higher better areas following landscaping to
remove the rough surface character.
Local species such as fringe myrtle, hop bush, silver banksia and grevillea could be grown on
higher areas and slopes with river bottlebrush and woolly tea-tree in lower parts. These are all
permanent species. Annuals such as paper daisies could also be sown.

Other
As an ancillary activity to both timber or wild flower production, beehives could be considered.

Time Line
The farm management plan sets out a suggested time line to bring the land into production
based on the mixed farming opportunities identified in the farm management plan report.
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5.

ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL

The proposal is assessed against the relevant State and local planning policies listed in
Section 3.

Protection of agricultural land and production
Loss of agricultural land will not be a consequence of the planning application. Agricultural
production will be increased through the proposed mixed farming activities.
The domestic living zone is to be situated at the north-west corner of the property. This are
was previously used as a site office and storage area during construction of Coliban Water
pipeline works. Soils have been disturbed in this area of the property.
The subject land is assigned with a moderate agricultural quality classification in the Mount
Alexander Rural Land Study (2014) and is capable of supporting grazing under moderate to
low stocking rates. Access to irrigation water increases opportunities for more intensive
production. The farm management plan identifies a range of agricultural enterprises such as
minor grazing, fodder production, specialized horticulture; local flower growing, honey
production or free-range poultry could be undertaken. Parts of the property (wetter areas,
locally treed areas) will not be put under full time production.
The mixed farming enterprises will support sustainable agricultural use of the land.
The property has not been in agricultural use since fruit orchards were retired. The
introduction of a range of farming activities discussed above, will deliver more economical and
viable agricultural land use.

Compatibility with adjacent land uses
The proposal for the construction of a dwelling in conjunction with the use of the land for
agricultural is compatible with adjacent land uses which include a mix of rural lifestyle on
smaller Farming zoned properties and smaller scale agricultural enterprises on properties that
range in size from 12 ha to 27 ha.
The general locality surrounding the subject property doe not comprise properties that are
farmed on a full time commercial basis. The area has undergone a transition rural living land
use with approval of dwellings on relatively smaller properties.
Properties on the north side of McIvor Road and east of Eagles Road which are under
irrigated horticulture will not be affected by the proposed dwelling and mixed farming uses.
These properties are situated considerable distances from the subject property.
The property used for viticulture to the north with access from Chellows Road is separated
from the proposed dwelling by a distance greater than the minimum distance specified in
Local Policy 22.05 (Spray Drift). The proposed dwelling would be approximately 520 metres
from the vineyard.

Potential off-site effects
Wastewater will be managed within the identified wastewater disposal envelope which is
located beyond the mandatory distances from waterways and dams.
There will be no impact on farming land use or operations on adjacent properties. An
additional dwelling in the locality will not impact the amenity of adjacent rural living uses.
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Water
Water quality of local creeks and wetland areas will be maintained with the positioning of the
wastewater envelope.
The natural condition and water quality of the Trust Channel and the local creek system will be
maintained and improved with retention of eucalypt trees, tree plantation proposals and
proposals to enhance the wetlands area shown on the farm/land management plan.
Access to irrigation water will assist with proposed farming and horticultural enterprises. The
existing dam will be retained. There is potential to enlarge the size of the dam.
Rainwater tank storage is proposed from the roof of the dwelling. Further rainwater harvesting
is possible with construction of sheds at a later date.

Access
All-weather access is available along McIvor Road. The existing gravel driveway will be
maintained to an all-weather standard with a minimum width of 3.5 metres.

Capability of the land
The LCA report concludes that the proposal for a 4BR dwelling and installation of an onsite
domestic wastewater system on gently sloping land poses a fair LCA risk rating. The
wastewater envelope occupies an area of 600m2 and meets mandatory setback requirements
from waterways. Given the fair environmental risk, the LCA report recommends a secondary
wastewater treatment system.
The capability of the land to support native flora and fauna will be improved with the proposed
enhancement of the wetland area and areas proposed for tree plantation.

Environment
Onsite management could reduce weeds,
The proposed dwelling will support environmental improvement including weed reduction and
management and revegetation. These environmental improvements will increase local
biodiversity.
Mature eucalypts will be retained. Removal of native vegetation is being avoided.
The LCA Report recommends a management program to ensure potential negative health and
environmental impacts associated with the proposed dwelling is minimised. Effluent will be
managed within property boundaries and to minimise impact of nutrient loads on waterways.

Design, siting and landscape character
The impact on the natural environment and rural landscape will be minimized by siting of the
dwelling adjacent to an existing roadway.
The siting of the proposed dwelling will not impact on surrounding land uses which comprise
rural residential and rural living.
The dwelling by virtue of its height, size, scale and building materials (timber weatherboard,
colourbond roofing) should blend with the rural landscape. The concentration of buildings and
infrastructure (water tanks, future vehicle access) in a single living zone will minimise visual
impact.
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Separate Attachment ECO 49A
Ordinary Meeting of Council 19 November 2019

Financial Management Report
For the period 1 July 2019 – 30 September 2019
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Executive Summary
30,000
26,426

26,431

25,000

20,000
000's

16,626
15,000

9,799

10,000

5,000

•
•
•
•
•

9,478

3,386

YTD Net
Budget

•

16,953

2,431

YTD Net YTD Budget YTD Actual YTD Budget YTD Actual YTD Capex YTD Capex
Actual
Revenue Revenue Expense Expense
Budget
Actual

Overall a positive year to date performance of a $16.95 million surplus, which is
$326,971 greater than the year to date budget.
Revenue is on budget.
Expenditure is $321,608 (3%) variance below the year to date budget.
Capital works expenditure is below year to date budget by $954,900 (28%).
Adopted carry forwards are included in these statements.
Adjusted underlying result (net surplus/deficit excluding capital grants) is currently
a $16.76 million surplus.
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a) Income Statement – Council

Mount Alexander Shire Council
Budget review for the period ended September 2019
Income & Expenses
ADOPTED CURRENT
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET

BUDGET ACTUAL

2018/19 2019/2020 2019/2020
$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

VAR

VAR

YTD

YTD

YTD

YTD

$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

%

Ref

Income

23,226

23,927

23,927 Rates and charges

23,942

23,999

(58)

0%

7,648

7,191

4,866 Grants - operating

1,288

1,284

5

0%

253

120

30

276

1,236

1,130

1,130 User fees

280

265

14

5%

1,743
1,238

838
1,023

838 Other income
1,023 Statutory fees and fines

193
188

211
206

(18)
(18)

-9%
-9%

3,782

4,459

3,248 Grants - capital

501

190

311

62%

247

29

-

-

-

0%

-

-

-

0%

-

-

-

0%

4

0

4

100%

26,426

26,431

(5)

0%

111

-

-

(1)

-

0

39,485

38,715

120 Contributions - monetary

29 Contributions - non monetary
- Found assets
(1) Share of net profit of associates
0 Internal charges
35,179 Total Income

(246) -820%

1

2

Expenses
14,324

15,162

15,218 Employee costs

4,271

4,097

173

4%

10,643

10,143

10,535 Materials and services

2,963

2,851

112

4%

8,773

8,799

8,799 Depreciation and amortisation

2,216

2,216

-

0%

1,530

1,424

1,501 Other expenses

311

317

(7)

-2%

193

164

164 Borrowing costs

20

10

10

51%

41

18

-

3

(3)

0%

62

-

- Share of net loss of associates

-

-

-

0%

670

-

Increase/(decrease) in provision for
- landfill liability

-

-

-

0%

715

394

394 (Profit) / loss on disposal of assets

19

(16)

35

184%

36,951

36,104

9,799

9,478

322

3%

2,534

2,611

16,626

16,953

(327)

-2%

18 Bad and doubtful debts

36,629 Total Expenses

(1,451) Net Surplus / (Deficit)

Reference notes (greater than $100,000 and 5%):
1. Greater than expected monetary contributions received from open space levies
($71,050) and unbudgeted developer contributions ($153,412). Both of these are set
aside in specific reserve accounts for future funding of works.
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2. Capital grants are yet to be received for Stanley Park playground construction
($225,000) and Bendigo Sutton Grange-Jennings Road works ($225,000); offset by the
unbudgeted grant received for the Library floor project ($125,618).
b) Income Statement – Directorates

Mount Alexander Shire Council
Executive
Budget review for the period ended September 2019
Income & Expenses

ADOPTED CURRENT
ACTUAL BUDGET

BUDGET

BUDGET ACTUAL VAR

2018/19 2019/2020 2019/2020
$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

YTD

YTD

YTD

$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

VAR Ref
YTD
%

Income
18

37

37 Other income

0

1

(1) -210%

22

9

9 User fees

9

1

8

91%

10

-

- Grants - capital

-

-

-

0%

20

-

- Grants - operating

-

-

-

0%

5

-

- Statutory fees and fines

-

-

-

0%

(2)

0

0 Internal charges

0

(3)

3

0%

73

47

10

(1)

869

952

(83)

-10%

434

384

50

12%

69
39

68
39

0
-

0%
0%

47 Total Income

11 111%

Expenses
2,385

2,402

2,397 Employee costs

727

754

765 Materials and services

359
166

401
157

411 Other expenses
157 Depreciation and amortisation

6

-

- Bad and doubtful debts

-

(1)

1

0%

34

-

- (Profit) / loss on disposal of assets

-

-

-

0%

3,678

3,714

1,411

1,443

(32)

-2%

(3,605)

(3,668)

(1,401)

(1,444)

42

-3%

3,731 Total Expenses

(3,684) Net Surplus / (Deficit)

Reference notes (greater than $100,000 and 5%):
No material variances
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Mount Alexander Shire Council
Infrastructure and Development
Budget review for the period ended September 2019
Income & Expenses
ADOPTED CURRENT
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET

BUDGET ACTUAL

2018/19 2019/2020 2019/2020
$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

VAR

VAR

YTD

YTD

YTD

YTD

$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

%

Ref

Income
4,290

4,417

4,417 Rates and charges

2,064

1,835

1,066 Grants - operating

4,417

4,435

(18)

0%

304

332

(28)

-9%

251

120

120 Contributions - monetary

30

276

(246)

-820%

1,175

962

962 Statutory fees and fines

173

202

(29)

-17%

3,731

4,459

501

190

311

62%

600

504

504 User fees

118

120

(2)

-1%

1,014

209

209 Other income

52

52

(0)

0%

3,248 Grants - capital

247

29

-

-

-

0%

111

-

29 Contributions - non monetary
- Found assets

-

-

-

0%

(4)

0

0 Internal charges

4

(7)

11

283%

13,478

12,534

5,599

5,600

(1)

0%

0%

10,555 Total Income

1
2

Expenses
7,650

7,615

7,615 Depreciation and amortisation

1,918

1,918

-

8,124

7,212

7,643 Materials and services

1,719

1,731

(11)

-1%

6,627

6,993

6,993 Employee costs

1,851

1,580

271

15%

467

312

312 Other expenses

54

82

(28)

-52%

86

82

82 Borrowing costs

9

7

2

23%

22
692

12
406

7

3
-

(3)
7

0%
100%

670

-

-

-

-

0%

24,337

22,632

5,558

5,321

237

4%

(10,859)

(10,098)

41

280

(238)

-575%

12 Bad and doubtful debts
406 (Profit) / loss on disposal of assets
Increase/(decrease) in provision for
- landfill liability
23,064 Total Expenses

(12,509) Net Surplus / (Deficit)

3

Reference notes (greater than $100,000 and 5%):
1. Greater than expected monetary contributions received from open space levies
($71,050) and unbudgeted developer contributions ($153,412). Both of these are set
aside in specific reserve accounts for future funding of works.
2. Capital grants are yet to be received for Stanley Park playground construction
($225,000) and Bendigo Sutton Grange-Jennings Road works ($225,000); offset by the
unbudgeted grant received for the Library floor project ($125,618).
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3. Employee costs are behind year to date budget ($271,186) due to:
a. Several vacancies in Development Services that are currently being recruited or
have been recently filled ($116k).
b. One vacancy is currently being recruited in Infrastructure and one new starter is
being paid at a lower rate. Further investigation is required to understand the
total variance across infrastructure ($120k).
c. Lower than budgeted leave accruals for Parks, recreation and community
services ($17k).

Mount Alexander Shire Council
Corporate and Community Services
Budget review for the period ended September 2019
Income & Expenses

ADOPTED CURRENT
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET

BUDGET ACTUAL VAR

2018/19 2019/2020 2019/2020
$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

VAR Ref
YTD
$,000's
%

YTD

YTD

YTD

$,000's

$,000's

19,525
985
140
152
15
-

19,564
952
157
145
4
0

-

-

-

0%

0

10

(10)

0%
0%

20,817

20,832

(15)

0%

1,551

1,566

(15)

-1%

Income
18,937
5,564
711
614
58
2

19,510
5,356
591
617
60
-

41

-

7

(1)
0

25,933

26,134

19,510
3,800
591
617
60
-

Rates and charges
Grants - operating
Other income
User fees
Statutory fees and fines
Contributions - monetary

- Grants - capital
(1) Share of net profit of associates
0 Internal charges
24,578 Total Income

(39) 0%
33 3%
(17) -12%
8 5%
11 73%
(0) 0%

Expenses
5,702

5,767

5,828 Employee costs

2,185

2,178

2,126 Materials and services

810

736

74

9%

956

1,027

1,027 Depreciation and amortisation

258

258

-

0%

704

710

777 Other expenses

188

167

21 11%

107

82

82 Borrowing costs

11

3

8 73%

13

6

6 Bad and doubtful debts

-

0

(0)

0%

62

-

- Share of net loss of associates

-

-

-

0%

(11)

(12)

13

(16)

9,719

9,757

2,831

2,714

116

4%

16,214

16,377

17,986

18,117

(131)

-1%

(12) (Profit) / loss on disposal of assets
9,835 Total Expenses

14,742 Net Surplus / (Deficit)

29 228%

Reference notes (greater than $100,000 and 5%):
No material variances
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c) Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet shows Council assets, liabilities and equity, including reserves, as at
reporting date.

Mount Alexander Shire Council
Balance Sheet
As at September 2019
Actual

Actual

Actual

June
2018/2019

September
2019/2020

September
2018/2019

Variance
to prior
year

Variance
to prior
year

$'000

$'000

$'000

%

$'000

Ref

5,175
4,218
13,750
85
343
23,571

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalants
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets
Inventories
Non-current assets classified as held for sale
Other
Total current assets

584
357,532
1,321
359,437
383,008

Non current assets
Trade and other receivables
Investments in associates
Property, infrastructure, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Total non current assets
Total assets

1,291
1,031
482
3,593
6,397

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Trust funds and deposits
Interest bearing loans and borrowings
Provisions
Total current liabilities

3,443
5,538
8,981
15,378

Non current liabilities
Interest bearing loans and borrowings
Provisions
Total non current liabilities
Total liabilities

1

2

3

3

367,630 NET ASSETS

105,168
2,535
243,689
16,238
367,630

EQUITY
Retained earnings
Current year net earnings incl reserve transfers
Revaluation reserves
Other reserves
Total equity

2
4

5,768
22,252
14,375
97
148
42,641

3,027
21,778
15,005
51
186
164
40,212

2,742
474
(630)
46
(186)
(16)
2,430

48%
2%
-4%
48%
100%
-11%
6%

584
357,785
1,282
359,652
402,293

5
646
339,308
1,142
341,101
381,313

(5)
(62)
18,478
140
18,551
20,980

100%
-11%
5%
11%
5%
5%

1,658
2,842
385
3,768
8,653

1,701
2,569
378
6,417
11,066

(43)
273
7
(2,650)
(2,413)

-3%
10%
2%
-70%
-28%

3,443
5,538
8,981
17,634

3,926
2,051
5,977
17,043

(483)
3,487
3,004
591

-14%
63%
33%
3%

384,659

364,270

20,389

5%

107,702
18,384
243,688
14,884
384,659

103,284
22,005
225,809
13,172
364,270

4,419
(3,621)
17,880
1,711
20,389

4%
-20%
7%
11%
5%
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Reference notes (greater than $500,000 and 5%):
1. Timing of cash flows to meet all obligations as due. 50% of the Victorian Grants
Commission (VGC) funding for 2019/2020 was paid early ($2.59 million) in 2018/2019,
as well as other unbudgeted grants received in June 2019, which are to be spent in
2019/2020.
2. Drainage and road revaluations and additional new works in 2018/2019; increased the
balance at 30 June 2019.
3. Landfill provision reassigned to non-current due to the majority of cell capping works
being rescheduled to 2020/2021 onwards.
4. Increase to waste reserve on striking of 2019/2020 rates and charges; increase in open
space and developer reserves with receipt of developer contributions.
d)

Cash reserve levels to reporting date
Cash levels for the year to date in comparison to the last three financial years.

Cash levels

$,000
22,000
20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
J

A

2016/2017 Actual

S

O

N

D

2017/2018 Actual

J

F

M

2018/2019 Actual

A

M

J

2019/2020 Actual
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e) Key financial ratios
Unrestricted cash ($)
$8,000
$6,000
$4,000
$2,000
$0
$(2,000)
A

S

O

N

D

J

F

2015/2016

2016/2017

2018/2019

2019/2020

M

A

M

J

2017/2018

Unrestricted cash is total cash and investments held, less trust funds owed less
reserve balances (excluding revaluation reserves). It demonstrates the amount of
working funds available to meet employee obligations, supplier payments, capital
works and borrowing repayments after taking into account funds already committed.
There is no VAGO ratio for this measure.
The high starting balance represents the VGC early payment of 50% of the 2019/2020
allocation in June 2019, reduced by transfers to the waste reserve on the striking of the
rates for 2019/2020.
Liquidity (working capital) – current assets / current liabilities
700%
600%
500%
400%
300%
200%
100%
0%
A

S

O

N

D

J

2015/2016

2016/2017

2018/2019

2019/2020

F

M

A

M

J

2017/2018

The liquidity ratio measures the ability to pay existing liabilities in the next 12 months. A
ratio higher than 100% means there is more cash and liquid assets than short term
liabilities. VAGO accepts a ratio of greater than 100% as low risk.
The ratio is expected to be high early in the financial year when the rates and charges
are struck (which increases current assets by showing a higher debtors balance of
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amounts owing to Council) and is reduced during the year as the money is received by
Council and then paid out to cover operational and capital expenditure.
2019/2020 budgeted a liquidity ratio of 138% at 30 June 2020.
The high starting position represents the VGC early payment of 50% of 2019/2020
allocation in June 2019.
Indebtedness – Non-current liabilities / own source revenue
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
A

S

O

N

D

J

2015/2016

2016/2017

2018/2019

2019/2020

F

M

A

M

J

2017/2018

This ratio assess the ability of council to pay the principal and interest on borrowings,
as and when they fall due, from the funds it generates. The higher the percentage, the
less ability Council has to cover non-current liabilities generated from own source
revenues. Own-source revenue is used (rather than total revenue) because it does not
include capital grants, which are usually tied to specific projects. VAGO accepts a ratio
of less than 40% as low risk.
2019/2020 budgeted a ratio of 18% as at 30 June 2020. The ratio has increased to
36% at end September 2019, due to the reclassification of provision for landfill
rehabilitation from current to non-current.
The high starting position represents the reassignment of the landfill provision from
current to non-current liability due to the majority of cell capping works being
rescheduled to 2020/2021 onwards.
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Adjusted underlying result – Adjusted underlying surplus (deficit) / adjusted
underlying revenue
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
-20%
A

S

O

N

D

J

2015/2016

2016/2017

2018/2019

2019/2020

F

M

A

M

J

2017/2018

This ratio indicates the extent to which Council’s operations are sustainable in the
longer-term. Ideally, this ratio will always be positive. Large and/or persistent
underlying operating deficits indicate Council may not be retaining sufficient funds to
maintain infrastructure. VAGO accepts a ratio of more than 5% as low risk. (Adjusted
because it does not include capital grants, which are usually tied to specific capital
projects).
The 30 June 2020 budget for the adjusted underlying result was a deficit of 5.5%,
compared to an actual deficit of 3.5% as at 30 June 2019. This negative underlying
result is due to the timing of budgeted government capital grants but is progressively
expected to improve in line with the adopted long term financial plan.
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f) Investments and cash deposits

Institution

S&P
Rating Type

Amount Lodgement Maturity
Invested Date
Date

Days to
Maturity Rate

AMP

A2-/BBB TD

750

24/01/2019 25/10/2019

25

2.75%

No

AMP

A2-/BBB TD

500

12/08/2019 10/02/2020

133

2.05%

No

Bank Australia

A2/BBB TD

500

28/12/2018 28/12/2019

89

2.85%

Yes

Bank Australia

A2/BBB TD

750

14/03/2019 14/03/2020

166

2.70%

Yes

Bank Australia

A2/BBB TD

750

11/12/2018 11/12/2019

72

2.85%

Yes

Bank of Melbourne

A1+/AA- TD

770

19/09/2019 19/01/2020

111

1.68%

No

Bank of Melbourne

A1+/AA- TD

750

11/06/2019 11/03/2020

163

2.25%

No

Bank of Queensland

A2/A-

TD

500

23/07/2019 20/01/2020

112

1.91%

No

Bank of Queensland

A2/A-

TD

750

6/11/2019

37

2.32%

No

Bendigo Bank

A2/A-

TD

750

30/04/2019 30/04/2020

213

2.40%

Yes

$'000

Bendigo Bank (Maldon)

Pledge

Divested

%

9/05/2019

5

Yes

CBA

A1+/AA- TD

500

26/08/2019 23/03/2020

175

1.55%

No

IMB

A2/BBB TD

500

23/04/2019 23/10/2019

23

2.45%

Yes

me Bank

A2/BBB TD

750

17/12/2018 17/11/2019

48

2.75%

Yes

me Bank

A2/BBB TD

500

13/06/2019 13/01/2020

105

2.20%

Yes

me Bank

A2/BBB TD

750

6/11/2019

37

2.10%

Yes

me Bank

A2/BBB TD

350

23/08/2019 23/10/2019

23

2.10%

Yes

NAB

A1+/AA- TD

750

19/07/2019 20/01/2020

112

1.95%

No

NAB

A1+/AA- TD

750

28/12/2018 27/12/2019

88

2.65%

No

NAB

A1+/AA- TD

750

11/04/2019 13/01/2020

105

2.50%

No

NAB
Suncorp
Westpac

A1+/AA- TD
A1/A+ TD
A1+/AA- TD

500
500
1,000

13/08/2019 11/11/2019
25/03/2019 25/10/2019
28/06/2019 29/06/2020

42
25
273

1.80%
2.65%
1.92%

No
Yes
No

Total Investments

6/09/2019

14,375

Cash Deposits - NAB at call
Total cash and investments

Average rate =

5,768

2.27%
No

20,143
Year to
Positive/
Date
Year to (Negative)
Budget Date Actual Variance
$'000
$'000
$'000

Investment interest income

93

97

5

Summary of investments according to Standard and Poor’s ratings compared to policy.
Thresholds
Overall portfolio limits by category*
short term long term
s-term / l-term
rating
rating
A1+ / AAA
40%
0%
100%
A1 / AA
4%
40%
100%
A2 / A or below
56%
60%
60%
100%
100%
*excluding at call
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As at 30 September 2019 Council had $6.11 million (30.31%) invested in financial institutions
that support divestment from the fossil fuel industry. This data is confirmed from the Market
Forces website: http://www.marketforces.org.au/banks/compare.
Representation of investments held in institutions that do not support the fossil fuel
industries.
Divestment of investments
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Sep 19

Jun 19

Mar 19

Dec 18

Sep 18

Jun 18

Mar 18

Dec 17

Sep 17

Jun 17

Mar 17

Dec 16

Sep 16

Jun 16

Mar 16

Divested

Non-Divested

g) Capital works to reporting date
Year to date capital expenditure compared to the budget and prior year actuals.

Capital Works 2019/2020

$'000

18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
J

A

S

O

N

D

J

F

M

Actual 2018/2019

Budget 2019/2020

Actual including on order 2019/2020

Actual 2019/2020

A

M

J
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h)

Capital works by asset class

Capital expenditure and orders by asset class against year to date budget.
Current
Annual
Budget

Asset Class

Bridges

YTD
YTD
YTD
YTD
Budget Actuals Variance Variance Ref

Commitments

$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

$,000's

%

$,000's

2,462

244

9

236

97%

1

5

2

287

Buildings

2,450

863

634

229

27%

Drainage

1,202

219

221

(1)

-1%

218

Footpaths and cycleways

1,677

55

17

38

69%

10

25

25

-

25

100%

12

Furniture and fittings
Land improvements

251

41

1

41

98%

6

1,726

526

437

88

17%

172

Parks, open space and streetscapes

65

-

1

(1)

0%

1

Plant and equipment
Recreational, leisure and community
facilities

1,025

220

67

153

70%

69

23

16

8

33%

Roads

6,373

1,080

820

260

24%

Computers and technology

444

62

94

(32)

-53%

148

Waste management

647

27

114

(87)

-322%

64

18,415

3,386

2,430

956

28%

1,381

Other infrastructure*

TOTAL

3

-

4

407

52

*Other infrastructure includes playgrounds, streetcapes, dog park, lighting projects, solar installations, and
standpipes.

Reference notes (greater than $100,000 and 5%):
Actual capital works expenditure to 30 September 2019 was $2.43 million, which is
$954,900 (28%) less than year to date budget.
The current status of projects that have significant expenditure variances to budget are
summarised below:
1.

Bridges
a.

2.

Works on both Eagles Road ($109,627 variance) and Froomes Road ($106,576
variance) bridges have experienced challenges with relocation of utilities resulting
in a change to project delivery plan to design and construct. Project is behind
schedule with tenders expected to be awarded shortly.

Buildings
a.

Library floor safety works commenced during July 2019. Removal of the existing
floor structure revealed the condition of the existing structure differed from
expectations. This has resulted in delays with expected completion date now late
October ($92,020 variance).

b.

A request for quotation is scheduled during October 2019 to identify a suitably
qualified builder to undertake the Customer service centre improvements.
Expected completion during December 2019 ($55,629 variance).
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3.

Plant and Equipment
a. Tenders closed early October for water tanker, tipper and tractor with a further
mower deferred until 2020/2021 to assist in funding two Parks trucks ($150,000
variance). Expected delivery of Parks trucks during October 2019.

4.

Roads
a. Delivery of rehabilitation of Metcalfe Redesdale Road is behind budget with
completion expected in late October 2019 ($124,444). Removal of existing wearing
surface was required and is now complete with soft spots continuing to be
identified and removed.
b. Design complete and tender advertised on Jennings road reseal at end of
September 2019. Delay experienced due to the requirement for an arborist
assessment ($64,197 variance).

Planned works ($1.38 million) on order includes:
•

Metcalfe Redesdale Road upgrade works

$352,008

•

Castlemaine Library floor safety works

$160,907

•

Integrated Corporate platform continued rollout

$135,296

•

Victory Park play space construction

$98,132

i)
Government grants
The organisation has an annual plan action to pursue recurrent grant funding and
strategic capital funding aligned with Council Plan objectives. An analysis of grants
received compared to total revenue (excluding Roads to Recovery, VGC and Aged Care)
provides the following:
2017/2018 Actual
9.9%*
2018/2019 Actual
9.0%**
2019/2020 Budget
11.2%
2019/2020 YTD Budget
2.2%
2019/2020 Actual
1.7%
*(Includes $1.99 million received for Wesley Hill Recreation Reserve redevelopment. Excluding this the
percentage decreases to 4.7%).
**Reflects the increase in unbudgeted grants received at 30 June 2019 such as Fixing Country Roads various
projects ($1.18 million); flood levee upgrades ($417,308); construction of Stanley Park play space ($225,000);
Forest Street crossing of Campbells Creek trail to Botanic Gardens ($300,000).
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